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NOTICE.

Persons •wishing to communicate with Dr. H.,

are requested to address to " Dr. F. IloUicJc, Nexo

York,'''' and if he is not then in that city, the !l^et,ter

\vill be forwarded to him. If advice be requested,

the statement of the case must be full and explicit,

with a correct history of its origin, if that be known,

and its progress. A fee of Five Dollars must also

accompany all such Letters, or they cannot be an-

swered ; so many being constantly received, that the

mere reading of them occupies considerable time.

If interviews be desired, or visits requested, Dr. H.

will endeavor to accommodate applicants as far as

he can ; but he begs to remark, that his time is

much occupied, and that such appointments are

Eometimes difficult to arrange immediately.

Dr. H! is fully prepared with all the apparatus

required, to practice any of the modes of treatment

described in his books, or to supply any of the reme-

dies therein referred' to ; but he thinks it necessary

to remark, that, many of these, from requiring his

personal supervision, and occupying considei-abla

time, are necessarily expensive.
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This list by no means contains all those books that haTc

been consulted on this subject, hut motely the principal cues

Some of them are old works, sought out in Medical Librariea,

and others are the newest and most standard of the present

day. Mauy others have been made use of, but not directly

e.Ktracted from, so that while their information has been made
available its source has been overlooked, or unnoticed. In

the course of several years' miscellaneous reading on any sub-

ject, many facts will necessarily be gathered whose paternity

is eventually forgotten, and this is the case in the present in-

stance. Where credit lias not been given, however, it is not

intentionally omitted, but inadvertently The list, imperfect

as it is, will give some slight idea of the labor connected with

Che ^tting up such, a volume as the presont
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PREFACE.

A VARIETY of circumstances induced me at the commenc*.
ment of my professional career, to give my chief attention to

the physiology and diseases of the female system, and my
practice ever since has been mainly connected therewith.

Many causes have given me at different times, peculiar facili-

ties for acquiring information on these subjects, particularly on
certam points not usually well understood, and I have been
desirous of making that information available to the best of
my ability, as a means of alleviating physical suffering, and
removing moral evil.

Experience early taught me that the greater part of tho
female diseases which came under my notice, were caused,
directly or indirectly, by the ignorance of the sufferers respect-
ing the constitution and relations of their own systems. This
ignorance not only produces then- diseases, but also conserves
them, because it prevents the adoption .f proper means far
their removal, and leaves tho sufferers liable to constant impo-
sition from uninformed or designing pretenders. The very
best medical practice, unfortunately, is obliged to leave nu-
merous diseases unchecked, and I feel fully assured that the
greatest skiU in the world could never cure so many physical
evito, as a little thnoly knowledge would prevent ! There-
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fDre, both as a means of teaching females how to avoid dis-

pense, and to instruct them iu simple means of treatment, and

also to prevent imposition, a certain amount of knowledge of

themselves is indispensable. So fully convinced was I of this,

that I determined to devote greater part of my time aad

what little ability I possessed to tho dissemination of that

knowledge. I found, however, that this was a ver)' difficult

task, and required considerable devotion and perseverance.

Ignorance dislikes to be disturbed, prejudice is difficult to

overcome, and interest easily becomes alarmed at innovation,

as I soon discovered. Feeling confident, however, that I wa«

engaged in a useful undertaking, and one that would ulti-

tnately be universally commended, I kept on, notwithstanding

the obstacles I met with, until, I am happy to say, a fair

amount of success attended my efforts. For the future I in-

tend to labor in the same field, unless my place be taken by

others more capable, and my efforts become unnocessarj-,

which I shall be verj' happy to see.

In the spring of 1844, I commenced in New York city a

course of public lectures to females, on female diseases, illus-

trated by anatomical models, and contrary to general expec-

tation they were extensively patronised, and met with genera]

approbation. The press universally commended them, and

•many ladies of eminence and ability gave voluntary testimony

bi their favor. I continued lecturing in New York for thro©

mouths to large auilicnces, and then went to Fhilajiclpliia,

where my success was even greater, upwards of /onr hiin-

dred ladies having attended in one d\y ! Since then I hav«

many fmes repeated them in both plaies, and also in Wash-

ington, Baltimore, and other cities with tho same rcsiilU On

Boveral occasions, particularly iii Philaa ^lpbi\ I have been
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presented With votes of thanks, and '-vith flattering testi-

monials, DUO of which liad over th ee hundred names attached

to it, and also with many valuable presents ; among the rest

with a splendid large Gold Medal !

During this time I have met with the approbation of aH

who were acquainted with the real nature of my undertaking,

and the manner of my proceedings. Some uninforriied per-

sons, juJging from prejudice, distrust or misreprss?ntation,

may have misconceived my motives ; and many have ex-

pressed their regret when undeceived for having done so. A

few interested practitioners also, fearful for their practice and

reputation, have endeavored to injure me in various ways, and

prevent my proceedings ;
but, as might tiave been predicted,

only to their own discomfiture. A detail of the means they

employed is not necessary here, smce they failed in their ob-

ject, and merely afforded a lamentable mstance of moral tur-

pitude and meuta,! imbecility.
,

The present book followed a» a matter of course from the

kctures. My audiences repeatedly asked mo, by public call,

to write such a one, so that they c,ould study it at home, or

send it to their absent friends, and my daily experience showed

me the necessity for it. Many circumstances, however, re-

tarded its appearance. My professional engagements left mo

but little leisure, and I was also desirous of postpoiiiug it till

I had made certain investigations of an important character.

As it now stands, this book is the result of an extended sorioa

jf observations in my own practice, and-of a thorough examina

tion of nearly all the celebrated works on the subject, native

and foreign. The amount of labor required in this examina-

Uou and its importance, m-ay bo partly estimated by referring

to the list of books aonsulled. Many of the most valuablo
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among these books hav3 never been translated, and much of
the information here given cannot be found in any other
original work ever published ha this country iu the English
language. I have made it a point to leave no source of in.
formation whatever unexplored J

My object being popular instruction, I have of course
made all my explanations as familiar as possible, and have
either altogether avoided names and words not generally un-
derstood, or else given an explanation of them. Everything
not strictly necessary to an understanding of the subject, or. in
any way objectionable has been carefully avoided, but nothmg

'

has been omitted that is really essential, even though its

novelty, and opposition to preconceived opinions, may at first

startle the unthinking or otFend tho prejudiced.

I am well aware that many of .the new discoveries I have
mentioned are as yet unknown, except to a few medical men,
and wiU naturally surprise those who hear of them for the first

time. That is no reason why they should be concealed how-
ever, but the contrary. Every new truth that is announced
only takes the place of some antiquated error; and since tho
human mind, in regard to every subject, must bo occupied by
ono or the other, which should be preferred ? Truth ! un-
doubtedly. Society is now too far advauced for any kind of
useful knowledge to be restricted to a few. , The public de..

mand to know everything they choose i^^hich concerns their

welfare, and that demand must be comjilied with. The
growing spirit of enquiry among females respecting themselves,

makes such a work as the present absolutely necbssary, for

while it is absent its place will be filled by imperfect or im-

proper substitutes. Several books on this subject have lately

been issued of a highly objectionable character, but which are
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bought simply because their real character is not perceived,

an/there is nothing better to supercede them. Some others 1

have seen, not to be objected to on the same grounds, being

jvrittea by respectable scientific men, but which, nevertheless,

ail in giving popular information, because they are not suffi-

/•jontly simple in their language nor familiar in their explana-

tions. Most of them aro also too meagre, only touching on a

few prominent diseases, and leaving numerous topics of thn.

greatest interest and importance unexplained. As ^ready

remarked, I have endeavored to write this book so that every

person of ordinary capacity shall understand it, and yet so that

no reasonable objection can be made to it. And further, 1

have, I believe, explained every female derangement ytl

heard of or seen .' I do not think there has been a single one

omitted, and several that are introduced have never .bc€n

heard of before, I will venture to assert, except by a few pro-

fess'ional men.

As far as it could be done with propriety and advantage, I

have given directions for domestic treatment, and have al-

ways made a special point of teachjjig how to prevent disease

General rules for the preservation of health have also been

given, and the various causes which tend to destroy it have

been carefully enumerated. In short, I have endeavored to

make thif Bodi o complete work of reference for everj-thing

connected willT' feijialo health and the treatment of female

disease! "One in which the parent can find comfort and

assistanoo jn her own afflictions, and by means of which sh*

may givard her child against them. Those disorders which

belong to both sexes in common I have not spoken of, because

they belong to general medicine ; and my business was with

diseases solely female. Nor have I have spoken of those dis-

2*
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I^B which belong exclusively to marriage, gestation ani
^l^ery, as these wUI form the subject of a separate volume
With many heartfelt thanks to the ladies in general, and

particularly to those of New York and Philadelphia, fc their
kmd patronage of my former books and lectures, I present
this volume to their notice, sincerely hoping that it may be
acceptable to them, and assist in alleviating those evde
which unfortunately so many of them are subject. •

FREDERICK HOLLICE, M. D
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PLATE II.

EXTERNAL FEMALE ORGANS.

a. a. The large lips.

4 The small lips,

e. The Clitoris,

d. The entrance to the Vagina.

e. The Fourchette.
/. The Meatus.
g. The Tressoria.

SECTION OF THE "WOMB—NATURAL SIZE.

R Jhe walls of the Womb.
C The Vagina.
g. The mouth of the Womb
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DR. HOLLICK'S APHRODISIAC REMEDY.

Since the first issue of. this work, althongh Dr. Hoilick
disclaimed all wish to advertise and sell his remedy, men-
tioned in the article on the Influence of Drugs, yet he has
been so b'esct with applications for it that he feels at length
compelled to give way, at least so far as to let those have
It who ere led to apply through reading his books. Some of
the articles composing it are still very scarce, and difficult
to obtain, though more unavailable than formerly, and many
additions and alterations have been made in accordance with
the results of special experience, so that it is now beyond
all doubt the mcst generally and thoroughly efficacious
remedy for IMPOTENCE, STERILITY. LOSS OP FEEL-
ING, and NATURAL TORPIDITY, ever invented.

It is sold in packages of S5 each. The articles being ex-
tremely powerful and highly concentrated, the packages are
of small weight and size

; and being flat, the size of a letter,
can readily go anywhere by post, both with safety and with
secresy. The medicine being in a dry form, there is no bot-
tle needed, and therefore can be no risk of loss or break-
age

;
and it is so put np that it will keep good in any

climate, for any length of time, and under all circumstances.
It IS also so made that the doses arc easily formed and taken
williout occasion for any fluids or measuring, and being
without peculiar smell, no one can detect it.

Those who wish it can address to Dr. Hollick, New York
enclosing five dollars, and the reasons for wishing to take it

REMEMBER, it can bo obtained of no one else 1
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PLATE I.

Lateral Section, or side view of the Female Pelvis, to show

the position of the Organs.

A. The Bladder.

B. The Womb.
C. The Vagina.

D. The Rectum.

«. The Right Ovary.

/. The Right Fallopi-an Tube.

g. The Os Tmcse, or Mouth of the "Womb.

A. The Meatus Urinarius, or Mouth of the Bladdec

L u The Small Intestines.

j.j. The Back Bone.

e. k. The Pubic or Front Bone.

I. The Right External Lip, or Labium.

m. The Right Internal Lip, or Nymphos.

n The Hymen.

0. The Opening through the Hymen.

q. The Clitoris,

p. The Perineum.

(This of course shows the half of all the single Organs and tha

right one only of those that are double.)
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NEW FACTS IN

PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE.

The readers of this book will be aware that Dr. Hollick
and others are continually pursuing their investigations con-

cerning the matters therein treated, and that new discove-

ries are being continually made of the most interesting kjnd.

These are regularly incorporated, when completed, in the

new editions
; but as they often Fucceed each other rapidly,

it is not possible for readers always to keep up with them.

As a means, however, of obviating the difiQculty, and put-

ting all seekers for know-ledge on equal terms, " The Peo-

ple's Medical Journal'.' is issued. This contains all new facta,

as soon as discovered, in conjunction with a va.st amount of

important miscellaneous matter not to be found anywhere

else. For twenty-five ceuts a year, therefore, every one can

keep up with the times, and even be ahead of most of their

medical teachers. Everybody should take the ' People's

Journal." See the advertisement at the end of this book.

Those who wish to understand General Physiology, or to

have their children learn it, should procure one or other of

the books on Anatomy and Physiology for home teaching,

and for .schools, also.advertised at the end of this book.

These School Boolcs are . remarkably cheap, and are in

every way adapted for popular use. Every child should

»tudy tliem
;
and, in fact, every adult who is not already

familiar with the subject.



PLATE III.

Tho Uterus and its Appendages removed, to show thoir con.

nection with each other.

B. The Womb.
C. Tlie Vagina-

e. e. Tho Ovaries.

/./. The Fallopian Tubes.

a The loft broad Ligament The right one being removed.
r. r. Tho Round Ligaments

g Thn Oe Thxcvo, or Mouth of the Wnrob





THE DISEASES OF WOMAN

CHAPTER I.

THE FEMALE SYSTEM.

In order to understand many of those peculiar de.
rangements to which the Female System is so liable,

it is necessary to have at least a general acquain-
tance with the structure, position, and uses of the
different organs which compose it.

This general acquaintance, sufficient for the pre-
sent purpose, is intended to be given in the present
chapter, those who wish for more extended informa-
tion being referred "to The Marriage Guide"

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEMALE ORGANS, AND EXPLA-
NATION OF THEIR USES.

INTERNAL ORGAnS.

The Ovaries.—{e. e. Plates I, II and III.)~These
ure two oval shaped bodies, about the size of an al-

mond nut, placed one on each side, nearly in the
groin. They contain a number of small round
grains, or granules, called the ovcb, or eggs, which
are the germs of future human beings, as the egg*
of birds are of their particular kind. They are
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connected witli the uterus by two short arms, or pro-

longations, and are enclosed in the folds of the broad

ligaments. .
•, tt i tti -w

The Fallopian Tubes.—{f.f. Plates I, II and III.)

These are two Tubes, one on each side, beneath the

Ovaries, and extending farther. Each of them has

a small passage which opens into the uterus at one

end, and oppos.'.e the Ovaries at the other. Their

use is to' convey the impregnating principle to the

Ovaries, at the time of conception, and to convey the

OvEe when impregnated, to the interior of the Womb.

The Vterus, or Womb.—{B. Plates I, II and III.)

This is a hollow organ, placed between the Bladder,

which is in front, and the Rectum, which is behind.

It is connected with the Vagina, and opens mto it by

the small orifice called the mouth of the womb.—

(g. Plates I and III.)—The Uterus is the organ which

receives the impregnated ovum, and m which it is

developed into the human being. It is connected

with "the Ovaries by the Fallopian Tubes, and with

the Vagina by the Os Tincse, and is retained in its

situation partly by its connections with other organs,

and partly by the round and broad ligaments.
_

The Vagina.—{C. Plates I and III.)—This is ihe

passage which leads to the Womb from the external

opening. ^ , / -m »

The Os Tmc<B, or Mouth of ihe TFo7nJ.—(^. Plates

I jjrifi in.)—This is the small orifice, opening intoiho

Vagina, by which communication is established with

the'^Uterus from without.
, tt n rr, n„

The Bladder.—{A. Plates I and II.)—The Re-

ceptacle of the Urine. It is placed immediately m

front, on the pubic bone, the Uterus lying neariy on

'^'.V^r Keclum, or Termination of the large Intestine.
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(D. Plates I and II.)—This is situated behind tho

Vagina, and between it and the back bone.

The Broad Ligaments.—(s. Plate III.)—These are
two broad folds of membrane, which serve partly to

enclose the Fallopian Tubes and Ovaries, and partly
to sustain the Womb in its place. They adhere to

tlie Uterus and to the %valls of the Pelvis.

The Round Ligaments.—(r. r. Plates II and III.)

These two cords arise from cacli upper corner of the
Uterus, and curving downwards are fixed by their

other extremities to the pubic bone. They are partly
enclosed in the Broad Ligaments. They assist in
sustaining the Uterus in its position, and probably
also they strengtheai the Broad Ligaments and prevent
their rupture when the strain upon them is too great.

Fimbrim of the Fallopian Tubes.— (/. /.. Plate III.)

These Fimbrise are like Tentaculas, or fingers, spi-ing.

ing from the extreme ends of the Tubes, and floating

loosely in the cavity of the pelvis. Their use is to

clasp hold of the ovaries at the time of conception,
so that the fecundating principle can reach them, and
also to take up the ovse when impregnated, and con-
vey them into the Tube, down which they pass into
the Womb.

EXTERNAL ORGANS.

The External Lips.—(I Plate I.)—These are
commonly termed the Labioi externa. They are two
broad folds of membranous and adipose substance,
forming the portals to the Vulva, or entrance to the
Vagina.

T/ie Internal Lips.—(m. Plate I.)—These are two
smaller labia;, sometimes called the Nymplite, within
the first, the chief use of which appears to be lo di-
rect the flow of the urine from the urethra.
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The Hymen.—{n. Plate I.)—This is a membrane

generally found in virgins, which grows over and

close;? more or less completely the entrance to the

Vagina. Use unknown. When it exists there is

generally a small orifice through it, by which the

menses escape, each monthly period.—(o. Plate I.)

The Clitoris.—{jp. Plate I.)—This is a small pro-

minent organ, about the size of a large pea, placed

in the upper part of the opening between the exter-

nal lips, and immediately above the Meatus Urina-

rius. It is the principal seat of venereal excitement,

and is subject to many annoying diseases.

The Perineum.—{q. Plate I.)—The part between

the Vulva, or entrance to the Vagina, and the funda-

ment. It is chiefly composed of the muscles belong-

ing to the neighboring parts, and assists very much

in supporting the womb.
The Meatus Urinarius, or Mouth of the Bladder,

(h. Plate I,)—a small opening by which the urine

escapes, placed between the lips, and immediately

aboA e the Vulva, or entrance to the Vagina.

These organs are all placed within, or in contact

with, the lower part of the Trunk, called the pelvis.

They are all intimately connected with each other,

and some of them have most extensive and strong

sympathies with almost every other part of the sys-

tem. So much so is this the case in fact, that pro-

bably the great majority of diseases to which fcmalea

are liable arise, directly or indirectly, from Uteiinc

or Ovarian derangement. Very often the heart, the

Btomach, or some other organ, though perfectly

healthy, is thought to be diseased, and appcai-s to bo

so, merely from its sympathy with the diseased womh.
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CHAPTER II.

MALFORMATION. OR IMPERFECT DEVELOPMEN? OF THE
DIFFERENT FEMALE ORGANS.

Malformation, or faulty developement, of the
female organs is frequently met with, sometimes
from accidertts, and sometimes from natural imper-
fection. There are so many and such different
cases of this kind that it is impossible to enumerate
them all, nor is it necessary; we will therefore con-
fine ourselves to those most generally found.

COHESION OF THE EXTERNAL LIPS.

(I Plate I.) Sometimes female children are horn
mth the external lips completely grown together,
so as even to close up the passage from the bfadder.
In this case great distress is very soon felt from
inability to discharge the urine, and the assistance
of the surgeon becomes immediately necessary.
Fortunately this difficulty is generally very easily
overcome. It is seldom, however, that the adhesion
IS so extensive as to close completely the urethra
more generally it i& only partially closed, and the
urine escapes in drops or small quantities. More
frequently it is only the entrance to the vagnia that
IS closed, and then the difficulty may not be discov-
ered till the period of puberty. At that time great •

distress is felt from tlie menses not being able to
escape from the Womb ; but of this we shall speakm another article. Tiicrc are many accidents that
may cause tliis adhesion of the labia, such as chaf.

3*
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ings, inflammation from various causes, and irrita

tion of the urine. In some young persons there is a

constant disposition to an inflamed state of these

parts, and unless constant attention be paid to cleaiu

liness tlicy are very apt to grow together. In

married persons this sometimes takes place from

injuries at child-birth, and other causes. Let it

arise how it may, however, or at whatever period of

life, the imperfection should be immediately removed,

as serious consequences often arise from it ; such

as violent inflammations, retention of the menses,

and even dangerous ulcerations. The surgeon

should of course be applied to in all such cases, and,

in young persons, as early as possible-, so that all

trace of the imperfection may disappear by the

growt!' of the parts. Very often these things are

neglected in children, and then unpleasant exposures

have to be made when the parties are grown up.
^
I

have known many such left till puberty, or even till

marriage, causing then the greatest distress and

difficulty. Where anything of the kind is even sus-

pected, it should be at once attended to, and parents

should bear in mind that veiy often the regular use

of cold water will prevent the necessity for the

surgeon's knife. There is too much neglect of this

precaution

!

In nearly all these cases, especially when talcen m
time, no knife is required. In young persons never.

There is therefore nothing in the operation to terrify

I have found that the best mode is, to gently ten

them asunder, or gradually separate them with

tliin piece of ivory, or hard wood, which may be done

with little or no pain. Care must be taken after-

warns to keep them apart till they heal, or they

jnay again adhere.
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UNION OF THE NYMPHAE.

The N 'mphse

—

{m. Plate I.)—sometimes adhere
from the union of the exteiT.al labia, and sometimes
from other and independent causes. Tliis malforma-
tion, like the previous one, may be either congenital
or accidental, and its general effects are much the
same as those described in the previous section. In
such cases there is always a difficulty in urinating

;

the nymphag not directing it in a stream, in the
proper direction, it flows backwards, or over the
person, causing great trouble and irritation, and often
leads to the fear that there is gravel, or stone, or
weakness in the bladder.

Most of these cases of adhesion are so slight that
.lu cuUing is required. I have treated many suc-
cessfully with the simplest domestic means, both
in children and adults.

UNNATDKAL* GROWTH OF THE- NYMPHAE.

An unusual enlargement of the Nymphse is some-
times observed even in very young children, but is
more usually found after puberty. The causes of
this unnatural growth are obscure, and sometimes it

appears to arise from a constitutional tendency.
The annoyance, and sometimes even positive suffer-
ing, is very great, so as to seriously impede the
performance of several natural functions. Attention
.should be paid immediately to these cases, because
Ihey have not only a tendency often to become
much worse, but even to degenerate into Gnnrrrene,
Fungus, or Cancer. The use of cold lotionl, and
saline aperients, with perfect rest, and careful absti-
nencc from exciting food or drink, will usually be
sufficient to check the evil, if used early. When
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these means fail, however, and the enlargement still

continues, leeches may be used, or scarification,

and, as a last resort, the parte may be cut away, as

is often done'irtsome parts of Asia for other reasons.

Certain liabits in youjig persons, and certain" excesses

in adults, have olten more to do with the production

of this annoyance than is supposed, and if persisted

in will defeat all attempts at cure. Cold water, and

entire absence from all excitement whatever, is often

all that is required.

UNNATURAL GROWTH OF THE CLITORIS.

(p. Plate 1.)—This affection is precisely the

same as the last, in its nf^ture and treatment, being

merely located in another part. It is however mud
more annoying, and more dangerous, and is likely to

lead to immoralily as well as to serious disease.

The same means may be used as are recommended

for enlarged Nymphee, and, if these fail, amputation

may be necessary. If proper cleanliness be observed,

and all improper excitement avoided, this last resort

is seldom needed. If it ever do become necessary-,

however, it is consoling to know that the operation is

speedy, safe, and almost painless. In sonia parts of

the world it is almost invariably performed.

I am persuaded that .more young persons are sub-

ject to tliese two last named annoyances tlian is

generally supposed, and I have no doubt but that the

unnatural excitement, thus produced, is a more fre-

quent cause of deviation from the paths of rectitude

than has ever been suspected !—A timely attention to

physical derangements will often prevent moral

ones ! . i.-

Exciting food, indolence, and vicious habits, are

probably some of the principal physical causes of
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Ihis evil, conjoined with e.xcited feelings from
sentimental reading or improper associations. ,

CLOSURE OF THE VAGINA. •

Imperforation, or want of passage in or to the
vagnia,—(C. Plates 1 and III.) is sometimes fomid
at birth, and ^orae.times arises from accidents in after
life. It usuallj^ produces no particular inconvenience
till, the period ol' puberty, at 'which time great distress
IS often produced from retention of the menses.

Sometimes this closure is caused simply by the
Hymen having no passage through it. In this case
the membrane usually protrudes in a conve.x form
externally, and the fluid may be felt, like a weight,
pressing upon it, whenever any accumulation ofIhe

. menses occurs. In one case occurring in my own
practice, of t,his kind, there had never been a flow
though the patient was nearly twenty years old. An
examination soon showed the cause. The Hymen
was completely imperforate, and protruded in the
form of a round ball, from the pressure of the fluid
behind. The Abdomen was much distended, the
lower limbs were much swelled, and about once a
month the' greatest distress was experienced, from
the persevering efforts made by nature to relieve her-
self At one of these periods a small incision was
carefully made, and immediately there escaped near-
ly Ihree quarts of fluid matter resembling the ordi
nary monthly secretion, mixed with clots and cakes
ot dark blood, and membrane. The patient ielt im-
mediate relief, and one month after had her menstruse
and contmued to do so with perfect regularity, and
without distress. From the suflbring previously
experienced, and from the wearing down of the
system, it was evident she, could not long have sur-
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vived as she was, and what made her case worse,

the parties prescribing for her had given a quantity

of forcing medicine, to bring it on, as they said, thus

increasing the evil. The real cause of the diflicultv

was never suspected before my visit.

In all cases when the menses do not appear in

young persons at the proper time, it should be ascer-

tained, with certainly, whether any impediment of

this kind exists or not, before any treatment is re-

commended, otherwise great mischief may be done.

The most usual symptoms of retention from thia

cause are, enlai-gement of the abdomen, which varies

much however at different times, with great tender-

ness to the touch,—pain in the loins and back

—

weight and dragging down in the pelvis—difhculty

of breathing—spasmodic starts and twhches—head-

ache—sickness and vomiting—and usually swel-

ling and great tenderness of the breasts. In course

of time nearly all the internal organs become more

•or less deranged, and we find difficulty in passing the

urine, or inability to retain it, and frequently great

suffering whenever the bowels are moved. In some

cases the accumulation has been so great, as to cause

severe pressure on the sacral nerves ; and thus pro-

duce numbness and weakness, or even paralysis of

the lower limbs. Sometimes the great enlargemenl

has caused suspicion of pregnancy, and much in-

justice and suffering has in consequence been ex-

perienced. There are cases recorded in which this

retention has produced severe nervous diseases, and

even insanity. And in more than one instance the

fluid has been forced along the fullopain tube into

the abdomen, causing inflammation and death.—

Dropsy is a very frequent result. In some few in-

stances the fluid is absorbed after each monthly
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period) but this is rare, and when it does occur, it

leads to great constitutional disturbance. * '

Imperforation of the Hymen is not, however, the
only cause of closure of the Vagina. There are
lometimes/a/se memhranes formed, at different parts
jf the passage, or the two walls may be even per-
ftctly tmited m their whole length, forming a solid
body instead of a tube ! I recollect one case of this
kind, in which an operation was performed, and a
passage cut,_till the womb was reached, and the
walls kept from growing together again till they
healed. The passage thus produced was very small
at first, but gradually enlarged, by proper means of
distension, to its natural dimensions. This is a very .

delicate and difficult operation, however, and not un-

'

accompanied with danger. In the case referred to
It was perfectly successful, and in a short time after

'

tlic sienses appeared and became regularly estab
lished. The lady subsequently married, and became
u mother, with little more than the ordinary pain and
difficulty. It is proper to remark,, however, that
such an operation as this is exceedingly difficult and
dangerous, and by many surgeons would not be per-
formed at all, except when it offered the only chance
for preserving the health, or life, of the sufferer.

1 his accident has occasionally arisen from injuries
at childbirth and from criminal attempts at abortion.
I have even known it to occur, partially, from other
VICIOUS practices, producing inflammation.

In performing .the operation of puncturing the
Hymen, or other membrane, there is always some
nsk of mflammation to the womb; and it should
therefo.'e only be attempted by a competent person:
tatai results having happened from want of proper
precautions. It is also desirable to ao perform it that
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the Hymen shall not be destroyed, on account of the

moral importance attached to it. A little reflection

will show how culpably negligent those parents must
be who remain so ignorant of the condition of their

children, as to allow them to marry with this imper-

fection, and yet this has been done
;
and, in one case

in my own practice, nearly with fatal results !

Many cases are recorded in medical works in

^
which the Vagma has become closed after a difficult

labor, and some even in which it occurred after con-

ception, so that an opening had to be cut before

delivery could be accomplished. Dr. Segalas men-
tions one such case in which the opening could not

be made in time, and the patient died from the burst-

ing of the womb.

PARTIAL CLOSURE, OR NARROWNESS OF THE VAGINA.

This state of the parts is often found at birth,

though it may be produced bv various causes after-

wards. The closing may be so great as to cause a

difficulty in menstruation, with pain, or it may not be

discovered till marriage, or even till delivery.

Many cases are on record, and I have known many
Buch, in which the marriage could not be consum-

mated from this cause. In one of these, to the great

distress of both parties, a divorce was about to be

agreed upon. The lady was brought to me for

another affection ; but this being confidentially men-

tioned, I remarked that possibly the difficulty might

be overcome. The patient could scarcely be brought

to think so, but ultimately agreed that the experiment

should be made. The passage itself was not larger

than an ordinary quill, though there was no difficulty

at the monthly period. By patient perseverance in

a proper system of dilatation, with different-sized
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Jastic tubes, filled with air, in less than sLx months
•t had attained its proper dimensions; and, to the
great joy of both parties, the- difficulty wasfully re-
moved, and conception afterwards occurred.
The narrowness may either exist in the whole

length of the Vagina, or only in a particular part

—

this, of course, requires to be accurately ascertained.
In some cases it arises merely from a partial grow-
ing together of the external lips, and is then very
easily removed. The danger, at the period of mar-

'

nage, in some of these cases, is obvious ; in some
of them much after-suffering, and even death, has
been

j
reduced, which might easily have been avoided

by a little timely assistance !

This process of enlarging the vaginal canal is one
requirmg great care and patience. There are few
cases wherein it will hot be successful, if rightly
conducted, though there are many in which it may
fail from very slight inattention. In all cases where
there is pain or difficully, at certain times, from this
cause, it should be immediately resorted to. The
use of cutting instruments is seldom, if ever, required
in these cases ; I never recollect one, and I have had
a great many, m which, by the gradual means spoken
ot, 1 did not effect a cure. A case is mentioned by
Colombat De L'Isire, of a lady ihirty.four years of
age, who had been married since her fourteenth year
with whom this operation was perfectly successful.

Lacerations, and other injuries, from delivery,
frequently produce this difficulty.

_

The walls of the Vagina will sometimes swell from
inflammation, and cause a temporary narrowness,
which may be overcome by rest and cold injections,
lumors occasionally develop, either on the walls or
on the mouth of the womb, and partly fill up tho
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assage. These are probably the worst feases of the

ind Siat can occur. Many medical authors assert

that no attempt to remove them should ever he made :

in some cases, however, the operation is successful.

When this narrowness of the passage is not dis-

covered before labor commences, there is sometimes

great difficulty, and even fatal lacerations, from the

parts not giving way readily; but in general the

efforts of nature effect a gradual enlargement, even

in the worst cases. It would be better, however, to

-attend to the difficulty in time, if it be loiown,

CLOSING OF THE MOUTH OF THE WOMB.

The Mouth of the Womb,—(g. Plates I and III,)

may become closed from the same accidents as the

Vagina, or it may be closed from birth. The same

effects also follow from its closure as from that of the

Vagina, with the exception that it does not prevent

the consummation of marriage, though it will pre.

vent conception. The plan of treatment is nearly

the same as that laid down for the Vagina, but it is

much more difficult and uncertam, and by many
persons is altogether denounced, excepting as a last

resource to preserve health, or life. I have over-

come some cases, however, without an operation, by
• patient perseverance. Veiy often this defect exists and

is unsuspected. It sliould therefore be always looked

lor, when no other cause of difficulty is known, par-

ticularly in retention of the menses and in barrenness.

ABSENCE OF THE VAGINA, OR WOMB, OE BOTH.

Fortunately these deprivations seldom occur. I

have, however, met with some sucli, and many are

on record in medical books ; it is therefore advisable

to mention them. Either the Vagina or the Womb
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may be absent, alone, or both may be absent to-

gether. It may also be a congenital defect, or may
arise from injuries. The Womb may be absent and
yet every other part perfect", so that no. indication of
the defect will be evident, except on examination.
Marriage may then be consummated, but must of
course be fruitless. Absence of the Vagina is of
course always discovered, and forbids the possibility
of marriage. If the Womb and ovaries be perfect
when there is no Vagina, we may have the same
distress and difhculty as in closing of the Vagina,
because there will be no means of escape for the
menses if they form. It is seldom we can afford re-
lief by artificial means in such cases, though Nature
Bometimes relieves herself by m artificial passage
into the rectum, or bladder, or by some vicarious
discharge.

The sooner all these malform^itions, or unnatural
growths, are attended to, the better,..both because it

gives a better chance of success, and because it may
prevent much distress and suffering of body and
mind. Every mother ought to know sufficient of her
daughter, and be sufficiently familiar and confidential
with her, to prevent the possibility of any of these
grave difficulties existing without her Icnowledge.
Unfortunately many are culpably negligent in this
respect, or too little iiiformed, and suffer their chil-
dren to contract engagements for which they arc un-
Buited, and which produce nothing but miseiy and
disappointment to themselves and their partners.
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CHAPTER III.

WSriJlCEMENT, OR WRONG POSITION OF THE FEMALB
ORGANS.

The different Female Organs are liable, from a
variety of causes, to be displaced, or they may even

be misplaced congenitally. The Womb is most
frequently found out of its proper situation, and its

deviations will therefore first engage our attentiob.

PROLAPSUS UTERI, OR FALLING OF THE WOMB..

This troublesome affliction, scientifically called

Hysieroptosis, is found at almost every period of life,

and under almost all circumstances. It is, in fact,

so general, that it may be considered a kmd of heir

loom, to which eveiy female may consider herself

born, and from which she may think herself ex-

tremely fortunate if she escapes. It is, in fact, a very

rare occurrence to meet with any adult female, particu-

larly if long married, who is not troubled with it, or

has not had it. Married females are undoubtedly

more subject to it than unmarried ones, but it is found

to a great extent even amon^ very young persons.

I have known many suffer from it before pubert)',

and some even as young as ten or eleven years of

age. Cases are on record where complete prolapsus

existed at birth, giving rise to doubt as to the proper

attributes of the child. But without referring to these

congenital accidents, we have enough to do, unfor-

tunately, with the disease as it arises in after life.

The primary causes of its fearful prevalence are,

undoubtedly, to be found in an almost entire neglect

of the laws of physical healtli, in the education of
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young females. Want of sufficient self-prompted
exercise, with free exposure to air and light ; com-
bined with injurious and absurd modes of dress, and
too long continuance in constrained positions of the
body, are some of the evils almost universally pre-
vailing. These are sure to lead to bodily debility
and imperfect development, particularly when united
with over excitement of the mind and feelings. And
hence arises the curved spines, the blanched cheeks,
the consumptive lungs, and general state of weakness
so prevalent among young girls ; and the still greater
evils so general among adult females'. Falling of
the Womb is more frequently produced by loss of tone
in the muscular system, than by anything else ; it is,

in fact, nearly always a result of debility, except
among females who perform heavy labors—and witft

them it is produced by actual violence, by lifting,

straining, or remaining too long on the feet.

Until these errors in the education, and mode of
life, of females are corrected, such evils will always
exist ; and if any man could prevail on society to
adopt a more rational course in this respect, he Avould
Tprevenl more disease and suffering than medical art
lias cured since it was first originated.

Among particular causes of prolapsus uteri may
be mentiQned, wearing corsets,~too violent exertion,—running up stairs,—reaching above tlie head,

—

•training from constipation of the bowels,—injuries
at childbirth, or rising too soon after it,—frequent
delivci-ies,—and excesses of various kinds.

_
To understand tho nature of this distressing affeo-

tion it will be necessary to refer again to Plate I, II.
It will then be seen tliat the Womb is placed in the
Pelvis, between the Bladder and Rectum, to both of
which it is attached. Those attachments bemg the

4*
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chief means of its support in a vertical position.

The ligaments, both round and broad, act chiefly ad

gtays, to prevent the Womb moving to the light or

left, particularly when the female lies down. The
Muscles of the Perineuvi,—(q. Plate I,)—or part be-

tween the mouths of the Vagina and the Rectum, also

play an important part in sustaining the Womb.
The whole of the Genito Urinaiy Organs, and the

Rectum as well, are supported by these muscles, which
form what is called ilie floor of the Pelvis. When
these muscles are weakened, or relaxed, they ajlow

the parts they should sustain to smk below their pro-

per level, till eventually they become fixed in a

wrong position, and their attachments so weakened
that they cannot return. The perineum is relaxed

by straining from costiveness, by violent coughing,

oad by lifting, all of which therefore lead to pro.

lapsus.

A heavy engorged state of tlie Womb itself also

generally accompanies this disease, and predisposes

very much to it, by its mere weight. This explains

why young persons are more exempt than married

ones, because the Womb is lighter in them. It also

explains how retention of the menses, or any other

derangement which increases the weight of the organ,

leads to the sanle result.

This disease is usually divided into three stages,

and will be most advantageously considci'cd in thaf

way.
First Stage.—In tliis stage wc find that the A^'onib

has merely settled down, as it were, a little, and in-

stead of being perched on the top of the blaBder, a.s

we see it in Plate I, II, it has fallen down Icticccn the

Madder and rectum, as we sec in Pluto IV, nearly to

the middle of the Vagina, which is of cour.se much
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PLATE IV.

Lateral Section of the' Female Pelvis, to show the position of tlio
AVomb in the First Stage of Prolapsus. This should be comDared
with Plate !. .

'

A. The Bladder.
B. The Womb, which is fallen down nearly to the middle of the

Vagina
0. The Vagina, much enlarged at tho middle part, Gwinir to theWomb hnjnpf forced down into it-

p. The Rectum, also njuch compressed by the Fallen Womb
». I. ihc Small Intestims, also fallen down after the Womb

[The other parts are the same as in Plate I.]
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enlarged, from the pressure of the Womb into its

cavity. The immediate causes of this primary dis-

placement are relaxation of the ligaments and the

walls of the Vagina, assisted, in most cases, by in-

creased weight of the Uterus, from engorgments.
The most prominent symptoms- are, dull pain in the

small of the back, with dragging sensation in the

groin, and fulness or weight round the .fundament,
and in the perineum, with great lassitude and weari-
ness of the limbs. At this stage the disease is com-
paratively slight, and usually yields to simple re-

medies. It is at this time, therefore, that proper
treatment is most likely to be attended with success,
and it should be resorted to immediately, the prospect
of cure being lessened by every day's delay.

In examination the neck of the Womb is felt very
low down, lilce a tumor, which imm.ediately recedes
when pushed, but falls back again when the pressure
is withdrawn. The Os Tiucse will distinguish this

from a real tumor,. but is not always easy to find,

owing to the position of the whole neck being so

much changed.
It should be borne in mind here that some persons

have the Womb naturally much lower than others,
and what would be a real displacement in one may
therefore be 'quite natural in another. The Neck of
the Womb is also very long in some persons, and
tills circumstance may' deceive, unless care be taken.

It is at this time that we often find great relief, or
even a complete cure, in some cases, from cold as-
tringent injections and washes, which give tone and
strength to the relaxed and weakened 'muscles and
ligaments. Good abdominal or uterine supporters
are also proper at this stage, as they hold up the in-

testines, and other organs above, and prevent them
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from pressing upon the Womb. Unless made on

proper principles, .however, and Avell fitted, these in-

struments are more likely to do injury than good,

and this is in fact very often the case.

Cold water is one of the best washes, or injections,

that can be used. I would not advise any vmiercd

astringents at all, but sometimes it may be advanta-

geous to employ an infusion of wJiiie oak lark, two

ounces of bark to two pints of water, boiled down to

one pint. A stronger mixture may be made by boil-

ing two ounces of pounded nut galls in a pint of wa-

ter, for ten minutes. These injections should be

employed cold, with a lent syringe, which should be

filled about three times at each application, and used

night and morning. Cold water, however, is_ gener-

ally sufficient, and if it were plentifully used, in time,

would be a great preventive. The cold fluid should

also be dashed over the groms and pubes, where the

ligaments are attached, and on the inside of the thighs,

as well as used with the syringe.

I have found Galvanism, however, the most efieo-

tive agent, both in relieving immediate symptoms,

and also m effecting a cure. The effect it produces

is tliat of drawing up the parts, in the first instance,

or restoring them to tlaeir proper places, and then

strengthening the muscles and attachments so,

that "they are able to retain them. I have known

this remedy act, almost from the first application, in

so remarkable a manner, that the patient has ima-

gined herself cured at once. The immediate relief

it gives is often surprising, but to effect a permanent

cure, it of course requires to be continued. I have

used it myself in hundreds of cases, and can safely

say with more benefit than from any otlier means.

The most usual mode of applying it is, from the
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pine tiirough the ligaments and womb, externally,

but in some cases it is requisite to use it internally.

It is better, however, always to have it administered
by some one who has made a study of the subject,

and who fully understands it. There are seldom two
cases that can be properly treated in the same way,
and I often find it necessary to vary not only the
mode of application, but also to procure instruments
specially adapted for particular cases,

Tliis derangement is one of those in which it is

evident, both from reason and experience, that medi-
cines can render little or no assistance. They are
proper so far as they can improve the general health,
but cannot possibly have any elTect in restoring the
displaced Womb, though females are often deluded
into taking them under that impression, and very
frequently to the great mjury of their health, as well
as the joss of valuable time.

It is seldom the disease remains long at this stage,
for if it be not cured it soon becomes worse.

Second Stage.—The Womb has now fallen still

lower in the Vagina, and the general symptoms have
become worse. The increased descent is shown in
Plate V. The mouth of the Womb,—(g. Plate V.)
is near the external opening. The Vagina is in-
verted, or turned inside out as it were, nearly two
thirds of its length, and is much distended.

' The
Bladder is pressed upon near its neck,—(h. Plate,
v.)—and so irritated that a constant desire is felt to
urinate, and often a difficulty is experienced in doing
so. The Rectum,—(D. Plato V.)—is also pressed-
upon m the same way, near the fundament, and a
sensation is constantly experienced as if the bowels
were going to be moved. Both Bladder and Rectum
are m fact pulled down, out of their places, and their
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functions materially interfered witli. The ligaraenf-s

are put upon the stretch, owing to the Womb hang-

mg pj them, producing a severe pain in the groin,

and at the low§r part of the abdomen, accompanied

oftentimes with a feeling of numbness in the limbs,

from the nerves being pressed upon. The pain in

the back becomes more severe and more constant,

and gradually the whole system becomes deranged.

The nerves of the Uterus are connected with those

of almost every other organ in the body, as well as

with the spinal marrow, and this explains why it has

such extensive and complicated sympathies. There

is, in fact, scarcely an organ in the body but what

may suffer, and appear to be diseased, though per-

fectly healthy, merely from disease of the Womb,
which may nevertheless give but few or no indica-

tions of disease itself. This is a mattei on which

medical men have dwelt but very little, and about

which the public generally know still less. Every

female, however, ought to have it explained to her,

80 tliat she may understand the real cause of her

suffering, and the reason for the proposed treatment.

Palpitation of thfe heart, bilious derangements, con-

siderable spinal irritation, inflammation of the Dowels,

difficulty of breathing, and dyspepsia, besides a host

of minor derangements, are often produced by falling

of the Womb. When this is the case we must, of

course, look for a cure only by restoring that organ

to its place ; but how could a female feel satisfied

that any treatment of the Womb would relieve tlie

heart, or stomacii, unless she knew how intimately

it was connected with tliem ?

Many persons suffer much from headache, dis-

tressing nervous sensations, with a feeling of irri-

tability that makes them truly wretched, and with a
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weakness and lassitude, making the sliglitest exertion
difficult.

^

In fact, the general symptoms are frequently very
simiiar to those of pregnancy, and have often de-
ceived persons into a belief that such an event had
occurred. Loss of appetite, sickness, or vomiting,
with a sensation of weight and fulness in the ah-
domen, accompanied by a feeling as if a large tumor
were about to escape by the vulva. I have linown.
some suppose they were going to miscarry on this
account.

Rest in a reclining position usually relieves all
tliese distressing symptoms, not only because it is
grateful in itself, but because it allows the prolapsed
womb to return, by removing the pressure of the
superincumbent organs.

It is of the utmost importance that the Womb
should not be suffered to remain fallen longer than
can possibly be avoided. If it do, there is great
danger that new attachments will be formed between it
and the other organs, and thus they a^II be fastened,
or grow, m their new positions. This accident, in
tact, does often take place in cases that have been
left too long; and it is then almost impossible to
afford relief. The impropriety of using many of the
ordinary mstruments, when this has occurred, will
be evident. Suppose the organs in a female Pelvis
haa tallcn into the position represented in Plate V
and were then to lecome fast, ft will be readily seen
diat any attempts to force and prop them up will not
dniy be useless, but must cause great sufferinn-. A
careful enquiry and examination should therefore bemade into every case before any treatment is recom-
mended, so that no harm be d6ne at least, if no as-
wstance can be rendered.
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Sometimes a tumor, or polypus, will pass from the

inside of the Womb, and protrude through its mouth
into the Vagina. In such cases, without great care,

a mistake may easily be made, and the tumor bfc

taken for the Womb. The mistake has often been

made the other way, and in more than one instance

the fallen Womb has been cut out, under the impres-

sion that it was a tumor

!

Prolapsus, in the first and second stages, does not

always prevent conception, though it is very apt to

do so, partly from the Womb being in a wrong
position, and ofteft inflamed, and also because the

pain experienced at certain times leads to retirement.

In general the fallen Womb comes still lower in

the early months of pregnancy, but rises afterwards.

There are instances, however, on record, where it

has continued fallen till nearly the full period, and

others where it has fallen completely just before

delivery. In one case delivery occurred while tho

Wom)3 was part in and part out of the body

!

Occasionally a cure has been effected by preg-

nancy, but much more frequently the benefit is only

temporary, and the derangement aftei'wards becomes

worse. This is very apt to be the case if the woman
be of a relaxed habit of body, and rises too soon after

deliveiy, or walks too far. The reason will be ob-

vious when we reflect that the AVomb remains partly

engorged, and heavier than usual, for a considerable

lime after delivery, while the ligaments, and attach-

ment, which support it, are weaker. She should,

therefore, either rest till the uterys is reduced to ita

natural weight, and its supports have become strong,

or, if she do move about, do so careftilly and use an

artificial supporter.

When we are satisfied that the prolapsus exists,
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the next corisideration will be the best mode of treat,

ing it, and tliis must depend somewhat upon circum.
stances. There are many unfortunate cases beyond
tlie reach of medicine, in wliich the pliysician can
only be an idle spectator, or at best he can only
suggest a palliative treatment, to give temporaiy re-
lief. Fortunately, this is chiefly through its having
been left too long. When taken in time, and always
the earlier the letter, some degree of permanent good
may be effected, if not a perfect cure. Sometimes
it results chiefly from some other disease, which of
course miist be attended to first. Lencorrhea very
often produces prolapsus.

The first thing, in most cases, is to enjoin a re-
cumbent position, in fact the female must lie on her
back nearly altogether, during the treatment. This
is requisite to allow the parts to return to their
natural position, and to prevent their falling again.
Sometimes it is necessary first to replace them with
the hand. Tins injunction to rest, however, is not
always requisite, nor proper. There are some
females whose muscular systems become lax and
debilitated from want of exercise and fresh airj and
who are benefitted most by moderate exertion out of
doors, cold bathing, and a general tonic regimen and
diet. A little attention will distinguish one class of
patients from the other. The next desideratum is to
restore tone and strength • to the ligaments and at-
tachments, which may partly be effected by the use
of cold water, and astringent injections, as recom-
mended in the first stage. Some practitioners use
caustic, and other violent remedies, but I have never
yet been satisfied that any good has followed them

m ^^^^ effected by simpler means.
We must next endeavor to restore the general
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health and strength. This is the great point, for, if

the system be left weak and debilitated, the womb
will fall again directly the female begins to move
about. I have known many females who have been
pronounced cured, simply because they were tem-
porarily better from rest, and using slunulating

tonics, but who relapsed immediately they began to

walk out. If an improvement do not take place in

the general health, there will always be liability to a
recurrence of the prolapsus, as it is essentially a
consequence of weakness and debility, in most cases.

The shower bath, or the douche bath over the loins

and abdomen, when it can properly be administered,

is also a useful auxiliary. Galvanism is however
the be^ t agent for general use. It gives strength to

the muscles, and a healthy tone to the organs them-
selves. After the prolapsus is reduced it should be
applied both externally and internally, at least once
a day, either alone or in conjunction with the reme-
dies previously recommended. I have known fe

males who could not keep up the womb by any sup-

porter they could use, who could retain it a whole
day after the application of galvanism, without any
artificial assistance whatever. A thorough knoAV-

ledge of the parts themselves, and of their precise

condition in each case, is requisite however for suc-

cess, and it is for want of this that so many have
failed. Sometimes a Battery is required, and some-

times we oan operate by means of a simple instru-

ment which the female can apply herself

Medicine in such cases, as previously remarked,

except wlicn it can assist in restoring ihc general

health, is altogether out of the question. Mechanical

means, wlien applicable, may render valuable aid,

but should never be depended on alone for effecting

a cure, nor used indiscriminately in all cases.
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The Supporter, or Truss, is more frequently use-
ful m the first stage, though sometimes it may be
worn with advantage in the second. Before recom-
niendmg it in any case, however, the physician
should be satisfied that he has good reason for doing
60, because it may oftentimes do harm. Tlie parts
shou d then be properly replaced, and the female
should rest on her back some time by way of pre
paration, for if the instrument be put on while the
parts are down it will only keep them down, instead
01 supporting them.

These necessary preliminaries are generally
omitted, and the consequence is that disappointment,
It not aggravation of the disease, js the result. The
patient should also recline while being measured for
the supporter, and while it is being adjusted to her
person, so that it may fit properly when the womb
13 m Its place.

In regard to the choice of a supporter few general
directions can be given. Particular circumSances,m many cases, must necessitate a variety of forms
and modes of adaptation. Most instruments of theand are made to one pattern, and too heavy, and

nr'.i°i;;\. "IT"' ?° «° ^'^^t they rather
press the abdomen than support it from below.The point of support should either be in the centreimmediately over the pubic bone, or on each S eso as to p.^ss nearly on the ligaments. On the back
It should be supported by a good wide pad, or twoor more, so that it may not calise too much Z.Zve

P^f fP°t. The part passing between

not Wh ? ^P^^''''"5^ eonstrucncd, so asnot to chafe or inconvenience the person, and so that
It can be easily detached if required, tl ouc^h it IviUbe seldom requisite to remove it if rightfy made
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There may also bo fixed to this part, with most per-

sons, a small thick pad to press on the perineum,
and assist in supporting it, the advantages of wliich

will be evident when the supporting power of that

part is borne in mind.

I liave made this subject a matter of considerable

attention, and have long been engaged in devising a
proper instrument of this kind, that. could be easily

modified, and adapted to eveiy case tliat would ad-

mit of it. As yet I have not succeeded to my own
satisfaction, but I hope to do so, for when such aid

can be given with propriety, and efficiently, it is in-

valuable.

Another instrument is sometimes recommended
called the Pessary. The mode of action, and proper

construction of which, is but little understood, we
will therefore give a full description of it.

THE pessAry.

The Pessary is a firm body, larger i;j diameter

than the Vagina. It is usually round, oval, or ring

shaped, and oii being introduced into the passage

pushes the fallen womb before it, and prevents its

descent. Suppose the fingers of a glove were half

turned inside out, and then a large marble pushed
up the inside, it is evident that the part which was
inverted will be again put back in proportion as the

marble advances, and cannot return while it remains

I here. This is precisely the action of a Pessary,

as will be seen by Plate VI.
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PLATE VI.

a.—Represents a Globe Pessary which has been in.
troduced into the Vagina C, and thus pushes up and
supports the Uterus B.—^ is the Os Tincae.
The Vagina is much enlarged on account of the

greater diameter of the Pessary, roimd which it con-
tracts below and prevents its falling out. The con-
traction of the muscles necessarily carries the in-
strumcnt to the top of the passage, so that it presses
agamst the mouth of the womb

—

(g.)
Pessaries have been used from the most remote

times, and are mentioned by medical writers among
the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Arabians!
Ihey were formerly composed of many substnnces
not now used, as leaves, cotton, wool, and similar
articles. Tliey were also impregnated with dru^s
to make them medicinal, and were thus used for
various complaints. Sometimes they wer.e con-
structed of gum, resin, or wax, or of sheop'a
bladders, and small bags.. At present they are made
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chiefly of metal, but often of hard wood, ivory, horn,

cork, wax, leather, sponge, caoutchouc or glass.

Cork has the' advantage of being light, but it is too

porous, and absorbs the fluids so .that it soon rots, and
endangers the health of the parts. Many cases are

mentioned where it has led to fatal results. Cover-

ing it with wax or gum, partly obviates this objec-

tion but adds to its weight, and is liable to wear off.

Hard wood, ivoiy and glass arc too heavy, though
they are perfectly clean, and on that account to be

recommended when they can be worn.

Wax and resin is too brittle.

Metals not easily oxydised make good Pessaries,

but are too hard, and will often corrode in spite of all

our precautions, besides they are too costly for

general use.

Most generally they arc made now of some elastic

substance, impervious to moisture, like oiled silk, or

caoutchouc, and either stuffed like a pillow, or bloAvn

up with air ; these last being probably the most effec-

tive,, and liable to the ft?\vest objections.

The form of the Pessary has been varied so much
by different practitioners that it is impossible to

describe all its modifications j it is only necessary,

however, to speak of those most in use.

The Globe Pessary, as represented in Plate VI, is

the mo^t generally employed in this country and in

Ehgland. It is a perfect sphere, and usually made
of very thin silver, gilt, or of pure gold. I have

seen somo made of glass, but they are too heavy, and

liable to be broken. Round bulls of India Rubber

are also used, and will often succeed very well.

The diameter varies from two inches to two-and-a-

half. It must not be so large as to cause pain, but

large enough not to fall out when the (lerson stands
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up or coughs, or when the bowels or bladder are
moved. The introduction of a Globe Pessary of
sufficient size, and properly placing it, so that it will
not hurt, or fall out, requires considerable care and
time, and should always be entrusted to a competent
person, for though it may appear a simple matter, if

is, in reality, a delicate and important operation !

One advantage attending this form is that it requires
no adjusting, eveiy position being right when it ia

once in the Vagina, -wliile those having a depression
must be so placed that the lips of the Os Tincse will
rest in it, and those that have a passage through
them must have it so placed as to be veitic-al.

The removal of one of these instruments is often
more difficult than its introduction.

The Egg-shaped Pessary is not much used, ex-
cept by some English practitioners. It is much
more easily introduced, and more easily displaced

;

it is generally perforated through its centre.
• The Flat Oval Pessary has to be introduced edge-
ways, and then turned at right angles to the Vagina.
It is difficult to introduce, and is always becoming
displaced

;
besides, it often causes such intolerable

pain, that it has to be removed immediately.

_

The Ring Pessary is in the form of a flat thick
ring, with the central opening about three quarters
of an inch in diameter. These rings are made of
glass, hard wood, or India rubber. To introduce
them they are passed mto the Vagina edgeways, and
then turned horizontal, which is easily done, because
the finger can be introduced into the central openino-.

The Figure of 8 Pessary is introduced the same
as the oval ones, but is not much used, cspfecially in
this country. It is easily deranged, and is liable to
many objections.
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The Stem Pessary is one to wliioh a stem is at-

tached, passing down the Vagina, and attached to a
bandage passing between the limbs, whjch is again
attached to a belt passing round the waist. This
Pessary has many advantages, though it has some
disadvantages. It needs not be so large as the

others, because it cannot of course fall out. It must
also of necessity continue at the same height, and
cannot well be displaced. The stem, however, is

liable to irritate the Vagina and external parts, as it

is difficult to so construct them as to suit the form
and direction of the parts in all their various positions.

Spring Pessaries. The Spring Pessary has been
modified in many different ways by different practi-

tioners, but is not so generally used as some others

after all. In its most common form it consists of a

cylindrical spring, about the natural size of the Va-
gina, which is contracted a little at the bottom circle

till introduced, and then allowed to spring open, by
which means it is held in its place. The upper end

is shaped somewhat like a cup, to support the Womb.
Sometimes the spring is. made of gold, and left un-

covered, and sometimes it is made of steel, and cov-

ered with India Rubber.
The Elyixoid Pessary is a tube of India Rubber, or

other elastic material, nearly in the shape of the

Vagina itself, it has a cup for the Womb at the upper

end, while the lower one rests on the sides of the

Vagina just within the Vulva.

The Conoid Pessary is in the form of a cone,

which is introduced the large end fuvst. It is chiefly

used, when the Vagina itself is much relaxed.

Besides all these avc have various others, as the

Cup-shaped, Bronards, and the simple hiflated Cylin.

der, which is probably the- best.—See plate VII.
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PLATE VII.

1. Is a cylindrical bag of India Rubber, very thin
and light, filled with air, Avhich may be made of any
size. This is introduced into the Vagina. 2, 2, Is a
light cord, or wire, or belt, passing between the limbs,
and through the ring (3,) at the bottom of the bag.
This cord or strap is attached to the belt round the
waist by two buckles (4, 4,) so that it can be drawn
tight, or slackened, at pleasure. 5,. 5. Is a broad belt
passing round the waist, to which the under strap is

attached, k can be drawn in, or let out, by a buckle, 7.
I certainly consider this the best Pessary in use.

It is not likely to injure or inconvenience. It must
8upport_ the Womb, and being soft and elastic, readily
adapts itselfto the parts in every position of the body.

_
Another great advantage is, it cannot easily be

displaced. I have known females with Globe and
Ring Pessaries be annoyed by their falling from the

6
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body when walking, coughing, or sneezing, and ai

other times.

Tins particular form of the Pessary I invented

myself, and I have applied several hundreds, but

have always had each one made to my own directions,

after a careful study of what was wanted in- each
case. It is for this reason that few or none can be
kept ready made. • .

Inconvenience and danger, of the Pessary.—It is

very seldom indeed that a Pessary, of any kind, can
be worn without great inconvenience, even if it do
not injure. Frequently the evils resulting from its

use are greater than those it is intended to cure, and
it is very questionable whether the benefits derived

from its introduction have been greater than the in-

juries. It is probable that the instrument from its

very nature will always be more or less liable to

these objections, though I have no doubt but thai

it may be made much more serviceable than it ever

yet has been. There are many cases in which it is

not proper to be used, as in all kinds of irritation, in-

flammation, or ulceration, either of the Womb or

Vagina,—also when there is a Tumor, or Polypus,

or confirmed Fluor Albus. It must therefore be as-

certained positively that nothing of the kind exists in

the first place. Then a careful study must be made
of the peculiar circumstances and features of the

case, so that the most suitable kind of instrument

may be chosen, and the proper modification given to

it. It is chiefly from neglect of these precautions, and

from treating all cases on the same plan, and with

the same instrument, that so little success has been

obtained.

In my own experience with this instrument, which

is pretty extensive, I have found pi'obably about on€-
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half of those who have worn them, by my directions,
derive benefit; and this, I believe, is a\eiy favorl
able proportion. I often have ladies come to me
with a request for one of my Pessaries, to whom I
am compelled to say, " Madam, such an instrument
18 not proper for you.'-' Sometimes they will believe
me, when the reason why is explained to them ; but
at other times they think, because one of their friends
was cured by its means, therefore they must be
They accordingly go and procure one, and find in a
short_ time that they are worse- than before. The
tact is, the instrument is only proper in certain cases
which must be determined by the physician.

'

_
There are few persons' in whom the presence of a

foreign body, like the pessary in the Vagina, does
not cause great irritation, and ultimately impair the

organs. Frequently on
their first mtroduction, such pain is experienced in
the loins and groins, and such an uneasy feelin"- in
the passage-itself, that the offending object has to be
V'lthdrawn immediately. Sometimes, however the
first effects are not so unpleasant, and it can be re-
tained longer, but only to produce other evils at a
subsequent period. Among these may be -mentioned
swelling, numbness, and weakness of the lower
limbs, and swelling of the veins, with difficulty and
pain in urinating, or moving the bowels, owing to the
pcssaiy pressing on the Bladder and Rectum. In

W ' f''^I'^J^,/" ^'f
^''stress produced by the fallenWomb Itself; on the neighboring parts, is produced

also by the Pessary even in a greater degree, be-
cause It IS equally inappropriate to the place, andmore imtatmg. This irritation also gives rise to
f-luor Albus, sometimes to a most profuse extent,
or even to ulceration and abscess. This is particu
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larly liable to be the case if the instrument is not
frequently removed, and both it and the Vagina care-
fully cleansed. This should never be neglected a
single day, for if it be, the fluids which accumulate
will become very offensive, and both excoriate and
disease othei- parts, and corrode the Pessary itself. A
peculiar growth will also be apt to occur, called a
vegetation, which resembles bunches of Warts, that
pour out a purulent matter with a iTiost repulsive
odor. The celebrated Desormeaux was obliged on
one occasion to cut away an immense number of these
vegetations, before he could find the Pessaiy, which
had produced ulcerous openings into the Rectum
and Bladder. Professor Cloquet mentions a similar
case, where he had to cut away an immense mass
of fungus vegetation in a lady who was supposed to

have cancer of the Womb. To the great surprise
of all, an old Pessary was found in the midst of the
mass, that had been forgotten for ten years ! It was
completely covered with the vegetation, and en-
crusted over with calcareous matter. A case is

even recorded where the instrument had been left

thirly years, and ultimately produced symptoms like

those of cancer, which disappeared, however, -when
it was removed.

Another surgeon relates that some time after he
had introduced a Silver Gilt Pessary, he was sent

for on account of the lady being in great distress.

He found her suffering from severe pains in the

Pelvis, accompanic'd by a profuse foetid discharge.

She thought all the distress arose from the Pessary,

and requested him to remove it, which he did with

greaf difficulty. It was found to be corroded, full

of little Iioles, and covered with a hard stony crust.

Anothf^r case is mentioned of a cork Pessary having
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rotted in the Vagina, and produced putrid fever, with
inflamrhation of the Bowels. And Delamotte gives

the history of a lady from whom he was compelled
to extract a cork Pessary, which had heefl worn
three years, to which he had to use instruments with
all his strength. He was unaware of the nature
of the obstacle till it was extracted. It also was
completely petrified, like a large calculus from the

bladder. Such cases are numerous, and frequently
result in fistulous openings into the Rectum and
Bladder, so that the contents of those organs escape

• by the Avrong passage. ' The celebrated Dupuytren
had a case of this kind, when the Pessary had eaten
its way into both the Rectum and the Bladder, and
had to be cut away a piece at a time, with strong
pincers. Stem Pessaries are apt to produce accidents
of this kind, by the parts becoming displaced and
forgotten. M. Lisfranc extracted one through the.

Rectum, which had become lodged crosswise, with
both ends penetrating ; the patient died.

In those Pessaries that have a central opening, as
a ring for instance, the neck of the uterus is apt to
become gradually dra\vn into the opening, if it be
left too long at a time, and strangulated. A foreign
medical journal relates that a young girl, who suf-
fered from prolapsus, was advised to introdu^ a
ring Pessary, which she did! The central opening
being large, however, the neck of the uterus was
first drawn into it, and then part of its body. On
examination the strangled part was fcund like a
tumor, as large as a child's head, protruding from
the parts. It was found impossible to extricate it till

Ihe ring was cut through with a saw. She fully re-
covered. I had a case of this kind myself, but
fortunately the lady, being aware from her fcelinga
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that something was wrong, applied for assistance in

time. The neck of the Womb had passed through
tlie ring about two inches, but gradually receded as

gentle but continued pressure was made upon it,

while the Pessary was held fast by a ribbon. Part
of the M'omb has been cut off in this way, and life

has been lost. It is a very common occurrence
for these instruments, when neglfected^ to become
petrified, as it were, or covered with a hard stony

crust, which will sometimes be as sharp as a file,

and continually chafe the neighboring parts, till it

produces painful ulcers, difficult to heal. These
extreme evils are, it is true, the consequences of

neglect, but still great distress, if not serious injury,

will often follow even in the most favorable cases,

so that constant care and attention is required.

The Pessary itsplf should be smooth and light, and

not easily corroded by the fluids natural to the

parts. It should be easy of removal, and cleansed,

together with the organs, every day. And further,

it should never be introduced if there be any disease

or irritation till that be removed.

The cylindrical inflated Pessary, (plate vii,) is less

likely to produce irritation than any other, and being

smaller than the Vagina itself, it allows all the

fluids, or even the menses, to flow away even better

than the ring, or those with a hole thi'ough them.

This is a great advantage for the retention of the

fluids, by solid pessaries, has often produced the

most serious results, and first led to their being

perforated.

TREATMENT AND PROBABILITY OF CUBE.

The treatment, so far as it can well be laid down

generally, has been already given in the preceding

sjctions, so that we have now but litlle to add.
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The first thing to be done is, to make sure that the
case -is one of Prolapsus Uteri, and not one of Tumor
or Polypus. It must then be ascertained how long
the prolapsus has existed, and what stage it is in

;

whether the Womb is capable of being returned to

its place, or has formed adhesion ; and whether there
be any other disease of the organs co-existing. If
there be any othef disease, local or general, that may
be supposed to be a principal, or even an exciting
cause, that must be first removed. Then if the dis-

placement be recent, and slight, rest or exercise must
be enjoined, according to the conditipn and previous
habits of the patient, with astringent washes and
injections, and the cold bath. Change of air, atten-
'ion to diet, with any other means that will give tone
to the system, will also assist. If these means are
not sufficient, Galvanism must be resorted to, under
a competent jpractitioner. All these means must be
tried first, leaving the application of mechanical
supports till last. I have known the curing of an
obstinate constipation of the bowels, completely re-
move all tendency to prolapsus of the Womb.

If all these means fail, a Supporter, or Truss, may
be tried, providing there are no circumstances to
contra-indicate it, such as the Womb havino- adheijed,
or fallen too low, as in the second stage of prolapsus'
when the truss is seldom proper.
When all other trusses have been tried sufficient-

ly long without effect, a Pessary may be resorted to,
if there be nothing in the case to make the cxperi-
ment improper. It must first, however, be -carefully
ascertamcd that there is no inflammation, or ulcera-
tion. Great care must then bo taken in properly
adapting the instrument, so that it may be worn
with case, and constant attention, for some time after,
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must be bestowed upon it, to malce sure that no in-

jury is being done, and tliat no alteration is requir-

ed. If all things remain favorable, and the female

herself be strictly attentive to cleanliness, much re-

lief may be afforded, and possibly a permanent cure

effected by the Pessary.
,

Otlicr means have been recommended and tried

by different practitioners, but none of them have

been much used. Thus some advise the patient not

to rise on the feet for a long time, but to lie with the

Pelvis higher than the shoulders,- in some cases for a

month or rnpre. Othere use little bags, called

Sachets, filled with tan, or port wine ; and others

again form a Tampon, or plug of some astringent

material. It has even been proposed to make the

Vagina nearly solid, by cuUing the two walls, and

making tJiem grow together ! This has actually been

done in several cases with complete success, so far

as the operation is concerned, but not with the cure

of the disease

!

Pregnancy sometimes cures prolapsus uteri, but

oftener leaves it worse than before. It is sometimes,

too, a dangerous complication.

With respect to the probability of a cure, it is not

nearly so great in the second stage as in the first.

It is always greater, however, the eai'lier the ease is

attended to. I have had a very large jiumbcr of pa-

tients with this derangement, and have succeeded in

relieving the greater part of those in tlie first .stage,

some of which had existed twenty years, and a grati-

fying proportion even of those in the second, though of

course not so many. I have strong hopes since my
use of Galvanism, and the formation of better instru-

ments, that most of those formerly left as Incurable,

may now bd relieved. It is my intention to make
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this disorder in future a special and constant object
of attention.

The general tendency of a, prolapsus, if not at-

tended to, or if improperly treated, is to constantly
gel worse, and ultimately to attain the final stage.

Third Stage.—The third stage is that where the
womb is completely prolapsed, or protrudes through
the external opening. It is usually termed a com-
plete Hijsteroptosis. When this event occurs most
of the ordinary symptoms of the previous stages are
relieved, because the pressure of the Wcmb upon the
Rectum and Bladder is removed. The ligaments
and attachments are more stretched however, and the
pulling and dragging pains in the ba9k and loins are
greatly increased. There can be no mistake as to
this stage, because the organ itself may be seen and
felt, like a round ball or tumor, between the limbs of
the patient. Sometimes this iwmof will project six
or eight inches, or more. It is composed not only of
the Womb, but also of the inverted Vagina, the Blad-
der and Rectum, and uterine appendages, all of
which have been dragged down by it. The neck
and mouth of the womb may always be distinguish-
ed, though much contracted, and at the menstrual
period the usual flow will occur from the Os TincEe.
In most cases the exposure of this tender organ to
the external air, the irritation of the urine, and the
friction of the limbs and dress produces violent in-
flammation, so that it will swell and excoriate, or
even become mortified. Sometimes it will remain
extruded, however, for a long time with trifling in-
convenience, and ultimately become as hard and cal-
lous as the external skin. A lady once called upon
me who stated that she was much alarmed by the
appearance of a tumor between the limbs, which had
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appeared suddenly, as she was running up stairs.

It was not remarkably tender, nor did it cause her
much pain, except occasionally a sharp twitch in tlio

groin. It disappeared when slie laid down, and
sometimes it Avas not perceivable for a day or two
together, if she rested more tlian usual. It had
been more than six months when I saw her. On
malcing the necessary examination I at once told her
it was the womb itself, completely prolapsed. She
was greatly surprised and alarmed, and requested
me to do what I thought requisite to return it im-
mediately. I at once saw the case was very fa-

vorable for treatment, because there M'as no irrita-

tion, no soreness beuig felt even whei> it was pressed
by the hand. A gentle pressure, rightly directed,

soon restored the womb to its place, and relieved the

sensation of weakness she complained of The next

desideratum was to prevent its falling again, and to re- ,

move the tendency to it. If she could have remained
perfectly still nothing more would have been required

during the treatment, as it only came down fi'om ex-

ertion. She was required to be constantly on her feet

however, and therefore some artificial support was
necessary. A Truss would not serve the purpose,

60 1 had a Pessary constructed for her, on the plan

represented by Plate VII. This sc^'^'ed• the puj-pose

etfectually ; she could walk, run up stairs, and per-

form any other active motion without tiie prolapsus

occurring again. I then advised her. to take the cold

bath regularly, use astringent injections at night,

when the instrument was removed, and pay strict at-

tention to her diet, so as to produce regular action of

the bowels without medicine. Tliis was persevered

in for about two months ; she then, by my advice,

lefl home for a month, and went to the sca.side to
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bathe. At the end of that time she felt so strong that
she thought the Pessary might be dispensed with ; it

was accordingly carefully, left off, by degrees, and
smce then, nearly twelve months, she has remained
perfectly well.

Cases have been knnvn where female children
have_ been bom with this deformity, as previouslj
mentioned, so that their sex has been a matter of
doubt. The celebrated Saviard mentions a case of

.

this kind, where the person was commanded, by the
civil authorities of the place where she resided, to
wear men's clothes. He, however, reduced the pro-
lapsus and at once established her sex. Many such
cases are on record, and very often, before their na-
ture was known, they gave rise to the statements we
read of in old works respecting hermaphrodites, which
were mostly deformities of this kind.
The first.thmg to be attempted in complete prolap-

lus is, to return the womb to its proper place. This
can generally be accomplished, though not always.
Sometimes new attachments have formed, where it
has been lefl too long, and then all attemots may fail.
At other times the difficulty arises from the small in.
testmcs, and other parts, having followed the womb
and filled up the cavity it used to occupy. This is
partly seen in Plate IV., and Plate V., where the
small mtestine, {i. i.) has followed the descending
Uterus into the Pelvis, and, of course, in complete
prolapsus they descend still lower.

It is generally considered by surgeons, in spite of
ail these difficulties, that there are but few, if any,
01 such cases, in which reduction is impossible. We
certainly ought not to despair of any recent case,
when we reflect that Saviard reduced one in an Adult
that had existed from birth.
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After the womb is replaced, means must be taken to

keep it there, till the muscles and ligaments are suffi-

ciently strengthened to retain it themselves. Some-
times simple resting on the back will be sufficient, at

others we must use mechanical supports, as with the

lady I mentioned.

It is very often the case, unfortunately, that the na-
tural strength of the parts never returns, and some
kind of instrument has constantly to be worn. After
the reduction is effected the treatment is, of course,

much the same as for the preceding stages, which it

then resembles, excepting that there is an unusual
degree of relaxation.

If tliis unfortunate state of things should occur
during pregnancy, and some are more disposed to it

at that time, every endeavor must still be made to re-

turn the parts to their places, to obviate the great

danger and inconvenience that would necessarily

follow jfrom the pregnant womb remaining with-

out the body, though it has done so even till de-

livery. If the Womb be too large to return it must
be supported, carefully kept from all irritation, and
the patient reclined on her back till the period of

birth occurs, which may then take place without

extraordinary difficulty. There have been instances

known where all attempts to return the protruded

Womb have failed, and where the sufferer has mere-

ly been partially relieved by using a suspensory

bandage of some soft and elastic material, or by ly-

ing constantly in a recumbent position.

In some of these cases the organ becomes gan,

grened, or mortified, and to save the life of the pa-

tien it becomes necessary to remove it altogether.

This operation of extirpating the Womb, though ne-

cessarily a dangerous and painful one, is not neces-
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fiarily fatal, it having been performed with perfect
safety and success by several distinguished surgeons.
It may be performed in two different ways, by the
knife or by the ligature, each ofwhich has been tried,
and each has its advocates and opponents. With
proper attention, bestowed in time, this dreadful al-
ternative need scarcely ever be resorted to, and foi-
tunately it is very seldom mdeed that a necessity for
11 arises. I know one lady who had the Womb, and
the greater part of the Vagina, cut out, nearly 15
years ago, on account of a cancer, who perfectly re-
covered, and has enjoyed excellent health ever
since.

Ax\TEVERSION AND RETROVERSION OF THE WOMB.
These are two displacements not so common agordmary prolapsus, but still more frequent than evenmany practitioners suspect.

,
-f^n^eversim is a displacement of the Womb by its

lalling forwards upon the Bladder, towards the bones
of he Pubes. By referring to Plate I, the nature
ot the displacement will be readily understood. Inthe natural state the Womb (B.) is nearly balanced
on the top of the Bladder (A). Vow if the Bladderbe suddenly made smaller, from discharging itscontents, and any force from behind_a,s the pa^^aa'of the contents of the Rectum (D.), for instancepush the Womb forward at the same^dme i^^wfl? beevidently liable to fall over towards the Pubic bone(L) ov between the Bladder and Vagina, and th^produce an anteversion. '

^
Retroversion is a displacement of the Womb by

ts falling backwards between the Rectum (D, Plate
I,) and the Vagina (C), being precisely the r'eveS^of anteversion. and produced by directly opposite
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causes. If the Bladder be toofull, the Womb will

be raised upright, and then a slight concussion from

jumping, sudden lifting, or running, may throw it

over completely, or retrovert it. In this case, the

mouth of the Womb presents forwards against the

Bladder, and the top or fundus of it against the

Rectum ; in the former case, the mouth presents

against the Rectum, and the top against the Bladder.

Anteversion appeal's to be most frequent in the

non-pregnant, and retroversion in the prpgnant state

;

•b®th may occur, however, in either, though not after

four months gestation, tlie Womb being then too

llarge to fall into the Pelvic cavity in tliis way. Re-

troversion has been knoAvn to occur in virgins.

Both accidents may take place either gradually or

suddenly, so that the symptoms may be either imme-

diately acute or continue to increase. The sensa-

tions are- much the same as those from ordinary

prolapsus, but usually more severe. Dragging pains

in the loins, small of the back, and thighs, with
_
a

feeling of weight and bearing down in the Pelvis,

similar to labor pains, are first experienced, followed

by uneasmess in the Rectum and Bladder, with a

constant desire to urinate and move the bowels.

Generally, however, both motions are difficult, if not

impossible, and frequently the urine will stop alto-

gether in the midst of the flow, evciy attempt to

expel it being productive of increased distress. This

is followed in a short time by inflammation of the

Womb, which causes the most acute suSering. The

menses either cease altogether, or flow continually,

and usually a leucorrheal discharge also supervenes.

Gradually the whole system becomes deranged, the

appetite is gone, the strength fails, fever sets in, and

if relief be not given speedily a fatal result may be
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expected. The immediate cause of all this difficulty
is the jamming of the Womb into the small basin;
of the Pelvis, which leads to inflammation, both of it

and the neighboring parts. The mischief is of
course made greater by any circumstance that in-
creases the volume of the Womb, as when it becomes
engorged from retention of the menses, or from
pregnancy. Sometimes, when the displacement oc-
curs at tlie change of life, the impacted Womb, not
liavmg any function to perform, will lose its vitality
and become smaller, from wasting away.

It will be readily seen that these accidents are
verjr serious during pregnancy, not only from the
difhculty of replacing the Womb at that time, but
for fear it cannot be replaced at all, in which case
the most imminent danger will be experienced. TheWomb will necessarily keep growing larger and
larger, though the space in which it is confined
cannot hold it when empty, without great incon-
venience

; consequently, it is subject along witli the
Bladder and Rectum, to violent and increasing pres-
sure, producmg the most intense inflammation, which
must ultimately be fatal if not relieved. Under such
circumstances, it ig recommended by the most emi
nent surgeons to immediately produce abortion, or
eyenio imncture the Womb, to make it smaller by
removing its contents, and so permit its return. We
have many cases on record where this has been done
with perfect success; but still it must always be
regarded as a fearful alternative under such cir-
cumstances. If proper attention be bestowed by the
female herself upon her feelings, and by her medical
attendant upon her proper treatment, immediately
he accident occurs, relief may in general bo ob-
amed by some of the moans hereafter to be men-
tioned.
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The cause of these displacements may be either a
defect in the form of the pai-ts, or some external
violence.

If the Pelvis be too large, the Organs will be
fiable to gradually fall,- or to be easily forced down,
[f the Womb be too easily movable, it will alsn
predispose very much. The most frequent causes
that produce these displacements suddenly, are cer-
tain violent contractions of the Diaphragm and Ab
dominal Muscles, as in vomiting, obstinate constipa
tion, straining to expel the urine, or a sudden fright.

Also blows on the Abdomen, falls, and lifting, par-
ticularly when the article raised is pressed against
the front of the body. All which are more liable to

effect the injury in the early months of pregnancy.
A very frequent cause of retroversion, particularly

if the woman have a capacious pelvis, is too greal
fullness of the bladder. Many a one has had it pro-

duced in this way, from want of convenience on s

journey ; the bladder becoming constantly fuller

gradually elevates the womb, until it becomes per
pendicular, and then from simply descending a step
rising from the seat, coughing, or sneezing, it is

thrown completely backwards, or retroverted. The
female feels immediately disposed to hear domi, and
every time she does so only increases the difficultv

by forcing the womb still lower. Sometimes on
emptying the bladder it returns again, and the only
sign left of the displacement is a numbness over the

ligaments, owing to their having been so stretched.

If the female be two or three months pregnant, how-
ever, this return is not very likely to occur, without

assistance, and will be diflicult even with it. Those
who are so situated should therefore be careful, and
not place themselves under circumstances where the
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urine cannot be evacuated when required. Indeed,
as a general rule, it is injurious for females to allow
the urine to accumulate too much, at any time, as it

constantly disposes to these accidents, and gradually
weakens the uterine supports.

It is probable that in every case of retroversion,
unless it occurs from some very sudden violence, the
rmndligaments, (r. r. Plate II.) arc more or less re-
laxed, and that this relaxation is a principal predispos-
mg cause. In any case these ligaments are very
much stretched when the womb is retroverted, as it
hangs by them, and though they undoubtedly have
some elasticity, and may shorten again Avhen the
womb is replaced, yet this does not always occur.
When once they have been strained in this way, it
IS probable they seldom or never fully regain their
former strength, so that one accident of the kind
makes a recurrence more likely. Allowino- the
bladder to remain too long full will effect the^'same
injury to some extent, because while the womb is
thus constantly elevated, the ligaments are more or
less distended, and thus gradually weakened.

In anteversion the broad ligaments are much
stretcxied, and gradually give way, sometimes even
rupturing The bladder is pressed against the sym-
physis pubis, and the rectum against the curve of
the sacrum. Sudden emptying of the bladder, after
It has been very full, will throw the womb forward,
and be very likely, when combined with any of the
accidents previously mentioned, to produce an anti-
version, particularly if the womb itself be engaged
and heavy, and the rectum full. Strong purgatives,
from tiie straining they produce, are also likely to
assist, and certem excesses, which by all means should
oe avoided.

1*
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The general symptoms of these two accidents are
in general so similar that it is seldom possible from
cliem alone to distinguish an Anteversion from a

Retroversion
; a proper examination, however, leaves

no doubt, and must always be resorted to if there be
not absolute certainty without it. Mistakes have
been made, even by eminent surgeons, leading to

serious results. The celebrated Levret had a°pa-
tient whom he supposed suffering from a stone in the
bladder, and upon whom he even perfoi*med the usual
operation for removing it, though there was nothing
of the kind to be found. The patient died from the
operation, and upon examining the body it was dis-

covered that she had an anteversion of the womb,
which caused the whole difficulty ! The same dis-

placement has also been taken for a tumor, and
YJro])sy, owing partly to retention of urine in the

biauder. The fact is, these accidents have not been
fully understood till very lately, nor the extent to

which they exist. At the present time such mis-

takes are not so likely to occur as formerly, though
even now there are many persons who take them foi

something else, and many females who suffer from
them without suspecting that they have any derange-
ment of the womb at all. In treating these accidents,

the ^"^^ thing of course will be to return the womb to

Hs^ piat;e ; to effect which many impediments have
oflen to be removed. We must next endeavor to

remedy the evils they may have produced, and lastly

to prevent their return.

Usually there is great inflammation and swelling

of the parts, Avhich it is very desirable to reduce,

and for which purpose, baths, injections, and other

nacans may be used as circumstances may render

most advisable. In many cases the replacement of
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the womb has been declared impossible, simply be.
cause It was attempted while in a swollen state, ana
Mterwards, when the swelling had subsided, it has
been effected without difficulty. It is particularlv
necessary also that the bladder and rectum should
both_ be emptied, because when full they fill up the
pelvis very much, and prevent the uterus from rising.
In case the urine cannot be expelled naturally, the
catheter must be used without delay, as there is
danger if the bladder becomes too full, that it may
burst, from the constant pressure upon it. The pas-
sage of this uistrumont, however, is often difficult in
these cases, owing to the neck of the bladder being
so compressed, and the direction of the passa-e so

fin Y'^^'y^'-eqiiently when all these indications
are fulfilled, and the patient lies down, with the
hips higher than the shoulders, the womb will
replace itself, or will require but little assistance. Iknow a lady who is constantly liable to retroversion
from very slight causes, particularly if ridinn- lonom a shakmg vehicle, or having to retain the^urine*!
felie has learnt, however, to treat herself, and usuallv
does so successfully Her first care is to empty the
bladder, to effect which she sometimes has to intro-
duoe a catheter, which useful manipulation she ac-
quired on pur,pose, she then passes an enema of thin
starch and water cold, which has the double effect
of emptying the rectum and soothing irritation

; after
these operations she lies down with her pelvis ele-
vated on two pillars, and in most cases the womb
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diate relief is afforded by passing the finger into the
Vagina, and raising up tlie Womb a little. Cold in-

jections, enemas and bathings, are the most valuable
preparatory aids, to be followed by the recumbent po-
sition. 1 knew one case where the patient conceived
the idea of standing on Jier head, and she certainly

found it have the desired effect ! Nor need we wonder
at this, for in that position the Womb would be most
likely to return, being assisted by its own weight;
and besides, the pressure of the intestines and other

organs would be entirely removed, which of itself

might often be sufficient, for there is no doubt but

their weight lying on the Womb has a great deal to

do with the accident.

The usual mode of assisting, when absolutely ne-
essgary, is by endeavoring to draw doivn the neck of
the Womb, which of course causes the top to rise, or
by pushing the top upwards, either from the Rectum
or the Vagina, according to the way it lies, the pa-
tient being on her knees and elbo ws. Sometimes a
large bougie, or Pessary,, is employed to force the
Womb upwards, and a kitid ,of blunt hook to pull it

down; but generally the haad.';only is used, aod this

is decidedly the best.
.

There is often, however, great* diffieiulty in effect-

mg this reduction, and it may even become impossi-
ble. In .oiie case, Avhere the woman died, llie Uterus
was so firmly fixed that the bones had to be sawn
asunder, before it could be extricated.

Supposing, however, that the reposition has been

effected, we ibust then follow up the baths anc; injec-

tions, to remove all trace of inllamraation, and after-

wards endeavor to restore tlie firmness and strength

of every part, particularly tlie ligaments. A douche

bath on the groins is very good, or eold wet cloths.
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Thia occurred in the second month of p^-egnauay
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with the injections of oak bark, before mentioned,

and jalvanism. '^he female must keep still for a
long time, avoid constipation, live single, and never
allow the bladder to become too full.

The misfortune is, that when either of these acci-

dents occurs it loaves such a permanent weakness
ailerwards that there is ahvays danger of it again.

Vv'hen this ia the case a Pessaiy may be worn, if

possible, but it should be made with especial refer-

ence to the requirements of the case ; one side

of tlie upper part should have a prolongation, or
lip, which may be so placed as to support the Womb
"svhichever way it falls. In those cases where the
weight of the bowels is a chief cause, a Truss may
be of service, but it should be applied with great
care, and its effects well watched, as it may increase
the evil, particularly in retroversion, which I have
reason to suspect is often caused by these instru-

ments.

The systematic application of Galvanism, in con
junctioa with cold water, if rightly persisted in, will

scarcely ever fail of effecting a cure, when that is

possible.
*

ANTEFLEXION AND RETROFLEXION OF THE WOMB.

^
These two derangements are so like the two pre-

viously described, in their nature, symptoms, and
mode of treatment, that any extended description of
tliem is scarcely necessary.

Anteflexion is a falling of the upper part of the
Womb forwards, behind the bone of the Pubes, 'k.

Plate I.) while the lower part keeps its place. It is

in fact a bending of the Womb, so that the upper
part points downwards.

Retroflexion is a bending of the Womb backwarda
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SO that the upper part is parallel with t re Rectum,
while the neck is still in its proper situation.

These, derangements may properly be considered

as slight cases, or first stages of Anteversion and R«-
ti'oversion

;
they are caused by the same accidents,

and may be cured by the same means. They are

seldom met with, because they soon become righted,

or assume a more serious form. Sometimes this cur-

vature of the Womb is natural, or it may arise from
disease. It nearly always causes bai-renness, be-

cause the bending closes up the passage in the neck
of the Womb. This is one cause of that state of de-

privation generally overlooked, and whicli can fre-

Quenlty be removed by a simple change in position.

OBLIQUITY OF THE "WOMB.

This is still the same malposition in a yet slighter

degree. It consists in a mere leaning of the womb
either to the front or to one side. In the non-preg-

nant state this is so slight a disorder that it seldom

requires or receives any special attention. In tlie

pregnant state, however, it is more serious, as it may
not only cause great distress but make the labor

both difficult and dangerous. In such cases, the

mouth of the womb does not present towards the

passage of the Vagina, but to the back, or to one

side, so that the child cannot be eKpelled. If the

medical attendant, however, understand the difiiculty,

it is easily corrected.

Many women are troubled with obliquity of tlie

womb during pregnancy. In some it always leans

over on one side, and in others, to the front ; it has

been known to hang completely over the external

parts so as to cover them, and even to reacli nearly

to the knees. A properly formed truss will usually

correct the obliquity.
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Lying constantly on one side may lead to thia,

wrong position, or leaning forward too long at a time
;

changing the position when sleeping will sometimes
effect a cure.

mVEKSION OF THE WOMB.

This accident, which consists in the Avomb itself

being turned completely inside out, like the finger of
a glove, is fortunately so rare that veiy few practi-
tioners have ever seen a case. It always results
eitfier from pregnancy, tumors, or some disease that
much softens and relaxes the Os Tincaj.
One of the most frequent causes is pulling away

the after-birth too soon, and with violence. The
upper part of the womb is very likely to ^e pulled
do\vn in this way, and the Avhole organ inverted.
Too violent bearing down is apt to lead to the same
result

; or a delivery while standing, particularly if
the child hang by the cord while that is fast to' the
womb.

Inversion may occur ehher along with prolapsus
or without it, though most usually they accompany
each other. Some authors even consider inversion
as merely the last and most serious stage of prolapsus.

Turning the womb, and replacing it, in such cases,
is a difficult operation, and medical writers are no'
agreed as to the best mode of performing it. For-
tunately the relative Ruperiority of then- different
modes can seldom be tested.

From tiic accounts we have of the few cases ob-
Bcrved, this is evidently a very dangerous accident,
and will most probably result seriously in a short
time if rnjiff be not obtained. In eveiy case the
reatment must be suggested, in a great measure, by
the circumstances oi' the case, and the practitioner
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must depend more on his own judgment than on the
recorded experience of others.

The usual mode of procecdmg, after removing all

inflammation by soothing washes and fomentations, ia

to indent the lower end of the inverted womb, or
push it inwards, like the bottom of a glass bottle, and
.keep gradually forcing it further and further till it

all passes through the ring of the neck, and is turned
right again. The whole must then be replaced in
the Pelvis, if there be prolapsus, and the patient
must lie still, use cold injections, and, if necessary,
a Pessary, to prevent a relapse. When the inver-
sion occurs from the weight of a tumor, that must of
course be removed before a cure can be expected.
This operp,tion of turning the womb back again must
be proceeded with slowly and pafently, so as not to

irritate it, the inside being now, it should be borne in
tnind, on the outside ! A mixture of one ounce of
Olive oil, and three grains of extract of Belladonna,
will make it much more easy, and will relax the
neck to a great degree, if gently rubbed upon it.

Some authors have advised to cut small slits in the
neck to make it expand more readily, but I cannot
think such an operation necessary.

If all attempts fail, and the womb shows signs of
gangrene or mortification, it is usually recommended
to remove it, either by the ligature or the knife, as in

cases of irreducible complete prolapsus.

In some cases the inversion is not complete, the

upper part of the womb being merely bent in, or
forced partly through the neck. If this be unac-
companied by prolapsus it may remain a long time
undiscovered, the symptoms not being usually more
severe than those of ordinary falling of the womb.
There are, in fact, so many of these uterine derange.
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meuts, wliich, in their prominent symptoms resemble
each other, that nothing but an accurate examina-
tion can distinguish them from each other.

_

Perhaps the most frequent cause of this accident
IS violence at child-birth. More than one case is on
record wlie re an unskilful attendant, in removing tlie
after-buth, has pulled down the womb and turned il

mside out. Nay, it has even been literally torn
from the body under tliese circumstances !

FIXTTJBE OF THE WOMB, OR IMMOBILITY.
It frequently happens after an inflammation of theWomb, or adjacent parts, that the inflamed surfaces

will grow together, so that the different organs will
al be united to each other, and fixed fast to the body.
I he Womb and its appendages are very apt to be
attached in tins way, and so become imniovablo.
buch an accident, when ^ow down, may not cause
any inconvenience unless pregnancy occur—it mav
then result seriously. The nature of the danger
will be obvious, if we consider that the Womb is
naturally loose, and that it both expands and rises up
.n the body as gestation proceeds. If, however, itshould beconae attached to any part, that attachment
must either be violently ruptured, or it will prevent
tlie requisite change of dimension or position

buppose the attachment to be to the Bladder, orKectum, u is evident that, as the Womb rises, thoseorgans must be pulled up with it, causing grea pSnand serious derangement of their functions. If theligaments become attached they will confine thoWomb, and prevent it rising up as it enlarges. Theresult of such a state of things must ehher be npremature discharge of the contents ofT WoTnb»r the tearing asunder of the unnatural attachrnen s,'
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in which case there is danger of ruptured hlood
vessels, great inflammation, or abscesses.

It is now known that these adhesions are a very
frequent cause of Abortion, owing to their preventing
the requisite motions of the Womb. The celebrated
Madam Boivin published a work on this subject, in

which numerous cases are given, and which first

made medical men aware of its importance.'

1 know a lady now who has miscarried nine times

in succession, apparently from this cause. The
Womb is evidently attached to the right side by a

kind of hard band, which may be distinctly felt,

and which effectually prevents any rising up on that

side. At about four months, she feels this band
stretch, and the strain upon it will be at times so

great that it seems as if it must break. On the

opposite side the Womb rises, but not on this, so that

it is tilted over as it were. The pain she suffers is

very great, and constantly increases till about six

months and a half, when the abortion occurs— that

being the most usual period in such cases.

It frequently happens when the adhesions extend

to the Fallopian Tubes, that conception is prevented,

and it would be well if it always were so, the dangei

from gestation being so imminent, and the proba-

bility of miscarriage so great. Unfortunately in

such cases, though we are certain of the nature of

the mischief, but little assistance can be rendered.

It has been said, it is true, that in some instances

the adhesions have been destro3''ed, by using mer-

curial ointment externally, but I am afraid the

remedy will not be found generally successful.

Tlie greatest care must be used when there is pro-

lapsus!—after child-birth—and in case of accidents,

{o subdue all inllaramation as early as possible, and
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SO prevent these a.liicsions—for cortamly little can be
done towards curing them.

Sometimes the adhesion occurs at the upper part
of the Womb, while it is fully expanded, in the lasl
months of pregnancy ; and the danger is then equally
great, if not greater, than^ in the former case. No
particular mconveniencc may be experienced till
after delivery, but then the Womb, as it retracts and
Ijegms to descend, necessarily hangs by the attach,
ment, and m this way is often suspended fi-om the
stomach, liver, or colon. These organs then become
deranged, painful and inflamed, so that a fatal result
may soon follow, unless the attachment break: in
which case there is danger of hcemorrhage or ab-
scess. Whde the adhesion remains, the propei
contraction of the Womb cannot take place either,
so tliat tliere is constant flooding from its large blood
vessels remaining open.

I have known females with adliesions of this kind
most likely by cords or bands, who almost constantly
lelt a dragging and pulling at the stomach, as if tc
use their own words, every thmg was going to be torn
out of their bodies. These symptoms would be
relieved by lying down, or by pregnancy, as that, in
these cases, elevated the Womb and relieved he
strain on the otlier organs.

Certain vicious and degrading habits, in youn«
persons, are apt to produce these difllculties, iy the
contmuanrritation they keep up, and so are ceitain
excesses in adults.

toiu

HYSTEEOCBLE, OU HERNIA OP THE WOMB.
This derangement is precisely the same as acommon hernia, or rupture, excepting that it is of

Ihe Womb mstead of the Intestuie.
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Very few cases, indeed, have been known to
occur, so that our description need not be very ex-
tended. Most usually the hernia occurs in the non-
pregnant state, the Womb forcing itself between
aome of the muscular fibres and appearing j ust under
the skin, like a small pear-shaped tumor. A part
of the Organ only may protrude, or the wliole of it,

and sometimes the Ovary and Tube will follow.
The treatment is precisely the same as that of a
common rupture—the protruded part being pushed
back and a trusts worn to prevent its return.
The most frequent causes are blows upon the

abdomen, violent lifting and straining, and a former
Caesarian operation.

Cases have been known where pregnancy has
occurred along with a uterine rupture, so that the
developement of the womb and the fcetus has taken
place outside of the abdomen. In some of these the
womb has hung down nearly to the knees, and has
been cut open and the child taken out, without, how-
ever, saving the patient's life. In one case by lift-

ing up, and gently pressing on the protruded organ,

it returned into the abdomen, and the female was
safely delivered.

The Ovaries are also liable to hernia, from similar

causes, and also from various diseases. The treat-

ment is the same as in hernia of the womb, un-

less the ovary be diseased, in which case it is extir-

pated.

CYSTOCELE, OR HERNIA OF THE BLADDER.

The bladder, like the intestines and womb, is liable

to protrude between the muscular fibres, or through

natural openings, and so form a hernia. Both sexes

are liable to this accident in certain modes alike, and
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the female in certain modes peculiar to herself,
which are the only ones necessary here toMescrihe.
The causes and symptoms of Cystocele are mostly

the same as those that produce prolapsus uteri, the
action having taken place in the bladder instead of
the womb. These two displacements have, in fact,

often been mistaken for each other, and it sometimes
requires careful examination to distinguish thenk
The most usual form of this derangement in

females is that called vaginal cystocele, where ,the

Madder is forced backwards into the vagina, either
by pushing the walls of the vagina before it, or by
passing between tlieir fibres. In this case tlie blad-
der may be felt, like a tumor at different parts of
the vagina, according to the distance it has descended,
or it may even protrude through the external lips.
In examining this tumor it will be found of a dif-
ferent shape to the prolapsed womb, and with no
opening like the Os Tiiicae, which will alv/ays dis-
tinguish the one from the other. The passage of
the urine is either stopped altogether, or is difficult
and attended with pam

; particularly if the bladder
has passed through a small openmg, and afterwards
filled. Inflammation usually sets in soon after the
accident, and fatal consequences may speedily
ensue.

Cystocele is both dangerous and difficult to treat
at any time, but particularly when it occurs during
delivery, for if the bladder be in the vagina at that
tnno It will be veiy liable to injury, besides being a
Herious impediment to tlie passage of the child. In
one case of this kind, which came within my own
experience, tJie bladder was first emptied by the ca-
tlieter, returned to its place, and retained there by
the hand, till the child was expelled. Tliis rupture

8*
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occurred, apparently, from violent bearing down
.abor pains while the bladder was full, and showed
no signs of returning after the parts were restored
to their natural state. Sometimes the protruded
bladder, being quite full, will completely block up
the vagina, so that the labor cannot proceed, and the
passage will be so compressed and twisted that the
ftatheter cannot be introduced.

"

In this case the
bladder is usually punctured, in the vagina, and,
when its contents are evacuated, is' returned to its

place, and the labor terminated. Great care must
be taken, however, to ascertain, Avith certainty, what
it is that presents under these circumstances, the fal-

len bladder having been mistaken for the bag of
water, and ruptured accordingly. It is quite easy,
however, to distinguish them, as in a case of cysto-
cele the tumor is unconnected with the mouth of
the womb, while the protruded membranes proceed
from it.

In the non-pregnant state the fallen bladder may
prevent the flow of the menses, and other .fluids, and
lead to inflammation of the vagina or womb. The
plan of treatment is to return the bladder, by gentle

pressure, to its place, and then use astringent washes
to close up the opening by which it escaped. A
Cylindrical Pessary may also be necessary, with a

small projection to press on the rupture.

When the bladder is not protruded between the

vagmal fibres, but merely pushes the walls bofcie

it, the operation is much more easy, the after treat-

ment, however, is the same as already described.

Women who have been too frequently pregnant,

or long subject to leucorrhea, and those who keep

(he bladder too full, are most liable to c5'^stoce]e.

fjifting, stroinftig, running, sneezing and violen'
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coughing are very frequently immediate causes,
and may even produce it in very young persons. I

once had a case of a young girl only ten years of
age, in whom the bladder descended completely
through the external lips, in consequence of violent
straining from the whooping cough. The distress
was veiy great, and the necessity for immcidiate
relief most urgent. The bladder was full, and very
tender, and the catheter could not be introduced. I
at once put the patient in a warm bath, and then
had her laid upon the bed with the liips much ele-
vated. By these means, with a little assistance, the
bladder partly returned, so that the catheter could
be introduced, the urine was then drawn off andi it

returned entirely. A small plug of soft lint was
wt»rn against the opening in the vagina, till the couo-h
subsided, and with occasional injections of oak bark
effectually prevented a return. The vagina, how-
ever, was much inflamed, and considerable leucorrhea
followed; the parts were much relaxed, and the
hymen completely destroyed.

^
Excessive crying has led to hernia of the bladder

in mfants, and so has the use of strong purrratives
In young girls it has often been produced°by the
busk, or bone, in the front of the corsets.

In some cases the bladder will not appear in the
vulva, but will descend into one of the external
lips, which will sometimes attain an extraordinary
^ze. The treatment is the same in this case as in
the other.

Great care must be observed by those who have
once sufTered from cystocole, as it is easily brought
on agam, and every time makes it more difficult to
cure.

I have a patient at the present time who has a
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Hernia of the Bladder into the right external lip,

which occurred first about five years ago, from im-
moderate laughing. It will sometimes descend
from the slightest exertion, distending the lip as
large as the hand, and completely preventing the

discharge of urine, till she lies down and allows the
tumor to recede. The symptoms being slight when
the accident first occurred, and she knowing nothing
of its )iature, it was neglected, till it became at last

so troublesome that she was compelled to seek as-

sistance. 1 have adjusted a Pessary for her in such
a manner that the descent cannot possibly take place
while she wears it, and, by means of Galvanism,
have so far restored the natural strength of the parts

that she can now walk a long distance without the Her-
nia occuri'ing, even when not wearing the Pessary
Had the case been pi'operly attended to at first, a

cure would have been much more speedily and cer

tainJy effected. Early treatment is of the utmost

impoitance.

VAGINAL ENTEROCELE, OR HERNIA OF TILE INTESTI.V'

INTO THE VAGINA.

This is a rupture where the bowels descend into the

Vagina, in the same manner that the bladder does in

Cystocele. It is brought about by the same genera!

causes that -produce other Hernias, and can only bo

treated in the same way. It is more frequent jusl

after confinement than at any other time, though it

may be met with occasionally in non-pregnant per-

sons.

The symptoms of this displacement are not in ge-

neral so severe as those attending Cystocele, unless

the bowels descend to a great extent, and sometime>*

they mil completely fill up the Vagina, or even pro-
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trude externally, so that the flow of the menses, and
the passage f>f the bowels will be both prevented.
When this occurs during delivery it may complete-
ly prevent the child from passing down the Vagina,
and then there is danger, both from the suspension oi
the labor and from the bruising of the bowels. In
such a case the Hernia must be immediately reduced,
and fortunately this can nearly always be readily ef-

fected.

If the protrusion has taken place in the front part
of the Vagina, next the Bladder, the patient must
be placed on her knees and elbows, but if it has
.taken place in the back part, next to the Rectum,
she must be placed on her back. The tumor must
then be pushed gradually, but firmly, towards the
opening, and the lower part of it worked in with the
fingers. In a short time it will begin to move in
quickly, and at last will slip by the hand and pass
entirely into its place. The Cylindrical Pessary,
and astringent washes, must then be used to effect a
cure.

The protruded bowel is so different from the
Bladder, or Womb, that with orduiary attention the
one cannot well be taken for the other. Such mis-
takes, however, have been made, and they show how
extremely careful we should be to ascertain with
certainty what is wrong.

After Enterocele has once happened it is very
likely to occur again, particularly if left a long time
without being reduced.

The descent may take place, as in the case of the
Bladder, into the lip, instead of down the passage,
and IS then called Vulvar Enterocele or Pudendal
llemia. The lip will be .swelled, and a firm turnor
may bo felt in it, as large sometimes as an egg, but
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becoming smaller when the patient lies dow n. Its

reduction and after treament are the same as in the
ordinary form. I have known fen^ales sulTering

from this Pudendal Hernia who could not imagine
what tlie swelling of the external Up was owing to,

and who vainly tried to reduce it ly washes and
lotions. They were amazed when told it was a de-

scent of the intestines. Those who labor too hard
.luring gestation are veiy liable to this accident, par-
icularly if they have borne many children. I once
lad a poor woman under my care who was afflicted

vith both Cystocele and Enterocele at the same
ime, from lifting a pail of water. Both of them
vere reduced, however, and fortunately did not re

urn,

INVERSION AND SWELLING OF THE LINING MEMBKANK
OF THE VAGINA.

It is necessary to describe this disorder, though it

is not a very common or dangerous one, because it

is frequently mistaken for Hernia, or Prolapsus

Llteri, from which however it differs materially.

In this case the lining membrane of the Vagina is

listendcd, and partly separated from the other rnem-
)rancs, either from inflammation or from the infiltra-

ion of fluid between them. It falls down, sometimes
}ven through the external lips, and has the appcar-

•ince of a thick fleshy ring, or cushion, witli an

opening in the centre. The desctnt, however, may
not be complete, or the ring may be a considerable

distance up the Vagina, and sometimes there will be

two or more rings, one above the other The man
ner of this descent may, in fact, be well compared to

ihe falling down of the lining of a coat sleeve, when
partly unsewn.
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Tlie causes of falling of the Vagina are such as

those that produce the various Hernias and Prolap.

eions already described, and also all tliose that have
a debilitating ekgect on the syfetem. Miscarriage, the

employment of instruments in child-birth, continued

Leucorrhea, excesses, and the vicious habits previously

referred to, may also be enumerated. It frequently

accompanies falling of the Womb, Cystocele, and
Enterocele, all of which are, in fact, frequent causes
of it.

The immediate symptoms are comparatively slight,

consisting chiefly in an uneasy sensation of some-
thing hanging from the Vagina, or lips; with drag-
ging dull pains in various parts

;
unless, indeed, the

membrane has descended very far, or become much
irritated. In this case, the pains become acute,
darting to all parts of the Abdomen, and the mem-
brane itself being much inflamed may speedily ul-

cerate or gangrene, particularly if chafed, or bathed
by the urine. The bladder will also sympathize, so
that a difficulty will occur in urinating ; and a quan-
dty of mucus will discharge from the Vagina.
Sometimes the protruded part will extend four or

five inches from the lips, and be as large as the
wrist, particularly during pregnancy.
The treatment of prolapsus Vagina is simple, but

t)ften tedious. The first thing is to reduce the swell-
ing and inflammation, without which, of course, the
parts cannot return. To effect this, all causes of
irritation must be removed, the patient must be still

for some time, and use cooling lotions or injections,
ill conjunction with general tonic remedies. Instru-
ments arc seldom or never needed, either at the time
or afler ; indeed simple rest and cold water would
cure most cases if resorted to in time. Some prac-
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litioners use caustic, but I have never seen any good
irom it in these cases. Occasionally, the protruded
part, when long exposed, will become so ulcerateo,
that the removal of it is absolutely necessary. This
operation has been performed several times witli

success, though it is not unattended with danger. I

f^el certain, however, that it would never be needed
11 assistance were sought in time.

This affection may occur at almost every age and
period, but not so frequently in the unmarried,
though I have met with it in young persons from
nine to twelve years of age. Many are subject to

it at the turn of life, at which time it is very troublp-
eome, and difficult to cure. Sometimes it comes on
suddenly, but most usually by slow degrees.
When it takes place at the time of delivery, it is a

very troublesome and dangerous complication, as, it

interferes with the passage of the child very much.
In such cases the protruded membrane is often lacera-
ted severely, and once I saw it nearly torn com-
pletely from the Vagina.
The ring or cushion produced by this prolapsus

may be mistaken for the fallen womb or bladder,

unless carefully examined. The difference, how-
ever, will soon be apparent, by pushing on the cen-
tre of the tumor through which the finger will pass
readily, and reach the Os Tincse beyond.

About twelve months ago, a lady came to see me
from Virginia, who had been troubled with this dis-

order for more than three years. She had suffered

most excruciatingly, though nearly all the time in

bed, and had been completely separated from her
husband. I found the membrane projecting two
inches from tlie Vagina, and very tender. All the

usual remedies had been tried, and an operation even
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performed without any good results, 1 therefore
determmed to try Galvanism ! After the use of
cooling lotions to reduce the inflammation as much as
possible, I mtroduced a silver tube into the Vagina
large enough to keep it fully distended, and to force
up the prolapsed part as far as it would go. This
tube I connected with one pole of the battery, and
placed the other on the spine, immediately above the
sacrum The beneficial effects were observed im-medmtdy! The swelling began to subside, the
irritation disappeared, and after six applications no
prolapsion could be seen. She remained in the
city two months after, but the disorder showed no
signs of returning, and I have heard very recently
that she still remains perfectly well.

I believe that in this derangement, as in mbst of
those previously mentioned. Galvanism is the bestremedy we can use.

Many other displacements of the female organs
might be mentioned, but they are so slight, and soseldom met with, that a description of them is un

Zw' "^"i^""*^ f '^"^ importance have beentreated upon, and care has been taken to make each
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CHAPTER IV. /

VITAL AND ORGANIC DISEASES.

This includes all inflammations, morbid growtlis,

and corrosive diseases of the female organs.

INFLAMMATION OF THE WLVA AND EXTERNAL LIPS.

Inflammation is very apt to arise in these paila

from a variety of causes, with some of which wq
are unacquainted, and it may become very trouble-

some, if not serious. Injuries at child-birth very

often produce this kind of inflammation, but it fro-

quently arises in young persons from a mere wani

of rigid and constant attention to cleanliness in these

parts. The natural secretions are apt to become

acrid, when long retained in the folds of the Vagina

and Labia, and then they irritate every part with

which they come in contact. This irritation is

sometimes of the most annoying character, and often

disposes to those vicious habits we have referred to.

When allowed to continue too long unchecked, it

produces an ofiensive purulent discharge, sometimes

tinged with blood, and perhaps terminates in ulcera-

tion, abscesses, or mortification.

The treatment at first is veiy simple ; constant

bathing, either with cold water or cooling lotions.

Rest, and regular action of the bowels, will be

sufficient in nine cases out of ten. A small piece

of alum, or borax, about the size of a hickory nut,

to a pint of water, makes a good wash ; or a little

sugar of lead water, or Gowlard's lolion. Ointments

of all kinds I thmk objectionable. When the pails

t.
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are very sore, equal parts of port wine and water
will be a good application.

It may be advisable, when the two lips are much
inflamed, to soak a piece of soft lint in the lotion,

and keep it between them till tliey heal, as they are
apt to grow together.

If there be any derangement of the Menses, oj

constipation of the bowels, it must be immediately
corrected—such derangements frequently producing
or keeping up this inflammation. Worms will also
do the same, particularly the small flat ones in the
Rectum, (Ascarides), which will sometimes even pass
into the Vagina. Great attention must be paid to
the diet, which must be light, coolmg and laxative.
No coffee or alcoholic drinks must be used, nor
spices, nor unripe fruits.

There is one form of this disease especially to be
dreaded. It is usually called Carhunch of the
Genitals, or Eruption, and first commences with
great heat, redness, and swelling, and terminates in
livid colored spots, which soon become small ulcers.
If not checked it will rapidly become fatal, from
mortification or inflammation of the neighboring
parts. The treatment consists in the application of
cooling lotions or injections, as before, with washes
of camphor, chlorine, and nitrate of silver. The
"jewels must be opened freely with salts, and other
cooling purgatives—nothing irritating must be eaten
or drunk—perfect rest must be observed—and
leeches may be freely applied, if thought advisable,
to the parts.

If neglected, this inflammation may produce deep
angry ulcers, that will eat into the parts, and even
produce fistulas into the Bladder or Rectum. The
surgeon is then needed; and, in spite of all his skill,
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at this stage he fails often in giving reh'ef. It j.
therefore especially important. to atte^ io it in time '

And still more important to observe, in young per-
sons, that attention to cleanliness and regularity of
function, which may prevent it altogether.
The great number of cases of this kind that comt

under my care, painfully convince me of the cereal
want of uiformation, on all these important matters
that so universally prevails among females, and
which directly leads to so many of their distressincr
afflictions. "

PRUBIGO OF THE VULVA, OR ITCHING OF THE EX-
TERNAL PARTS.

This disease, though not so immediately dangerous
as some others, is perhaps the most distressiiTo- that
can be met with.

It consists in an intolerable and incessant itcliinfr
of the parts, which nothing seems to allay. Some°
limes it is so bad that the female is almost tormented
to death

;
she cannot see company, or walJc out, and

often shuts herself up alone in her agony. Mjwiy
Jiave fainted from it, and some have even become
delirious. I have seen patients whose hands it was
necessary to tie, to prevent them tearing themselves
ID pieces.

The causes of pruritus appear to be most of those
that produce simple inflammation, which it very
frequently accompanies or precedes. 1 'regnant
females are very liable to it, and in some it will
continue, in spite of all that can be done, till after
delivery, when it usually disappears. I have known
it produce abortion. Some females always have it

at the menstrual period, and otheirs during nursing.
Occasionally there is a little eruption attending it,
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but not always, though the parts are generally
swollen and reel. Parasites are sometimes the ex-
citing cause, and should always be destroyed
immediately.

The treatment consists in first attending strictly to

the diet, which must be light and unirritating, and to

the regular action of the bowels and womb ; and in
usmg the cooling washes and lotions before men-
tioned. If the itching still continues, use either of
the following washes to the parts :—Sub. carbonate
of potash three drachms, water four ounces

; put a
tea-spoonful of this into a quart of warm water, and
use it three times a day.—A tea-spoonful of Eau do
Cologne to a pint of warm water.—Sulphate of
Zinc, half a tea-spoonful to a quart of warm water.
Both these may be used many times in the day.—Borax half an ounce, Sulphate of Morphia six
grains; pure water half a pint. This last seldom
fails of giving relief. It should be applied three or
four times a day, with a piece of soft linen, the parts
bemg first washed with warm soap and water. A
tea-spoonful of laudanum will sometimes answer as
well as the six grains of Sulpliate of Morphia.

Caustic has been employed, and blisters to the
inside of the thighs, but such violent remedies are
seldom either necessary or serviceable. I have
known the parts to be deeply scarified with the lancet,
and even burnt with a red hot iron, without at all
alleviating the pruritus.

In young persons it seems to be often produced by
constipation, worms, and gravel ; but it most pro-
bably depends, essentially, on some impurity, or
UTitatmg quality, in the blood, oi- in the natural
secretions of the parts, which should therefore never
be allowed to remam long unwashed.

9*
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Sitting in cold water, and the application of ice to
the parts, has given relief. I have also effected
many cures, almost instantaneously, by means of a
small Galvanic plate, so constructed, as to be worn
just within the vulva.

AH remedies must of course be applied with cau-
tion during pregnancy ; and it must be recollected
that sometimes the disease will continue, more or
less, till after delivery, though the distress from it

may be much alleviated.

VAGINITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE VAGINA.

This is frequently a mere extension of some of the
Other inflammations already described, and may be
produced by precisely the same causes. It often
follows a tedious labor, particularly if instruments
have been used, and is frequently produced by mar-
riage, especially if that occur at an improper time, or
if there be any of the malformations, or displace-
ments, described in our second and third chapter.
Excesses, of all kinds, are apt to produce it, and the
presence of any foreign body, as a Pessary for

instance. Also stimulating food, sudden cold, or

violence. ^

The most general symptoms are pain in the groins
and over the pubis, a feeling of intense heat, and
tightness in the passage, as if it were filled up with
something—difiiculty in urinating, and pruritus.
On endeavoring to touch tlie Os Tincre the passage
will be found, nearly closed, from swelling of ?ts

walls, and very tender. In a few days a discharge
begins to flow from the vulva, at first like gum water,
but gradually becoming thicker, till it is dike cream,
and often of a green or yellowish color.

In most cases the inflannmation passes off" in abou;
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ten days, and may leave no ill effects. Sometimes,
however,, it becomes chronic, and then it terminates

in leucorrhea. And occasionally it produces ab-

scesses, or ulcers, when long neglected, and causes

fistulas.

The treatment is precisely the same as that foi

inflammation of the lips and vulva, excepting that

the lotions must be used internally, by means of a

female syringe. In young persons just married, all

that is required in many cases, is to separate for .

short time from their husbands.

If an inflammation of the vagina last too long, tho

walls will be apt to grow together, and so produce
a stricture, or narrowing of the passage, which may
be a serious difliculty in child-birth, as well as at other

times !—It is therefore advisable to subdue it early.

METRITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE WOMB.

This disease more frequently results from delivery
than from any other cause, and appears to accom-
pany puerperal fever, or, as .some suppose, is identi-

cal with it, at least in some of its forms.

It is found, however, in the unimprcgnated .state,

and may result from a variety of causes. The in-

flammations already described may extend to the
Womb, ii may be injured by blows, or other violence,
and irritated by the retention of the menses. Durino'
prolapsus it is always being chafed and compressed"
or exposed to the external air, and may thus become
inflamed.

Marriage may produce inflammation of the Womb
in some temperdmcnts, and a state of singleness in
others. Diflicult menstruation, irritating • iiijections,

forcing medicines, tight corsets, constipation, stimu-
lating food, pessaries, and solitary vir-cs, may also
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be enumerated. Powerful mental emotions, particu-
larly in hysterical persons, are also frequent causes,
and highly excited feelings, especially those con-
nccted with certain temperaments. ' When it occuri,
during pregnancy, it.is very apt to lead to abortion.
The inflammation may be seated either in the sub-

stance of the Womb, or merely in the mucous mem-
brane, and it may extend through the whole organ,
or be confined to particular parts of it.

The symptoms of inflammation m the mucous
membrane of tlie Womb are dull, but constant pain
in that part of the organ afliectcd, and in the loins,

which gradually extends to the neighboring organs,
so that the passage of the urine, or faeces, causes
gi'eat distress. A sensation of weight is also expe-
rienced, which disposes the female continually to

bear down, and strain the same as in labor. The
abdomen swells, becomes painful, and very ten-
der to the touch, so much so that sometimes the
weight of the clothes can scarcely be borne.. The
patient has chills followed by fever, and sufle'rs from
langor and restless anxiety, which in severe cases,
may lead to delirium. These symptoms arc soon
followed by a discharge of mucous, more or less pi'o-

fuse, according to tlie extent of the inflammation,
which may be either thin, like gum water, or of the
consistence of cream, and sometimes resembles pus.

This, it must be understood, is a description of the
symptoms usually accompanying the disease when it

itTects the whole or greater part of ti)e V/omb.
When it is confined to some particular part, as in

the neck for instance, tlie pain and swelling is chiefly

confined to that part, and the genera! syniplom?! are
more local and less severe.

The ti-eatment usually adopted, is that which ap-
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pears most likely to quickly reduce the inflammation.
The bowels must be opened freely, perspiration must
be induced, and the hands and feet kept warm. Fo-
mentations must be applied to the Abdomen, and
diluent drinks freely taken. Hops or poppy heads
make an excellent fomentation, and barley, or tama-
rinds soaked in water, with a little sweet nitre, an
excellent diluent drink. A vapor bath will often be
very effective in promoting perspiration, and re-
lieving the soreness, and a large meal poultice
placed on the Abdomen will frequently allay the
pain. Bleeding is genera-lly resorted to somewhat
freely, and leeches, or cups, to the inside of thy
thighs, the Vulva and the Abdomen, but I am in
clined to think that the inflammation can usually
be subdued by other means. The patient should lie

on her back, with the knees raised, and the clothes
should be kept from bearing upon her.
A decoction of poppy heads may also be used as

an injection, in the Vagina, and, if the pain be very
acute, a teaspoonful of laudanum may be added to it

A mustard plaster will frequently alleviate the pain
considerably, when applied on the Abdomen, or back,
or inside of the thighs. Blisters have been recom-
mended, but they irritate the patient too much, and
it is very important to keep her still. She should not
be movecl, on any account, more than is absolutely
necessary. The vapor bath must be given under
the bed-clothes, so that no moving, or carrying to it

will be required. If the purgative does not operate
soon, an enema should be given, as it is particularly
important for the bowels to act. The enema may
he composed of thin starch and water, warm, with a
large spoonful of castor oil.

But little food, of an/ kind, should be taken, till
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the inflammation is subdued, and tlien il should be

light, chiefly fluid, and very j)lain'. All stimulants

must be carefully avoided, whether solid or fluid.

The room must be well ventilated, and the patient

kept quiet.

If these means,^ with such others as the particular

circumstances of the case require, be faithfully per-

sisted in, they will, in most cases, subdue the inflam-

mation in a short time ; but great care must be taken,

and perfect rest observed, till all signs of it are gone,

as there is always danger of it increasing again,

from slight causes.

When the inflammation is seated in the substance

of the womb itself, the symptoms are always more
acute, the danger greater, and the result more un-

certain. The treatment must be more energetic, and

our attention more unremitting.

If the inflammatory action be not subdued very

soon, the most serious results are to be feared. The
general distress increases, the skin becomes hot and

dry, the countenance is anxious, the throat parched

and sore, the breathing diflicult, sickness sets in, or

hiccough, the breasts swell and become tender, and

the head throbs and bums till the patient raves in

furious delirium. The urine is generally red and

hot, and the passing of it, or of the contents of the

bowels, makes the sufferer scfeam with agWij^. She

rolls her eyes, picks at the bed-clothes, grinds her

teeth, and draws up the limbs till they press against

the Abdomen.
If the pain seems to concentrate at one point, and

becomes more pungent, and the patient sufl'ere from

night sweats and headache, with inaction of tlic bow-

els, it may be suspected that an abscess is forming.

This will sometimes break and discharge from the
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Vagina, and at other times will form a fistulous open-

ing through the Abdomen, the groin, or at the inside

of the thigh. The quantity of pus thus poured out

is in some cases enormous
;
usually the patient sinks

immediately after the abscess bursts, but if she can

be sustained, the wound m.a;v heal after all is eva-

cuated, and a perfect recovery may take place.

The last stages are generally marked by a cessa-

tion of heat and pain, by involuntary action of the

bowels, coldness of the extremities, convulsions and

faintings. If there be gangrene or mortification, a

black fostid discharge takes place from the Vagina,

and sometimes from the bowels.

When this is seen there is scarcely a hope, and
very frequently the disease is thus fatal in two or

three days from its commencement, though some will

linger two or three weeks".

On examining the Womb in those who have died

in this way, it is frequently found to be quite soften-

ed, or even converted into a kind of putrescent pulp,

which almost runs into fluid when pressed upon.

Both forms of inflamraation of the Womb are

much more dangerous when they occur during child-

bed, as all those are aware who have seen the rapid

and fatal termination of puerperal or child-bed fever.

Mo.st cases of o^inary inflammation, in the non-preg-
nant state terminate favorably, with proper care,

though they may be lingering, and leave much ge-
neral debility.

The principal danger, after the acute stage is

passed, is of the disease becoming chronic, which
form, though leas severe, and not so imminently dan-
gerous, IS still much to be dreaded-

Chronic Metritis, or Inflammation of the Womb,
may b^ produced by the same causes as acute in-
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flammation, or may follow from it, There are
however, certain circumstances and conditions that
dispose to it more than others

;
as, for instance, a

lymphatic temperament, hatitual depression of spirits,
scrofula, bad air, low damp situations, ill-ventilated
houses, a constant use of stimulating food or hot
baths, and indulgence of certain feelings. The
immediate causes are the same as those already
enumerated, and also cold, particularly from sitting
on cold damp seats—tight corsets, and habitual con-
stipation.

The symptoms are much the same as those in the
acute stage. The inflammation, however, does not
extend so much to the neighboring parts, nor does
the uterus swell up so suddenly, nor become so ex-
cessively tender; sometimes, in fact, it does noi
swell at all. There is always severe pain in it,

however, which is much increased when the female
stands long, or walks far, or when she is shaken too
much by riding, when the bowels are moved, or the
urine passed, and particularly at certain other times/
There is also great heat and burning, with a sen-
sation of fulness, and weight in the loins or groin
The female becomes irritable, impatient, or sad, or
is subject to nervous tremblings.

This disease is frequently mistaken by practi-
tioners for something else. Many look upon it as a
purely nervous affection, and go on treating the
patient for the mere nervous symptoms, wliile the
real disease remains untouched. And many others,
who do discover the true disorder, consider "it incur-
able, and either give it up entirely, or merely ad-
minister palliatives, to relieve urgent symptoms and
satisfy the patient. It is necessary to say how-
ever, that it is often impossible to ascertain the truth
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/rem any of the above-named symptoms alone, be-
cause they accompany many other complaints ; an
accurate and careful examination is frequently in-
dispensable.

I once had a lady call upon me who had been
suffenng for two years from what was called, by
some physicians, Hysteria, and by others Dyspepsid,
with Liver complaint. She had almost constant
pam in the lower part of the abdomen, which made
her dread moving the bowels, for fear of increasing
It. The urme Avas scanty and high colored, the
menses irregular, and the bowels mostly constipated,
lo use her own words, "the whole inside seemed
as li It ^vere burning up." The limbs were weak,
the appetite capricious, and the whole nervous systemm a terrible state of derangement. Sometimes she
w(3uld suddenly go very sallow, with the eyes much
congested, and other times she would be very pale,
and faint, or sick. From an attentive consideration':
ot the case, I became convinced that none of the
previous conjectures about it were correct, but that
It was a case of chronic metritis. A careful exami-
nation with the speculum proved this conviction to
oe well founded, and I at once began to treat her
ftccordmgly.

The first thing attended to was the diet, which was
iirected to be very plain. The quantity of food
<N-as rather limited; all spices, coffee, pickles, and

^^•arm drinks were forbidden ; -meat allowed but
once m the day, sparingly, and never smoked or
malted Alcohohc drinks, of all kinds, were strictly
prohibited, and in their place w,as substituted cold'
lemonade, with a little cream of tartar, barley water,md tamarind tea, or simple cold water.
A cold shower bath was directed to be taken everv

10
'
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morning, immediately on rising, to be followed by a

short gentle walk when the weather was favorable.

After breakfast she was advised to lie on the sofa foi

an hour, and alter that to take another walk before

Jinner. The same in the afternoon as in the mom-
mg. Several times during the day, but particu-

larly morning and evening, an injection was used of

cold thin starch and poppy heads. The thin starch

alone was also used daily as an enema, at first, till

the bowels began to act regularly from the improved

diet, and then it was omitted. During the first week
the abdomen was also fomented every night with a

strong decoction of hops. Every kind of excitement

was guarded against, either from reading, company,

or offier causes. The natural warmth of the feet,

which she had not felt the Avhole time, was restored

by means of friction and the application of Galvan-

ism, and the whole surface of the body, which was
habitually chill, was well rubbed every morning till

a healthy glow was produced. The only medi-

cine given was a little Cinchona, after the second

week.

In three weeks she had sensibly improved, the

burning sensation was no longer felt, the soreness

and pain was gone, except when she walked a little

too far. The appetite became good and steady, and

he • strength much greater. The nervous symptoms

began to amend immediately, the general health was

improved, so that she soon became quite cheerful.

A steady adherence to this plan of treatment com-

pletely cured her in about seven -weeks, and she

went home with such a knowledge of the disease,

and the causes which produced it, that in future she

will most likely be able to prevent it altogether.
^

In severe, cases it is advised, and may sometime*
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be advantageous, to apply leeches to the perineum,
or groins, or blisters to the inside of the thighs and
abdomen. I am of opinion,, liowever, that a strict

perseverance with the milder course I have described,
will usually succeed without them.
A teaspoonful of laudanum may sometimes be

added to the injection, or fomentation, when the pain
is sevei-e, and if it occur in a spasm, like cramp,
Galvanism will give immediate relief.

ENGORGEMENT, O-R ENLARGEMENT OF THE WOMB.
Cases of chronic enlargement of the Womb, com-

monly called engorgement, are quite common, or
rather, they are very frequent. When treating on
falluig of the Womb, we stated that engorgement was
a frequent cause of it, and such is now known to be
the fact. In many cases of supposed polypus, or
tumor, there is merely a swelling or engorgement of
the womb, which has also been mistaken for dropsy.
The causes that lead to this disease appear to be

much the same as those that produce inflammatioBt,
with which the engorgement is sometimes accompa-
nied, though not always. Whatever has a tendency
to excite these organs, or tQ chill the surface of the
body, so as to derange the circulation and produce
internal congestion, will be most likely to cause en-
gorgement. Among which may be specially enu.
merated, sentimental or impassioned reading and
conversation, insufficient exercise in the open air,
cold, constipation, derangment of the menses, partica-
Jarly their stoppage, improper diet, and excesses, of
various kind^.

The symptoms of this disease are often quite ob-
scure at first. Sometimes there is considerable pain,
similar to what is experienced in metritis, but at
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other times there is scarcely any pain at all, though
there is always more or less uneasiness and feeling

of weight. The enlargement of the abdomen may
be slight, or it may be very considerable, so as lo

simulate pi'egnancy or dropsy.

If the disease continue long, tlie patient is apt to

become hysterical, or suffer from cramps, and creep-

ing of the skin. The stomach will become deranged,

and sickness and vomiting may ensue, with very

irregular action of the bowels. The breasts will

also frequently enlarge and become painful, precisely

as in pregnancy, and the patient will be restless and
unable to sleep. The menses sometmies stop alto-

gether, for several months, and, then a flooding en-

sues for weeks together ; in some cases they never

stop for more than a day or two at a time. Very
often there is a purulent and foetid discharge from

the vagma, almost constantly, as if the Womb were
ulcerated or gangrened.

There are two varieties of this disease, different

in some of their symptoms, but similar in their effects,

and requiring a similar mode of treatment. In the

one case there is hardness of the Womb, commonly
termed induration, as well as swelling, while in the

other case it is' sometimes even softer than natural.

The general treatment at first should be similar

to that for chronic inflammation. Afler which re-

gular bathing, exercise on horseback, and chafing

over the womb with liniments may be added. Dashes

of cold water on the lower part of the abdomen are

also useful, and cups to the inside of the thighs. If

the disease still remain obstinate, a selon or blister

n.ay be used on the loins. A ne-w plan of treatn>ent

cdWed. firing has ais") been found usefuL It may be

•mitated by taking a small fiat-faced hammer, and
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plungu.-g ic for some minutes in boiling water, then,
on taking it out, press it suddenly and firmly on the
skm, for a Itw seconds, heating the instrument afresh
for eacn application. The number of applications
may be ten or a dozen, on each side of the back
bone,^ at tht small of the back, or in tlie groins. The
pain is by no means so severe as might "be expected,
if the operaiion be performed quickly, and it may bo
done m five minutes. I have known many patients
prefer it to either cups or blisters. The effect is

often very beneficial.

It should be borne in mind, however, that the"
mild plan of treatment will usually succeed, though
it may tal<e longer time ; and this is a disease that
requires patience and perseverance, in both patient
and physician, to no small extent. Sometimes it is
necessaiy to advise a state of singleness for a time,
but at other times marriage will be beneficial. This
can be decided upon only after a careful considera-
tion of the peculiar circumstances of the case.
One of the chief resorts of the general practice of

the day is copious hlood-letting, in various ways, but
particularly by leeches and cups, to the abdomen,
permeum, vulva, tlnglis, and mouth of the womb.
Tins IS sometimes continued daily .till the patient
faints. As I have before remarked, however, I
think the same effects may be produced by milder
means.

If the swelling be not reduced there is danger of
a purulent accumulation, and of abscess, or, in
case of induration, it will be likely to end in oancer.

_

During the engorgement there is nearly ulways
either prolapsus of the womb, anteversion or retro-
version, the unusual weight causing its displace-
ment. ^

10*
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Hsemorrhage, or bleeding, sometimes accompaniea
engorgement, but not always. Tubercles, or small

ulcers, are also frequently developed in the womb
itself, particularly on the neck, and most frequently

in those who are badly fed, who live in ill-ventilated

lujuses, and who are scrofulous.

SCIERHOUS, OR CANCEROUS ENGORGEMENT OF THE
WOMB.

It is uot my intention to enter into « description

of the nature and treatment of cancer of the Womb,
for several reasons. It is a disease fortunately but

seldom met with, and is in nc way different from Can-

cer in other parts of the body. Besides, so little is

known of its nature, and so little is agreed upon
respecting its treatment, that any extended accouflt

would be merely a record of contradictory opinions,

while a meagre one would be utterly useless.

Scirrhous, or Cancer, will, however, produce en-

largement or engorgement of the Womb, so similar

in some respects to that already described, that it is

necessary to distinguish them.

Scirrhous engorgement in the Womb is always

very hard, and feels in lumps, or Icnots ; it increases

in size very slowly, and when examined by the

speculum, the neck appears of a yelloAvish white

color, like ivory. The pain is often darting and

very severe, though sometimes tliere is none at all.

It may be years before this state pf tilings alters,

and the Cancer opens into an ulcer, or it may do so

very soon. It is also possible, I think hoTOnd doul)t,

:to resolve or . remove the Cancerous Tumor, by

pursuing much the same mode of treatment as we
have prescribed for simple engorgement. There is

no question but that many cases of undoubted Can-
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cerous Tumor in the Womb have been completely

cured by such a course. There are cases, liov/ever,

in which the treatment must be modified from nu-

merous causes, and in which the result is always un.

certain and much to be feared.

RHEUMATISM OF THE "WOMB.

This is a disease about which very little is yel

known. There are but few medical works, even
the most recent, that contain any allusion to it, and
but few medical men who ever treated a case. It is,

nevertheless, more common than is suspected, but
from its resemblance to other diseases is confounded
with them.

Rheumatism may settle in the womb after having
existed in other parts of the body, or it may attack

the womb first. The same general causes that pro-

duce the disease elsewhere will also produce it here,

or it may probably be a consequence of other dis-

eases. The symptoms are, for the most part, so pre-

cisely similar to those of ordinary inflammation that

one cannot be distinguished from the other, and they
have therefore usually been confounded together. It

is of the greatest consequence, however, to distin-

guish them, if possible, because the treatment proper
for one disease, will be highly injurious for the other.
There is no doubt whatever but that many cases of
mere Rhoumatism have been tri3ated as cases of
Metritis, and with fatal consequences. Often, on
examining the bodies of those who have died from
supposed Inflammation of the Womb, no trace of In-
flammation could be found ! The inference is, that
no Inflammation existed, but merely Rheumatism,
whicli possibly ei ded fatally, naercly through this

.

«. mistake.
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In Rheumatism of tho Womb, there is usually more
or less cessation of pain at intervals, during which
but little soreness is felt on touching. On lifting up
the Womb also the pain will often cease entirely,
while in Inflammation it is always increased. The
peculiar gnawing, grinding pain of Rheumatism is

also veiy distinct from that of ordmary Inflamma-
tion, and is always recognized by those who have
ever felt it before.

This disease is most likely to occur during pretr.

nancy, and is then very apt to lead to abortion. An
attack of it during child-birth, will often stop t-he

labor altogether, the woman using every effort to

keep still, on account of the agony that any straining
produces. The muscular fibres of tlie Womb are
also cramped and stiffened by it, in the same way as
the muscles are in other parts of the body.
The treatment of this agonizing disease must be

similar to that of Rheumatism in other parts of the
body. Brisk purgatives, warm baths, hot fomenta-
tions, containing opium and camphor, to the abdo-
men

; anodyne draughts, sweating medicines, and
blisters to the loins. In the non-pregnant stale, Gal-
vanism will be the best agent, and if there be any
derangement of the menses, it nmst be immediately
corrected. When Rheumatism stops suddenly in

any other part of the body, it is very apt to fly to tlie

Womb, if that organ be weak, or its functions

deranged.

In every case, therefore, where there is a painful

affection of the Womb resembling Inflammation, tlie

physician should satisfy himself, as far as he can,

that it is not Rheumatism, and should always bear

in mind, at least, that it may !)e so, ))articulariy if

the patient has had Rheumatism in other parts.
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( have no clou Jt whateA er but that many of those

ccses so often met with, w here fe-males suffer excru.
dating pains in the womb, varying in intensity at-

different tirfies, and with no apparent Inflammation,

are really cases of Uterine Rheumatism. I have a

case now of this kind ; the lady has been suffering

'or three or four years, at times almost to distrac-

tion, witliout obtaining the slightest relief from any
treatment she has received. Some physicians treated

lier for Uterine Inflammation ; otliers thought a

Polypus was forming, and one alarmed her by sug-
gesting a Cancer. On examination I found the

Womb very little larger than usual, and not hard,
except when drawn up with pain. No pain was ex-

perienced on raising up, but, on the contrary, great
relief I became convinced, from these and other

symptoms, that it was a case of Uterine Rheumatism,
and I have now treated it for some time on that sup-
position with the happiest results. In fact, she may
be considered cured, excepting that there is still a
little sensibility just before any sudden change in

the weather.

I would particularly recommend both physicians
and patients to bear this disease in mind, especially
in many of those cases when they are puzzled to tell

what is the matter.

LEtTCORRHEA, OR FLUOR ALBUS.

This disease, ordinarily termed the Whiles, is

perliaps even more common than Prolapsus Uteri.
In large cities particularly, and in certain districts,

it is almost universal, occurring in both married and
unmarried, young and old, from mere infancy to ex-
treme age. It appears in the form of a discharge
from the V?gina, like mucus, or pus, or somelimea
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even like green water, or niilk, or curds and wney.
Its color also varies, being white, yellow, greenisli,
or reddish brown, and soiTietimes it is quite colorless.

Tiie quantity may be either small so a§ to merely
make a show, or it may be larger, sometimes even

^
to half-a-pint or more in the day.
The discharge itself is very annoying, and causea

great distress, but it is also accompanied, in most
cases, witli more or less constitutional disturbance,
which may even become serious.

Leucorrhea often follows from injlammation of the
mucous membrane of tlie Vagina and Uterus, but
more frequently, pe-rhaps, from tonic debility and
weakness. It may therefore be produced by any
causes that give rise to inflammatoiy action, or to

general prostration. Among these may be enum-
erated, deranged menstruation—cold—want of exer-
cise and fresh air—late hours—exciting reading,

company, and conversation—depression of spirits

—

vicious habits—too early, or too late, marriage—ex-
citing food and drink—the use of shell fish—stimu-
lating medicines

—

excesses—too much warm bathing—cold, damp, or ill-ventilated houses—thin shoes

—

the irritation of a pessary, or injury at child-birth,

especially by instruments—frequent labors—and in-

sufficient clothing. To these may be added numerous
others, and generally all those that debilitate the

system. All large cities seem to be so many hot

beds to engender this and other female diseases' In
them puberty is precociously developed, exciting

circumstances abound, and the daily habits of
females are calculated to make them weak, and
fusoeptible of cold from the slightest exposure.

In some persons leucorrhea appears to be consti-

tutional, and probably results from a scrofulous
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taint. Particular temperaments are also, apparently,
more disposed to it than others. Women of a ner-
vous habit—those with light or reddish hair, and
thin transparent skins, and those who swell and puff
up^in the limbs, from slight exertion, are instances.
The intimate connection between the uterine

system and the great nervous centres, is also another
source of this disease ; and hence it is often produced
by sudden fright, continued anxiety, disappointment,
grief, and paSsion. Every other org&n in the bodv
is also connected, in the same wa)'-, with the Womb,
so that their dei-angement will also causeileucorrhea.
It will also frequently result from the sudden sup-
pression of some other discharge, as diarrhoea,
vomiting, profuse perspiration, hiemorrhage, or the
secretion of milk. The incautious healing of old
ulcers, skin eruptions, setons, or issues, or even the
stoppage of a common cold, may also produce the
same eifect. Sometimes it appears to prevail epi-
demically, and in some sections of the country
almost every female has it. This is mostly in damp
low situations. I know some females who always
have leucorrhea in the spring and fall, and others
who have it all the winter. I knew one in whom it

took place suddenly, from fright, at seeing a child
fall out of a window ; and another in whom it oc-
curred after three nights watching with a sick friend.
Very often I have seen it follow the stoppatre of the
menses, though only for a single term, and also
from a long contmued constipation of the bowels
In. short, every thing that deranges, weakens and
diseases other parts of the system, will thus disease
the Womb, whose mjrsterious and extensive sym.
^Uues connect it wit i every other organ in the
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In cases of leucorrhea it must be first ascertained

If there be any exciting cause that produces it, and,

if so, that must be first removed. Veiy often the

flisease depends merely on some other derangement,

or on the presence of some irritating, foreign body,

the removal of which is all that is required. Most

usually, however, it is regularly established, so that

the inflamed, or debilitated, state of the mucous

membrane exists independent of these externa]

causes, and may be either acute or chronic.

Acute leucorrhea is always attended with more or

less of inflammation, and sometimes vvith slight

fever.' The discharge, though small and thin, at

first, becomes in a short time quite profuse, and

highly colored. I have known it in some soak

through a dozen napkins in a day. Generally there

is pruritus, and similar pains to those fell in metritis,

with difficulty in urinating, and burning heat.—

Certain feelings are also apt to acquire undue strength,

from the irritation, and hysterical symptoms super-

vene, with general restlessness and irritability.

This form of leucorrh<^a sometimes disappears and

returns again, at regular intervals; between the

monthly periods for instance. It may, however,

continue an indefinite lime unchanged, or it may

become chronic. It is usually this form that occurs

at particular seasons, from violence, strong menial

emotion, and sudden cold.

Chronic Leucorrhea. 1 liis does not always follow

the acute form, but ma> arise from independent

causes, most frequently from mere debility.
_

Women

of a lymphatic temperament are most subject to it,

or those most exposed, or those who have been

weakened by frequent child bearing, and other causes !

It also frequently accompanies deranged menstruation.
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As a general rule there is no great pain ielt in
chronic leucorrhea, nor is there any irritation, but it

is nearly always accompanied by distressing weak
ness and langor. When of long standing, how
ever, the symptoms may become more serious,
particularly if the discharge be copious and thick.
The female will then complain of a weight, with
pain in the back, and in the lower part of the
abdomen. The appetite will often become caprici-
ous, with sickness at the stomach, palpitation at the
heart, lieadache, giddiness, pain in the breast, and
coldness in the feet. The skin feels chilly, and the
head hot ; the eyes ache and feel too heavy to keep
open. The hysterical symptoms become more de-
cided, and sometimes we see the patient cast down
with melancholy, while at other times she will have
fits of laughing, crying, intense passion, and other
uncontrollable emotions.
The external indications of this state of disease

are very marked. The face is pale, the eyes dark
underneath, the eyelids swollen and heavy, every
motion seems a labor, and the general air of sadness
mdicates the miseiy under which the poor sufferer
contends.

Eventually, if the disease be not checked, the
general health suffers still more. The continual
discharge causes such weakness that the patient
cannot stand, or walk. The skin becomes sallow,
the breath foul, the flesh soft and loose, and the
limbs swollen' as if with dropsy. The stomach be-
comes acid and full of wind, the bowels tormented
with colic pains, but obstinately costive, and the
unne oecomes small in quantity, high colored, and
very thick. Finally, the debility both of body and
mmd is so great, and the distress so overwhelming,
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that the patient- sinks in despaii', and often prays foi

death to relieve her misery.

In numerous cases, however, it will continue for

years in a comparatively mild form, without ever

attaining this extreme stage, though there is always

danger of its doing so.

Trealmeni of Leucorrhea.—It must be carefuUy

borne in mind that the too sudden stoppage of a long

established, or very profuse leucorrhea may cause

great mischief, particularly if it be accomplished by

a mere local application. The mere drying up of

the discharge is not a cure, of itself, unless accom-

panied by an improvement in the general health.

In the acute form the first tiling to attend to is the

diet, the regulation of which alone will often effect a

great improvement. Everything heating or stimu-

lating in tlie food must be carefully avoided, and the

drmk must be mucilaginous- and diluent, like those

prescribed for chronic metritis. Injections and

enemas must be used also, of the same kind as those

recommended in metritis, and the bowels must be

kept free. A strong decoction of poppy-heads, with

one ounce of horax to the pint, is an excellent injec-

tion for this complaint, so also is the oak bark, men-

tioned wiien treating on falling of the womb. They

should be used tepid, and four or five times a day.

Internal medication may be of use, if it can in

any way improve the health, or decrease the morbid

action. Purgatives have this effect to a certain ex-

tent, by exciting the mucous membrane of the intes-

tines, and so relieving that of the vagina or Womb.

Many cures have been thus effected by purgatives

alone, particularly with rhubarb, which is also a

good tonic. Even continued sickness and vomiting

will sometimes produce the same effect, and hence
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aome physicians have cured their patients by re-
ppate;! doses of ipecac.

External irritants, as blisters or liniments for in-
stance, to tiie abdomen, loins and thighs, or mustard
poultices, are of great service. Setons, or issues,
rnay also be used, and leeches, or cups, with repeated

I

notions all over the body, to produce proper action
in the skin.

All these means, however, are intended for the
first period, that is, while inflammation exists, but
v^hen that has subsided the course must be varied.
Ihe diet may then be more generous, and tonics
may be given, such as the aromatic tincture of iron,
bitter teas, or even a little good port wine and Peru-
vian bark. The injections may also be made a little
stronger, so as to be more astringent, and some fresh
ones may be used, as alum, or sugar of lead, water,
or a solution of sulphate of zinc, or two parts of
port wine to one of water. The patient must keep
stili, in fact she must Jiave perfect rest, and must be
warmly clothed. If it be the proper season, sea
bathing will be of great service at this stage, or, in
Uip absence of that, a shower bath every mornino-
with good rubbing after. Thick shoes must beworn and plenty of exercise taken in the open aiv.

1 he application of Galvanism, by means of a laige
metallic bougie, will often complete a cure sooner
than anything else It seems to impart tone to the
membrane, and effects a change, both in the char-
acter and the quantity of the discharge, in a very .short time. I have used it in some hundred cases,
and can safely recommend it, as a means likely to
be successful when everything else fails. One of
>iio most rcmai-kablo cures of this disease perhaps
ever perrtjrmed, I had the gratification of effecting
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by means of Galvanism. The patient liEtd suflerea

for thirteen years, and was in tlic worst possible con-

dition ; so weak she could -scarcely walk, and so

dejected that it ""as difficult to rouse her to tlie

slightest cfFort. 1 began by prescribing a generous

diet, there being no inflammation, and the frequent

use of slightly astringent injections, like those refer-

red to. The body was well rubbed after a shower

bath, every morning, and a preparation o^rliubarh and

iron was given internally. This checked the dis-

charge, and improved the general health considera-

bly, in about three weeks. I then began the appli-

cation of the Galvanism, every day, and continued it

for three weeks more^ at the end of which time the

discharge was completely stopped, and the general

health so far restored that the pjitient declared her-

self quite well. She recovered her flesh, the sallow,

ness left her skin, the limbs became strong, and

cheerfulness took the place of the melancholy that

had formerly overwhelmed her. The change was

indeed miraculous, her friends scarcely knew her,

nor could she help fearing, to use her own expres-

sion, that it was too good to he true ! I have heard

from her repeatedly since, however^ and she still

retains her health.

Great imposition is practised in the advising of

specific internal remedies for this disease. I have

known many celebrated practitioners even, com-

pletely drench their patients with drugs, under the

delusive promise that they would stop the leucorrhea.

Excepting in the way already pointed out, there are

but few of them that have even the slightest effect

m that way. The only medicines that seem really

to act on the mucous membrane of the vagina, in

(his disease are, some of the balsams, turpentine,
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co,eiva, cubebs, and tolu, for instance.—One scru-
ple of Sulphate of Iron, and two scruples of Aloes,
with as much Venice turpentine as will mix them'
together, is an excellent preparation ; it should be
made into twenty pills, and one should be taken
three times a day. The common copaiia capsules
are also very good ; two of them may be taken three
times a day.

^
In France and England, they also employ copaivam the torm of injection, or enema, or in what is

termed a bougie,^ or suppository, which is formed by
mixing up the balsam with wax, or fat, and a little
opium, tdl It is like dough. It is then wioulded into
the form o« a bougie and introduced into the passage,
where it m^y be worn for half an hour, morninff and
evemno:

In the chronic form of Leucorrhea there are no
inllammatory symptoms to combat, the disease is be-
come constitutional, and cannot be treated success-
lully by local medication alone. The injections and
baths may be used as already directed, and also
medicines, but more attention must be paid to
that course of treatment called ionic and al-
terahve. The strong bitters, such as Cinchona,
txentian and Absynthium, are excellent tonics, andmay be taken alternately with the different Prepara-
tions of Iron, such as the Muriate, the Aromatic
lmcture,or the Compound Mixture, and particularly
ihe Syrup of Iodine of Iron, ten drops of which may
be taken tliree times a day. The turpentine andnon pills, previously advised, may also benefit, or the
copaiva capsules and suppositories.

It will be a great error however, and will lead tomuch di.;uppointment, if too much dcpe^idence be
placed on any kmd of medication, external or inter-

11*
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nal. Il is nothing more than an assistant agent at best.

The ehie good must result from that change in the

air, diet, habits, and general regimen, which effects

a modification, or alteration, in the action of the sys-

tem. There are many medicines that are capable

of driving back the disease, or rather preventing it

from showing itself for a time, but this is not curing

it. The tendency still remains, and on suspending

the medicine the disease again appears. Galvanism

may be used, with more prospect of good than from

any medicine, if conjoined with the plan of treatment

laid down.
Leucorrhea is, however, in most cases, so compli-

cated with other affections, either as cause or effect,

thatw<} can scarcely approach to any general plan of

treatment. The kind of medicine, and the quantity of

it ; the particular diet and regimen ; and the mode of

applying the Galvanism, must all be varied in almost

every case. By pursuing a certain course with one

patient, merely because it was successful with an-

other, we may make matters worse, instead of effect-

ing another cure. There are few diseases, in fact,

so difficult to treat as this, or that so frequently defy

all treatment. A very old practitioner once remark-

ed to me, that he would rather undertake to cure can-

cer, or consumption, than Leucorrhea ; and he cer-

tainly had good reason for making the remark. A.I

the present time, however, a little more success may

be reasonably expected, because the causes that pro-

duce it are better understood. But the greatest cu-

rative agent in this, as in many other affections, is,

undoubtedly, the Galvanism ! I am now using it

daily, in numerous cases, and in many different

modes, but nearly always with great advantage to

the patient.
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It should always be borne carefully in mind, that
a mere discharge from the Vagina does not constitute
a Leucorrhea, nor always indicate one. The dis-
charge may arise from other diseases, particularly
from an ulcer, abscess, or cancer in the Womb.
Ihis must, of course, be ascertained if possibfe. It
IS not always easy to do so, however, and hence
arises a great deal of uncertainty. The character of
the discharge itself is the only sure indication of the
place It comes from

; that poured out by the Vagina
liaving diferent chemical properties from that which
escapes from the Womb ! The pus from an abscess,
and the discharge from an ulcer, are also very differ-
ent, in many respects, from the secretion of a dis-
eased mucous surface.

It is, perhaps, advisable to remark here, that the
Leucorrheal matter is sometimes infectious, and may
produce effects usually thought to arise from other
diseases only ! Ignorance of this fact I have often
J<nown to produce unpleasant moral consequences,
and great distress of mind.

POLYPUS OF THE WOMB."
^

This disease consists in the growth of a foreimiDody in the Womb, called a Pohjpus or tumor iKa somewhat prevalent affection, and a very serious
one too. Our notice of it, however, will be brief

subiJcT""*
obscurity that hangs over the whole

Uterine Polypii are found to vary in size from asmall nut to a man's head, and in weight from halfan ounce, or less, up to twenty or "thirty pounds.
Iheir color is sometimes whitish, at 6thers red, and
at others agam it is brown, or even

- black. Some-
times they are quite soft, or spongy, and at others
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hard, like gristle. Generally they are solid, bui

sometimes we find them hollow.

The symptoms attending a Polypus are almost

all those of every other disease, so that there is

scarcely a single affection of tlie Womb but it haa

been mistaken for. It is particularly liable to be

confounded with the different uterine displacements,

as already stated, and with inflammation of the

Womb, dropsy, or pregnancy.

The dangers from Polypii are numerous. In the

non-pregnant state they give rise to profuse floodings

and other discliarges, which often reduce the system

to a state of complete prostration, besides deranging

the functions of nearly all the other organs. The
probability is also that they will terminate in gan-

grene or cancer. In the pregnant state, in addition

to all these evils, they are apt to produce abortion,

or to seriously impede the progress of delivery. In

short, there are few diseases of the Womb more se-

rious, and in every case where there is the slightest

ground for suspicion, the most careful scrutiny should

be instituted, in order to ascertain whether it exists

or not.

This is also particularly desirable when it is borne

in mind that the fallen, or inverted womb, is often mis-

taken for a tumor, to the great peril of the patient.

The causes that produce these tumors are but

little knnvn. Probably all those that lead to in-

flammation of the Womb miglit be enumerated,

including a peculiar lympathic temperament, or

scrofulous taint. There is good reason to believe,

also, that those condemned to sedentary occupations,

like our unfortunate dressmakers and ollieis, arc

more liable to them. They also appeal to be more

orevalent at certain periods of life—between thirty
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aiu] forty-five years of age for instance. In very
old, or very young persons, they are seldom me'l
vvith, though occasional cases have been observed al
sixty years, and othere at fifteen, or even youno-er.

_
It is supposed that, in every case, there is some

immediate cause which first starts the unnatural
growti) such as a bruise, or an injury at child-birth,
either from the hand, or instrument, or from tearing
away the placenta. Injuries occurring at inarnaf^emay also lead to the same resuh, and so may the
wearing of a pessary, or certain excesses. Themode m which these causes act has been compared
to that of the puncture of an oak tree, by the insect
called the Cynips italic. Immediately after this
little fly has punctured the bark, and deposited its
egg, a swelling begins which gradually increases,
hke the tumor in the Womb, and evenJually form^what IS called a gnLl nvt. ,

nP^^flr^S" f ^""""^ either at theneck of the Womb, so as to protrude into the Vagina,
or

1 may be completely enclosed in the utirine
cavity and IS then very diflicult to discover. Somc-umes It will form m the Vagina itself The hollow
pofypi spoken of have been mistaken for the Womb
uself, and many practitioners, on cutting one out

ttt'th:rh."r'''"^^'V"™^'^
^^-^"^ ^^e fupposiS

that they had removed that organ itself The most

f'TLmn?^ ''''' taking the Womtfor a tumor, and operating upon it as such, which
lias been done more than once
The length of time a tumor may be in growini?

or before it compromises the health of the subjeTt isvery uncertain. It may remain quito small for^any years, or may never increase,\nd sometinges.hough very rarely, it will disappear. M othei
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times its growth will be alarmingly rapid, and a fatal

result may occur immediately after its discoveiy.

There is never security while one remains, no mat-

ter how indolent 'it may appear, as a slight cause

may make it immediately active. I recollect a case

cf a lady who suffered many years, and eventually

difi from a disease which none of her physicians

could make out. She was wasted by a continual

discharge, sometimes bloody, and sometimes like pus

from an Abscess. Severe pains darted through the

abdomen, loins, and groins. The Womb was ex-

cessively tender, and swollen, and the limbs so weak

that she could scarcely stand. The whole system

seemed to sympathize, and became completely pros-

trated ; the slightest motion of the intestines,
_
or

bladder, caused an increase of sufiering, amounting

sometimes to complete agony. At last all action

seemed to cease as if from a blow—she fainted while

attempting to urinate, and' neyer recovered. On
examination after death, an enormous tumor, or

polypus, was found inside the Womb, which had

begun to gangrene, and which caused such pressure

on the Intestines and Bladder that the wonder was

how they had performed their functions so long.

The weight of this tumor was about nine pounds,

and its size that of a large cocoa nut. From her

own account it had been nearly seven years in

growing, and came first from the use of instruments

in a difficult labor. L'ke most other polypi it was

connected with the Womb by a small pedicle, or

neck, not larger than the little finger.

Females have married, conceived, and been safely

delivered, with a polypus in the Womb ; but no one

should ever expect to do so, the probability being

very much against such a happy result.
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_

Treatment cf Polypus Uteri.—This is of two
Kinds, mQdioal and surgical. The mediual ti'catmen,
consists in supporting the strengtli of the patient—in
checking ihe discharge by means of rest and iniec-
tions—ana in trying to bring about the absorption of
the tumor, u hich is sometimes effected by a proper
attention to diet, conjoined with the adminislration
ot iodine. It is necessary to say, however, that
Uiere have been but veryfew cases where this planhas succeeded, and it can never be depended upon.

l7'^Tl^''' ''^\ ^'arely, the tumor is'ex-

S it -"l-u f f^'-'^^
of the Womb, precisely

as the child^is m labor. Medical men have ofteJbeen deceived m such cases, and have not found out
their error till the woman, whom they thought
pregnant has brought forth a tumor, inLad of a
icetus. 1 knew one case whore a lady was relievedof one that had troubled her many years throughdipping on the stairs. She felt something escapeand on looking found the tumor, about as°laie^as

Z In;;, 1

'^^^ '^-'^ connected^ vitlhe Womb orily by a small stem, or pedicle notlneker than a quill, which was broken. The smallness of this neck had probably prevented its growin.

^dthletoc^^' ^^^^P^ -^^^^ ^-^4

penence, with success. In some cases it will ch,^pan absorption of the tumor, and in others it w 1 bdn„on u erme contractions and so lead to its expuls o"?IS true we can seldom tell beforehand, wSer th^umor IS one of that kind likely to be benefitted bvth.s agent, but still it should aLy. J before vl
^

ing to an . openuion, because it can do no harmund has, undoubtedly, often succeeded. In a short
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time I hope to state something more definite tn this

subject, as I have several cases under t-reatment, by

Galvanism, at the present time.

The surgical treatment of Polypus consists of five

different operations, each of which is resorted tO ac-

cording to circumstances, or the predilections of the

operator. First, Cauterization, or burning it oti,

either by hot irons or by caustic substances. A plan

that can seldom be adopted at all, and is not likely

to be very successful when it can. It is scarcely

ever resorted to now. Secondly, Avulsion., or torsion,

or the twisting and tearing them off,^ by means of in-

struments. This plan is very generally adopted,

particularly with certain kinds. The small neck,

which these tumors often have, makes such a pro-

cess comparatively easy, and the twisting of the ves-

sels prevents any great loss of blood. The pain is

seldom very great. Thirdly, The Crushing process,

which is also very often used. It consists in crush-

ing, or breaking the tumor, either with the fingers,

or with proper instruments. This seldom produces

much pain, as the tumor is not usually fn(^owed with

much vitality. Fourthly, The Ligature. This

consists in tying a ligature, or cord, round the neck

of the Polypus, and tightening it each day, till tht

neck is eaten through. This has sometimes suc-

ceeded, though it has often to be abandoned, on ac-

count of the inflammation it gives rise to. In many

cases, also, it is not possible to affix the cord round

ihe neck, though there are many ingenious instru-

ments contrived for the purpose. This mode, when

available, has some advantages; there is no cut-

ting to alarm the patient, and no bleeding; the

jumor being gradually severed from the womb by

the destruction of its connecting link. Besides tho
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dangt-1 of inflammation however, already refeiTedto It IS annoymg to the patient to iiave it examand the cord tightened, evezy day. Fifh^X '

HYMOKTO*, OK ^hoFSV or „,H ,V0MB.

pocur with pol/p'LlLr

"

traced. Most likelv ft f,''"'^^"^
cannot well beiiKely It IS produced chiefly by do.
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ranged menstruation, or by any of the causes of

ordinary inflammation.

Instances are on record where the Womb has been

distended, by water within it, till as large as at the.

full period of pregnancy. Indeed one surgeon records

a case where eighty-five 'pounds of fluid was evacuated

from the Womb, and another informs us that he

found the organ, after death, large enough to contain

a child ten years of age !

The symptoms are similar to those of polypus,

with the addition of fluctuation, or motion, like that

of ordinary dropsy.

This is more a disease of the married than of the

single state, and is not nearly so dangerous as many

others we have treated upon.

The treatment varies with the urgency of the

case. Sometimes a little emmenagogue, or forcing

medicine, will expel the fluid, and a course of tonic

medication afterwards will prevent its return. It

may be necessary in some cases to open the mouth

of the womb and remove any obstructions, or punc-

ture any membrane that may prevent the escape of

' the fluid. Cases have been known even where the

Womb was opened externally, the same as when we

tap for ordinary dropsy of the abdomen. In one in-

stance, fifty-three pounds of bloody fluid escaped,

and though the patient was fifty years of age she

perfectly recovered.

Care must 'be taken here that pregnancy be not

mistaken for a Uterine Dropsy, an error not impos-

sible to be fallen into.

One form of Hydrometra occurs during pregnancy,

and consists simply in a grater accumulation than

usual of the amniotic liquor. It is seldom danger-

ous, but by concealing the motions of the child it

may make the Dr-^-^-'^'^y obscure.
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In concluding our remarks on Hydrometra it isperhaps advisable to say a few words on anoth;r di !ease supposed by some to exist, called Physometraor wmd m the Womb ! Many curious accoun s Sgiven by old authors of this affection, but they aregenerally looked upon as fabulou.s. Thus, one tellsusot a woman who had been long sick, w tHymp
Womb's;

of Hydronfetra, 'from tvCevvomb there escaped a kind of bag or bladder fullof wmd or gas, which hounded on ZAe/oor7 Many
0 her accounts equally curious, and equally incredfble, might be given, but it is sufficient ?o J, ha thestructure and conditions of the parts makes^^ny uch

H i^5 h™.r"'"^^°"'
impossible. Immediatel/ afterchild-birth, It IS true, owing to the alternate expansion and contraction of the Womb, air marbe sucked"

Z^ll'T^^'"^ fgain; and gas' mayS geneiSedfiom the decay of a portion of the pkcentf"f i' S

HYDATIDS OF TIIE WOMB

white or yclIo» isb colored Hufd n,Ti
°
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and furnished with a kind of claw by whicli it ia

attaclied. Others again are egg-shaped, and occa-

sionally they are of no particular form.

It is generally considered that the single Hydatids,

with the claw, are living beings, like worms in the
*

intestines ; but the nature of the others is not agreed

upon, though many authors contend for the indepen-

dent vitality of them all. It is certain that many of

them, when expelled from the Womb or Vagina,

will move in warm water, and apparently live for

some time after, but others again shrivel up imme-
diately they are separated from the body.

The causes that give rise to these morbid growths

are very obscure
;

probably we might enumerate

most of those that have a tendency to irritate, excite,

and disease the Uterine organs.

The symptoms of Hydatids also are not at all

distinctive. Most usually they are taken for those

of pregnancy, hydrometra or metritis. The enlarge-

mentof the abdomen which they cause will sometimes

be as great as that at the full period of gestation, or

even greater, but does not take place so rapidly, and

is unaccompanied by any movements like those of

the child. The breasts will swell, however, and the

menses usually stop, which makes the female think

she is certainly pregnant, particularly when she be-

comes sick at tlie stomach, and nervous, as is usually

the case.

These symptoms may continue for a long tmie,

and may even remit with periods of perfect case, till

at last the Hydatids are suddenly discharged. Their

expulsion being often preceded and accompanied by

pains and floodings, so similar to those of child-birth,

that the woman cannot be persuaded she is not really

a motJ'.or, till the morbid mass is shovt-n to her.
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Sometimes the whole mass will come away at oncehke a large bunch of grapes, and at others, portions
will corne at mtervals. When all the Hydatids areremoved she usually recovers Her health, and maysuuer no after mconvenience

; the disease being sel-dom serious in its results.
^

Some kinds of Hydatids are found to exist in theunmarried state but most usually they are found ilhe married, and are supposed, in most cases, to be

tion Frequently they are formed along with abhg^ited fcBtus, and very often the duratioTi of their
de^^loprnent, and the period of their expulsion, occu-pies a definite time, like a real cpnceptio i. Ingeneral, they are expelled about the seventh month

teentr tT''
^^^^^'^^^ ^^^^J^h or four!

n!J ;
e^^PuIsion is usually followed by a

Slv '1''^'' ^"^"^"S the breasts, or ovenmilk fever, the same as a real birth.
When the Hydatids are retained too long severesymptoms may arise, such as flooding, swell nTof

^Ln" fit'"?/''''
g^^^^^l en?aciation,"anda nt ng fits, that may even terminate ftually butihis IS seldom the case. ^ '

No precise directions can be given as to thp troatment of these cases, because wf never cl bV^^.t

are satisfied that the HydatidT x st '^C ' it must

nanc;/, so tha no such means should be resorlPfl 1

12*
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I once saw a case of a lady who had been sup-

posed pregnant, and who was actually attended fo*

labor, from whose womb was expelled a small pail,

ful of Hydatids, after which she perfectly recovered.

The single Hydatid, with claws, may exist either

in the Womb, or in the Vagina, even near to the ex-

ternal lips. Their origin is enveloped in complete

mystery.

Dr. Ryan gives us the following account of Hyda-
tid Tumors in his Gynseco-Pathology :

—

** Another kind of tumor which frequently attacks

the Womb, is the Hydatid. It is generally observed,

in consequence of destruction of the foetus, in the

early months, retention of some part of the placenta

after delivery, or abortion. There are no diagnostic

symptoms, and consequently the disease is often mis-

taken for pregnancy, or various other morbid affec

tions, already described. The size of the Womb
does not correspond with the supposed period of

pregnancy, and there is no motion, or quickening

ferceived. In some cases, the health docs not suffer,

have known a case of Hydatids continue for four-

teen years, and during the greater part of the time,

there was no derangement of health. This case

was mistaken for pregnancy, by several medical men,

during the period
;
indeed, one of them sat up four

nights, expecting delivery, the uterine pains were so

severe ; and yet there was no pregnancy, and of

course no delivciy took place. This woman in

eight years afterwards, was attacked with uterine

pains, fully as severe as those of labor, and expelled

a number of Hydatids, with a large quantity of

water ; she discharged some pints, mixed with puru-

ent matter. When the orilice of tho oro:an is eo.
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larged, and the tumor extensive, the hand may ba
introduced into the womb, to expedite the process of
expulsion, and to excite the contractions of thewomb

;
but this should only be resorted to in case of

haemorrhage, or when some violent symptoms he.come urgent.
J f

« There is generally pain, fever, and constitutional
disturbance durmg, or after the expulsion of the
Hydatids; in the case that I have just described,
the most violent symptoms of peritonitis set in, andnearly destroyed the patient. In such disease the

TuluZ I"" T '° 'y^oyed. The expidsion,
ot Hydatids has been mistaken for abortion, even by

f^ebrated Dr. Cullen. Dr. Hamilton
stated in his Lectures, that one of his father's patientsbemg 1

1
Dr. C. was called in his absence, ind de

Glared the lady had miscarried. This opinion was

n thTr , destroying domestic happiness

hnn-? 1

afterwards, as she and hH- hus-band had lived separately for two vears. On Dr

Pvn^r^
Hamilton's return, he declared the bodies

I
^^^"''^'' ""^ ^''^-^^ '^^''^ ''^^ abortion

, but the parties were never after happy. DrHamilton also nientioned, that a Dumfr e^^ractii
.oner wrote to him concerning a wonderful casewhere a female who had aborted, expelled seventeS

?mm tr-'' V^^''
^y^^^'^- Hydatid var™f.om the size of a pea to that of an ox's bladder •

(hoy are small oval bodies, composed of a Lmbrane'which surrounds a quantity of fluid, ani W astrong resemblance to the ovum in the early Shs
0 gestation. Sometimes there is but one Hydatidat other times there will be several, and varioussizes

;
they may be attached to each othe' likeLunches of grapes, or included one within e ^the?
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There is a living animal, floating in the centre of
each Ilj^datid. Though the abdomen may be
swelled as 4arge as in the last months of pregnancy,
yet there will be no motion felt ; the breasts will be

flaccid, and no child can be discovered. There may
be some slight pain ; but there will be indi.stincl

fluctuation in most cases. We can distinguish thb

complaint from ovarian Dropsy ; the swelling being

in the Womb in the one, and in one side in the other
" The duration of the complaint varies very con

siderably. I have observed the disease continue foi

fourteen years ; I have seen it so early as the tenth

year. There is often a copious discharge of water
from the Vagina when a Hydatid bursts, and the

tumor of the abdomen will become suddenly dimin-

ished. Dr. John Clarke knew a lady to whom this

happened, while sitting in an eating house, and she

literally deluged the floor. The disease usually ter-

minates in this way, after any sudden or violent ex-

ertion. It has been attempted to remove the fluid

through the orifice of the Womb, but that is a very

doubtful operation
;
because, if there be more than

one Hydatid, the sac of one may be evacuated, but

that of every one else left untouched. Sometimes

the bag or sac comes away, and without much pain.

Hildanus mentions the case of a woman who sup

posed herself pregnant ; but, dum noclu marito rem

liaberet, a sudden inundation swept away all her

hopes. I have seen a female, aged thirty, who, du

ring menstruation, expelled a number of small white

worms, resembling wbite silk, cut short, and these

were from Hydatids ; the expulsion of them was

always accompanied by a discharge of water, and not

from the bladder. There is a similar case recorded

py a Mr. Wellson, in one of the early numbers af
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Ediiiburgh Medical Commentaries, vol. iii. p. 36Ihis disease ,s often combined with pregnancy, o;with a mole, and rarely appears alonef Dr. Monrosecundus proposed the injection of some bitter infu-

whi.K"^°
recommended by Cockson

;which now can bo accomplished by means of tlmpatent synnge. When expulsion is likely to be ei

Mnk "''['"r
''^''''^^'^^^ or pain present, somn

>no 1 ° '

K -M
^'^^'easmg uterine contraction : and

?om trW^h"'P?'f "^^''^ Hydatids

ihe Jtl^ -
^ ^^^'^ °^ ^ case wherethe obstetrician introduced his hand, and broughtaway a basm-full of these substances. Very eafvin my practice I was requested to tap a girl ten

Kdomen '

"^"J^'
-eites,\vident fluctLtiol ens"

were evident. To my great astonishment, no more

tTcSrTndT?";' ^^"-^P^^' --l'was Clear, and the fluctuation most evident •
this was

tT\r T''.
''''^^'^ - saculated Wc:Z orperhaps Hydatids. When we bear in mind tbnHydatids or Vesicles Cnrrr.r.A r.f „ *t- ,

coat filled w;T ' ^ membraneous

Zttrrl i 7 '"J"'"'
sometimes cemented to-

fluctuation will rema „ vL eX, l'^
•-as Ascribed by us."

™
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Restoring the healthy state of the Womb, and
^

cleansing the passages regularly with injections,

usually prevents any further increase of tliese nior-

hid growths.

CALCULUS, OR STONE IN THE WOMB AND VAGINA.

Very few people have ever heard of such a dis-

ease as this, and I have no doubt but tlie mention of

:t will excite considerable surprise. In looking

through medical books and periodicals, however,

many cases of it may be found narrated, and I have

certainly seen two myself.

The body called the stone is sometimes hard and

brittle, exactly like a stone from the bladder, Avith

which it might readily be confounded ; at other

times it is softer, like bone or chalk. The oHgiii of

these bodies in so strange a situation, is a matter of

dispute ; some of those in the Vagina may be formed

from the urine passing in, but those in the Womb are

most probably derived from a crystallizing of tlie

saline matters which naturally exist in the secretions

of the parts, or from their incrustation round a

Tumor or Hydatid. In cases of extra uterine preg-

nancy also, small pieces of bone may pass down the

Fallopian Tube, and form a nucleus. So may for-

gotten Pessaries or other foreign bodies which aro

often introduced into the Vagina, for various purposes

These Calculi may exist during the whole of a

person's life without causing any great inconvenience.

They have frequently been found in the Womb, or

imbedded in its walls, in making dissections. In

some cases, however, they produce the most violent

inflammation, and all tlie symptoms that usually ac-

company Polypus, or even Abscess, or Mortification.

If we are satisfied tha» one exists, by feeling it
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with a sound, it must bo grasped with a pair of
proper forceps, and so removed. It may even be
necesary, if it be large, either to cut the Os Tinc^,
to allow of Its passage, or to break the stone itself
into small pieces. The occasional necessity for
these operations will be evident, when we reflect that
IJtenne Calculi have been found from the size of a
pea to that of a child's head, and weighing from a
few grams up to four or jive pounds. One surgeon
gives us an instance where he removed forty-iwo
small stones from the Womb.
The natural power of the Uterus itself will fre

quently expel these unnatural substances, and, whenwe are satisfied they exist, we may, if they are not
-too large, advantageously assist its contractile
tendency.

In one of the cases which I saw, the stone was
expelled along with the menses, and caused a sen-
sation hke the passage of a large clot. It was about
as large .as a pea, and brittle as glass. The symntoms arising from it had been very slight, but suffi-

wIk 'I T^ '^^^ ^"^"^^g" b°dy was in theWomb, which was supposed to be a small tumor..

INFLAMMATION OF THE OVARIES AND FALLOPIAN
TUBES.

All the Uterine appendages are liable to inflam
mation, the same as that organ itself, and in manycases It IS extremely difficult to tell in what pan thediseased action really exists, till the discharge of hemorbific matter occurs. •

^

nlr-"" """"Tr^ u^^'
^'^'^ inflammation of theOvaries and Tubes are, probably, the same as thosethat produce metritis. It appears, however fromobservation, that deranged menstrua ion, or ZcesZ
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excitement, is more apt to inflame the Ovary than

the Womb. And so are long-continued attaclvs of

hysteria, and the use of forcing medicines, or those

intended to produce certain feelings. The impoitani

part which the Ovaries fulfil, in the secretion of the

menses, and in the process of conception, keeps them

constantly active, and therefore peculiarly liable to

these causes of disturbance. Inflammation of the

Ovaries, called Ovaritis, i^ also more likely to

attack those persons of certain temperaments, unless

they exercise great control.

The symptoms of Ovaritis are, burning pain in the

groin, which darts all over the abdomen, down the

thighs, and into the loins ; a difficulty in passkig the

urine, or moving the bowels, sickness, fever, thirst,

general depression aiid restlessness, with lassitude

and weakness of the limbs. A small round swelling

appears in the groin, or in each groin if both Ova-

ries are inflamed, and gradually extends over the

whole abdomen, which becomes hot and tender to

the touch, and eventually so sensitive that the

slightest pressure upon it will cause sympathetic

spasms, and convulsions, of the lower limbs. These

symptoms of course vary according to the mtenshy

of the attack, and the extent of the inflammation,

which may either - be confined to the Ovary, or

Tube, or extend to the Uterus, or other parts.

Inflammation of the Fallopian Tubes is charac-

terized by almost precisely similar symptoms, so

that we cannot distinguish it from Ovaritis; this,

however, is of little consequence, as nearly the same

treatment is indicated for both.

An Ovaritis may subside, like any other inflam-

mation, and either disappear altogether, in about

eight or ten days, or pass into tlie chronic form.
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When it continues tbo result is similar to that ofmetrms; Suppuration ensues, and an abscess folZusually about the twelfth or fourteenth day. Tht

pinf 11
P^'" the tumor. The puseventually makes an openmg and is dischargedeither through the wall<? nf tKo ak^

uiscnarged,

Rprfnm Rin^V •
-'Abdomen, or mto theKectum Bladder or Peritoneal cav-ity, or down the

chtStti r'"^""'
and Vagina. Vr Is dtCharge the patient may recover. Very freouentC

s^ZT' *.^""^"-tion is lamentabV dXenf

Sie'soonTccS ^"P^^^^"^'
^ ^^^^1

quMly, however, it becomes perieMly hardened

ol these diseased states are cured. They mav rZmam, however, for years before they w^a^ih^

TOdeV""'' .-e/Lurdel'

.ia"^rrr."ofl?r[.f t "
aiot-dUuen, od alJu ated drS2.™1r"''''"?
leeches to the sy,dlZT^^rn h«tr'^A

-'''°'' -'"^

of„py heads, or s,a?ch:„Zott'^ri;=
iiiT^bly^rrte'dlo a^dl^'i

"-^-8 '"^S
no.be m'ad^TolubSr y' tte m aTsT ""l^-."ivmble, but should be a/oided if'p^Tbl"

"""^
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If in spite of all these means an Abscess forms, it

must be opened, when ripe, at the safest and most

convenient point, and when all is discharged the

Avound must be encouraged to heal. If gangrene,

or cancer, arise, the treatment will of course be the

same as for those diseases when in other parts.

When Ovaritis becomes chronic, we must en-

deavor to draw off the inflammation, by making

increased action elsewhere ; this is called the revul-

sive treatment. For this purpose we may employ

blisters, or setons, or stimulating frictions, to the

.groins, loins, and inside of the tliighs. The oint-

ment of Hydriodale of Potash is excellent to rub

over the Ovary. Injections of laudanum and starch

will also assist, and occasional enemas, of starch

alone. The bowels must be kept free, and the diet

rigidly attended to. Perfect rest must be observed

"in every thing. In conjunction with theie ntieans,

we may advantageously employ alterative medicines,

mineral waters, particularly those containing Iodine,

and sea bathing. Warm clothing must be worn,

and care taken against catching cold. The result

of this treatment, if it be rigidly persisted in, is a

j)erfect cure, in many cases, but the duration of the

disease is always uncei'tain. ,

The operation of cutting out the diseased Ovary

"has, frequently been performed, but is now pretty

f;enerally condemned by the most eminent surgeons,

t is found by statistics that nearly one half of those

perated upon die of the operation ; and of those who

recover, it is questionable whether life is prolonged

much, if any, beyond what it would have been

without it! The operation is, in short, a fearful

one, uncertain as to the slightest good, and frc

quently attended by accidents of the most unlocked
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for and fearful character. The patient's chance is,m my opinion, better without it than with it.

It is perliaps advisable to remark, in conclusion,
that in some forms of Ovarian inflammation, the
patient is subject to an intense degree of exdiement,
which sets all self-control at defiance, and leads to
moral consequences that would never have been
dreamt of in a state of health. As I have already
remarked, moral evils more frequently arise from
physical diseases than many persons suspect.

DROPSY OF THE OVARIES AND FALLOPIAN TUBES.
This disease exhibits itself in the form of an

accumulation of fluid in one, or both of the Ovaries,
or lubes. It is sometimes contained in one vesicle,

-

w b^, and sometimes in several, either associated
together, or each one distinct' by itself. This fluid
or water as it is termed, is sometimes clear and
colorless, and at other times thick and slimy, and
occasionally it is reddish, or like coffee grounds.
The quantity may vary from half a pint, or less, to
hve or six gallons, or more. It may be secreted in
large quantities in a very short time, or years may
elapse before sufiicient is accumulated to occasion
inconvenience The Dropsy may also be attended
by considerable constitutional derangement, or the
patient may not be at all incommoded, except by the
size of the tumor. I knew one case where the
patien had been so swelled, for nearly twelve years,
that she could scarcely force herself through anordinary door-way, and yet enjoyed tolerable health
ell the time. The causes of this disease are notvery vvell understood, though it is generally sup-
posed to result from previous inflammation. There
18 little doubt, however, but that it may arise inde-
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pendently, from the same causes that produce
Ovaritis, and from various injuries.

The earliest symptoms of Ovarian Dropsy are also

very obscure. In general there is neither pain nor
Inconvenience, of any note, and what is experienced
is very apt to be taken for the results of pregnancy,
particularly as there is usually a similar swelling of

the abdomen and breasts, suppression of the men^jis,

sickness, and capricious appetite. Both patient and
physician are iften deceived by these signs. The
gradual increase of the tumor in the groin, however,
after the usual period of gestation is passed, and the

occurrence of a deep-seated permanent pain in the
- same part, soon create suspicion of tlie truth. This
tumor is in most cases moveable, but not always,

and may be years before its size is noticeable.

Sometimes it feels in lumps, and is painful, at others

it is perfectly smooth, and may be pressed without

producing any suffering. Generally it projects

more on the one side than the other, and falls over

when the female lies on the opposite side, but when
both ovaries are effected, both sides appear the same.

It never however projects at front, like a pregnancy,

or like the engorged Womb. As already remarked
an Ovarian Dropsy may not seriously compromise'

the health, at least not for a long time, but, as a ge-

neral rule, there is more or less trouble occasioned

by it. The enlarged tumor, for instance, sometimes

presses on the intestines, bladder, and stomach, and

impedes their functions, producing costiveness, diffi-

culty in urinating, and sickness. It is also liable to

displace the Womb, and produce ante-version, or re-

troversion, or prolapsus. The patient also feels a

severe pulling and dragging, when she stands or

when she 'fes on her side, and sometimes suffers
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fKin'^^'f^
Of breathbg, owing to pressure onIhe dmpvaghm. Various otlier symptoins, also toonumerous to mention, are met -with in different

Some authors consider this dis~ease as always theresult 0 a cancerous condition of the ovary, and if it

tkT;?l^'^"'^^'-" fevorabl^'fon/i^

f the cancer could exhibit itself. Both themode and the time of its termination, are so uuceram that httle can be said about them. '

Patients havelived to be smy or seventy years of age/ vh^Whad Dropsy of the Ovary most of their li^es Somlumes tJ,e cyst, or bag, will burst, and the fluid wShen either be absorbed, or escape through some of

l^ir'fh'"P"'"P^ ^^^-"'"'^ peritoliiauXm-
mation. The pressure on the different organs mav
r fult mfyZ^T f"'^ f -f^-ation, aSdT TZ
[s aJso in P^w^h T^^^ ^^"^^•^1 dropsy

al.so liJvely to be produced, and various forms of cancer or gangrene. In short, though some escape deatS"and even severe suffering, for many years,^the d s

latei '"tW ^f^'^^ ^ ''''' termin^aL, soonerlater. Those who are cured, either spontaneouslvor by medical treatment, are extremely Sunate^

nlSri^SiS^-'-^
treSem irSv^^inV^V^rl "
adopting a plan of hLwTaid f^ l^^oJ-Smerely as an experiment. Almost ever, d^fi/the

probable that each of ,He^ .iZV^t u^M
13*
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under certain circumstances, and that no general
treatment can be advised that will suit all cases, ex-

cepting such as improves the health, and removes any
irritating causes that may exist.

As a last resort, when medical treatment fails,

either of two operations may be performed : that of

tapping, or cutting out the ovary, and, unfortunately,

the success hitherto attending both of them has been
so small that neither seems to be justified by the re-

sult.

The operation of tapping is, in fact, scarcely con-

sidered as a means of cure, but merely as a meanu
of relieving the patient for a time, when the accu-

mulation of fluid has become very great. In many
cases the tapping is followed by immediate death,

and in many others it undoubtedly shortens life,

though it may occasionally prolong it. In the

" Philosophical Transactions" is an account of a case

of dropsy where the woman was tapped one hundred

and Jifly-jive times, and as much as five ihousaiid

seven hundred and twenty pints of fluid drawn off!

It is supposed that life was thus prolonged several

'years. Many other such cases are on record.

Sometimes, after the fluid is evacuated, an astring-

ent injection is thrown in, to stop any further secre-

tion, rmd in some cases, it is stated, successfully,

though in others with the- most alarming results.

There are many circumstances, in short, that make
•the operation altogether inadmissable, and many of

them cannot be foreseen till it is too late.

The removal of the ovary is, probably, a still uune
objectionable experiment. The results of it, for sim-

ple induration, have been alluded to in the last arti-

cle, and it is sufficient to say that it is no more suc-

cessful for this disease than the other. A few are
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cured by it, and many die from it. On the whole,
the opinion of that celebrated surgeon, John Hunter,
is probably near the truth, thaipatients loould probably
live longer if they were not meddled loith.

Dropsy ofthe Fallopian Tubes apparently results
from the same causes as Dropsy of the' Ovary, and
can seldom be distinguished from it. The same re-
marks, however, as to treatment, apply to both.

Besides these accumulations of fluid however, the
ovaries frequently contain hydatids, and various
other substances. Collections of hair, bones, and
even ieelh, are recorded as having been found in
these tumors. The origin of these anomalous bodies
m so singular a situation, is a matter of dispute.
There is no dmjbt but that they often result from an im-
perfect conception, but not always, as they have been
found in the virgin state, and, in different sibuations,
even m the male body. It would seem as if there
was &formative power inherent in the living body,
which, though nearly always cvhibited only in the
ovary and womb, may, under peculiar circumstan-
ces, become active in other parts of cither system.

Most of these ovarian diseases are found to pre-
vail at that period of life when the uterine system is
most active, namely, from twenty-five to forty-five.
They are seldom or ever seen after the change of
life, or before puberty, and are chiefly confined to
those who have borne children.

The female organs are, of course, liable to many
other diseases, which have not here been alluded to,
because they belong equally toother parts of the sys-
tern, aid it is our intention to confine ourselves to
tJiose poculiai to the female organs only.
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CHAPTER V.

DEHANGEMENT OF THE FUNCTIONS OF TIIK FEKALl
ORGANS, AND OF THE NERVES.

In addition to malformation, imperfect de\'elop-

ment, displacement, and organic disease, the female

organs are also liable to become deranged in their

functions, either as a result of some other diseases,

or from independent causes. These functional dis-

eases require special and distinct notice, and will

solely engage our attention in the present cliapter.

The most important of them are connected with the

process of menstruation, the nature aftd objects of

which require to be known before its derangements

can be understood. Ills, therefore, necessary, to oc-

cupy a portion of our space with this explanation, by

way of preparation.

OF MENSTRUATION.

Until very recently but little was known, v/ith any

certainty, respecting this remarkable and important

phenomenon of the female system. The most crude

and visionary theories have been advanced to explain

it, and our works on medicine and physiology do no-

thing more than repeat them, one after tlie other.

The investigations of several distinguished physiolo-

gists however, within the last few years, have thrown

a new ligiit on tin's liitherto obscure subject, and ex-

plained much that Avas previously unknown, or, at

best, merely conjectured upon. A brief statement

of the result of tliose investigations will not only be

highly interesting in itself, but will materially as-
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sist in expUiining what we shall afterwards speak
upon. ^

It is well known that the female organs are liable,
at regular periods, to assume a peculiar action,'
which results in the discharge of a fluitl termed the
menses. The secretion and excretion of which are
luglily essential, both to the proper performance of
many other functions, and to the maintenance of the
general health. Whence comes this fluid, and what
causes it to flow ? These were questions unanswered
except by mere supposition, previous to the discov-
eries referred to, which we now proceed to make
known.

In the first chapter it was stated that the Ovae, or
fggs, contained the rudiments or germs, from which,
when impregnated by the male principle, new hu-man bemgs were developed. These oyje, however
are not prepared to undergo this development before
the age of puberty, nor after the change of life, nor
are the whole ofthem fit for conception even durincr the
prolific period. It appears that they become fit for
tecundation m succession, during the menstrual pe-
nod, one ovum being ripened every month ! When
tullv perfected it separates from the ovary and is lost,
unless conception occurs, in which case it passes
along the fallopian tube into the Womb, and then de
velops into the foetus. Here then we see the cause
of the menses; the ripening of the ovum causes a
local excitement, and congestion, in ihe ovary andwomb, ^vl^ch increases till the period when it isthrown off, and then the accumulated fluid is dis-
charged, the excitement subsides, and a new devel
opment commences.

This curious process is termed by some physiolo-
gists the monthly ponie, or laying of eggs, and by
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Others the Ovarian labor, or Urlh ! A small scar ie

left oil the ovary at the point where the ovary sepa-

rates, wliich fades away after a time, but a number

of them may always be observed on the ovaj of those

who have long menstruated. In those who die dur-

ing'menstruation the ovaries are found very red, and

full of blood, and sometimes one of the ova3 will be

found swelled, and just ready to burst through, or the

ruptured openmg may be seen through which it has

actually escaped.

Precisely the same phenomenon occurs in the iower

animals, excepting that their periods are more ex-

tended ; some of them occurring annually, and others

at still longer intervals. Some of the monkeys even

have a species of real menstruation.

These important facts,, by enabling us to under-

etand what causes menstruation, give us an insight

also into the nature of its derangements, and the

conditions required for their regulation. When we

call to mind also the close sympathy between tlie

uterine organs and every other part of the systeni, it

shows us how important a proper menstruation is to

the general health, because without it those organs

must be diseased, and consequently every other part

of the system liable to suffer with them.
_

Formerly many absurd notions prevailed respect-

ing menstruation, which in fact are not quite re-

moved even now. Thus some authors asserted that

a female, while unwell, could cause various diseases,

by merely touching persons ! Others supposed they

would curdle milk, and nearly all believed that

die menstrual fluid itself was highly poisonous, so

that females, at those times, were compelled to live

apart and' approach no one. In the Old Testament

there are many regulations given, for females while
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menstruating, which show the prevalence of such
notions in olden times. It is scarcely necessary to
say that there is no foundation whatever for all this
as the fluid itself differs but little from ordinary blood'
and is equally innocuous.

'

In like manner it was supposed, that menstruation
was mfluenced by the Moon, and only occurred at a
certam period of her age. We know, however, tha>
females are unwell almost ever}' hour of every davm the year. j j

_

The due establishment of the menstrual function
IS absolutely necessaiy, to the perfection both of mind
and Doc y, and its regular performance is quite jis
essential to the continuance of health, for there is
scarcely a single disease that its derangement will
not either cause, or at least seriously aggravate.

It is therefore vitany important to attend to this
matter, particularly in young persons approaching
puberty/ A little care at that time, properly be
stowed, may prevent years of disease and suflering
if not untimely death ,

^

We will now proceed to consider the various kbds
of menstrual derangement in succession, commenc-
ing with Its absence, or suppressioi?.

AMENOEHHEA, OK NON-APPEARANCE, OB STaPPAGE, OF
THE MENSES.

The menstrual discharge may either stop after ithas once commenced, or it may fail to appear at alland the causes that lead to this suppres^on, oi non-appearance, may be either constititional, or ace"

Among the constitutional causes may be menlion.d certam peculiarities of temperament, suoh a"
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that denopainated the sanguine, which disposes to

congestion of different organs, tliereby diverting the

blood Irom the uterus. This is generally denoted

.

by a full habit, florid complexion, and great activity.

The lynnphatic temperament, in which there may be

great fullness of form, but accompanied by debility,

disinclination to motion, and slow pulse. A scrofu-

lous taint appears also to operate in the same way,

and hence we often see scrofulous girls, and those

with either of the above temperaments, much later

than others in commencing to menstruate. Among
the accidental causes may be mentioned all those

which deteriorate the general health, such as living

in a damp situation, not being sirfficiently exposed to

the sun and air, improper or insufficient food, want

of exercise, or excessive labor, and depression or

over excitement of the mind and feelings. The oc-

currence of leucorrhea, before puberty, is very apt to

prevent the menses from commencing, and this is

oftener the case than is suspected. Sudden cold

should also be particularly mentioned, and the action

of strong medicines. Even scents, and powerful

odors in general are supposed by many to have an

injurious influence. The celebrated Haller espe-

cially alludes to the smell of fcnny royal as having

the effect of preventing the menstrual flow. Many
other diseases undoubtedly cause amenorrhea, by

the increased action they produce elsewhere, and so,

I am convinced, will excessive study, by the excite-

ment it keeps up in the brain.

All these various causes may of course suppress

(he flow, when already established, as well as pre-

vent its appearance.

Many times I have known the receipt of some bad

news, a sudden fright, or severe disappointment,
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cautse instant suppression; and such vivid emotions
as anger, jealousy, or excessive jov, will also un-
doubtedly do the same. Even frightful dreams
have had this effect, or the sudden start from hearinc
a clap of thunder, or the firing of a cannon.

In addition to all these, there must further be
mentioned many of the different diseases, displace-
ments, and improper developments of the uterine
organs, a ready described—some of them having amorbid effect and others merely opposing mecha-
meal obstructions.

The symptoms and effects of suppression, or non-
api^earance are numerous, and often serious, andmay be either local or general. Among the localsymptoms are, pains and dragging feelings in the
loins and groins, with a sensation of weight in the
pelvis, and great weakness in the limbs. Sometimes
there is also inflammation of the external parts, anda peculiar excitement, which becomes, in some cases,
excessively annoying, or leads to vicious habits.

X he general symptoms are much modified by in-dividual peculiarities, though there are some of thempretty constant in most cases. Thus we nearlyalways observe a feebleness and langor of thesystem and the loss of th^tfreshness which charactenzes hea thy youth. The"^ eyes become dull andsurrounded by a dark circle-fhe heart palphates^the breathing is difRcult-the head is dizLfor con

aooyt the limbs, and severe cramps often occur invarious parts of the body. The mind and SnSnlso suffer, so that the patient is dull imnatien?
.rntable, and melancholy! and so acu! V Xs tTve

viH n^lkif'""'
'^^^'^PPfintment, or contradic k>n!Will make her weep. Some of peculiar tempera-
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merits, on the contrary, are singularly excited. The)

will be coulinually moving about, though tlx^y have

no particular reason for doing so, and impatiently

Beek every kind of amusement and gay society. I

have known some of these patients even become

uno-overnably impetuous, and so disposed to activity,

that the ordinary quiet female occupations were

irksome to them.
-j 1,1

These symptoms may continue for a considerable

time, or they may be speedily followed by more

severe ones, particularly by inflammation. Most

usually, however, they are'succeeded by leucorrhea,

dropsy, diarrhoai, nervousness, convulsions, epilepsy,

St. Vitus dance, (Chorea), or delirium. The flesh

wastes away, or hangs flaccid on the bones, the skm

IS cold, and sallow in its color, and the whole system

Beems to rapidly decay. Eventually the abdomen

enlarges, the breasts swell, the stomach sickens, the

appetite disappears, or becomes capricious, and a

sensation of discomfort and misery creeps over the

ButFerer, till she almost loathes existence.

When the suppression occurs suddenly, the

female often foels many of these symptoms sud-

denly, and very acutely. Thus some will sufTei

instantly from a dragging, bearing-down sensation,

or from pain in the back, while others will be seized

with headache, and giddiness, or even faint away ;

others will be attacked with leucorrhea, diarrhoea

or inability to pass the urine, and others again wil)

be taken with a chill and fever.

One of the most singular consequences ol sup-

pressed menstruation, however, is the appearance

of another discharge, in some other part ol ttie

body, ^vh\ch apparently acts, to a certain extent,

as a substitute. The leucorrhea, and diarrhoea,
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extent, but wl,at we have more especial reference
•

f b ooTr ^---'-Se' or discharge
ot blood, from various parts of the body. Thesehave been known to occur from the nose, the eai?the bowels, the nipple, the bladder, the arm pi sunder the nails, from ulcers, or other so" Cirorn the gums or teeth. Sometimes these discharges

oughc to do, and really answer for it
; but in othersthey are irregular or almost constant.

i^astly, we may mention, as some of the ultimate

menT'tT''
°' ^W'ession, hydrometra, ^™

ment, gangrene, aad cancer of die wo nb wifhvarious chronic affections in other parts, and insaXIn commencing to treat amenon-hea the grea Scare and circumspection is required. It may bemerely a consequence of some other d eas7theremoval of which is all that is required to efic a

Z\ T,'^^^"^«Pi-oduced by disease in the stomach

may dso be occasioned merely by a closina nf ihl

mr,cy, which the pa. cm i7okl^i\ClJ^r'^'

.re",™cT£ 'i^n ti'';rar°«op n;„ch »«,„er, from nSZ^'u^^:' tZoIZtherefore be no hurry in nroscrihin,. i

in .hegenoJ l.^.ni^S^&S
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necessity. Again, in many cases, a considerable

time elapses after the first one or two periods before

another occurs, and without any ill effects. I have

known the interval between the first and second

period be extended to more thari twelve months.

This is apt to be the case when puberty commences

unusually early.

The age when the menses first appear, vanes from

ten years to over twenty, but most usually it is about

dfteen years. Tlie notion that a warm climate makes

It much earlier, does not appear to be well founded

;

it is more probable, as shown by recent observations,

that social influences are much more powerful. The

conduct and conversation of those around them, and

the treatment they receive, has more to do with the

precocious development of puberty in young girls,

than any influences of climate whatever.

When we are satisfied that the amenorrhea is

really due to some morbid condition, and not to any

of the above causes, a careful study must be made

of the patient's constitution, habits, and mode of lile,

before judicious treatment can be recommended.

Very frequenty nothing more is required than a pro-

per attention to the general health, particularly in

those of a weakly constitution, or lymphatic tera-

perament, and in those who have been prostrated by a

former sickness. In such cases, the happiest results

often follow a change of air, and the adoption ot a

nourishing diet, with a little good wme ;
the use of

mineral waters, particularly those containing iron ;

cold baths, with good dry rubbing after
;
plenty ot

exercise, especially walking or riding on horseback,

and dancing. There is no doubt but tins difficulty

often arises from the early abandonment of youthlul

recreations. The absurd notions of soc-oty condemn,
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in young girls, those exhilirating sports and ms-ames so co.iducive to happiness of mind, and health
ot body, and the necessity for which in boys, is uni-
versally acknowledged. The perfect development
ot the system :s sacrificed to folse ideas of prmmetv
or ratiier disease is chosen xoith fashionable observ'
ance, rather tlian health without it. There is nodoubt wliatever, but that the too early abandonment

tr^ 7 ^.^'^ ^kWirig.rope, creates an early
necessity for the c?oci!or

.

cuiefully attended to, as their derangements havefrequently nuich to do with this dfsorder. The

exdt"mcm
^^'^^ must carefully remove all causes of

tt state of cheerfulness and contentment. The mor-bui melancholy, and sentimental dreaminess broughton by reading trashy romances, is very hurtful and

with suppression, from attending protracted relio-inu^meetings, love feasts, and camp^Tleetil;'^
^

to and' k i

'""^y be ^-esorted

ucceifu in tl
^^^^^ ^^'^ ofien

'» used in numerous different ways. The n^ittuhr

rr.^ ^
-^"o'^uv^iai lormuias, however bcncfifinl inmost c.w:s, and not likely to iniure thn r n •

receipcs will be found e.xcdlent -Suh L f"

''"^

drachms, extractofAbs;^kium:l!;:;^^S,::,!::;:^
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Syrup of SafTron, enough to make it into a paste.

This must be divided into one hundred and fifty pills,

one to be taken three times a-day.—Or, Sulphate of

Iron, one drachm; extract of Gentian, enough to

mix it up. Divide into thii-ty pills, and take one

three times a-day.—Or, in case there be any indica-

tions of Scrofula, Mr. Lugol recommends Protiodide

of Iron, six grains ;
Starch, twenty-four grains, and

sufficient Syrup of Gum, to make it up. This is to

be divided into twenty-four pills, one of which may

be taken morning and night. The compound Iron

mixture may also be tried, or the Aromatic mixture,

in the usual doses, p,s advised for leucorrhea.

Warm injections may also be used, if the age and

condition of' the patient will allow, and warm baths or

fomentations at bed time, with hot bitter teas.

Stronger remedies are of course known, but they

are not mentioned here, because they should not bo

employed except under proper advice, and they

might be used under mistaken notions, or from

criminal intentions, for other purposes. The above

reccipes are as simple and harmless, in all states of

the system, as any that can be used.

In those cases where the disorder arises from an

opposite state of the system, that is, from too great a

fulness, and determination of blood to other parts, the

treatment must be different. In these cases we mu^ ,

commence by prescribing a rather spare and mild

diet, chiefly vegetables, with cold drinks. Cold

bathing should also be practiced, and violent e.xer-

tions, either mental or bodily, carefully avoided. In

case such means, when faii'ly tried, do not accom-

plish what wc wish, warm foot and hip baths may be

used, and warm injections and enemns, will) sUmu-

latmo- and aromatic fomentations to the cxtcrnul bps,
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nir]'""' T^u
"'^^'^i^es 'il^-eady referred to mayalso be used, but sparbgly, and with caution, v7iaho warm purgatives, as the compound Aloetic PillThese means should be tried for about a week btfore the turn is expected, or ought to occur, and con-inued for several months, ifnecessary. It f •equeXhappens that no effect is perceived for a hZTlbm If the symptoms do not become alanninl h isbcttei to persevere with these modes of treatmentthan adopt a more powerful one. Some auS

^hed to the external lip.s, a few davs before the penod IS expected. And others recommend tl em t

'

be apphcd to the breasts ! The reason for tlSnfrently strange recommendation being, the intimaSsympathy between the breasts and uteru o nT
'

which any increased action in the one" I's ucorresponded to by the other. I have fi' q uent v an

pt? resultr'

velopmcnt m other paits of he system \Z l f;

remedies to brin,, i, o
°
u,l

"
'T'"'^'^

howevc,-, wo mu., i„.orfere, and ™yX ^t^r
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geoub'ly advise the remedies last mentioued, with

warm frictions over the abdomen, arfd the use of

flannel around the pelvis. The patient sliould also

be taken into company, to the theatre, and to balls,

and may be allowed a rather generous diet, with a

little wine. Sometimes a cup is placed on the Os
Tineas, or if the state of the parts will not allow of

it there, on the external lips. Sitting over the

steam of liot water is also excellent, and dashing hot

water on the pelvis.

In those cases of suppression brought on by pow-

erful mental or moral emotions, or by sudden ex-

citement, we must first endeavor to calm the system

as speedily as possible, by enjoining rest,- quiet,

warm baths, cheerful company, and a little sedative

medicine, as a few drops of laudanum, for instance.

Then, after a thne, the more active means may be

resorted to, but very carefully. If the suppression

arise from intense excitement in the uterus itself,

which is sometimes the case, cold baths, and injec-

tions with laudanum, and saline purgatives, will

usually subdue it, and effect a cure. Various other

medicines have been used in this disease, but I am
not aware that any of them have been found more

efficacious than iron, which itself is only an occa-

sional assistant. In fact, the uncertainty and fre-

quent inefficacy of medical treatment, is generally

acknowledged, and has led to the use of many other

means, but few of which have, however, been more

successful. Among the most efficacious of tliese may

be mentioned the congester, or pneumatic apparatus,

invented by Dr. Sunot. This consists of a kind of

large air-tight case, which may be fitted to any part

of the body, or even inclose half of it, and from which

llie air may be drawn by an air-pump. On fixing

I
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this to any p^n, and exhausting the air, it acts likean immense cup, drawing tlie blood to that part Avith
great force. It may even be made to act so power-
lully as to cause the blood to exude itself through the
pores of the skin. The lower part of the bod/ may
wn ^ the circulation fo-waids the pelv.s. I have had one of these instru-

n IS one of the most powerful and certain means ofbrmgmg on the menstrual flow that we po.ssGss Infact It can scarcelyfail/ I have known it bring onprofuse flooding in five vvinnies after its applicafionhough the patient had never been unwelffor 0°";
mo years before! Great care must of course be

er^^U ' '°
^^'f

employee, too pow-erfully, nor too much. It is often applied to thelower part of the body to relieve headache, wWch iQoes by drawmg away the blood. Cases have beenWn, when using it for this purpose, in whidi S

palt&o^f^ri''^"^ ^^-^-''-^

Galvanism, however, if resorted to in time and ina proper manner, will almost supersede ev^'"hin"else, m this disease. I have employed it in manfhundred cases of amenorrhea, and with such unfft.rm success that I look upon it as nearlTcertZ'

before any powerful medication whatever S
^eXef ifir'r""^'''^"^^ diScas^ssometimes it is sutFic.ent externally, one pole being
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placed on the lower part of the spine, and the othel

on the abdomen, just over the pubis ; 'but at otlier

times it is necessa-ry to apply it more or less internal-

ly, in various v/ays not necessary to be here des-

scribcd. Neither pain nor sei'ious inconvenience

attends its use, nor can any injurious conscquencea

follow, even if it do no good.

On the use of Galvanism in amenorrhea, the

Editor of Copland's Die. remarks, in a note, " Gal-

vano-electricity, or electro-magnetism, deserves more

particular mention as an emmenagogue remedy.

We have succeeded in some chronic cases of ame-

norrhea, that had resisted all other means, by daily

sending a current of electricity through the uterus

or by inserting one conductor in a, tub of warm
water, in which the feet were immersed, and apply-

ing the other over the cervical vertebroe, thus trans-

mitting the fluid through the spinal axis. Dr.

Ashwell states, that Dr. Golding Bird has recently

employed the same remedy with extraordinary suc-

cess in the treatment of out patients at Guy's Hos-

pital (London). In some of the cases, where, after

the condition of the alimentary canal had become

healthy, the amenorrhea continued with slight pallor

and weakness, electric shocks passed through the

loins quickly induced meastruation. In otiiers, ita

continued repetition three or four times a week led

to a similar result ; and instances were not wanting

where a shock suddenly produced the flow. It is,

however, a powerlul remedy, and should be employed

cautiously, lest it may depress the nervous system,

and thus protract the disease; when moderately

applied, it often rouses into activity the energy of

torpid organs and parts
;

but, when used in excess.

\t may altogether destroy their excitability. Il
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should not bp employed in cases of local coiin-estion
or general plethora, nor during pregnaiicv-jlind il

should seldom be used alone."
Tiiere is one mode of applying both Galvanism

and tlie cougester, and also some other means, which
will be understood by referring to the explanation
of the cause of menstruation. It was then stated
that this phenomenon was produced by the periodical
ripeiung of the Ovse, and that it consequently de-
pended on the occurrence of that event. The healthv
and regular action of the Ovaries is therefore an
essential pomt, and ia always wanting, more or less,
in this disease. Our applications, therefore, are fre-
quently required to them, and to them only ! I have
frequently brought on the menses by simple friction
in the groms, over the Ovaries, and by stimulatinjr
imments, when all the ordinary means failed. In
like manner we may apply to the same parts, blisters,
cups, and leeches, or even Galvanism, which in
tact 1 generally administer in this way first. The
patient will otlen feel a stimulus all thro"ah the
uterine system, immediately the Ovaries are thus
exalted

;
and the reason why is obvious,, when their

unctions and sympathies are borne in mind Iknew a lady subject to suppression, who always
.ucoeeded in bringing back her courses by a simple
treatment, foumled on some information I xjave heron this subject. She used to apply a mustard
poultice over each Ovary, after taking^ warm hip
bath

;
and then, on retiring to rest, drink freely ofsome hot bitter tea. No medicine w-as required

In some cases, the menses will re-appear aftermariuge, but not always, and sometimes they will

dZnh """r,-.
"^^^^ ^ both very

iifficult and very delicate to advise upon, but it L
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one that shoirld be seriously considered neverllieless,

for the wrong proceeding in regard to it has con-

demned many « young person to years of disease

and suffering. A person of experience, by duly

weighing all the circumstances of the case, will

seldom be at a loss what course to advise, andfre-

quently this is all he need attend to ! Some females

are attacked with this disease oni becoming widows,

and others, on the contrary, are cured of it. A
subsequent marriage will also have totally opposite

effects, on persons of different temperaments and

constitutions.

The state of the mind and feelings, as already

stated, is of paramount importance, and must be par-

ticularly attended to. A disappointment in love will

often cause derangements of this kind, white its hap-

py progress, 'and true return, will as frequently cure

them, when all other means fail.

Those cases which arise from the natural passages

being closed, have already been spoken of, in our

second chapl'er, arnd their treatment described. I

merely refer to them again, for the purpose of point-

ing out how necessary it is to know if any such diffi-

culties exist, before resorting to medical treatment,

or recommending marriage. I read a case in a

medical work ' lately, of a lady who consulted an

eminent physician to know why she was barren.

She had never menstruated, but had been married

some time. Most likely she had been treated ibr

die suppression, medicalhj, and her friends thought,

as it did not succeed, that marriage would effect a

cure. On making the requisite examination it wa.s

discovered that there nsas actually no womh, though

all the other parts were perfect ! The grief and dis-

appointment to all parties may be magined, and we
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are forcibly impressed, by so lamentable an occurrencc, with the m^propriety, ifnot crwunality, oUuZling vnarnage to take place under such circumstances,
befoie a proper investigatian had been made. Am.ther case m point also is that of mine, referred towhen treating of narrowness of the Vagina. Ind Ihave had another, since commencing this work of a

IteJZr^
•'^'^ lady had met .u

of tl'J f
" """'y ^"'^ ^^^d enlargemento the abdomen, eveiy month. All kinds of medi-

Tdi Sess "s^" ^°
f^^'

'^^y^-'y --easedme clistiess. She was then advised to marry andassured that she would be better. She did JcL bmwas no better. Her friends then' brought her to meo have the Galvanism, or Congester applied. I t2them, however, that I could not'use either. Si I knewhat no physical impediments existed, which I str"n7ly suspected there did. Investigation proved tWs fobe the case
;
about three-fourths of the distance unthe vagma there was a membrane, similar to the hv

JI^L t.
P This completely pre-vented the escape of the menspcs «n. 1,11

n^ade other diffic5.«,, whioh?oX otoo™and wh,oh occasioned the mere distress beeauiTev"ere not understood. I cliose a limB S t
-

iwecn the two ntonthly pc iS and ,f,T. % n""
-duoing all inflammatlr, into l^ls'lZZfit
sTec.,r ° f

™" '"""duo'ed h ougf:

ES:.if.tk^^^^^^^^^^

davsTf,r. "'^.P"""'"" considerably. A few

p^/!- ririrhfe^^^^^^
:Pa3sage. She remained alone till the ncxTp^ril^
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when the menses appeared quite regular, and with-

out distress. The other' difficulties were also re-

moved, and she is now a happy mother.

I could m<^ntion numerous instances ot a hlcc km<l,

both in married and single, of which I have notes,

with full particulars, occurring in my own prac

tice.

DYSMENORRHEA, OR PAINFUL MUNSTRUATiO^.

There are many cases met with in Avhich the

menses occur with regularity, and in sufficient quan-

tity, but accompanied by severe suffering. Most

usually in the form of pains in the back, groins, ab-

domen, and thighs, with a kind of grinduig, contrac-

tion of the womb, burning heat in the parts, and

pruritus. Sickness at the stomach, vomiting, shud-

derin^r fits, cramps in the limbs, and seveTe head-

ache ''are also frequently experienced, and varioua

hysterical symptoms, such as choking m the throat

yawning, restlessness, iriitability of temper, and

sudden prostration of the strength.

These sufferings may either commence with the

discharge, or begin several days before, and niay

continue sometime after ii has ceased. Very ire-

nu'^ntly in these cases the discharge is ^maU

quanrilv, and escapes by drops, as if with difficulty,

and at other times it is chiefly composed ot clots, or

membranes, or fleshy threads. Sometimes, however,

it flows perfectly free, and is quite natural in appear-

ance. , , 1

Both married and single are liable todysmcnorriiea,

thou<Th it is more frequent in the smgle. It Ire-

oucnlly disappears after marriage, but not always,

thou-h it usually does after child-birth. Pregnancy,



howeve,, is not so likel^ to occur with tJas disease •

he same conditions that cause the pains, heinT"!^
likely to prevent conception.

°

taiJed' ""Til f ^^^^"^"•'^^''^ ^'-o not well ascer-

tWof . ' tr^^'^^' f'-equently inhose of a nervous or bilious temperament, and inhose who are easily susceptible of great excitement
I IS probably very often connected with some imper'

The treatment of this troublesome disease is by nomeans agreed up„„, ve,.y seldom are two dKem cases benefitted by the Lme. Thefn^tZf^ot course to ascertnin ;+ u step 13

deranacm-°t which ft I
^'^^^It fl-om some other

remove .;* 7 .
f'-equently dpfes, and then

TfZ Womb be nfJ'^'^'
^^"""^^ :I'^fl-nimation

lief is ol^n olJSyZm Kr"^^^^'-

pill. In shorf tC . ?' ^ compound Alcutio

Lnde l fo ; t i s T^^^^^^^^ ^^'^f

nial wine iuTt w 1
"

."^^^^""g emetic of antimo-

sonie,:;;:di^s:^j;i:—^^^^

will prevent it in othm. ^i, ^'''^ "^'""^^^

lg-e immediate ease; twentyt^oY 11^^/t
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given in a glass of water, and if no relief is obtained,

twenty more may be given in half-an-hour. It

should not be given beyond the third dose, however,

because it has a tendency to check the flow, and for

that reason, in fact, it is better not to be given at all, if

other means will succeed. Various medical prepa-

rations are in use for the same purpose, none of

which are serviceable in all cases. The following

recipe is, perhaps, as generally useful as any:

—

Camphor, one scruple, with just sufficient spirits of

wme to dissolve it ; Gum Arabic, one_ drachm
;

Cinnamon water, one ounce. Sweeten it to taste,

and drink half of it when the pain commences, and

the remainder in two hours after, if necessary. Or

the patient may procure a quarter of an ounce of

Gum Camphor, and make it into pills of the usual

size, two of which may be taken when the_ pain

begins, and two each hour after if necessaiy, till six

are taken. This is as often useful as any elaborate

prescription. Laudanum is very generally taken

internally, but should always be avoided, if possible,

on account of the uncomfortable feeling it produces

afterwards. The best way is to use it as an injec-

tion, or enema, which does all the good without any

subsequent evil. Hot poultices, or fomentations, are

often serviceable over the womb, or a small blister

on the loins. Veiy often, however, aH medical

treatment is useless, and some other plan must be

resorted to.

Dr. Mackintosh supposed the difficulty was owmg

to a stricture of the passage in the neck of the

womb, and he therefore proposed to introduce a

bougie to dilate it. This has been frequently done

and V ith occasional success. The operation itself

is comparatively easy ; a small bougie being intro-
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duocd first, and lai-ger ones in succession, as far aa
required. In most young persons, however, this

cannot be done, and in all cases it is objectionable.
Fortunately other means are known, much more
certain, and less fepugnant to the feelings.

Gulmnism is here again our surest dependence.
Its eflects are, in fact, sometimes as astonishing as
they are gratifying. The application is seldom
needed in any other way than externally, as in sup-
pression, and it usually relieves in afeio minutes., if
not instaiilhj! Dr. Mackintosh was possibly right
when he supposed the difficulty to be owing to a
stricture, but most, likely it is merely a temporary
spasmodic one, which is apt to return dii-ectly the
bougie is withdrawn, but which the galvanism effec-
tually relieves.

It is necessary to state however, that the length
of time necessary to administer the Galvanism is

uncertain, and that it may exert little or no influence
in preventing the difficulty at the next period. My
usual plan is to apply it till the pain is fully abated,
then in about five minutes withdraw it and await the
result, but keep the instrument ready. In many
cases there is no return, but in others it has to be
contmucd, more or less, for some hours, or even
during the whole period. I then recommence its
use about two or three days before the next turn
and continue it up to the time. In tliis way a cure
IS effected as often, if notoftener, than by medicines
particularly if proper attention be paid to.the general
iieallh, and to the removal of other diseases. I liave
also occasionally advised the use of a small galvanic
iougie, which tlie patient can apply herself, and
with the happiest results.

One .of the most obstinate cases of this disease I
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ever saw, came under my notice in Philadelphia.

The patient, a highly respectable married lady, had

sufFered from it for many years. Her general

health was very good, constitution sound, and her

periods perfectly regular, though the quantity was

frequently small. She had never been a mother.

'Every means that could be suggested had been triea

in her case, without the slightest good, and the most

eminent physicians had abandoned it as hopeless.

The only relief attained was by laudanum, which

was taken till it literally stupified her. The distress

usually commenced nearly a week before the period,

with drowsiness, langor, and weakness in the limbs,

followed by qualms at the stomach. For the firsi

day of the flow she seldom suffered much more, but

on the second the spasm commenced, with the most

agonizing pain in the womb, aiid louis, and with

vomiting and chills. This would continue more or

less for that and the following day, during which

time she was confined to her bed, and groaning with

pain, so that sleep was impossible. When the attack

was over, she would be left so weak, and her nerves

BO shattered, that it took her a week to recover, and

thus one half of her life was spent in misery, and

the other half in dread of it. A strong dose of

laudanum would somewhat relieve h&r, and force

sleep, but left her much worse after—it. merely

made her insensible. During all this time she was

excessively irritable, and unhappy in her disposi-

tion; but fortunately, those around her knew the

cause, and acted accordingly. Having heard one

of my lectures, she sent for me to ask my advice,

remarking, when she first saw me, that she had no

hopefrom medicine, having taken it for years, almost

like her daily food ! I at once suggested the Gal
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vanism, but certainly with no flattering prospect of
success. At the next period it was accordino-]v
applied, immediately .the pain began, instead Vf
taking laudanum, and to the gfeat joy of all, it

eased the pain almost immediately. It was found
necessaiy, however, to continue it more or less
during the whole day and night, for immediately it
was withdrawn, the pain returned. In this way she
lay m tolerable ease, while the battery was playing
upon her, which it has often done almost throu<rh a
whole night's sleep. We were disappointed, how-
ever, m our expectations of a permanent cure, for
at each succeeding period the same symptoms, re-
turned, though they were always relieved by the
same means. The galvanism supplied the place of
the laudanum, and .with none of its injurious effects
so that she was not Troubled so long before, nor after'
In fact, she often remained quite well up to the time
ot the attack, and rose immediately it-was over as
well as before. Her general health became better
her strength increased, and she became much stouter'
In this way she has kept on for about two years
under my notice, sometimes being a little worse, and
at others suffering scarcely at. all. I njcntion this
case, because it shows how much relief may be
obtained by Galvanism, even in the worsi cases Ihave no doubt but that a resort to it in time w^uldnave effected a cure.

I tried tiie bougie in this case also, but it did nogood whatever, neither did tlie emetic, nor baths.
1°

IS probable that ,f she becomes a mother, the diffi-
culty will disappear; and the treatment, when hiwa.s first attackrxl, ought to have been directed witha view to brmgmg about that event.

During the !ime I was treating this, I had anothe/
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similar case in a young unmarried lady. The

symptoms were almost precisely the same, and so

severe, that for two or three days she wa.s compelled

to leave her employment, and go to bed. Medicines,

or baths, did her no good whatever. The first

application of the battery however, gave instant

relief, and after continuing it for about half an hour,

the symptoms did not return. It was afterwards

applied just before the period, and invariably pre-

vented the attack. Eventually, in about six months,

its continued use seemed to wear the disease out, sa

that it returned no more.

Like all other remedies, of course it will some-

times fail, and it did so in one instance, which i

mention for instruction. It was that of a young

lady whose occupation was teaching. She was in-

tellectual, of a nervous temperament, and veiy

industrious, and 1 have no doubt but that it was her

incessant mental occupation that kept up the disease,

for she was remarkably well in every other respect.

Indeed, in many other such cases I have known

rest, and quiet of mind, with cheerful out-doo4- occu,

pation, effect a perfect cure alone.

At the present time, I have quite a number of

patients under treatment by Galvanism, {or this dis-

ease, and in the great majority of them, it is effecting

the most beneficial results.

I knew one lady who got tired of the warm bath,

and hot teas, she had been using for so long a tinie.

and who plunged in despair into a cold hath! To

her surprise it gave her immediate relief, and she

over afterwards resorted to it. 1 have known other.=)

again, }vho found ease in dashes of cold water, cold

iniections, and even ice, or wet wrappers upon the

abdomen. The shower batli is also frequently
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beneficial, begun immediately ^fter one period and
continued till the next. In short, there are many
means of giving relief, but a cure is generally diffi.

cult; and sometimes impossible, except through some
of the changes in Ijfe we have referred to, or by a
continual judicious alterative treatment.
Many poor seamstresses, and waiters in stores,

suffer from this disease to a great extent, their occu-
pation making all treatment useless, and their cir-
cumstances compelling them to continue it.

The whole difficulty, as already remarked, is
often caused by the formation of membranes and
clots, which irritate in passing away. I have known
some of them as lai-ge as the hand.

Dr. Ryan gives us the following account of these
cases, as most usually seen :

The woman experiences severe pain the first day
of menstruation, and suffers as severely as if in
labor, or by abortion. She often experiences relief
by the expulsion of one or many membranous sub-
stances from the womb. These membranes are
somewhat like the skin of a gooseberry, and are
smooth on each surface, thus differing from the de-
cidual membrane. The membrane is so like thecovenng of the infant in the early months of preg-
nancy, that a lady, who was a patient of Dr. Hamil
ton s, thought she miscarried ten times a-year, for
three years. Denman and Dewees were of
opinion that a female, thus affected, could nothave children

; but Morgagni asserts the cob-
trary as also Hamdton and Burns. If one healthv
period without pain occurs, even at an interval ol
seven years, conception may take place. Hamilton
described cases of pregnancy under these circum.
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Stances, and I myself have frequently known
pain attend menstruation for months after mar-

riage, and conception take place. I attended a pa-

tient with Mr. Bradford, of Fleet .street, aged twenty-

three, wlio labored under dysmenorrhea since the oc-

currence of the evacuation in her fourteenth year^

and still she was pregnant. She never passed any

membraneous shreds. I know another lady, aged

twenty-one, who always suffered severe pain during

menstruation, which was much increased by mar-

riage. She is pregnant, however. She never dis

charged portions of membrane."

PROFTJSE MENSTRUATION, OR FLOODING.

This disorder is usually spoken of as occurring in

WO forms. Menorrhagia, when there is merely a

large quantity of the menses themselves; and Jlfe-

trorrhagia when the discharge occurs at any other

times than the menstrual period.

In Menorrhagia, or profuse menstruation, the quan-

tity may be large, and yet come in the usual time,

or it may be many days or even weeks in coming,

60 that in some cases there is only a few days be-

tween the termination of one period and the be-

gining of another. Sometimes there is actually

DO cessation at all, the flow being incessant, wliile

at other times the separate periods will be short, but

close together.

It is very difficult to decide when there is profuse

menstruation, the quantity secreted by different fe-

«iiales varying so much. Each one, in fact, appears

;o have a quantity peculiar to herself, depending on

.some peculiarities in her constitution. Thus, one

will never have more than a mere s\\o\v, while

another will discharge half-a-pint, or a pint, and yo-
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Doth enjoy excellent health. The only means we
have -of judging is, by observing the general health.

If this suffers, and the patient is weak and nervous,
with no other apparent cause to mafce her so, we
may reasonably conclude that the discharge is too

great.

Tliin, delicate females generally lose more than
those who are full and robust, and in some the quan-
tity varies much at the different seasons and turns of
life.

The causes of Menorrhagia are, debility, or ple-
thora, various uterine diseases, and derangements of

the other organs.

The treatment must of course depend on what Ave
consider to be the exciting cause, and on the condi-
iion^of the patient. The only general directions that
can be given are, to rest, and particularly to lie

much on the back, with the pelvis elevated. Those
of a strong constitution, and full habit, should also
live on a low diet, drink freely of lemonade, or tama-
rind tba, keep the bowels open, and use the cold
shower oath. Those on the contrary who are weak
should U5e a nourishing diet, with good wine, take
warm salt water baths, and ride out much in the
fresh air.

When diis treatment does not succeed, the same
means may be adopted that will be pointed out pre-
sently for Metrorrhagia, but we should never be in a
hurry in resorting to medication, for it is seldom
needed, and frequently injurious.

Melrorrhagia. This term includes all those
hjEmorrhages, or discharges of blood from the uterus,
not connected with menstruation, pregnancy, or ges-
tation. These occur at almost every period, having
been found in females past the turn of life, and also
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in children, from a few years old, down to a few
months or even days ! They are more frequent how-

ever during the prolific period, and \vi'th tlie married

than the single. The causes that produce them are

various. Among lh« predisposing ones may be men-

tioned all those that produce metritis, or leucorrhea

;

such as cold, improper diet, violent emotions, excesses,

and debility, or a too great fulness of the system.

Also too frequent child-bearing, and Marriage, par-

ticulary if that take place at an improper time, or

Avhen there exists some physical impediment

!

Among the exciting causes of Metrorrhagia may
be enumerated, violent exercise, particularly hard

riding on horseback, or in a jolting carriage—lifting

—straining—coughing—and blows upon the abdo-

men. It may also be brought on by other diseases/

particularly by inflammation of the uterine organs,

or others, and by constipation, or diarrhoea. It often

follows from fever, or other debilitating diseases, and

from long-continued grief, severe study, or exhaust-

ing labor. Irritation of the breasts, especially by the

child during nursing, will frequently cause flooding,

and contmue it in spite ofany treatment.

There are many nervous females in whom flooiJ-

ing will occur from the slightest mental agitation,

and many others in whom every littl6 deviation from

health is followed by the same results.

The bleeding produced by polypii, tumors, and

ulcers, or by the different displacements of the uterine

organs, or by violence, is not properly a disease in it-

self, but merely a symptom, and usually stops im-

mediately the cause is removed.

Sometimes the discharge will be small at first, and

gradually increase ; and sometimes it will occur veiy

frequently, while at others, weeks or months may in-
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ten.«?ne between the attacks. In some persons it isalmost constant, and in others it comes at regular
periods, hke the menses. The quantity is, of course
^^ually vanable, from a few drops to a full strearS

VP^ if'""!-''' ''''"f
"^^d death, in a

Z7.^f'T T- ^" however, it is mostusually brought on suddenly, by some violence, ortrong emotion, and may then be fatal before ass st-

ul Quart of hT^"'';.-^ ^ «
rail quart of blood m this way in less than an hour.

Occasionally a flooding is preceded by pains inthe uterus like those of dysmenorrhea, aAd by^
sensation of fulness, heat, a'nd weig};t in the pelvis!

Jenorarr-t'^r Pulse^uickens,U ageneral lassitude pervades the system. The face

becomrcoTd'' 'J'^/'" 'T^'' hand^

fiST if
^^^^ symptoms are usually modi-fied by he first rush of blood, but if this be tol greator too long continued, the patient complains of asinking m the stomach, her lips lose their color heJ

w th difhculty, her pulse almost stops, and at last

In tfn
"

^'''^""'t"^'
t-™nate the fatal sceneIn those cases where the discharge is great andfrequently renewed, a new train of symptoms setTnThe patient's strength is completely prostrald herdigestion becomes imperfect, her appetite dTsapiartthe skm becomes of a sickly dead white colorS t

time the limbs swell and fill with Water the abd^

S stl ofJnr"'
'""'^'"^ supervene,

state ol things may continue for a long time, or
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may be suddenly terminated by convulsions unJ

death.

In regard to the treatment of metrorrhagia, or

flooding,''it must be remarked that, in most cases, it

results from some other primary disease, the removal

•of which is the first and most indispensible requisite

for success. A careful study must therefore be

made of the patient's constitution and habits, with a

view to this desirable result.

To arrest the bleeding, the female must lie on her

back, on a mattrass, with the pelvis elevated, she

must be very lightly covered, kept perfectly quiet,

both in body and mind, and breathe pure cool air.

The feet and hands, however, should be made warm.

Her diet must consist of barley water, rice, milk,

jelly, or very ripe fruit, and she may drmk abund-

antly of lemonade, tamarind tea, and ice water, and

eat oranges, cherries, and other ripe acid fruits.

In obstinate cases a tea may be given, made of two

Dunces of comfrey root, or one ounce of rhatany root,

boiled in a pint of water, and sweetened. The bow-

els may also be relaxed, with about three drachms

of cream of tartar, and, if they are very costive,

which is usually the case, enemas must be given ol

,thin starch and castor oil.

If in spite of all these means the bleeding still con-

*tirue, or the patient begins to be exhausted from it,

jniections may be used, of alum water, ice -water,

vinegar and water, or white oak bark with thirty or

forty drops of laudaum to the injection, which should

be retained some time. A few drops of laudaum

may also be used in the comfrey or rhatany tea, bo-

fore mentioned ; or thirty drops may be added to an

enema. The root of the common black currant^ancl

i

enema, ine root oi uie uuui">"" <

-of the ground black berry, or dew berry, also make
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an excellent tea to arrest flooding. A handfull of
each of these, boiled in two quarts of water for twen-
ty mamtes, makes perhaps the best preparation for
this purpose that could be given. It may be sweet-
ened to taste, and the patient may drinlc half a tea-
cup full every quarter of an hour. Cold wet towels
may also be laid on the abdomen and under the loins,
and, if nothing else stops the flow, and she be rapid-
ly smking, a cold hip bath may also be tried.
The great dependence of most practitioners, how-

ever, in these eases, is upon bleeding, and opium-!
Some advise the blood to be taken from the arm,
others from the feet, or hands, or by leeches to the
temples, between the shoulders, or inside ofthe arms.
Ihe theory bemg Aat a new direction is thus given
to the sanguine discharge, which leaves the uterus to
iiy to the wound. Though the philosophy of tbiamay not be very evident to all persons, yet there
13 no doubt but the practice is sometimes beneficial :

X think myself, however, that the same good may be
usually effected by other means.

In those cases where the discharge is chronic, we
must first endeavor to increase the patient's strength.
Her diet should be nourishing, but not stimulating,
and she may use a little good old wine, with PerS-
vian bark, or other bitters. The Compound Mixture,
or Aromatic Tmcture of Iron, already mentionedmay also be given, and occasionally some of the
Comfrey, or rha^any tea, or that of the black currant
roots.

,

She should also use the cold shower bathevery morning, ride out gently into the fresh airvery frequently, and go to the sea side ; in short, do
anyt ung that will promote the general health.

rhe Ergot ofRye has also been used, in long con-
^u^ied cases, and Savin, but their action is violent,and sometimes dangerous.
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It is not always prudent to check a profuse uterin

haemorrhage too suddenly, for it is sometimes a salu
tary effort of nature to relieve herself from some
greater evil. We ought rather to promote the gene-
ral health, and let it gradually cease itself, or an is-

sue may be establislied, inside the thigh, if any bad
effects result from the stoppage.

After the flow is stopped, great care must be exer-

cised to prevent its return. A light diet should be
adopted, all stimulants avoided, and before each men-
strual period careful rest should be obsei-ved. Ex-
citement should be particularly guarded against, es-

pecially of a certain kind, warm clothing should be
worn, and late hours avoided.

In those severe cases, when the gush of blood is

almost instantaneous, and so great as to endanger life

in a very short time, we may employ, 'temporarily,

mechanical means to prevent it. The best of which,

and the most readily prepared, is called the tampon
or plug. It may be made of linen rag, cotton, or

sponge, in the form of a ball, and introduced into the

vagina like a pessary. It should be large enough to

completely fill up the passage, but must not be intro-

duced more than about two inches, for fear of irritating

and inflaming the mouth of the womb, which is then

very sensitive.

A iVery good way to make the plug is, to cut out

round pieces of soft linen doth, then pass a stoul

thread through the middle of each and press them
dose together, till the mass is an inch thick. The
string is convenient for pulling it out again, and

ghould always be attached to every one. A small

bag filled with tan, or ashes, or sawdust soaked in

alum water, is also very excellent. These plugs

should not be withdrawn in a hurry, unless severs
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symptoms supervene, and when they are removed,
care must be taken not to disturb or irritate the
parts. If the danger be imminent, and there be not
time, or means to prepare a tampon, the lips and
vulva should be firmly pressed together with the
hand, till other means can be procured.

CHLOROSIS, OB GREEN SICKNESS.

-This is a name given to a peculiar disease usually
characterized by a pale greenish color of the face,
which is also swollen and puffy, and by general de-
bility and derangement of most of the functions It
has also been called wUie jaundice, whitefever, and
moroics virgineus.

Great doubt and uncertainty prevails as to the
nature of this disease, and its origin. Thus some sup-
pose it to originate in the digestive, some in the assimi-
lative, and some in tlie uterine organs, while others
attribute it to debility of the nervous system, and
others again to an imperfect state of the blood It
cannot be owing, however, merely to derangement
ot the digestive or uterine functions, because, in
some cases, both these functions are perfectly per
formed, tliough not usually. An imperfect state of the
blood, on the contrary, always exists in this disease,
and is probably produced by nervous debility and de-
rangements, which may therefore be regarded as the
primary cause.

The singular alteration in the composition of the
blood in this disease, is very remarkable, and aknowledge of it is highly important, as an index to
proper medication and nutrition. If we take one
thousandjmrts of the blood of a healthy woman and
analyze it, we shall find, after allowing for loss the
wild materials to be about one hundred and nftv
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parts, iron e7ght parts, and water seven hundred and
sixty parts. But if we take a thousand parts of the
blood of a Chlorotic patient the solid materials will

ooly be about one hundred parts, iron hutfour parts,

and water, eight hundred and fifty parts ! From this

it is evident that in Chlorosis the blood is more watery,
and contains less solid matter and iron than in the

healthy siate. This deficiency of the solid parts ex-
plains the wasting and flabbiness of the muscles,
while the increase of water explains the puffy or

dropsical state of various parts. The use of iron in

the blood is not yet ascertained, but that it is neces-
sary there can be no doubt, nor can there be any
question as to its deficiency causing many diseases.

The quantity naturally existing in the human body
is much greater than usually supposed. The wife
of an eminent man in France now wears a ring, made
of the iron extracted from her husband's blood, which
he lost during a severe sickness. It has even been
proposed, on the death of any great man, to make a

medal of the iron from his blood, and thus perpe-

tuate a remembrance of him, instead of raising a

monument.
It is supposed that this deficiency of solid mate-

rials in the blood, is owing to insufficient nervous
poAver in the vessels that form the blood ; but be that

as it may, we find, as will be seen further on,

that using a diet which contains much of these

solids, namely, fibrin and albumen, and taking

iron-internaly, are the only means of curin-g Chlo-

: rosis.

This disease is found chiefly in 5foung unmarried

women, though occasionally met with in the married,

in the pregnant, in those that have borne children,

in those past the change of life, and in children, and
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in some rare instances, even in men. It is however,
more especially a female disease, and in the great
majority of cases, is attended by obstinate and
peculiar uterine derangement.
The supposed causes of Chlorosis are both nu-

merous and various. Perhaps the most frequent
are, precocious puberty, growing too fast, a feeble
constitution, scrofula, menstrual derangment, mel-
ancholy, and mental excitement, and especially
certain vicious habits. Late marriage, or widow-
hood, should also be mentioned, and disappointment
m love ! In addition to all these, there are also un-
doubtedly many general causes, such as cold, damp,
and dark dwelling places, bad air, insufficient or
improper food, and a sedentary, luxurious, or in-
dolent mode of life. Drinking vinegar, and eatina
green fruits, are also specially alluded to by some
authors.

The symptoms are so peculiar, and characteristic,
that Chlorosis is more distinctly marked than almost
any other disease we have mentioned. At the
commencement the patient is dull, listless, and mel-
ancholy

; she is disinclined to any motion, and
sighs or weeps, without knowing what for. The
face swells, the eyes become heavy and languishing
with a black puffy circle around thei-n. The hands
and feet are cold and pale, like the lips ; the breath-mg is difficult, the appetite capricioUs, and the
digestion imperfect. The bowels are usually cos-
tive, and the evacuations like white clay The
heart frequently palpitates on the slightest exertion,
or mpnlal emotion, and a constant inclination is felt
for sleep, or to remain perfectly inactive. On using
the stethoscope, the heart, and some of the larrre
arteries, are found to have peculiar sounds, different
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fj-om those in health, and the blood wlicn drawn, ia

pale and thin. The ancles also swell, as in dropsy,

but when the finger is pressed upon them the mark
does not remain, as it docs in that disease.

If the disease progresses unchecked, all these

symptoms become worse. The patient feels the

most unaccountable likings, or disgusts, and exhibits

the most depraved tastes. Some will eat charcoal,

chalk, plaster from the walls, dirt, ashes, and even
flies, spiders, and other insects. Some will have no
appetite at all for food, wliile others will eat so

ravenously, tiiat they can never satisfy 'themselves.

Pain at the stomach is usually felt after eating, or

vomiting occurs, a-nd the tongue is in most cases;

swelled and coated with mucus. Flying pains are

also felt in the neck, shoulders, arms, and down the

spine.. The urine becomes pale and scanty, and
the bowels subject, at intervals, to a M^atei-y

diarrhoea.

Leucorrhea is a common attendant upon Chlorosis,

and is generally accompanied by amenorrhea,

though sometimes there will be more or less flood-

ing. The patient is often worse at the menstrual

period, suffering pains like those of dysmenorrhea,

with great depression of spirits, or even partial

delirium. The discharge is found td be very thin

and light colored, and when left on the napkin, it

divides into two distinct parts, one rather sticky,

like starch, and the other watery. When dry, it i:j

nearly colorless.

In addition to all these, the most troublesome

nervous symptoms arise. She either becomes irri-

table, passionate, and revengeful, or else completely

cast down, so that in her despair, she thinks of

suicide, or wishes for death. She is either sleep-
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less, or disturbed by horrible dreams ; her head
aches, her sight is dim, her limbs tremble, and she
experiences a constant ringing, oi buzzing in the
ears. Sometimes there is constant tooth-ache, and
uccasionally twitching of the limbs, and of the
muscles of the face.

Finally, this state of things becomes worse and
worse. Constant pain is felt in the back of the
head, and upper part of the spine. Tlie abdomen
swells and hardens, the skin looks quite green, the
difficulty of. breathing becomes greater, the diarr-
hoea is more constant, fever sets in, and the whole
system seems rapidly to waste, as if it melted away!
The last stages are frequently marked bv general
dropsy, pinching up of the features, and blueness of
the lips. There is seldom any shock, or struggle,
even at death ; but the sufferer seems to gradually
sink and die from mere debility and marasmus.
The duration of this disease is altogether uncer-

tain. It is seldom fatal itself, though it may lead to
fatal results by bringing on other diseases, or it may
gradually wear the patient out, by exhausting her
strength. Fortunately, there are few diseases more
certainly curable than this. Under proper treat-
ment it seldom lasts longer than a month or two,
and very frequently can be cured in a week. I have
even seen a patient who was drooping like a tender
flower in the sun, and too weak to stand, visibly
improve in tioo days !

The treatment must be first commenced by remov-
ing all causes that may be thought likely to continue,
or bring on, the chlorosis, particularly all other
diseases. The patient must then be placed in a
warm and dry situation, where she can breathe pure
air. Her clothing should also b^ warm, and her
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body well rubbed every morning after a showei
bath. Flannel, worn next the skin, has frequently

a very excellent effect, and should always be

adopted, unless the other means mentioned keep the

surface of the body quite warm without it. The
diet should consist of eggs, roast meats, rice, tapioca,

sago, and milk. Ripe fruits may also be used, and
celery is excellent. Good loine may also be used

with advantage, and, as a general diink, lemonade,

or tamaruid tea. All articles that are found not to

sit well on the stomach, or that are indigestible,

6-hould be carefully avoided. Unripe fruit, salads,

and pastry, are generally unwholesome. The ob-

ject of this kind of diet it will be seen is two-fold

;

first, to gently stimulate the flagging energies, and

restore the failing strength ;
and, secondly, to supply

those solid materials, namely, albumen and fibrine,

which we have before shown, the blood in chlorosis

is deficient of.

Exercise in the open air is indispensable, but the

manner of it must depend on the patient's strength

and habits. If she can walk, so much the better,

but if too weak for that, or^ if it distress her, she

should ride—either on horseback, which is most

desirable, or in an open carriage. Rowing in a

boat, and sea bathing, are also very good. It is very

desirable however, let her exercise as she may, that,

it should be done in company with others, so that

tliere may be the additional stimulus of emulation,

and the excitement of conversation. In fact, cheer-

ful associates, and pleasing mental occupation, are

highly important. Travelling may also be recom-

mended, both on account of the change of air, and

of scene. All causes that tend to either excite, or

depress the mind, should be most carefully avoided,
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Olid also all reading that calls forth the sensibilitica
too strongly. Corsets should not be worn, nor-
should the patient sit up late at night, nor lie too late
in the morning.

In very many cases the above-mentioned general
means will be quite sufficient to effect a cure : but
when they are not, medication must be resorted to

;

and of all medical substances. Iron is the most
generally useful in this disease ; in fact, it is almost
a specific. The particyiei-prc.paration used, is not
of so much importance as giving it early, and freely.
Any of the iron mixtures and pills already men-
tioned may be employed, or any of the following :—
Compound iron pills, two pills of five grains each, to
be taken three times a-day.—Carbonate of iron
pills, dose the same as . the other.—Syrup of iodide
of iron, twenty drops, twice a-day, in half a tumbler
ot water. This is particularly useful where there
IS any tendency to scrofulg-.-^Ttncture df the
muriate of iron, ten drops three times a-day, in half
a tumbler of water.—Sulphate of iron and sub-
carbonate of potash, each half an ounce. These
must be rubbed separately to veiy fine powders, and
then thoroughly mixed togetlier, with sufficient thick
muciiage of gum tragacantn to make it into a paste.
Ihis must then be divided into forty-eight boluses.Une of these may be taken morning and night, for
the first three days, and one three times a-dav on the
second three days; on the third three days, fiomay
be taken morning and mght, and one in the middle
of the day; on. the fourth three days, two three
times a-day; on the fifth three days, three three
times a-day; and on the sixth three days,/owr pills
hrec times a-day. This quantity may be continued
'Jll the disease begins to disaoDcar, after which the
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dose may be decreased in the same way it was in-

creased, or, iftlie patient seems nearly well, it may

be decreased before arriving at the largest quantity.

This is the favorite prescription of a celebrated

physician, who depends on it for curing almost cverv

case.—Citrate of iron two drachms, Sulphate ot

quinia half a drachm, water one ounce. Mix these

together, and take twenty or thirty drops m half a

tumbler of sweetened water, half an hour before

breakfast, dinner, and supper—The Sulphate of

iron and gentian pills, formerly mentioned, are also

excellent, and so are the iron and rhubarb pills,

sold by the druggists, two of which, of five grains

each, may be taken twice a-day. These last have

the advantage of opening the bowels, which should

be particularly attended to ;
they may therefore be

beneficially taken along with any of the other kinds

occasionally.. It is very desirable not to leave off

takin.^ the iron too soon, merely because there is a

slight" improvement, for by so. doing we may cause

. a relapse. Rhubarb may also be used alone, if

necessary, and in case that does not relieve tlie

bowels, enemas should be resorted to.

Emetics have been employed by some physicians,

in Chlorosis, and drastic purgatives by others bm

they are seldom either of service or needed. It Iron

be iroperly administered, in connection with a pro-

per course of diet and regimen, it will scarcely ever

fail, unless there be a complication with some more

serious disease. Immediately after its use is begun

the dull eye will brighten, the skm regam its color,

the functions become healthy and regular, the ner

vous symptoms will become less sevei-e and the

Itren-th vvill gradually return. The philosophy of

£ will be evident, when we remember that lion »s
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.
nn essential constituent of the blood, and that in
Chlorosis the quantity is much smaller than usual.
By giving it- in medicine therefore, we simply sup-
ply artificially what has become naturally deficient.

If we have reason to suppose that the chief exist-
ing cause, is tlie predominance of certain feelings
arising from over action of the uterine organs, it may
be advisable to suggest marriage. In case that is

not possible, however, the treatment must be varied,
so as to reduce the uterine excitement. Cold baths,
and injections, unstimulating diet, saline purgatives,
and active occupation may be recommended. These
moral causes are frequently the most active ones,
and they are the most difficult to remove, because
few persons understand tliem, or know their power,
and still fewer know that they can, and mostly ougU
to be, attacked chiefly by physical means !

The subjects of Chlorosis are the most interesting
:
perhaps of all that come under the physicians care.
Delicate and interesting, stricken by a disease from
which they deeply suffer, but which often leaves
their beauty untouched, or even heightens its attrac-
lions, they excite the liveliest emotions of pity, and

;the most ardent desire to render them assistance.
I Like many other of the affections previously des-
I cribed, this is unfortunately, very general. A large
!
portion of those now under my care, are victims to it.

i I am sorry to see this, but some consolation is derived
fi-om the fact that relief may confidently be expected
by most of them.
When Chlorosis commences just before puberty,

which it often does, it frequently disappears with the
iappearance of the menses, and if there be indications
jf them, it is better to wait awhile, before com-
rmencing medication.
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Chlorosis may very easily be n istaken for several

olher diseases, unless care be taken, particularly ht

Jaundice. But no person of competent experience,

and who devotes proper attention to bis cases, i3

likely to malte such an error. The peculiar state of

decay and weakness, called Anemia, or decline, has

also been taken for Chlorosis, by inattentive persons.

HYSTERIA.

We now come to the most mysterious, confusing,

and rebellious of oil female diseases. Almost every

woman has either experiencd or seen what is called

hysterics, and the name is so frequently given to the

most opposite and discordant symptoms, that it is re-

. quisite to explain what is hysteria, and what is not

;

at least as far as we can.

The name Hysteria is derived from the Grreek

word for the Womh, it being generally considered as

essentially a uterine affection. The symptoms of

tliis disease comprise, if we were to enumerate them

all, those of nearly every other disease under the sun.

In fact,, they are so numerous, so various, and so

chancreable, that describing them all is out of the

question. We must therefore confine ourselves. to a

brief enumeration of the most prominent ones, and

more especially of those most frequently found at tlie

commencement.
.

In some cases, the attack, or hysiencal fit, corner

on suddenly, but more frequently it is preceded ior

several days, by more or less derangement ol the

ceneral health. The female suffers from headache,

cramps, palpitation of the heart, numbness of tho

limbs, coldness of the hands and feet, rush of blood

to the head, and redness of the face, with yawing and

restless anxiety. She becomes dejected, oi mclan-
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suddenly laugh in tlic most imnioderato manner, and
wuhout any reason for it.

When tlie fit really con)mo.nces, she feels in some
;

part ot the abdomen a sensation as if a large rounrl
.
ball, or glooe, was moving about

; which, after ap-
;pearmg to roll in various directions, generally rises,
.on the left side, up to the chest and throat, and seems
i to stop up the passage, so that the patient appears to
•
choke, and is in mortal fear of sufTocation. Durino-

i Its progress, this ball seems to distress every organ ft
Fpasses, and to leave a most oppressive sensation of
weight m the chest. In severe cases this is fol-
l-owed by fainting, after which she may either slowly
rijecover, or may have other fits in rapid succession.
These may be, however, merely slight convulsions,
.ollowed by partial loss of sight or hearing, and con-
' usion of the mind. Sometimes the convulsions will

so violent that two or three men can scarcely
:
.old her, and if not prevented she may seriously injure

I .erself. Tlie body will ocpasionally twist or bend in
.-arioiis vvays, the teeth clench, the eyeballs roll, the
juostrils distend, and saliva work frim the mouth,
.early as in Epilepsy. The head is usually thrown
.ack, m long continued attacks, and the female
-ars at her throat, owing to its constriction. The

ks and noso are most frequently cckl and white,
....gh sometimes the centre of the cheek will be red

.ry often there is a severe stitch in the side. Par-
•al or complete loss of consciousness, or delirium
--.ay occur either during the attack, or ;uhsequ n ly,'>ough sornc females are perfectly sensible the who£
TSnli

.^me cases -cndered re..arkably acute, so that the patient will hear the
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slightest whisper, or smell the faintest odor, and see

everything that is going on, even though her eyes

are closed. This peculiarity has caused many to

be suspected of imposition, by those not acquainted

with the disease. Tliis suspicion has also been

strengthened by another circumstance : the patient

nearly always tells whether she is going to have

another attack or not, and is seldom or ever wrong.

This foreknowledge, however, is simply the result of

her sensations, and need neither excite wonder n»r

uncharitable distrust.

When the violence of the fit is passed, there is ge-

nerally observed a singular rumbling of wind in the

abdomen, and great quantities of it are discharged

by the mouth, from the stomach. Vomiting may also

ensue, or confused palpitation of the heart, wn'th la-

bored breathing, and twitching of the muscles. A

severe fixefl pain in the head is also frequently felt,

in one particular spot, with smging in the ears, and

bright sparks floating hefore the eyes. Generally

the°surTerer utters most piercing cries, so peculiar

that they can never be mistaken by those who have

once heard them, and so frightful, that few can help

feeling alarmed at them. In fact there are few ex-

hibitions of human suffering more likely to appal, and

excite consternation, than a Injslencal fit,
especially

among those 'to whom it is n^-w. Fortunately all

these symptoms are not observed in eyeiy case, for

some patients will remain, between the attaclcs, in

a partial stupor, or sleep, during which they will

smile and appear quite happy. It has been supposed

in fact, by some, that this dreamy hysterical state, is

the real mesmeric sleep, or somnambulism.

The final cessation of the attack is often denoted

by sighmg, sobbing, and ciying, or immoderate
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.augliter, siinilra' to what is usually observed at the
cuinnienccment. This is followed by a grad ual subsid-
ing of the more violent symptoms, and by moanino',
or deep sighs, after which the heart beats more
quietly, the breathing becomes regular, and a gentle
heat, witli perspiration, appears on the surface. It

snould also be particularly mentioned, that there is

nearly always felt a most pressing desire to urinate,
and if this bs impossible, the pain and anxiety thus
excited may bring on another fit. This should be
fem-mbored by those who may be with such cases.
Another remarkable circumstance may also be
m2ntion3d; immediately the patient recovers, an
aoundant mucus secretion flows from the vao-ina,
though previously it was unusually dry and "con-
stricted. This is a proof how much the uterus
aympathisss in this disease. I have known -this
take place to such an extent as to lead to the be-
lief that the urine had escaped involuntarily. A
temporary loss of voice may also take place, but it

need occasion no special alarm.
When all is over, there seldom remains anythincr

I more than a general weakness, with mental dejection"
. and occasionally dulness of memory, with a disposi-
tion to day dream

;
though some will complain of

soreness in the limbs, and a sensation as if the head
had been struck violent blows.
The above mentioned symptoms may either be all

observed in any attack, or only a few of them, and
they are exhibited so irregularly that anything like a
classification of them into stages, is out of the ques-
tion rneir intensity may also be very great, or so

lit as to excite no apprehension. Occasionally
u.ore are other symptoms added, such as hiccough,

tor a tendency to bite, as in hydrophobia, ana
17*
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Bometimes others, if a still more unusual charac-

ter ! The attacks may all be over m few mi-

nutes, or they mav last hours, days, or weeks,

and sometimes will become periodical. It is diffi-

cult to say when a patient is cured of them, since

they may return at intervals of six months, or a year.

There may also be only one fit at a time, or several,

and they may either decrease in violence, or the last

one be as bad as the first. The effects on the ap-

pearance of the patient are also various; thus some

will even become more full of fiesh, and look better,

while others will fade and become thin. This last

is most frequently the case, especially with those

who have had much leuchorrhea. Many will have

a very jaded and dejected look, and become melan-

clioly and apprehensive.

As the patient advances in life the disease usually

decreases-: but if it do not, and is unchecked by

proper treatment, it may subside into various

other diseases, as Metritis, Epileptic fits, ITypochon-

drasis. Amenorrhea, Ovaritis, and several others,

and thus become fatal. Sometimes it terminates

spontaneously, by profuse sweating, diarrhcBa, erup-

tions on the skin, or vomiting, and it has often been

stopped by a sudden fright.

One thing sliould never be forgotten in regard to

hysterical attacks, and that is the possibility of the

female appearing dead, though still ahve !
There is

no question but many have been buried alive while

in this species of trance, and in several instances

they have awaked during the preparations for their

funerals. A celebrated anatomist, (Vessalius) ac-

tually began to dissect a female in this state who

came to life again. I have a patient at the presen

tirne who was found silting in her coffin, with hrr
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shroud around her, when the undertaker came to nail
her up. The way to avoid such lamentable mis-
takes is easy ; the supposed body should not be
buried tdl there be unequivocal signs of decomposi-
tion. Very few days will elapse, in any case of
death, before the abdomen turns green, and then there
can be no mistake. I once saw a case myself of
supposed death, in which some of the friends had ac-
tually proposed preparations for interment, but after
five days, of perfect trance, the female woke perfect-
ly unconscious of the lapse of time.

Tiie causes of hysteria are as abscure as the symp-
toms are diversified. Probably some of the most
frequent predisposing causes are, weak constitution,
scrofula indolence, a city life, bad physical and
moral education, nervous or sanguine temperaments,
the over excitement of certain feelings, and reli-rious
or other enthusiasm. It is also most common be-
tween pubei-ty and the change of life, but is hever-
theless found in quite young girls, and in old women.
Young persons just about being regulated are very
subject to It, and those who have deranged menstru-
ation, also widows, those who have no children, and
those in whom the change of life is about to take
place bome of the immediate causes are, the first
period, suppressed menstruation, late marriage
chrome inflammation of the womb, vicious habhsand long continued constipation. Vivid mental emo-
tions and excited feelings, may also be specially
mentioned such as anger, fright, disappo i umenf
jpanicularly m love, reading senUm^ntal and excit ngomances and disagreeable, painful, or sorrowfulM^ht Some authors also suppose there is a heredi-^ly disposition t(. hysteria, and others tliat there is aNeculiar temperament which disposes to it It is
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certain thai inmilatioii has much to do with it, or, .a

common parlance, it is catching, for very often when

one female is taken in an assembly, many othera

will also be attacked from seeing her. M. Andral

mentions a case where a young lady was attacked

with hysteria in a school, and so many of her com-

panioRS followed, in the same 'way, that it w^as found

necessary to close the school for a time, to get rid of

it. The same thing has often been seen in churches,

and other public assemblages, and particularly at

camp meetings, and love-feasts. At some of these

places quite a number of persons 'may be seen raving,

rolling on the ground, crying, laughing, and exhibit-

mg afl the usual symptoms of hysteria, simply from

excitement produced by the preaching. I knew one

young lady who went to a camp .meeting, and was

there a<ttackcd with hysteria, which lasted nearly a.

whole day ; the people around said she was expcri-

dicing religion, and evidently thought her very for-

tunate. She continued liable to a return of the at-

tack for six months after, but gradually recovered

from them by attention to her general health, arid by

avoiding all excitement'.

Women disposed to hysteria are generally capri-

cious in their character, and often whimsical in their

conduct. Some are exceedingly excitable and im-

patient, others obstinate, or frivolous; the slightest

thin'^ may make them laugh, or ciy, and exhibit

traits which ordinarily they are not supposed to ivw-

sess. Like children, the merest trifles may make

them transcendantly happy, or cast them into the

most gloomy despair. Very frequently they are

made much worse by seeing that thoss around them

have no real commiseration for their s jfFenngs, and

perhaps even think they are not real. A. delicate at
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lention, and properly exliibited sympathy, will soothe
and calm the excited feelings more than almost any-
thing else. ~ ^

Various other diseases, particularly of the uterine
organs, may also produce hysteria, and many appa-
rently slight causes, such as breathing a clo'se, bad
air, either in a public assemblage, or in a bed-cham-
ber, and even particular odors ! Thus some will
be attacked if they smell musk, or certain flowers,
as roses for instance

; otiiers again at heann^ certain
sounds,' or merely toiicliing certain substances. M
Urhla mentions the case of a young lady who faint-
ed If she saw flax-seed tea made. M. Rostan says
he has seen hysteria, with loss of voice, and strangu-
lation, produced even by the color of a certain flower

'

And many such cases have followed from smelling
orange flovvers, and violets. Particular pieces of
music, or the reading certain passages from books

will affect o hers. A ca«e is mentioned of a young
xady who always had a hysteriform attack if shIheard the clock strike>e, her father having died at
Uiat hour; and I knew one who suffered in the sameway whenever she saw a ladder, her husband havingbeen killed by falling from one. In short, there 5uo end to such cases.

There are severed other causes, both of a moraland a sociaj nature, that have much to do with this

:tn^T"fr'r' '^r"^^^'^ ^ ^ave hither ooni;

•so little understood or suspected, that I feel des rous-of presenting them with other authority in addWon
:>to my own. I have, therefore, made the folIowW
^extract from ''Copland's Medical Diet o ary,^"^^^^^^^^
-re-pubhshed by the Harpers, and probably the most
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accredited work of tlic Icind now extant. The ex-

tract is part of the Article on Hysteria, and is espe-

cially deserving the attention of parents and guard-

ians ! Its importance I trust will excuse its intro-

duction, though some of the truths in it may be as

painful as they arc novel.

" There is perhaps no other malady which de-

pends so much as this upon the managcmcnl of child-

hood, and on the moral and physical educalion of

early life. A luxurious and delicate mode of living

and of rearing ; a neglect of whatever promotes the

powers of the constitution, especially of suitable

exercise in the open air, and of early hours as to

sleeping and rising; an over-refined mode of edu-

cation, and the excitement of the imagination and

of the emotions, to the neglect of the intellectual

powers and moral sentiments ; too great devotion to

music, and the perusal of exciting novels ; the

various means by which the feelings are aw^akened

and acute sensibility is promoted, while every mani-

festation of either is carefully concealed ; and

studied endeavors to dissemble desires which strug-

gle to be expressed, all serve, especially at a perioti

when the powers of mind and the conforn,alion of

the body are approaching development, to produce

that state of the nervous system oF which hysteria is

one of the nwst frequent indications. About the

period of puberty in females, various circumstances

connected with tireir education tend to weaken their

constitution, to excite their emotions and desires,

and to cultivate their imaginative and more artificial

faculties at the expense of their reasoning and moral

powers. Whenever luimbers associate previous to,

or about the period of puberty, and esjecially where
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several use the same sleeping apartment, and are
submitted to a luxurious and overlrefined mode
education, some will manifest a precocious developmem of both mind and body; but in proportion to
precocity M'llI tone and energy' be deficient, and
susceptibility and sensibility increased. In these
circumstances, also, organic sensibility, particularly
as relates to the ufenne system, often assumes a
predominance powerfully predisposing to hysterical
affections. There can be no question, although the
subject has been but rarely approached by British
med.cd writers, that indulgence in solitary vicesand sexual excitements is not an infrequent cause of

wS.,"'J • Numerous
writes have insisted upon the propriety of givincr

^_
due consideration to this source of mischief, at well
as to the ennm and chagrin attending celibacy and
^.ntmence. I agree with Dr.. Conolly in beliivin^

,
that English practitioners pay, perhaps, too li'ttS
attention to these and other related circumstances

;

[nd that, m a country where the passions and emotions are so carefully suppressed or concealed, Teysometimes seem to forget their silent operation on the^ime, and charge the medical writers of othercountries with being somewhat fanciful and extravagant. t-xira-

" Besides the above, there are various circumstances connected with the social stateZIm todeve-Iop these conditions of the uterine organs and

"rs'TrT' ^r^^-^^^^
disorder

T^!' rvr
^^""'Set remarks that the progressivesteps of life, as youth passes away, are sources of

mo am, .md the unmarried of the sex. Theseaa.ct.0n3 mcre.a.o the susceptibilitj- of the rervoS
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Rystem, and, with numerous other circumstances y(!l

to be mentioned, dispose to the nervous disorders of

the more advanced epochs of life. There can be no

doubt that pampered modes of living ; an early or

habitual indulgertce of temper, or of the emotions

and desires ; the use of wines and liquors, even

within what may appear the bounds of moderation ;

late hours, and late rising ; insufficient modes of ex-

ercise, or the want of it, and of pure air
;
neglect

of the requisite exposure to light and sunshine ; and

sedentary occupations, particularly in over-heated

and crowded apartments or factories, more or less

predispose the female constitution to this affection.

Some writers believe that the use of tea and coffee

has a similar effect ; it is possible that the former,

especially green tea, taken too irequently or in

excess, will weaken the nervous system, and that

the latter will sometimes excite the uterine organs.

The influence of climate is not very manifest;

temperate and changeable regions certainly furnish

more numerous instances of nervous disorder in

females than very warm or very cold countries ;
but

as much is probably owing to the state of manners

and society in the former as to climate. Even dress

has some effect in the production of hysteria ;
in-

ordinate compression of the waist by stays not only

weakens and displaces the digestive organs, bui

favors local determinations and congestions, and

deranges the uterine functions."

Hysterical attacks are not of themselves danger-

oils, though they are sufficiently alanning, as they

usually subside without much after disturbance,

unless dependent on some other disease. Nothuig

in fact, is so astonishing to some persons, as to sea
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a delicate
^
female immediately after a hysterical fit,

Judging irom appearances during the attack, they
would readily suppose that the danger was really
iminent, and that a slow recovery was the best thing
to he expected. But when all passes otF in a few
minutes, with no indications whatever of the frantic
violence so recently exhibited, they are naturally
surprised, if not suspicious. It should be remem-
bered however, that an imilaiion of one of these fits,

even if it were fully possible, would exhaust much
more than the fit itself; or most likely would produce
complete prostration. There is no doubt however,
but that many females can work tliemselves into
hysterics, and that many do so, particularly when
angered, slighted, or disappointed.

In regard to the starting pomt, or original seat of
Hysteria, there seems to be no doubt of its being in
the Uterus, which becomes subject to a peculiar

• excitement, or disturbance, that exerts a wonderful
> sympathetic influence on the whole system. The
Uterus, it must be remembered, is the controlling
organ in the female body, being the most excitable

(Of all, and so intimately connected, bv tlie ramifica-
;
tions of its ntjmerous nerves, with every other part.
The multitudinous and diversified symptoms attend-
mg Its derangements need not therefore surprise us
nor need we wonder that tliey are not found in other

:

djseases. The ancients compared the Womb in the
ffemale body to another living being, controlling and
'Jirectmg the body in which it existed ! It should
^Iso be remembered, in relation to hysteria, that it

f«
most frequent at that age, and in those tempera-

hTients m which the uterine system is most active.
1
.n some mslances, mew are liable to similar afifec-
aons, and when they are so there is always noticed

18
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in them more or less of what is termed the hysterical

temperament. In fact, they much resemble fr-males

in their nervous systems.

In treating hysteria the first thing is to relieve the

paroxysm, or fit, and then try to prevent its return.

The first proceeding, if the attack be violent, should

be to take care that the patient does not hurt herself

by her violence. She must be. held firmly, but not

so as to injure, nor unnecessarily restrict her motions.

Every article of clothing should be removed that is

in the least tight, on any part of the body, and she

should then belaid down, with the head elevated.

Every person should be immediately sent away, ex-

cept tho^e whose assistance is really needed, and they

should be careful not to hurry and appear confused,

nor make unpleasant or desponding remarks about

their patient, because she may both hear and under-

stand them, though to all appearance insensible.

Fresh air is indispensible, and it should play upon her

as speedily and freely as possible. Strong odors, as am-

monia, salts, vinegar, or burnt feathers should also be

applied occasionally to the nostrils, and Cologne, or cold

water, dashed on the temples, forehead, and cheeks,

[f the mouth can be opened, a teaspoonful of cold

water should be poured in it, with about three drops

of ammonia added, if it can be conveniently obtained.

The hands and feet may also be chafed with advan-

tage. In case the attack still continues, a small

enema, of cold water, may be given, containing about

twenty drops of laudanum ; or cold water may be

iprinkled on the chest, and down the spine. Fifteen

drops of Sulphuric Ether may also be poured into

Qalf a pint of water, and a large spoonful of the mi.x-

ture given every three-quarters of an hour. In very

violent, or long-continued attacks, an enema of thin,
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::old starch water may be used,.witJi llireo grains of
iimphor, ten of assafcetida, and fifteen of lauda.
I'uii added to it, after being well mixed in a thick
ortion first. The whole body may also be well
ibbed, particularly down the spine, and mustard

jjlaaters applied to the abdomen, inside of the thighs
and arms. Spirits of camphor, or oil and hartshorn,
may also bo used as a liniment, and the spine and
hmbs well chafed with it. As soon as ever she can
swallow, let her have a drink of cold Avater, but don't
ask her any troublesome questions, nor make re-
marks.

After all the above means have been tried we may
rresort to vaginal uijections, as those of poppy heads,
cor starch and laudanum, recommended in Metritis,
frightening the patient, or speaking harshly tc her,ms been recommended by some, but I much doubt
the utility of such means. Other practices are also
resorted to, the character of which betrays a curious
©pinion as to the nature of the disease ! I would,
ihowever, caution those who recommend them as to
'•he probable moral consequences afterwards, and I
assure them that it is seldom or never the case that
f:he same good cannot be effected by less obiection-
ible means.

"

To prevent a return of the attack, we should em-
>loy what are termed anti-spasmodics, and tonics
/arious teas may be drunk, as those of Mint, Balm
Mug\vort, Boneset, and Chammomile. Tincture of
Myrrh Assafcetida, Camphor, Musk, and Castor
'xum Ammoniac, Acetate ofAmmonia, and Carbonate
'

•
'"^^ ^'^"ous preparations

f all wJitch are kept at the Drugijists'. Vaginal
Injections should also be continued, of starch and
siaudanum, Assafcetida and Camphor, and the bowels
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must be kept free. If the shock be not too great, a

shower bath every morning will be of great service,

or a cold plunge. Ifthe patient be veiy weak and de-

bilitated, we may give her any of the preparations of

iron recommended in Chlorosis, particularly the Car-

bonate of Iron pill, or thatof Extract of Gentian and

Sulphate of Iron, and keep the bowels free with ilie

pills of Iron and Rhubarb. A little good port wme,
witli Peruvian bark in it, may also be of service.

And an excellent effect is sometimes produced by re-

peated injections, and enemas, of olive oil. Sulphur

baths have also been recommended, and occasional

blisters to the Abdomen and inside of the thighs or

arms, and on the spine.

Tlie diet must, of course depend on the condition

of the patient. If she be of a full plethoric habit, it

should consist of vegetables, light soup, milk, rice,

sago, and ripe fruits, with milk, or water, for drink.

Meat should be taken sparingly, and never highly

seasoned, and spices, or pastry, should be forbidden.

If, on the contrary, she be thin and delicate, the diet

may be more nutritious, meat may be used more
freely, and a little wine allowed. Sea bathing, tra-

velling, riding horseback, and removal to a dry,

warm climate, should also be recommended. The
mind must be constantly, but pleasingly occupied,

and the feelings interested in some mnocent, cheerful

pursuit. All kinds of sentimental and romantio

reading must be avoided, but amusing books, or tra-

vels, and descriptions of scenery may be allowed.

Music or poetry, when indulged in to excess, ana

with those ofan excitable temperament, is often highlv

injurious. More domestic occupation, and lessfanr.i-

ful idling, would prevent numerous disorders in

many youngfemales.
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In the article already quoted from Copeland's
Diptionary, are some further remarks on the peculia-
rities, and predisposing causes of Hysteria, whose
great value must be an excuse for inserting them.

_
" Hysterical disorders of the mentalfaculties con-

sist not merely of the states already mentioned,
but of others of a less decided, but not less morbid
knid. Hysterical females are not merely capricious
or wJiimsical, but tliey often become enthusiastic for
a time in the pursuit of an object, or in cherisliing
an emotion by which they have been excited. "In
many such cases the nervous excitement and vas-
cular turgescence of the uterine organs determine
the character of the mental disol-der ; elevatin<T cer-
tarn of the moral sentiments, or of th^ intellectual
manifestations, to a state of extravagance, passing,m some instances, • into delusion or monomania.
JWany cases of puerperal mania are merely extremes
of the hysterical disorder of the moral, and intellec-
tual powers or states of the mind. All these more
extreme forms of mental affection are observed only
where, m connexion with much local or uterine
irritation, there is great deficiency of nervous energy
generally, and of mental power in particular • or
where, with such deficiency, there has been either

I much injudicious culture, or perversion, or improper
: excitement of the imagination.

.

" Females sometimes become passionately attached
:lo an object

; and this passion mav advance even tomymphomaam or monomania. The same person,
.on experiencmg a disappointment in her affection, o^
. 1 she be placed in circumstances entirely preventing
the enjoyment of her passion, often becomes en
ttbusiastioally religious, especially if powerfully

18*
^
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excited by powerful popular preachers. After field
preachings, or other ministrations of an exciting
kind, the most hysterical females, especially thosewho have experienced the fully developed fits on
these occasions, have become, at least for a time, the
most religious. In this, however, there is little to
regret

;
there is no harm, and generally much good

from this direction of the feelings, unless, indeed,
advantage be taken of this excitement by certain
lartuffes, especially at love-feasts, &c. : a circum-
stance by no means rare.

"The hypochondriacal feelings, the ^esire to de-
ceive or to simulate various diseases, or the delusions
winch sometimes possess the minds of hysterical
lemales, may be classed with the foregoina as
requiring a similar plan of treatment. In all of
them the intentions of cure are, to remove irritation
or vascular turgescence of the uterine organs • to
improve the general health ; to strengthen the ner-
vous system

; to calm the imagination, and to guide
the moral impulses of the patient. The m^ans by

r 7' iV,?^P'^^^'''^^
portion of these indications are to

be tuihlled have been sufficiently explained. The
most efficient, however, of these means are not likely
to be adopted by the patient if she is entirely uncon-
trolled by friends. Few will resort daily to the
Shower bath, or even occasionally to terebinthinate
enemata, or submit to a course of tonics, or to a
suitable re^men, &c., while she believes her health
but little affected. Even when the hysterical dis-
order IS of a veiy painful kind, the variabilitv or
capricious state of her mind leads her to run from
one physician to another before opportunity of ad-
ministering aid is afforded to any. At last, the
most notorious charlatans, particularly those who
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either excite the body through the mind, or the

mind through the body—the animal magnetizers,

tbp. Homoeopathists, the St. John Longs of rubbing

celeority, and the Campbells of celestial-bed notor-

lety-^fix her attention. At such medical bagnios

there is something p/omising gratification as well as

excitement, and at such places hysterical as well as

hypochondriacal patients ' most do congregate,'

" Of the Prophylactic Treatment of Hysteria.—The avoidance of the occasional causes is the

chief part of this treatment, and this is very diffi-

cult. The moral emotions and desires constitute the

principal of these causes, and the prevention of them
is not in the power of the physician, and, consider-

ing the general frailty of our nature, rarely in the

power of the patient. A phj^sician sufficiently ac-

quainted with human nature, and with human life

and society, will frequently discover the connexion

of the complaint with the feelings, and be able to

give useful hints to the patient or her friends as to

the moral, as well as to the medical management of

the complaint. But his proper business is to correct

the predisposing or constitutional cause, and to

enable the patient to resist the exciting causes. An
indolent, a luxurious, and an unoccupied life leads

to late hours in bed, to an excited state of the ima-
gination, to susceptibility of the nervous system, to

irritation and turgescence of the generative organs,

and to general or local plethora. It ctmnot be san-

guincly hoped that females will relinquish ease,

luxury, and enjoyment from the dread of a distant

(ind contingent ill. Most physicians of experience
must have often observed the influence of these

causes on the health, and have met with instances

o/' females, who. when in ease and luxury, wnre
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subject to hysteria, having become entirely fre^

from it when reverses of fortune obliged them to

employ both mind and body.
,

" Much depends upon the moral arid physical

education of females about the .period of puberty in

preventing iiysteria. If more time were devoted to

air and exercise, and less to mere accomplishments

—if less strenuous efforts were made to cram much
ill-assorted knowledge into the mind in a very limited

peiiod—thaii usually is the case in the present day.

an improved state of nervous energy and of consti-

tution generally would result. There would con-

sequently arise a race of females possessed of

stronger minds, and better able to make good wives

and healthy mothers, than those too frequently met
with in the easier ranks of life. Of all the physical

influences by which: the human constitution is per-

manently impressed in early age, there are none so

powerful as light, air, and exercise. Females, while

the frame is being developed, should strictly observe

early hours, so that the period of repose should

never be prolonged much after the dawn of morning.

The propriety of sleeping in a large, well-ventilated

room cannot be disputed. It will be prudent, where
more than one must sleep in the same apartment, to

have separate beds, each no larger tlian is nccessaiy

for one person ; and if-the room is sufficiently large

and airy, three, but no more, slwuld sleep in it,

preferably to two. When very early rising is

enforced, the kind of bed on which growing females

should sleep is not very important, although a hair

mattress is perhaps the best j but the btd-cluthing

should be light, and the sitting as well as the sleep-

ing -apartments ought to be moderately cool ana

airy.
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" The kind ofexercise which is most serviceable is

that taken in the open air, and in the light of day,

and which brings into action the voluntary muscles

generally, especially those of the lower extremities.

It should preferably be on foot, and be regular, daily,

and neither too little nor excessive. Sydenham,
Fuller, Mandeville, and Manning advise riding on

horseback, as affording the briskest motion, and oc-

casioning the least fatigue. It ought always, how-
ever, to be used when the stomach is most empty;

for, after a full meal, it retards digestion, rendering

it uneasy and flatulent. It is most serviceable whei\

hysteria is associated with retention of the menses
and a chlorotic state of the system, or when there is

torpid action or obstruction of the digestive and ab-

dominal viscera. In cases of this description, the

advice given by Mandeville will be found of great

benefit. This is, to rise before six ; to have half an
hours' exercise in a swinging chair, flying horse, or

the common swinging rope, and then breakfast
;

some time afterward to get on houseback, for at least

two hours, either gallopping or trotting, as much as

her strength will permit her
; and, immediately after

this, to be undressed and assiduously chafed or dry-

rubbed for a considerable tune, till her skin looks

red, and her flesh glows all over. Maiming observes

that frictions are useful, not only in the cure of the

paroxysm, but also as a prophylactic. He directs

them to be used on the extremities and trunk of

the body, and especially on the abdomen, when the

digestive organs are weak. If hysteria be attended
witli the anomalous symptoms already noticed, or as-

flume an irregular form,' friction applied daily and
assiduously along the spine will be of great service.

Sa ling has been recommended by Dr. Gilchrist in
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.he treatment of hysterical and other nervous com-

plaints ; and in certain circumstances it will be found

useful.

" Cold lathing, particularly salt-water bathing, and
die shower-bath, will , generally be serviceable at

this period of life, if females have no particular

dread of either, and if the surface of the body be af-

terward well rubbed, and smart exercise immediate-

ly taken. For delicate constitutions, with a predis-

position to the disorder, it will be preferable to com-
mence with a warm salt-water bath, or with a

tepid shower-bath, the temperature being gradually

lowered to the usual grade. Sponging the surface

of the body also, every morning, with salt and
water, or with water containing some vinegar or

a little of the nitro-muriatic acid, the temparature

bemg at first tepid, but gradually reduced to the

usual mean of cold, will generally prove most bene-

ficial, not only in preventing the complaint, but

also in removing it."

It has already been remarked, that hysteria fre-

quently depends on some other disease, particularly

on deranged menstruation, or indigestiofi. These
primary disorders must of course be removed before

a real cure can be hoped for, no matter how suc-

cessful the palliative means may have been. A
careful study must therefore be made of the patients'

constitution, habits, and general state of health.

- Au opinion prevails very generally, "that in all

these cases marrkige is advisaable, and in the great

majority this is perhaps true, but not in all ! It is

somethnes a very diffiealt matter to advise upon, and
it must be recollected that, if the experiment is un-

successful, two persons may be made unhappy instead
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of me, without any. advantage to the patient ! It is

seldom however that a compc-tent person,' of suffi-

cient experience, will fail to indicate the . proper

course, particularly if his enquiries be answered

with truth and candor. With those of a lymphatic

temperament, and in torpor of the uterine organs, I

have fj-equently employed Galvanism, with marked

benefit, particularly to- the Ovaries and Os Tincse.

It will also cut short the fit, in many cases ; but it is

so seli^om the apparatus is then at hand to use, that

my experience that way is not very great. I have

now, however, numerous cases under treatment, and

am constantly seeing more, so that in a short time I

shall test its efficacy more fully. Some authors

have recently recommended a sudden and unex-

pected burst of music, as a means of cutting short a

hysterical paroxysm, and others have recommended
a systematic use of music, suited to the case, as a

means of actual cure ! This is certainly a more
pleasant remedy than many others, and may be in

many cases quite as successful.

There are two peculiar forms of Hysteria, or

, rather two kinds of Hysteriform attacks, which, by
some authors are considered to differ from Hysteria

properly so called. These are named Gastrospasm,

or spasm of the stomach, and Cerebrospasm, or brain

spasm. The first of these usually commences with

severe pain, or spasm in the stomach, and there is

little or none of the usual suffocation, or feeling of

the ball rising. The general treatment is the same
as that already given for Hystena, but in addition,

if the pain continues, a teasp^iful of compound
spirits of Lavender may be given every half hour,

till three or four are given, and a mustard poultice

may be put on over the stomach. If this does riot
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reh«ve, and no fainting or convulsions ensue, an
emetic may be given, suc-h as a teaspoonful of anti-

mony wine in half a teacupfull of warm water every

ten minutes, till it operates. In the cerebro spasm,

a, dash of cold water on the head, or a warm hip or

foot bath will be useful, in addition to the general

treatment.

There is so little that is peculiar in these varieties

however, excepting what we have already men-
tioned, that any further attempt at distinguishing

them is unnecessary.

HYSTERALGIA.

This disease is also called Neuralgia of the Womb.
The symptoms are much the same as those of severe

Dysmenorrhea, or Metritis, but there is no inflam-

mation or swelling. The pain, however, may be

terribly severe, resembling that of Tic Doloreux, or

Neuralgia in the face ; some persons have been

made almost delirious by it. The treatment should

consist of bathing, narcotic enemas and injections,

purgatives, and mustard poultices, or blisters to the

abdomen and thighs. In fact, much the same course

as for Rheumatism of the Womb, and for Metritis.

If it comes on periodically, quinine must be used,

tlie same as for Intermittent Fever.

The causes of Hysteralgia are too obscure to be

definitely stated. Very frequently it is produced by
other uterine derangements, and also by excesses,

and by violence, or by improper marriage. It is

very rarely met with.

IMP^ENCE AND STERILITY.

This subject is one of the greatest interest to all,

and to many of the most vital importance. It was
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not my intention to speak upon it at all in the pre
sent work, because I have another in preparation on
pregnancy and its diseases, in which it will be fully

explained. My engagements, however, may pre-
vent that work from being completed for some time

;

and as I intend this one to be complete, and to treat

on every female derangement, I have determined to

introduce the subject here. Another reason is, that
the explanations already given on Menstruation, and
on several diseases of the uterine organs, may be
easily made available for my present purpose.

This subject is often enveloped in the deepest mys-
tery, medicine and physiology being both equally at

fault respecting it. The recent discoveries connected
witl^ the ovaries and with menstruation, already re-
ferred to, have thrown a light upon it however, which
removes much of the obscurity, and enables us to
render assistance in numerous cases previously
thought incurable.

The two names at the head of this article are gene
rally used as having the same meaning, but this is

improper.

Impotence refers to that state of the system te
which there is merely some faulty conformation, or
physical impediment, preventing conception ; as in
a case of imperforate hymen for instance.

Sterility is that state m which conception does not
occur, though there is apparently nothing to prevent-
it, owing probably either to absence or torpor of the
ovaries, or other essential organs.
A female may therefore be sterile without bein^-

impotent, or she may be impotent but not sterile.

Impotence may result from most of the malforma.
tions, unnatural growths, and displacement described
in the previous articles, such as imperforate hymen.

19
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growing together of the lips or Vagina, closing of

the mouth of the Womb, Prolapsus, Tumors, and

Hernia ; the treatment of which has already been

given. If conception does not occur after their re-

moval, sterility may be suspected.

The causes of sterility are manifold, and often not

to be ascertained. Among them may be mentioned

absence of the Womb, Ovaries, or fallopian tubes,

closure of the Os Tincce or tubes, incurable retro-

version, anteversion or obliquity, all of which are

irremediable. Chronic metritis, flooding, uterine

rheumatism, leucorrhea, and many other diseases

•also cause -sterility. Improper diet, the abuse of

warm baths, and certain excesses, or vicious habits,

may also dispose to it, and so may irregular or sup-

pressed menstruation, or non appearance of the

menses. It is true that females have conceived

though they have apparently never menstruated, but

as a general rule this is never the case. It is proba-

ble that in such instances a vicarious or colorless

menstruation took place unobsei'ved. Some women
appear to posses an unfeminine temperament and con-

stitution, so that they rather resemble the other sex.

This peculiarity is indicated in their habits, form and

features, and is frequently attended by sterility.

Too ardent or too cold feelings are also unfavorable,

and so is a very fuH habit of body. Very fre-

quently the difficulty is entirely owing to a want of

adaptation, cither physical or moral, or both, be-

tween the parties. Many such cases have been

known, where both have been fruitful by previous or

subsequent marriages. What this mutual unfitness

consists in, may sometimes be ascertained, and the

cause of it removed, but not always.
'

Sterility sometimes results either from a stricture
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of the small canal at the mouth of the womb, or from

its being constantly plugged up by mucus. . In such

eases a cure may frequently be effected by using the

bougie, as recommended in dysmenorrhea. This

either expands the passage, or removes the obstruc-

tion, as the case may be. I have had several cases,

v/here all hope had long been lost, which terminated

favorably after this operation.

Sometimes in tliese cases we succeed in ascertain-

ing tlie existence ofone or more of the above causes,

and affording relief, but often no cause is obvious.

Some females will become fruitful after a barrenness

of many years, and others after a fit of,sickness, or

change of climate. It is recorded that after the great

pestilence in the middle ages, called the black death,

which destroyed many millions of people, the females

were unusually prolific for several years, having

large families, and frequently twins £uid triplets. The
same thing has been observed, on a smaller scale,

at other times. Abundant food and easy circum-

stances are not always favorable to fecundity, but

sometimes the reverse, and I believe as a general

rule, that a people badly fed, and hard worked, will

be quite as prolific, if not more so, than tliose com-
fortably situated.

Disparity of age is an occasional cause of Sterility,

though not necessarily so. The same may be said

of the abuse of stimulants, such as spirits and tobac-

co, or even strong scenls. It should also be remem-
bered that the sterility may be in the male, though
by no means apparent. It is true that it is much
more frequent in the female, but the possibility of
the reverse should be borne in mind.
When any of the above causes are discovered,

their removal, if it be .possiblc, is all that is required
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to effect a cure. All malformations must be conect.
ed, displaced organs must be replaced, diseases of
them must bs cured, and impediments removed.
The diet and habits must be regulated, with a view
to increasing or decreasing the ardor of the tempera-
ment, according to circumstances, and medical treat-

ment may also be resorted to for the same purpose.

It is advisable to say here, however, that though
medical science has resources in some cases of this

disease, and of cotsiderable power too, yet they are

nevertheless, seldom applicahh ! No greater impo-
sition is practised on the creditity of the public, than
that of announcing specifics for the cure of barren-

ness ! The "cordials" and other preparations, so

glaringly put forward for this purpose, are all com-
posed of a few well known substances, which merely
act as irritants, or temporary stunulants from which
no permanent good can be expected, but which often

produce irremediable injury.

The diversity of the causes of Sterility, and their

frequent obscurity, makes any uniform prescription,

or plan of treatment, impossible. It is only by care-

ful investigation that' these causes are occasionally

discovered, and then they arc not always removable.

Sometimes, however, the simplest advice will be suf-

ficient. Thus when leucorrhea exists, the acid dis-

charge appears either to destroy the Spermatozoa, or

to block up the absorbents, or tubes, 'and I have
known Sterility of many years standing, from this

cjause, removed in a short time, by simply usuing

injections of warm Castile soap and water, just pre-

vious / The sole operation here is, of course, re

moving the obstructing mucus, or neutralizing its

acidity. In like maimer in cases of prolapsus, an-

teversion, retroversion, or obliquity, a mere cJiange
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ifposition is all tliat is required ! These ar, matters,

however, that I merely mention to show that relief

is often possible, and without any great difficulty. I

have had numerous cases under my care, requiring
almost every variety of treatment, and have fre-

quently been gratified b'y a successful issue, when
tliere was apparently least reason to expect it.

The dpinions of medical men respecting Sterility,

in many cases, especially those with no obvious
cause for it, have lately been nauch modified by the
new discoveries respecting the ovaries, described in

tlie article on menstruation. It was there explained
that an Ovuni or Egg was perfected every month,
and that none were capable of being fecundated ex-
cept those thus perfected. Now it is quite possible,

and indeed prohable, judging from analogy, that soma
females do not perfect their ovse, the same as some
birds' do not perfect their eggs ! And again, others
may discharge them almost immediately, with the
menses, so that they are lost before conception can
occur ! It ia asserted, in fact, by M. Pouchet, in hif.

work on tliis subject, that there is a certain time be.
tween the monthly periods ofevery female when she
cannot conceive, owing to the ripened ovum having
disappeared ! This time may vary, of course, from
different causes, so that some can only conceive
within a few days, or less, after menstruating, while
others may do so nearly till the next period. It is

certain that the event is more likely immediately after
the cessation of the menses than later. I have had
proof of tliis, in the case of those whose religion for-

bids approacli tiW eight days after, Jjecause the fe-

male is thought unclean till then ! Many women of
^his persuasion, who were barren, I have advised to
procure a dispfusatioa which it seems is allowable

19*
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under particular circumstances, and they have con-
ceived immediately on removing this restriction!
The most favorable time for conception between any
two periods, may undoubtedly be indicated, in everj-
case, and also that when it is absolutely impossible,
though they are both variable in different persons.

In cases where I have supposed the sterility to
arise from imperfect action of the ovaries, owing to
which the ov£e were not perfected, I have found great
success attend the application of Galvanism, both ex-
ternally and internally. In fact, in such cases it

seldom or neverfails of effecting a cure,!
It is commonly supposed that certain feelings on

the part of the female are indispensable to concep-
tion. This is, however, a mistake, for they may be
totally absent and yet conception occur,, though pro-
bably not so readily as when they exist. It is some-
times desirable therefore, since they may be assist-

ant in bringing about this event, and also for other
reasons, that they should be established or revived, a
result which modern discoveries mal^es nearly al.

•ways possible.

Too early ma rriage is a frequent cause of sterilitj',

and it is possible that a marriage against inclination
may be so. It is certain at least that indifference is

unfavorable to conception, and actual repugnance
:
may be reasonably supposed to be much more so.

Intense mental occupation, and depression of spirits

have a very unfavorable influence, and so has cer-
tain states of the weather, and even certain localities.

Medical men have been till very lately in the
nabit of shunning this disease altogether, or at best
of merely repeating old maxims and dogmas without
foundation in truth, and this is the rcson why so little

rouccess has attended any application to them for its
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cure. In fact, neither medical teachcj-s, nor their

books, have much information to give on the subject,

80 tliat the practitioner who wishes to understand it,

must rely mainly on his own experience and careful

observation, as I have done myself. This makes the

mvestigation more laborious, but at the same time

more satisfactory and useful.



PUEERir AND M£NSTEUATION.

CHAPTER yi.

GENERAL REMARKS ON FEMALE HEALTH, AT EVERT
PERIOD OF LIFE, AND CN CERTAIN PECULIARITIE3
OF FEMALE DISEASE, AND ITS TREATMENT.

PUBERTY AND MENSTRUATION.

Previous to the establishment of puberty the fe-

male system presents no remarkable peculiarities to
distinguish it from the male system, but when that
event occurs a complete change takes place, many
new functions being performed which exercise a
controlling influence over all the others. The nature
and extent of tliat influence has already been pointed
out incidentally, so that we need do no more here,
tlian refer to its importance as connected with fe-

male health.

The establishment of the menstrual discharge is an
event which every mother should carefully watch
for in her daughter, so that no untoward accident
may prevent it. About the time when it is ex-
pected, the young person should be questioned as to

tlie state of her health, and feelings, and her occu-
pation and mode of life should be regulated in

anticipation of the change.
The objects to be accomplished are, to favor the

development of the Uterine system, so that its func-
tions may be properly performed, and at the same
time to prevent any undue excitement, either general
or local. The regulation of the diet is here of the

first importance
; it should be sufliciently nutritious,

but easy of digestion, and not stimulating. Jlilk,

rice, sago, young meats, and ripe fruits, are appro-
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priatc for food, with milk, water, or weak wine and
water, for drink. All heavy meats, unripe fruits,

^pickles, strong beer, spices, spirits, coffee, and pastry,

must be forbidden. Tea may be taken occasionally,

very weak, but is better left alone; and a little

light sharp beer may be drunk, if there be sinking
and debility.

Warm batlis should be taken every other day,
followed by a cold shower, and by good hard friction

' of the skin. Bodily exercise, in the open air, must
be rigidly enforced, and of the most exhilarating
kind. The young person should be encouraged to

run, and to ride, to use the hoop, skipping rope, and
battledore, or other instrument of sport, as much as
her inclination prompts. The body should be warmly

I clad, but not conjined in any part, and the shoes
should be thick enough to protect the feet from
damp. Corsets and paper-soled slippers, if they
have imfortunately been adopted, should be thrown
aside, and the hair should not be bound in a close
hard knot on the head, as that prevents perspiration,
and keeps up a constant heat, which is a certain
source of headache to many.

It is particularly important that the young person
should knoAv the reason for these cares, and that she
should be told the nature and importance of the
event which is about to occur. She will then be

> more disposed to obser^'e all necessary regulations,
(and to communicate any symptoms sho may have
of its commencement. I have seen so many in-
stances of the evil effects of keeping young persons
ignorant on this matter, that I am desirous of direct-

:
ing attention to it in a forcible manner. Many, in
•-their ignorance, are dreadfully alarmed at the first
fflow, and fancy something dangerous, or disgraceful,
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has happened to 'them
; they therefore endeavor to

stop it, for which purpose some put their feet in cold
water, or put cold wet cloths on their persons;
others walk till they are exhausted, and others again
even take drugs, which they are told of by older
companions. The mischief which may result from
such practices is incalculable, serious disease, with
a life of sufl'ermg, oi* even death, may reasonably be
feared. And even when such things are not done
purposely, they may be unintentionally, by those
who are ignorant of themselves, and with the same
evil result.

_
I once saw a most lamentable instance of this

kind. A young lady of a delicate constitution, and
retiring habits, entirely uninformed respectmg her-
self, was suddenly surprised by the first menstrual
flow. Her alarm was great, but her difSdence
prevented her from alluding to the circumstance to

her mother, whh whom in fact she had but little

confidential communication. One of her elder

companions however, taxed her with it, and she
confessed the truth, saying innocently that she did
not know how to stop it ! Her friend unthmkingly
said that slandiiig in cold water would stop it, for she
had done so one night when she wished to go to a
party ! The poor victim of ignorance did the same,
and M'as not troubled with another appearance for

near six months. During this time she became very
unwell. She had a constant head ache, with dizzi-

ness, dimness of sight, ringing in the cars, rush of

blood to the head and face, with sickness at tlia

stomach, and severe pains in her back, and in her
abdomen, which was also much swollen. Her ap-

petite was most capricious, her skin sallow, and her

hands and feet almost constantly cold. Slie became
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at last almost too ^veak to walk^and so low spirited
and dejected, that the slightest word made her cry
while her mind was so weak that at times she could
scarcely be called sane. Ultimately she became
delmous, and raved for about three weeks, when she
partly recovered, but similar attacks afterwards
occurred, more or less, eveiy month. Many physi-
cians of the greatest eminence had attended her, but
no good whatever seemed to result from their pre
scnptions. I found, .on enquiry, that they supposed
It to be a case of non-appearance of the menses, with
chlorosis. Bemg desirous of ascertaining the actual
ruth however, I requested a female friend -to ques-
tion her closely during one of her rational intervals,
bhe did so, and the poor sufferer made a full con-
tession. I then at once recommended a course of
treatment, which I thought likely to restore the sus-
pended function. Her diet was made light and
nutntious. She was taken to the sea side and bathed
regularly, and kept pretty constantly in the open
air on horseback. The only medicine given was a

Iron Id R.^rK^"'^ occasionally o?Iron and Rhubarb, to keep the bowels free. Awarm h,p bath was administered evea-y other day,and a warm injection at the same time.
"
In additii

'

to this, Ga/vamsmwas applied to the Uterus, in themanner indicated in the article on amenorrhea and
.also to the Ovaries. No effect was observed for the
first month, her delirious spell coming on as usual•and the other symptoms reinaining much the same*About three weeks after, howeveT-, or nea y sevencreeks from commencing the trealment,' w Jle Z^as ridmg out the discharge came on quite sudenly and profusely. She was veiy sicirand to^nng the whole time it lasted, winch was abou
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four days, but after that she felt much better, and

more lively. No delirious spellfollowed, and at the

end of a month she menstruated again without any

distress. From that time forward she began to

improve, her strength returned, her feelings became

more under control, and her mind regained it*

original vigor. A little attention was bestowed, for

some three or four months, for a few days before

the periods v/ere expected, to ensure their appear-

ance ; and a regular mode of life was enforced

beyond Avhich, nothing further was done. She is

now perfectly healthy, both in body and mind,

though she came so near being a victim, to absurd

prejudice, and lamentable ignorance.

It must be borne in mind however, as already

stated, that there is considerable irregularity as to

the time of appearance, duration, and quantity of

the menses, so that it is very difficult m some cases

to decide whether assistance is really needed or not.

Tlius the usual age af which puberty becomes

established isfifteen, hut in some i%may be natural

for it to commence two or three years earlier, or

later. The usual time for the flow to continue is

four days, though it may be occasionally not more

than two, or one, or it may extend to a week, or

more, without any injury. The average quantity

discharged is probably about six ounces, and yet

some perfectly healthy females never have more

than a mere show, while others may have a pint or

more. It should be observed, however, that these

irregularities are comparatively rare exceptions, the

great majority of females, when healthy, observe

nearly the above rule, both as to time and quantity.

The only directions therefore, which can be pro-

perly given are, to observe well the general health

;
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If that suffers in conjunction with any of these
irregularities, it is desirable they should be attended
to immediately ; but if the person remains well, it is
best to wait a little and observe. With young
persons however, it is necessary to be watchful,
because many symptoms of disease may either be
concealed by them, or pass unnoticed, till great
injury is done. The moral condition of young
females about the period of puberty is also a matter
of great importance. All high wrought excite-
ment, produced by reading fictitious adventures and
scenes, and all sickly sentimentality from reading
mawkish romstnces, or listening to romantic com-
panions, are very injurious. I have no doubt but
such things produce numerous cases of hysteria and
hypochondriasis, if not more serious disease. I need
not reprobate those books, or associates, of a still
more exceptionable character, as these will never
of course be openly allowed, but I would wish to
caution against the too frequent contamination, from
both sources, which occurs unsuspected. In various
ways these books are obtained, and read, by
hundreds who are supposed to be totally unac-
quamted with them, their real character bein<T un.
known, except by those who read them. ^The
dangerous excitement thus produced may lead to the
most depforable results, both moral and physical, aa
every physician of experience well knows. With
some temperaments, a too frequent attendance at the
theatre, or ball room, may be followed by similar
results, and very frequently I have known irre-
mediable mischief produced by the vicious teachings
ot elder compamons, particularly at boarding schoolsA more direct allusion to these things is neither
necessary nor desirable here, but it was my duty to

20
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give a warning about them ! Suffice it to say, thaf

the evil is more extensive than is supposed. The
extract from Copland's dictionary, in the article on

I-Iysteria, may be read with advantage in connection

with this subject.

The most proper and healthy education is that

which fully developes the body, giving it strength

and beauty, and which occupies the mmd with

useful and pleasing realities, rather than with mere

fictitious dreamings. Bodily idleness, and empti-

ness, or trifling occupation of the siiind, combined

with improper food, produce more licentiousness and

disease than any other causes whatever ! And ac-

tive employment, with a well regulated diet, will do

more towards preventing or removing these evils,

than all the drugs in the Materia Medica, or all

the moral precepts ever promulgated.

It is not generally known that the health of young

persons may be seriously affected by too close con-

tact with the old. Such is undoubtedly the case

however, and the fact should be stated. On thi5

point Dr. Copland remarks as follows :

—

" A not uncommon cause of depressed vital powei

is ihe young sleeping with llie aged. This fact, how-

ever explained, has been long remarked, and is well

knciw to every unprejudiced observer. But it has

been most unaccountably overlooked in medicine. I

have, on several occasions, met with the counterpart

of the following case :—I was a few years since

consulted about a pale, sickly, and thin boy of about

five or six years of age. He appeared to have no

specific ailment ; but there was a slow and remark-

able decline of flesh and strength, and of Uie cnerg}'

of all the functions—what his mother very aptlV
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termed a gradual bligj-.t. After enquiry into thehistory of the case, it came out that he li'ad been avery robust and plethoric child up"to his third vea,when h,s grandmother, a very aged person, took him'
to sleep with her; that he soon afterwards lost hisgood looks

;
and that he had continued to decline

progressively ever since, notwithstanding medicalirea ment. I directed him to sleep apar? from h?a^ed parent
;
and prescribed gentle tonks, change of

V'^
recovery was rapid. ' But it is not inchildren only that debility is indiced by th mode ofabstracting vital power. Young females maTded to

Sm tn""'""^^'
^--i^- --ner, dtholghseldom to so grea an extent; and instances hafecome to my knowledge where they have suspectedthe cause of their debilitated state. These foots are

ster Thf ""S^' themselvS .W.0 eon!s Jer the indulgence favorable to longevity, andthereby often illustrate the selfishness whfch, n some
,

persons, increases with their years."

It is very important to caution youn- personsagainst carelessness, during their periods! part cuarly agamst exposing themselves to iold in an^y waytaking too vio ent exertion, eating anythinJ 3'
gest.ble, or giving way to violent mentd emot ons"

:o.dbS«
r^UJii—
-encral rule it is best to make but little cl an^e un-ess particular indications point out itrpropr £'
.

It should also be recollected that the mind andeehngs of young persons at this age are n turalTy •
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in a veiy peculiar and interesting condition^ and re-

quire the most careful and delicate attention on the

part of their parents and guardians. They begin to

experience new sensations and wants, and to be

troubled by new thoughts and vague ideas, which
stimulate curiasity, and excite the imagination lo

the highest pitch. A forced state of ignorance is

very apt to aggravate this dangerous condition by en-

shrouding with mystery everything which is desii'ed

to be known. Under such circumstances the most

exaggerated and ridiculous fancies are indulged,

even if worse consequences do not ensue, and wrong
notions are entertained respecting themselves, and

their future condition, wliich may have a most

lamentable influence on their health and happiness.

When nature •prompts enquiry it is worse than useless

to attempt to conceal! The suppression of useful

truth then, can only leave the mind open to receive

dangerous error ! A prudent parent or guardian

will always know what to impart, and when to im-

part it, and will feel the obligation to instruct her

charge to be one of the most sacred , duties.

It is neither necessary nor advisable to treat aU

the vagaries and caprices of a young person with in-

difference, or deride them, but on the contrary they

should be respected, and sympathised with, or even

judiciously indulged, rather than rudely condemned.

It should bo recollected that their fanciful notions

are realities to them, and that it is not by harshness,

but solely by kindness, and obvious interest, that we
can so far gain their confidence as to convince them

of the contrary. It should also be borne in mind

that the female is always subject to certain powerful

influences, unknown to the other sex, which modify

ber whole character, and which make it necessary
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to judge her with charity, and treat her with kind-
ness and indulgence. Especially should this be re-
membered with the young and inexperienced, and
with those who have been surrounded by unfavora-
ble circumstances. I have known many an appa.
rently severe indisposition, which had defied all
medical skill, yield immediately to the condolence of
trusted friendship

; and in numerous cases I have
seen kindness and sympathy effect a thousand times
more than pills and potions ! Nor need such a-cir
cinyistance excite any especial wonder or unjust su»^
picion, when the peculiarities of the female system
are recollected. With them the extensively con-
nected uterine organs are constantly exerting a para,
mount influence on tiie nervous system, either from
their own functional activity, or by the stimulus
they receive through the brain. Woman is there-
fore essentially a creature of impulse and intense
teeling, and in justice should be so treated. With
her an_ unhappy feeling, a capricious fancy, or awrong idea, sho.uld be considered as real a cause of
(iisease as a Tumor or a Cancer ! This is true ofwomen at all. ages, and in all conditions, though
eomeUmes more so than at others. With her also
moral treatment is often more eflicacious than medi
cal, and is therefore more appropriate. A kind look
or expression of sympathy will light up the languid
eye, send a healthy gush through the veins, and im-

"

:part a wholesome stimulus to the whole system,
while drugs will only produce greater prostrakof

..the vital energies. The nalure of many female dis-

.eases therefore, particularly those of a nervoua
ccharacter, is essentially difTerent from any expe
|T,enced by the other sex, and their ircalmcnl
col ccwrse be different also.

20*
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In regard to marriage and pregnancy, nothing

need be said in the present work, because another is

m preparation, as already announced, specially de-

voted to them, and in which their peculiar diseases

and accidents will be fully explained.

THE CHANGE OF LIFE.

The uterine organs eventually lose their prepon-

derance, their functions cease, and they exert but

slight influence, either direct or indirect, on the rest

of the system.

This great change, called the turti of life, does not

take place however without a struggle, and before it

is fully brought about the female is liable to many
serious accidents. The final stoppage of the men-

ses being in fact as momentous to some persons as

their first appearance, or even more so, and exerting

as powerful an influence on their health.

Many diseases which had lain dormant before,

sometimes break out with fatal virulence immedi-

ately the change takes place, and many others

that had remained comparatively slight, may become

seriously aggravated. These evils, however, are by

no means necessary or usual resuhs of the change,

but mere accidents, resulting from disease or a bad

constitution. The cessation of the menses is
^
as

.natural as their first appearance, and the constitu-

tional disturbance resulting from it is also, as likely

to be beneficial as injurious. In fact, many femah s

when^hey fully get over it, seem to become mucti

yoHnger and more healthy. They regain their

flesh, their color, and their strength, and actually ap-

pear more juvenile at Jiffy than they did at thirty-

five or forty !

Much unfounded apprehension exists both rfs to
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the danger at the turn, of life, and its effects on the
person. Unless the system be much diseased or
debilitated, however, there is no particular cause for
fear

.
_

It is true that eveiy one feels more or less in-
disposition for a time, which may inconvenience and
alarm, but which can nearly always, be' relieved by
judicious treatment, and frequently prevented en-
tirely by timely attention.

The usual age when the ch^ange commences is
tTomforty Xoforty.jive. It is sometimes, however,
protracted \o fifty, s.nd even sixty, and in this country
It not unfrequentlytalces place as early as thirty.five,
or thirty ! It may come on suddenly, so that the
female, after having a period as perfect as usual,
never menstruates again. Most usually, however, it
IS estabhshed by degrees, the quantity either becom-
ing less and less, or the time between longer and
longer, or both. Sometimes it will stop for a long
period and tiien appear again, as is the case of a
lady whom I know. She ceased menstruating when
she was forty-two, and commenced again when she
was forty-six, and continued quite regular till she
^vasforty-nine, when it ceased again ; she is now •

fifty-tliree perfectly healthy, and with no signs of its
re-establishment.

When any special disease arises, at this period, it
must, of course, be treated the same as at anv other
^always remembering that it may disappear of itself!
when the change is fully established. This is par-
:ticularly the case with many of the slighter disturb-
ances, such as headache, palpitation, dizziness, dim-

i ness of sight, and nervousness. We should not be
ttoo much in a hurry, therefore, to commence any
litrong treatment, but rather wait and observe, and a*
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sist nature when the indications are obvious how to
do so.

It is particularly desirable tha.t females should not
resort to medicine, as many do, to make the change
take place safely. Numerous preparations are
palmed upon them, by interested persons, which they
are told, and believe, r/ill save them from all danger.
No specific of the kind is known, and in the nat°ure
of thinrrs cannot exist. The only precautions that
ore necessary, and proper, are those which tend to
preserve and improve the general health. These
should be rigidly observed at all times, but particu-
larly so now.
The body should be warmly clad, and regularly

bathed, out-door exercise should be habitually taken,
the diet properly regulated, so as to be nutritious,
but not stimulating, and the mmd should be kept
tranquil and cheerful. In short, much the same re
gulations should be observed in this respect, as those
we advised at the commencement of puberty. With
women of a full plethoric habit, there is danger,
when the excitement subsides in the womb, that it

may take place in some other organ. In this way
apoplexy is frequently produced, and palpitation of
the heart, or various congestions and inflammations.
The way to avoid this danger is, for the female to
lower the tone of her system, by adopting a spare
simple diet, cool acid drmks, and the shower bath,
and to constantly exercise in the open air, so that the

u™''^^
be equally distributed over the body,

bhe should avoid all intense mental application, or
strong emotions, and not think of the char;ge that id
talcuig place. Some persons make themselves vcrv
unhappy in this way, and greatly increase the dan-
ger of their situation. They cannot help tliinking
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of their past condition, and dreading the future.
Their thoughts, especially when associated with
others peculiar to cerlain temperaments, keep up the
excitement in the womb, and protract the struggle.
Such persons should recollect that the change may
be the very reverse ofiohat they fear, providing they
observe proper precautions, and keep themselves
trajiquil.^ As already observed, many females re-
gain their health, and improve in appearance, and
suffer no deprivation but that of fruitfulness ! Pro-
per advice, acted upon in time, will effect this desir-
able result more frequently than is supposed. I have
been consulted on this point in numerous cases, and
feel no hesitation in giving such assurance most em-
phatically.

For some time previous to the critical period, or
*t least as soon as she feels intimations of its ap-
proach, the female must be particularly careful of
catching cold, or of exhausting herself by late hours,
or by breathing a close atmosphere. She should at-
tend carefully to her diet, eat nothing indigestible, and
use no spices nor alcoholic drinks. She should also
avoid all kind of excitement, and accustom herself, in
every particular, to a regular and calm mode of life.
Cold bathing, followed by good friction with rouo-h
towels, should be practised, with sea bathing at in-
tervals, if practicable.

°

_
If there should be any congestion, or inflammation,

m the uterine organs, it must be subdued by injec-
tions, and fomentations, and otiier means pointed out
in the article on ^Metritis. The headache and dizzi-
ness IS usually amended by a few purgatives, or low
diet, and the shower-bath. Constipation of the bow-
els, which is a very constant and troublesome atten-
dant at this time, should be combated first by change
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of diet, and friction over the abdomen, and if these do
not relieve it, injections of starch and olive oil may
be

, used, or a seidlitz powder taken every other
morning.

In conclusion, I would wish particularly to impress
on my readers the fact that this change is not, neces-
sarily, a dangerous one, but that most of the evils
usually attending it arise from irregular modes ef
life, improper diet, and excesses of various kinds !

A more strict observance of the laws of health
would either prevent them altogether, or, at least,

much mitigate them.

USEFUL HINTS FOR ALL AGES.

Women are in every way more sensitive than
men, and require more precaution to preserve their
systems in health. Want of knowledge respecting
themselves also makes them more inattentive, and
silly fashions often force them to adopt habits of the
most' injurious kind. Many causes of discomfort to
them, and even of serious disease, are apparently so
trivial that they remain unsuspected, or at best they
are merely acknowledged. Some of these will now
bo pointed out, and commented upon.

There can be no doubt but that many young fe-

males suffer much from bemg pent up in ball-rooms,
and other such places of resort, where the air is hot
and unwholesome, and the associations productive
either of excitement, questionable as to its good, or
of envy, pride and fretfulness. This is not, of course,
meant to apply to rational, innocent, and exhilarating
amusement, which is most beneficial under proper
arrangements, but to those assemblages whcro
amusement is the excuse, and rivalry, jealousy, and
all kinds of unhappiness the actual realities.
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In leaving these heated rooms, flushed with the ex
ertion of the dizzy wahz, it is seldom that any pre-

caution is taken by females, unless some one else

advises it. They rush into the cold air w^ith their

arms and bosoms uncovered, drink ices while stream-
ing with perspiration, and walk on the cold damp
ground with shoes that afford no protection. The
consequences are they take cold ; suffer from irreg

ular menstruation, leucorrhea, metritis, or consump-
tion. AH such obvious improprieties might easily
be avoided, and are more productive of disease than
is usually supposed.

As a general rule females should wear flannel,

particularly around the pelvis, to guard against sud-
den changes. This is particularly desirable when
puberty is about being established, during menstrua,
tion, and at the change of life. Those who accus-
tom themselves to the shower-bath, however, will
not be nearly so liable to take cold as those who do
not.

Bad air, and strong odors of all kinds, have great
effect on most females, particularly on the nervous.
For this reason it is injurious for them to frequent
crowded assemblies, or to sleep, or live, in ill-venti-

lated apartments. In like manner the use of scents,
which is so general, is very objectionable, or even
the smelling of flowers, if too long indulged. We
arc told of a lady, daughter to one of the Counts of
Salin, who died from inhaling the odor of a rose, and
pf another who was found dead in her bed from hav-
ing left a boquet of lilies in the chamber. A cele-
brated literary lady also nearly met her death from
a quantity of flowers being placed in her bed-room,
which her friends had left on her birth-day, as testi.
monies of esteem. And many instances have oc-
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curred of fainting, hysteria, and even miscarriage,

from similar causes.

The philosophy of this apparently singular phe-

nomenon is easily seen, when the extreme sensitive,

ness of the female nervous, system is called to rnind.

The olfactory nerves are irritated by the odorous
substance, and the irritatioft is conveyed by them to

the brain, which again transmits the disturbance to

the. uterus and every other part of the body. In

short, the odor acts through the sense of smell, the

same as a disgusting object does through the sense
of sigM, or a disagreeable sound through that of
hearing.

Too frequent warm bathing, is an injurious habit,

though a warm bath about once in a fortnight is ad-

visable, and it should always be followed by a cold

shower. The plentiful and regular use of cold water
both on the surface of the body, and by vaginal in-

jections, is one of the best preservatives of female

health. By cold water I mean that which is about

the temperature»of the body, or nearly as we find it

when exposed to the atmosphere during summer.
Very cold water is apt to cause colds, leucorrhea,

and other disorders. This part of the female toilette

is too much neglected in this country, and many
evils arise in consequence of that neglect. In seve-

ral of the preceding articles it has been shown how
excoriations, inflammations, and adhesions, arise frorh

a want of habitual bathing of the parts, especially in

young persons ; and how these physical aimoyances
lead frequently to moral evils ! This subject I wish
to direct particular attention to again, 'and to remind
females that the most scrupulous attention to cleanli-

ness, in this respect, should be observed, both in the

young and in adults. I have no doubt but that many
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oases of leucorrhea, pruritus, prolapsus, and other

evils, are produced by neglect of it. The French
article of furniture, called the Bidel, should have
a place in every lady's dressing room, and will be

found a source both of comfort and health. The fe-

male syringe should be of tolerable capacity, but

small in the part to be introduced, and coined, and
the end should be pierced with several small holes.

These may always be obtained at the intrument
makers, or druggists. Napkins used by females
should be of soft linen, and never employed roughly,
and for particular purposes should always be well
aired and warmed.

In regard to female dress there are many things

merely absurd, and which therefore need not be no-

ticed here, though their correction is desirable, but
there are others positively injurious, and which on
that account require to be mentioned. The use of
thin shoes, particularly at certain times, has already
been adverted to, and cannot be too strongly con-
demned, and also the practice of exposing the bosom
and arms to the cold air, after having been in a hot

xoom. Close or heavy bonnets, and those of mate,
rials that will not allow ventilation through them,
are decidedly injurious, by hea^ftng the head, and so
IS the habit of twisting and tying the hair into a hard
knot. The use of corsets has been so frequently de-
precated, and its evils so forcibly exhibited, that any
special notice here is unnecessary. Suffice it to say
that there are few more fruitful causes of disease,
particularly of prolapsus uteri, hernia, dyspepsia,
liver complaints and consumption. The corset, in
short, destroys both health and beaulij, by interfering
with the functions of the different organs, and by
deforming the body ! It is strongly to be hoped that
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a bettei" tasie is now arising, and that the female body

will no longer be thought so imperfect, naturally, as

to require crushing and squeezing into shape !

Around the body the dress should be perfectly

loose, and no tight garters, bracelets, rings, shoes, oi

straps, should be worn. Tight shoes frequently

cause headache and redness in the face, by pre.

venting the proper circulation of the blood to the ex-

tremities, and tight garters cause numbness and

weakness of the limbs. It is desirable, also, that

the dress should not press the breasts too hard, parti-

cularly at the menstrual period, or during pregnancy,

or nursing, but it is advisable fordt to support them
a little when relaxed.

In the article on the causes of disease, in Copland's

Dictionary, I find the following apposite remarks,

strongly confirmatory, of what I have stated, and

containing many valuable hints besides

:

" Dress, even, has a very evident influence in

creating a predisposition to disease. Too little cloth-

ing, particularly in females, favors the occurrence

of difficult and suppressed menstruation, pulmonary

disease, and disorders of the bowels. It was re-

marked, during the French revolution, when it was
the fashion to dress classically,—which was almost

a state*of semi-nudity, and more appropriate to the

warmer climates of Athens and Rorhe than to those

of the north of France and this country,—that pul-

monary diseases, rheumatism, suppressed menstrua-

tion, bowel complaints, catarrhs ; and amongst the

children, who were exposed with naked busts and

thin clothing, croup, and other diseases of the air-

passages and lungs, were uncommonly prevalent.

On the other hand, too warm clothing is a source of
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disease, sometimes even of the same diseases which
originate in exposure to cold ; and often j-enders the
frame more susceptible of impressions of cold, espe-

cially of cold air taken into the lungs. The remarks
now offered may be applied to over-heated sitting and
.sleeping apartments, and to warm soft beds and bed
clotliing. These relax and weaken the frame, dis-

pose to disorders of the kidneys, urinary and sexual
organs, and render the system much more suscep-
tible of injurious impressions from without. A
predisposition is thus produced, not only to catarrhs,

iiiflammations, affections of the lungs, and rheuma-
tism, but to irregularity in the menstrual discharge.
It has been remarked, that the females in Holland,
who generally use very warm clothing, warm apart-
ments, and warm beds, are very subject to excessive
menstruation and fluor albus. Females, also, be-
come disposed to various diseases, 'particularly those
affecting the •pulmonary organs and heart, from
wearing very tight-laced and unyielding corsets.
Indeed, those dressed in this manner can scarcely
call the intercostal muscles into action, and can
breathe only by means of the diaphragm. The
mechanism of respiration being thus impeded, the
requisite changes are not fully produced upon the
circulating fluid; and congestion supervenes in the
lungs, right side of the heart, and parts situated
below the seat of pressure. This cause is especially
injurious to females during growth and pregnancy

;

for the chest should be fully and freely expanded,
especially at these periods, in order that 'the circula-
tion through the lungs and heart may be unimpeded

;
and that the blood should experience those changes
williout interruption, that are required for the deve-
lopmcnt of the body- and of the foetus. The func-
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tions, not only of the lungs and heart, but of the

liver, stomach, and bowels, are materially interrupt-

ed, and even these organs themselves are removed
from their natural positions in respect of each other,

by this cause. This is more remarkably the case as

regards the colon, which, by the squeezing together

of the hypochondria and lateral regions of the ab-

domen, is thrown into unnatural duplicatures ; the

passage of the fjEcal matter along it being thereby

impeded, and habitual costiveness, with all its con-

sequences, produced."

Exercise in tfie open air is as indispensable as

proper food, and no female can long remain healthy

in body, or comfortable in mind, without it. There
are hundreds of women who pass whole days and

weeks in the house, and sit, or lie in bed, nearly the

whole time. The consequence is they are always

sickly, low-spirited, irritable, wearred, and often

wearisome. They become dyspeptic, sallow, and

weak ; their hands and feet are cold, and their heads

are continually aching, dizzy, or confused. Those
who understand the simplest principles of physiology

will see the reason for this, and if those principles

were more generally understood there Avould be less

of this irrational conduct seen. In my work on the

" Outlines of Anatomy and Physiology " I have de-

voted considerable space to this subject, and have

known many cases in which my remarks have

worked a reform. The exercise of females, how-
ever, should be less violent than that of men, and

never carried to the extent of producing much fa-

tigue. It should be varied as much as possible, and

adapted to the wishes and wants of the individual,
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aad should invariably be pleasing and agreeable.

Tending the flower garden, seeking plants for the

study of botany, or rambling in the fields or by the

sea-shore, and riding on horseback, pai'ticulariy in

cheerful company, are all excellent. So is dancing,
but not in a close hot room, nor late at night, nor
when the body is bound up in a tight dross, or the
feet pinched in tight shoes. Under these .circum-
stances the mere exercise will not counterbalance
die other evils. With young persons real play, or
even actual romping, is required, to exhilarate both
mind and body, and send the blood bounding to the
utmost extremities of the system,

A celebrated French physician, M. Tronchin,
used to command his nervous female patients to

scrub the floors, wash the clothes, and perform every
other menial labor, and such was his influence that

ladles of the highest rank would be seen on their
knees, and at the wash tub, working like their ser-

vants, and eating the same food. Though this treat-

ment was unnecessarily harsh, yet its good cflects

were so palpable, in numerous cases, that none re-

fused to follow it. In Russia, at the present time,
when a fashionable lady is worn out with dissipa-
tion, and wretchedly nervous from idleness, it is cus-
tomary to take her to the cottage of one of the poor-
est peasants, in the forest, and there she wears the
same clothes, eats the same coarse food, sleeps on
the same kind of bed, and performs the same labor
as the peasant women. This is continued sometimes
for montlis, without any relaxation, and usually
efiects a complete cure.

_

Copland's remarks on the influence of external
circumstances, of various kinds, on the bodily and

21*
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mental health of young females, are very excellent

In the article on " Age" he says :

" Period, of Girlhood.—From the seventh ol

eight year to the epoch of commencing pubeity,

is chiefly characterized by the continued growth
of all the structures, and the development of

the manifestations of mind. Towards the middle

and end of this period, the physical and mental

distinctions of sex become more and more apparent.

The frame, when free from disease or hereditary

tainti evinces a stenic diathesis, a predominance of

the sanguine, or sanguineo-nervous temperament,

and a liability to nearly the same diseases, particu-

larly those proceeding from infection and inflamma-

tion, that prevail during childhood. There is a

greater liability to be affected with idiopathic con-

tinued fever, with scrofulous enlargements and

inflammations, particularly of the lymphatic glands
;

with various nervous affections, as epilepsy, convul-

sions, chorea, &c. ^ with cutaneous eruptions ; with

inflammations of the throat and air passages ; with

tubercles, especially in the lungs and alimentary

canal ; with flexures of the spinal column and with

verminous diseases. The nervous system possesses

great susceptibility of impressions, moral and phy-

sical ; and inflammatory action has a marked dis-

positiorn to give vise to new formations, unless when
appearing ia the advanced stages, or as a sequela,

of eruptive or infectious fevers, when it generally

occasions serous or .sero-albuminous effusions.

" These diseases of this period generally require

antiphlogistic remedies and evacuations, especially

purgative, cither alone or in suitable combination,

unless proceeding from depressing causes, particu-
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larly those of a specific kind ; and even lliere the

necessity of resorting to alvine evacuations, by
means of laxatives, or purgatives combined with
tonics, is imperative. Tlie vital resistance is usually

well marked, excepting in those who have been
deprived of wholesome nourishment and pure air, oi

whose constitutions are radically in fault ; and in

these, whilst tonics and other means of restoration

are required, the due evacuations of morbid secre-
tions and accumulations is equally necessary. Care
also should be taken during this, as well as in the
preceding period, not to allow the young to sleep in

the same bed with the old, nor even with those
advanced in age or debilitated, nor with too many

—

not more than three—in- the same sleeping apart-
ment, which ought to be large and well aired.

Want of attention to this, is one of the chief causes
of disease in early life in London, and other large
towns. Academies and boarding schools for both
sexes are continually furnishing numerous proofs
of this too generally overlooked cause of disease,
qot only at this, but also at a later stage of life.

Attention is also necessary to the exercise of both
the mhid and the body. Active amusements in the
open air are now particularly required. As this
period advances, the mental powers acquire such a
degree of development as to admit of tlieir further
improvement and active exertion,—not only without
risk to the organization with which they are related,
but with the certain prospect of advancing them
nearer to the perfection to which our natures may
attain.

"During this and tlw earlier terms' of life, fre-

quent changes of locality and of air, particularly
from one healthy and open situation to another, and
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especially to one which is more salubrious, wherfl

this can be obtained, are extremely beneficial, botn
in promoting the development of the frame and in

removing diseases, particularly those of a chronic
kind, or which affect the digestive and assimilating

organs. In many of these diseases more advantage
has been derived from change of air than from the

use of medicine. But, during advanced conva-
lescence from these and febrile diseases, the benefit

obtained from change of locality is most remarkable."
" The Period of Adolescence, commences witk

, the first appearance of pubert}'-, and extends to the

twentieth year of females, and the twenty-fourth of
males. Puberty appears at various ages, according

n the climate, the circumstances connected with
education, and the constitution of the individual.

The usual period in this countiy, is from the twelfth

to the fourteenth year for females; and from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth for males. In the north-

ern parts of the island, it is often a year or two
later in both sexes. It -is often observed earlier in

boarding schools, both in respect of males arid

females. In the latter (in London or its vicinity,)

I have not infrequently met with instances of men-
struation at ten and eleven years

;
especially in

sanguine and plethoric constitutions ; and whera
the apartments,. particularly those for sleeping, have

been crowded and close.

" This is one' of the most important epochs of

human existence j for during it the natural develop-

ment of the sexual organs imparts a healthy and

tonic excitement throughout the economy
;
bringing

to their state of full perfection all the organs of the

body and all the manifestations of mind, excepting

those that are derived from experience. The organi
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of respiration and voice have acquired their full

growth and tone, the muscles their due proportion,

and the cerebro-spinal nervous system its beautiful

organization
;
placing man, by the exercise of its

admirable functions, at the head of all animated
creation, the dread of all other animals, the wondei
of himself. It is chiefly during this period of life

that the mind becomes stored with ideas, derived
both from the learning of the ancients, the science
of the moderns, and the arts and accomplishments
of highly civilized life; and* is more particularly
and more ardently engaged in decomposing the
information thus acquired, and recombining it in

new and useful and attractive forms.

"As the functions and destinies of this period
are important, so they require the supervision of the
experienced and the good. For, with this develop-
ment and activity of both the physical and mental
powers, the instinctive feelings and emotions of our
nature have also reached the utmost limits of their

activity; and many of them, particularly those
which are related to the perfect condition of the
reproductive organs, acquire an ascendancy, that
both the dictates of reason and moral restraint are
required to control. Hence the propriety, both at
this and the preceding period of life, of improving
the moral adections of the mind ; of inculcating
^und principles of action and conduct, founded on
moral and religious obligations; and of placing
.Ihcm in such relations to the feelings, the intellectual
manifestations, and, moreover, to the accomplish-
ments, the elegancies, and the endearments of life,

as to render them attractive to a state of mind and
constitution which is more easily allured by example
than taught by precept.
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" The evil practices which both sexes are liablu

to acquire at this period of life, and to which they

more commonly become addicted, when they asso-

ciate in numbers at seminaries and academies,

demand the strictest prevention. They have been

too generally overlooked, both morally and medi-

cally, from the circumstance of their consequences

having »been imperfectly appreciated. There is no

practitioner of observation and experience,—none

even of limited knowledge,—who is altogether un-

acquainted with the physical exhaustion, the mental

torpor, and all but annihilation of existence, which

is the ultimate result of indulging them. From
this source frequently spring, impotency hereafter,;

the extinction of families and hereditary honors

—

honors which such persons are incapable of achiev-

ing ; the infliction, during after-life, of many of the

diseases which proceed from debility, and tlie ex-

haustion of the nourishment and vital energy of the

various structures and organs ; numerous nervous

and convulsive maladies, as hysteria, epilepsy,

neuralgia, chorea, melancholia, mania, idiotcy, <!cc.

;

the dangerous or fatal visitation of fevers, diseases

of the heart, disorders of the digestive organs, pre-

mature baldness and old age, the formation of

tubercles, and the production of pulmonary con

sumption ;
and, lastly, the transmission of weak and

decrepit bodies and minds to the offspring, of scrofula,

rickets, verminous complaints, marasmus, hydros

jephalus, convulsions, tubercles, chorea, &c. : tlie

curse is visited on tlie children to the third and

fourth generation, until the perpetuated punisliment

extinguishes the very name of tlie aggressor.''

Many of the occupations in which females pass
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much of their time are decidedly hurtful to them.
Sewing, and other kinds of work which require them
constantly to sit, with the-head droopmg forward, are
among the worst. Sad proofs of this are seen in
numbers of poor dress-makers and milliners, who
are constantly complaining of headache, dizziness,
dimness of sight, ringing in the ears, difficulty of
breathing, and palpitation at the heart ; without enu-
merating more serious disorders, which, however,
are common enough among them. One hour at a
time is long enough for any female to sit with her
needle, and that should always be followed by some
active exertion.

In regard iofood enough has already been said for
general directions, at each period of life. It is ad-
visable to add, however, that women, owing to their
comparative inactivity, require simpler and less sti-

mula-ting diet, and drink, than men, and that they
suffer more from excess or impropriety in eating and
drinking. Every individual should carefully observe
for herself, how she feels after different kinds of food
and drink, and by such means she can establish much
better rules, in regard to her diet, than any physician
can do for her. There are few women that are not
injured by the habitual use of spices, and pickles, or
strong coffee or tea. In fact both drinks should be
used sparingly, and very weak, especially by the
nervous, and by those who wish a clear complexion.
White bread is neither so wholesome, nor yet so nou-
nshng as that with the Iran in it, though a mistaken
notion prevails to the contrary. Bran bread contains
more of the elements required for the support of the
body than pure flour bread; it also relaxes the
bowels m an easy and natural manner, wlule white
bread almost always constipates them.
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Coiwtipation of the bowels is a very general com.

plaint among females, and produces the most disas-

trous results. It should . always be attacked by

change of diet, exercise, friction over the abdomen-

enemas, or Galvanism, rather than by purgatives

with which many women seriously injure them
selves.

The state of the mind and feelings has a very im-

portant influence on female health. Cheerfulness

and contentment keep the nervous current equable,

dispose to activity, and favor the proper performance

of all the functions, while discontent, fretfulness, and

irritability have precisely the contrary eflects.

Many females, owing to a fault in their education,

are constantly tormenting themselves, and displeasing

others, by getting irritated or fretting about mere

trifles, of no real consequence whatever. Such per-

sons are always nervous or miserable, and constant-

ly disposed to ill health in consequence. They
should endeavor to school themselves into a little more

indiflerence about such things, and remember that

putting themselves about, over a little annoyance,

only makes it greater, without doing any possible

good. This tendency to distress themselves about

small evils, and to fix their inclinations so strongly

on trivial things, is extremely unfortunate, both for

their own welfare and for the comfort of otherS. It

arises entirely from the trashy education which most

females receive, and from the frivolous nature of their

occupations. By directing their thoughts to more

ennobling objects, expanding their minds, enlarging

the sphere of their observations, and by extending

their sympathies, this tendency is removed.

All powerful emotions, as those of anger, envy,

jealousy and hate, should be carefully avoided
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They derange - the stomach, liver, womb, and other
organs and destroy the equilibrium of the nerves.
A_fat of anger will cause vomiting, diarrhoea, floodin-r.
miscal-riage, fatal apoplexy, and other serious re-
suits; and habitual ill temper, envy, and dissatisfac-

or hvrteria'°
^^"o^n'^ss of the skin, melancholy,

The celebrated Tissot gives us an instance of a fei
male who was taken with convulsions whenever she
heard her rival's name mentioned, and history tells
us of a French princess who died from jealousy.
H^hen she heard that her husband had become attach-
ed to another lady. An Athenian lady is recorded
to have lost her speech from anger, and another, we
are told by Buchan, died from the same cause.
Orinef has produced similar results, and so has shame,
and even avance, of which we have an instance in
tfie mece of the celebrated Liebnitz. He had left
her all his fortune, and immediately on his death

u f ^°Pf" ^"^""^^^ ^^'''^ ^^ere filled with
gold, and died almost immediately from joy at the

h£ if " probably would
have died from her disappointment. The only way
to avoid these evils is, to keep the mind occupied
with some useful and pleasing pufsuit, and stiive toh6 cheerful, contented, and calm, and never to worry
about trifles, or what cannot be avoided. •

."i^f'^./o
the smaller matters connected with

^wo^h^'V '^TSht by some that they are

I th,nk I" ^ ^'^^'''^ the present.
I think differently however, and for these reasons-many preparations are used by females which havean injurious influence in various ways, and manyothers mjght be used that would haveVcontra;^
tect.

1 he objects in view in employing these articles
22
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are, the removal or concealment of defects, and im-

provement of the appearance, which, in themselves,

are laudable enough, and I consider it my duty ta

assist in accomplishing them. A pleasing appear-

ance is desirable in all persons, but especially in

females, and it is advisable, within proper bounds, tc

encourage their efforts to produce it.

There are few among the thousand and one arti-

'cles- prepared for the toilette that are useful, and

very many that are positively hurtful. Among
the^e may be mentioned the different cosmetics for

whitening and smoothing the skin, which almost in-

variably produce the contrary effect. Nearly all

-these preparations are composed of Oxides of Mar-

cury, Antimony, Arsenic, and other poisoaous sub-

stances, and they frequently cause eruptions, palsy,

•convulsions, sore eyes and salivation. The distilled

waters are perhaps the least objectionable articles of

the kind, though I scarcely think any of them equal

to clear soft water alone. The ordinary metallic

range, is decidedly hurtful, and when persons toUl

use something of the kind the vegetable rouge had

better be substituted. This is extracted from the

red Sanders wood, or alkanet root, steeped in alcohol,

,and also from cochineal. Instead of pearl powder

vthere is the preparation of steatite, or French chalk,

which may be used for whitening the skin, and

which is not likely to do any injury.

The only real beautifiers of the complexion are a

regular life, proper diet, exercise in the open air, and

pure '(vater. Health of body, and cheerfulness of

«nind, will send a healthy glow to the cheek, make

ihe skin clear and smooth, and impart vigor and

elasticity to the limbs. When the skin becomea

harsh and discolored from dissipation, exposure, tho
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use of paints and washes, irritable feelings or other
causes, there are few external applications that will
do it any good. Some preparations will certainly
make it appear for a time clear and ghastly white,
but they do so by partly destroying :ts vitality, and
eventually leave it discolored, eruptive and wrinkled,
mils accelerating old age instead of retardincr it.
M. Colombat De L'Isere gives the following recipe
for a lotion, which will soften and otherwise improve
Uie skm without doing it any injury :—Balsam of
Mecca, ten drops, sugar one drachm, the white of
one egg, rose watei- six ounces. Mix all these
articles well together, and strain the liquor if neces-
sary. A soft hnen rag may be used to rub it on the
taee at night, and it must be carefully washed off
with clear soft water and some mild soap, in the
morning. Sweet Almond Ointment is also very
good, it tresh and pure • but the best ointment is
made from cucumbers. Equal parts, by weight, of
thin shced cucumbers and pure lard, should be
boiled together till the cucumbers become crisp, it
should then be strained and set aside tx) cool. This
IS an excellent application for the skin, and may be
advantageously used for various eruptions. It may
be colored, if desired, by putting in a little alkanet
root while It IS boiling, and scented by a few drops
of essence of roses, For chapped or discolored lips,
there is nothing equal to this ointment.

'

Many of the soaps sold for the toilette have a bad
efiect on the skin, from containing too much alkali.
Thos^that become hard and crack, should be par-
ticularly avoided. Almond oil soap, properly pre-
pared IS tolerably good

; but the best appears to be a
preparation made by the French perfumers, called
liquid soap or oleine, which I presume raaj be obtained
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here. All those chemical soaps for cleansing the

skin and removing spots, &c., so much vaunted,

should be shunned like the plague. They are

chiefly composed of arsenic and other poisonous sub-

stances.

The employment, of depillatories, or preparations

to remove superfluous hairs is exceedingly danger-

ous. These articles chiefly consist of quick lime,

arsenic, and other caustic substances, and fre-

quently produce ulcerations, palsy, paralysis, blind-

ness, and various"organic derangements. Their use

must also be constantly persisted in, because though

they remove one crop of hair they cannot prevent

others from appearing, so that the use of them must

keep the skin continually covered with a paste of

virulent, caustic poisons.

Most of the preparations for dying the hair are

also poisonous, and sufficient injury has been done

by them to warrant us in decrymg their use. The

hair itself is a great ornament to the head, and most

females feel desirous, and very properly, to have it

soft, clean, and abundant. There is no doubt but

most of the pomatums, greases, and other articles

sold for the purpose of making it so, not only fail

but even produce the contrary effects. The head

and hair should be frequently well washed, and

when dry thoroughly combed, with a very fine

comb. This will not only cleanse it, but also polish

it, and make it soft and glossy. A little clear per-

fumed oil may be used, mixed with Cologne, but no

paste or pomatum. If there be dandpuff" it should be

removed with the comb and brush, and after the head

ia well washed and dried, a little of the cucumber

ointment may be rubbed on the scalp occasionally.

The chief causes of dandruff* ase heat of the head,
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by study or excited feelings, the use of close bon-
nets, or the habit of keeping the hair constantly
twisted up yery tiglit, and the want of regular wash-
ing to cleanse the skin and open the. pores. Calm-
ness of mind, regulation of the bowels, and the
shower bath, will frequently remove this trouble-
some disorder, without anything else.

The use of.hot curling-tongs makes the hair harsh,
and spoils its color, and even disposes it to turn grey.
Metallic combs are apt to cut it, and should, there-
fore, not be used. It is an excellent plan to stroke
It downwards frequently with a horse-hair glove,
which will soften it, and give it a high polish.
The Teeth we need say but little , about, if they

are decayed, as it would be better for ladies in that
case to apply at once to some good dentist. I would
caution them particularly when needing assistance,
not to resort to any of the empirical nostrums adver-
tised, but seek assistance afc once from some really
scientific man. There is no doubt, however, but
that a vast deal of the decay in the teeth, so univer-
sally found, might be avoided. General good health
maintained by proper diet, exercise, and other means
already pointed out, would prevent much of the evil
particularly if the inside of the face was as regularly
cleaned as the outside/ Most persons leave their
mouths entirely untouclied, so tliat the decaying food,
and the viUated fluids, are constantly acting on the
teeth, and soon corrode them. A soft brush, and
clean tepid watef, used niglit and mori.unrr freelv.
would prevent much of this decay ; and if half a tea-
spoonluU of powdered charcoal were well washed
round the mouth and teeth for five minutes, before
the bru.sh is used, it would come as near preventinfr
It aUogclher as probably anything can. Many of tho

f)0*
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tooth powders used contain acids, and other injurious

substances, and none of them are a bit superior to

fine chalk, nor nearly equal to powdered charcoal.

The mouth should be carefully rinsed after taking

any acids, or medicine, ,and very hot or very cold

substances should never be introduced, as they injure

the teeth by sudden contraction and expansion of

their substance. Magnesia is an excellent substance

to use, either as a tooth powder, or to rinse round the

mouth at night, as it neutralizes any acid that may
be found.



ADDENDA.

THE SPECULUM.

1 introduce this brief description of the Speculum,
and explam its use, because so many females are
unacquainted with it, and have erroneous notions as
to Its action and utility. It is now coming much into
use, and m many cases is most invaluable, as by its
means we can see the internal parts, and so become
acquainted with their real condition, which without
such aid is impossible.
There are many forms of the speculum, some ad-

yantageous for one peculiar feature, and some fo/
another. The simplest and original form is that of
a tube, represented in the. following cut.

PLATE Vm.

Tulular, or Conical Speculum,
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This is introduced into the vagina, (C, plate I,) and

carried upwards till it reaches the mouth of the

womb. The inside of the tube being quite bright

the light is thrown upwards, and the Os Tincse, (g,

plate I,) and other parts, pan be seen as plainly as

if they were on the exterior of the body. The tubes

are, of course, made of different sizes, to suit different

ages and conditions.

The introduction of the speculum, by an experi.

enced person, is entirely unattended either with pain

or difficulty ; and, except on the score of delicacy,

need not be objected to, or feared, by any one. No
respectable practitioner would, of course, desire to

apply it except when absolutely necessary, and then

he would inform his patient that he could not ascer-

tain the nature, or extent, of her disease by any other

means, and iwist either employ it or prescribe in

comparative ignorance. The great benefit may then

be considered a sufficient apology for bothi

Sometimes the instrument is fitted up with a re-

flecting mirror, by which the light of a lamp may be

thrown up the tube, and then we can use it at night.

The daylight, however, is always the most satisfac-

tory. Some are made of several parts, which over-

lap one another, to ntiake it small for convenience in

the passing, and then open when introduced.
^
Others

are made in two parts, which work on a joint, and

also open when introduced. These are called Bi-

valve speculums, one of Avhich is figured in Plate IX.

The instrument is represented closed, as it is when

being passfi4 ; the dotted lines showing the position

of the blades when opened, after its introduction.

The speculum is .made of silver, and various other

metals, or of glass. The metallic ones, however,

are the best. The plain tube is usually filled with
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B wooden piston, or plug, which is withdiawn when
it is- in its place. This is merely to prevent the
mucus flowing in, and obscuring the view.

plate; IX.

Bivalve Speculum.

In the New York Journal of Med. and the Col.
iienoea, in an article on Leucorrhea, by Di. M, c!
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Roberts, the following judicious remaiks are made

on the use of the speculum :

" The lesions of the vagina and uterus, with which

we have shown tha" leucorrhea is so invariably con-

nected, are not sufficiently appreciable, and seldom

curable, without the aid of the speculum, an instru-

ment as indispensable in the trealnient of the diseases

of these organs, as the stethoscope in those of the

heart and lungs, and to the non-use of which tho

errors of our predecessors on the subject of the

uterine catarrh are referable. It is not even now—
for two very obvious reasons, the disagreeable nature

of the investigation, and the natural repugnance of

both physician and patient to its use—the custom to

employ it in the treatment of leucorrhea. But if the

physician can but become assured of its value and

necessity in these cases, he will, in justice to his

patient and himself, recommend and employ it. Its

use will then become custom, surprise at its proposal

will soon cease to be .felt
;
nay, surprise may even

be expressed if the usual means of full investigation

be not resorted to, and the sufferer with leucorrhea

will look to be, examined with the speculum with as

much certainty as the phthisical one does to be per-

cussed and auscultated. The objections to its use

must yield to the sense of its necessity and utility;

and when conscientiously and properly urged, there

will be found, after all, few sensible and right-mind-

ed females who will object to its employment; when

properly' used, few will refuse to consent to a repe-

tition. We trust that no other tlian a conscientious

belief in both, founded upon our ideas of the nature

and cure of the aflection, and tlie opinion of others,

impels our advocacy of it in the disease in question

;
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ind whenever it shall come to be gencrallv employ,
ed, much suffering will be speedily obviated, many
errors m diagnosis corrected, many a barren woman
will become the joyful mother of children, and many
a case of ultimate degeneration into incurable malio-.
mty will be prevented."

^

The truthfulness and value of the foregoing r©.
marks will be acknowledged by every one of com-
petent experience. •

GALVANISM.

PLATE X.

[This Plate represents a lady undergoing the Ga'
ranic process, for an afTection of the Lungs.
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In the course of the present work I have frequently

recommended Galvanism, in many diseases, as the

best acent that could be used. It is one, however,

so little known, and so different to any other now re-

lied upon, that perhaps a few words respectiiig it may
be thought necessary. Till veiy lately Galvanism

was only used in a few cases, and chiefly as a matter

of experiment,- but now if is being employed system-

atically, in nearly every form of disease, and with

such good- results that it seems likely to supplant, in

a great measure, almost every other remedy. The
advantages it possesses over drugs are manifold ; it

is more efficacious, and less objectionable, and pro-

duces no evil after- effects. ' Very few persons, how-

ever, comparatively speaking, understand its nature,

or mode of action, so that though it, is much used, in

certain routine modes, it nevertheless often fails of

producing all the good of which it is really capable.

Galvanism, Electricily, and Magnetism, are three

very different- powers, medically speaking, though

they are essentially the same thing, and the Thera-

peutic action of each should be accurately known,

before either can be used with propriety or adva.n-

-tage. It is seldom, however, that any practical dis-

tinction is made between them, and thus it is, in a

great measure, a mere chance what effects will re-

sult from their employment. The apparatus usually

called the Galvanic Battery, for instance, is not a

Galvanic instrument at all, but a Magnetic one, and

has a very different physiological effect, indeed, to a

real Galvanic Battery. There are even many prac-

titioners who do not know of this difference, and

who, in consequence, i'ail in producing any good

by it.

These remarks I have thought it necessary to
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make by way of explanation. I have, fcr a Ions
time, employed this mysterious agent in ail its va-
rious forms, m numerous cases of disease, and with
a success which justifies me in speaiting of it in the
manner I have, and which makes me desirous of di-
rectmg public attention to it as a means ofmitigatmg
human sufFenng. My intention here is not to Jive a
tull explanation of this subject, but- merely to show
certain causes of failure, and to assure my readers
that they have a resort in Galvanism when all other
means fail, and one too which will not injure, even
if It do no good. In my work called "Neuropathy,"
1 have fully explained the nature, and medical
powers, of Galvanism, Magnetism, and Electricity,^d compared them with drugs, and to that work I
therefore refer those who wish to see the matter fully
mvestigated.

Some persons especially ladies, are deterred from

Zt Tl^'n
' • ' '^^'^^"^^"t from apprehen-

sion that It is painful, or unpleasant. They have-
^^^^^ P°^«ibly beenIS/ed and they fear a repetition of the process Iwould remark, that all s'uch apprehensions ai entirely groundless, and that neither pain nor unnleas-

J^tness need be feared. Even 4h Z ElecttM^ne zc Battery there is no shock, when ' proTerly

there r'^'^^t^^'
"^^^ ^^^^^

xsaitery there is scarcely any sensation at all THaEVt it"
—g^/f-PH and tlie feelbgmduced by it are usually pleasant and agreeablerather than otherwise. The plate at the hefd of thepresent article represents a lady being Galvanizedfor an affection of the lungs, and it wilUe

she IS neither inconvenienced nor hurt by it ^n althose peculiar nervous diseases, to which females are
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SO subject, I would direct particular attention to this

remedy, and I know that many will thank me for so

doing. In the " Neuropathy" will be found numer
ous cases detailed, of all kiiids.





i
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THREAD THIS,

Additional Matter to the Fiftieth Edition of the

Diseases of Women.

Since this work was first published, it has gone

through forty-nine Editions, the present being the

fiftieth !

Such a sale, for a work of this kind, is unparal-

leled, and proves both that it was much needed and

that it has been generally approved. In fact, the

author is constantly receiving letters from Ladies,

in all parts of the country, thanking him for writing

this book, and stating that they found out from its

pages, for the first time, what their complaints were.

He has always a large number of patients under
treatment by correspondence, who are unable to

visit him, and is regularly receiving statements

from Ladies who have successfully treated them-
selves by the directions given in this work. Num-
bers of these statements are of the most flattering

and satisfactory character, and if Dr. H. was dis-

posed to publish them, he could easily fill a whole
book with them, alone.

Since writing the first Edition, many new dis-

coveries have been made which were then only

partially alluded to, and which it was promised
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should be. explained in a work then being written
on the Reproductive Functions. That work is now
just published, and is called

THE MARRIAGE GUIDE,
Or Natural, History of Generation. It is advertised
at the end of this work, and should by all means
be read by every female who is married, or who is
about to marry.
The Causes and Prevention of Ofsprina Ster

ihty—Adaptation,—Causes of -Sea;,—and other sub-
jects connected therewith, explained in the Guide,
should be known to all, and are more intimately
connected with Female Health than is usually sun-
posed. ^

The information given in that work can be found

, ,
^1^6 English language, and is as

deeply mterestmg as it is momentously important.
In addition to these subjects, however, there are

occasionally others inquired about, not connected
with females alone, but perhaps more interesting to
them than to others, and these have been accord-
'"g'y explained in the Additions which follow.
With these Additions, and the Colored Plates, the
" Diseases of Women" is now beyond all compari-
son the most compVete, useful, best illustrated, and
cheapest work of the kind ever published.

In addition to The Marriage Guide, there has
also been published

THE MATRON'S MANUAL
Of Midwifery and the Diseases of Pregnancy,

which will likewise be found advertised at the end
of this work.

This is especially intended for the instruction of
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females themselves, but is also adapted as a text,

book for Medical Students, and is both plainer and
better arranged thah any other now in use. Num.
bers of people out West, who could not obtain Phy.
sicians in time, have been able to manage labors
successfully after reading this book, and the author
has often received from them the warmest thanks
for having written it.

^ One man writes that he pur-
chased £1 copy in St. Louis, and perused it with his
wife, at their home in the woods, and that it saved
her life. She was unexpectedly taken in travail
when they were all alone, and was so ill he could
not leave her, but fortunately reading the Mamial
had taught him what to do, and he managed the
delivery so well that no further assistance was
needed. Surely all married people, but especially
females, ought to possess a work of this kind, espe-
cially written for them, like the Manual.
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HEADACHE.
THE -NATURE, CATTSES, AND TREATMENT OF ALL ITS

DIFFERENT VARIETIES.

NtJMEROus inquiries being constantly made oime respecting this troublesome affection, I havedetermined to append a full and complete account
of It, so that all may be able to judge which kindof headache ^ they suffer from, and what may be
advisable to try for it. I have quoted largely fromnr. Copeland in this account, but- have simplified
his statements and translated all the Recipes, so thatany one can see what they are, and get them made
up. In this troublesome affection, no one can be
sure that any particular treatment will succeed
and It may be necessary to frequently change it'
which can be readily done by following the direc'
tions here givfen.

Headache has too generally been referred to dis-
orders of those viscera of the abdomen with which
the head sympathizes, even when manifestly pro-CGcdmg from morbid states of parts enclosed by the
ci-anial bones. It should, however, be recollected
that the primary affections, of which headache has
Deen viewed as a symptom me/ely, much more fre-
quontly exist without than with this attendant ; and
tliat, when thus accompanied, some pre-existent or
contemporaneous affbction of the head is often
actual y present, either independently or as an in-
timatcly related complication of these reputed pri
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mary disorders, and is only aggravated or rendered
naore manifest by them. Besides—and the circum-
stance cannot be too strongly impressed upon the
young practitioner—those very disorders so gener-
ally considered the source of headache, are not in-

frequently produced by Jtn affection of the brain
;

for pain of the head, although a common symptom
of it, is neither universally nor constantly present,
but is very frequentry altogether wanting at an
early or an advanced period ; so that disease of the
brain itself may, in the first place, disorder the
digestive or other functions, this disorder reacting
upon the brain, or on the nerves more immediately
related to it, and exciting or otherwise altering their
sensibility, so as to give rise to headache and other
symptoms actually depending upon the brain, al-

though developed and rendered manifest by the
spmpathetic disturbance of the digestive organs.
When this takes place, the means of cure directed
to the supposed primary disorder, but really to the
symptomatic affection, by removing it, and by modi-
fying the current of the circulation, frequently re-
lieve the disease of the brain, as far as morbid sen-
sibility is concerned ; and the relief is more or less
complete or permanent, according as the prescribed
means affect both the symptomatic and the primary
disorder., That secondary or sympathetic affections
are often thus mistaken for the primary, will be
manifest to every experienced and acute practitioner
upon reading Dr. Warren's paper on headaches;
for many of the symptoms he has enumerated as
indicative of primary disorder of the stomach and
intestines, are often either dependent upon the state
of the circulation within the head, or associated
with an affection of this part, and are resulting
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phenomenal of previous disorder of the omanionervous system.
ojganio

The dependance of disorder of the digestive organs and of the altered sensibility of the! d uponthe state of organic nervous influence has beenoverlooked by pathologists, owing to the brainhavmg been generally^but erroneously v evved
the source of nervous and vital energj^and to ih^domm.on which the stomach has bee^r supposed oexercise over the functions of other org.nsTouI
he mechum of the brain. But it has-been3in ano her place that the brain performs otherofhces than that of generating organic, nervous, oJvna povvor

;
that it is enable! to perfor'm its I'^^Zpnate ofhces by the vital influence it derives Lmhe organic nervous system

; and that the stomach
s dependant upon the same source as the brain forthe discharge of its functions. Instead, therefore

of considermg headache to proceed so frequently
from disorder of the digestive organs, as some re^
cent writers suppose, I view both the one affection
and the other as often associated phenomena result-
ing f rom other morbid conditions

; and whilel arant
that It sometimes arises from that source, I contejid
tnat It then appears as a contingent phenomenon
only, for when one part of the circle of organic
nervous influence is disturbed, other parts frequently
become also disordered, as hereditary constitution,
previous disease, latent vice, or habits of life may
Have predisposed particular organs or structures.
Moreover, it seems extremely probable that various
morbid states of parts contained within the cranium
are indicated by pain before they have proceeded
so ar as to induce change of structure, or even
without occasioning this result, The existence of
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ultered sensibility of the ganglial nerves, distributed
to the head, may be admitted without any very evi
dent alteration of the parts they supply being thereby
induced. Observation has proved that the degree
of pain is no index to the danger or extent of dis-
ease, as the most severe headaches are often unat-
tended by any other evidence of organic lesion

;
while the most extensive disorganization is fre-
quently accompanied by little or no headache.
From this it will appear that headache should be

viewed as a symptom of disorder within the era
mum, although not of altered structure, more fre-
quently than it usually is ; that it should be oftener
assigned to a change in the organic nervous eneray
and sensibility in this situation

; and, consequently
that It is oftener a primary disorder than it has been
genera ly considered. In treating, therefore, of
headaches, I shall view them with strict reference
to pathological states. Some of these states are
such as do not admit of the headaches they produce
being viewed otherwise than as symptoms: bu*
others allow a nearer approach to a primary o
Idiopathic form, especially where local or general
causes of exhaustion or depression occasfon thecomphnnt.
When called to a person suffering, or liable tosevere headache, the rational practitioner is led toinquire as to the causes and ,eat of pain, and as to

nnim T" , '""""S the most difficult
points to determine in practical medicine. Thecauses are most numerous and diversified, and vetthey have a more or less intimate relation to hekind or form of the pain that results. The seat ofpain IS determined with great difficulty even when
It admits of recognition, and in r«any cases It is
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impossible to ascerlaia it with any degree of precis-

ion. In order to arrive at a just conclusion, a iium-
ber of circumstances—the history of the case,.with
its causes and progress, the existing symptoms, and
more especially those which more directly relate to

the functions of digestion and excretion, and to per-

ception, sensation, and locomotion—must be care-

fully observed and cautiously estimated. When
the external or superficial paiis of the head are

chiefly affected, the exact seal and nature of the

disorder are sometimes manifest. But, even in this

case, the external affection may be only the conse-

quende of previous disease of internal parts, the

exact nature pr seat of which can be only sur-

mised in many instances. Disease of the mem-
branes is generally attended by pain ; but when it

is chronic, and even when acute, if pressure of the

brain is caused by it, no headache may be felt.

When the more internal parts, especially the fibrous

or medullary structure, are altered, pain is only an
occasional symptom. Indeed, whenever the sub.

stance of the brain is chiefly affected, the pain

should be ascribed rather to those parts of the mem-
branes, or of the ganglial nerves supplying the

brain that had become implicated in tiie disease,

than to the brain itself. Although it is the brain

that feels alteration of sensibility induced in morbid

parts, yet its own sensibility is so obscure, or so

deficient, as seldom to be either excited or per-

verted when itself is the seat of lesion. Besides

this, when the disease of the brain is attended by

pain, the pain is rarely referred to the internal parts

of the head, but either to some superficial situation,

or to the head generally, in a confused or indistinct

manner j or to some more or less distant part having
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an intimate nervous connexion with the seat of dig
ease.

The difficulty of ascertaining the nature of
headache cannot be considered so great as that of
determining the seat of it. Indeed, it is often from
inferences as to the nature of headache that we are
enabled to form any notion of its seat. A'careful
inquiry into the causes of the pain in every case,and a due estimate of the constitution, habits of
life, previous ailments, and existing state of the
patient will generally enable the physician to deter-mine as to which of the different foLs of the compW into which I have divided it, individual casTspeiong ihe kind of pain, especially, should beinqun-ed into with the utmost precision^' Its sever
Uy, its character, the state of the senses and of the

..general sensibility, the temperature of the scalp
.
&c., ought to be ascertained. The pain may be

•
eit ei slight or intense, or charactferized as heavy

-mpressivi;cons uctive, tensive, acute,- burning, rendin- orbursting or splitting, darting, lancinag'ng, plnmWn/

'throi;!^' 'T"^' boring, pSlsatin|, o°throbbing, &c.
; but whichever oflhese may ekisthe mode of its accession and subsidence : its d^ aUon, remissions, and exacerbations; th^ c rcur^'

ana situation of it ; and us connexion witii a/Tec•Uons of sight, with noises in the ears-the ihamc'•:er of these noises-and with derangements of s^n"

j

^ation, touch, and muscular action 'in any p
"

ihe body ought to be carefully remarkJd.'^ The;.tato of the mental operations, of the articulationand of sleep in respect both to its manner and duraaon, should also receive attention. It is only from
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a careful estimate of these circumstance—of all

the functions depending upon the cerebro-spinal

system in co )nexion with the state.of the digestive,

excreting, and circulating functions—th*t a correct

opinion as to the nature of lieadache can be formed.

There is no disorder' which tries the science, expe-

rience, powers of observation, and acumen of the

physician more than this does ; and there is none

that requires a more precise estimate of the patho-

logical conditions on which it depends, as a basis

for safe and successful indications of cure. From
this it will appear thai a comprehensive division ol

the varieties of headache, without being either

complicated qr unnecessarily minute, is requisite to

the due consideration of so important a subject as

this. .

The several varieties of headache will be more
advantageously considered according to the follow-

ing arrangement: 1st. The nervous, from depres-

sion or exhaustion ; 2d. The congestive, from im-

peded circulation in the brain or its membranes
;

3d. The plethoric and inflammatory, from general

plethora, active determination of blood to the head,

or inflammatory action; 4th. Tlie dyspeptic and

bilious, from disorder of tiie stomach, liver, or

bowels ; 5th. The cerebral, from organic change

within the cranium; 6th. The pericranial, from

disease of the pericranium, or bones of the cranium ;

7th:, The hemicranial or limiled, confined to a spot,

or neuralgic ; 8th. . The rheumatic and arthritic
;

9th. The periodic ; 10th. The hypocondriacal ; and,

llth. The sympathetic, from disorder of the uterine

and urinary organs;
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§. NERVOirS- HEADACHE,'

in
Causes.—This variely is most, frequent mfemales in persons- of the nervous temperament

and in those possessing high susceptibility and de-
.
hcate constitutioas. Venereal excesses, masturba-
tion, intestinar worms, the abuse of calomel or
other mercurials, and whatever depresses or ex-

.

hausts nervous or Vital energy, predispose to it.-
ItJ o^len excited by exposure to cold, or to cold
,^nd humidity conjoined • by northerly or easterlyw «d., bythe more.exti-eme. electrical states of thean, or by sudden vicissitudes of- these states : byprolonged or excessive -lactation

; by losses of b oodMenorrhagia, leucorrhcBa, or other discharges
; bylow diet and .-prolonged fasting; by the depre sin^

• passions, alarm, fear, grief, and aLiety of mind •

b> want of sleep, or inordinate mental or physical

other depressants, .as tobacco, digitalis, &c.
; byvarious odours or mephitid vapom-s or gases • and

plated ,oo.ns- Sleeping i,i apartn.ents contaiuina
plants in flower, the fumes of burrring duircou "?
.of turpentine, and recently painted iloms, not inftequently cause t. ' The irritation of adjoini Jpans, as caries. of the teeth *nd disease of the?ungs, sometimes also occasion it, especially on the;^an,e side o the head as the seat'of irritalion I'have seen the most intense- state of this aSioniproduced by the injudicious applicatioi^f cold ^the head by too copious depletion, by floodin's and% a residence in low, cold, and'hLid o^ uL"^Nei vous headache is common to females duriiHr the
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catarnenia, especially when excessive or too fre-

quent. It is often, also, indirectly caused by in-

toxicating liquors.. Heinimann very jftslly notices
it as a not infrequent attendant upon general weak,
ness, resulting from disease or improper treatment. I

believe that some degree of cerebral ancemia very
often attends, if it does not produce this variety of
headache.

xNervous headache is often sudden in its at-

tack and termination
; is frequently acute, excru-

ciating, lancinating, or darting
; sometimes con-

strictive, or attended by a sensation of the temples
being pressed together

;
occasionally accompanied

with vertigo, a feeling of sinking and dread of
falling, or with great nervous agitation or rest-

lessness, and sometimes confined or limited to a
narrow space. .The patient is incapable of thought
and of physical and mental exertion. The sight is

often dim or impaired, dark spots or meshes moving
before the eyes. In some instances, .the eyes be-

come sunk, and the countenance depressed or col-

lapsed. The pulse is small, occasionally frequent,

but generally languid, and always compressible.
The pulsation of the carotids' is small or weak. The
head is cool, and the face more pallid than natural.

The stomach is liable to disorder, especially to

acidity and flatulence, and the bowels are often

costive. This headache is frequently worse in the

morning and through the day, and abates in the

evening. During severe attacks, wakefulness,
dizziness, loss of memory, general susceptibility

of the nervous S3'stem, &c., are usually com.
plained of.
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§ CONGESTIVE HEADACHE.

The state of the circulation within the head, the
manner in which the blood is returned from the
brain, the partial protection of the parts contained
in the cranium from the physical influences exerted
upon the rest of the general surface, and the pe-
riodical changes in the position of the head and in
the exercise of the functions of the. brain, would
seem, on a superficial view, to favor the occur-
rence of congestion in this part. Yet, if these cir-

cumstances be more. closely contemplated, there is

at least equal evidence that they essentially tend to

preserve the brain from passive congestion on the
one hand, and inflammatory determination on the
other, as well as from tlie more, serious contingen-
cies consequent upon that minute division, of the
extreme • vessels required for the 'exercise of the
various cerebral - functions. The congestion occa-
sioning this form of iieadache is seldom general, ^

but commonly limited to, or seated chiefly in one
hemisphere or lobe of the' brain, 'or one of more
lobes, either in their vertical or basilar aspect,

Causes,—Congestive headache is produced
by pre-existent disorder, especially by repeated
attncivs of nervous or dyspeptic headache, and of
active determination of blood to the brain. It often
follows adynamic fevers, plirenitis, Qongestions of
the lungs, and impeded circulation through, the
heart ; and it is not infrequently caused by t?ie cir-
cumstances that sometimes givis.- rise to" nervous
headache, particularly the depressing passions,
cold and humidity, miasmata, noxious gases, me-
phitic vapors, and crowded rooms. The use of
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opium, belladonna, aconitum, and other narcotics,

occasionally also produces it, especially in certain
idiosyncracies, or in large doses. Tight neckcloths,
stooping, and a too low position of the head during
sleep, also occasion it. The headaches following
the inordinate use of intoxicating liquors are to be
referred to this and the preceding variety, rather
than to disorder 'of the digestive organs or any
other pathological state. Prolonged or intense

mental occupation often gives rise to congestive
headache ; the repeated .oc continued determination
of blood 10 the brain, thereby produced, passing
into congestion, owing to exhaustion of nervous
power ; and this . state, if allowed to continue, or

frequently produced, often terminates in apoplexy
or palsy. This variety is most frequently observed
in persons advanced in life, and in those who have
exhausted their vital energies and injured their

constitutions by dissipation or intemperance.

The most characttrislic symptoms of • this

variety are, the dull, agravative pain, and sense of

weight in the head • frequently stupor,- heaviness,

or giddiness ; dimness of sight; buzzing, ringing,

or humming noises in the ears ; and heaviness or

pallor of the countenance. The pain is often re-

ferred to one part of the head chiefly, probably

owing to the congestion being greater in one part

than in another. The patient experiences great

increase of vertigo when looking up, or when stoop-

ing or looking down from an eminence; he some-
times complains of a sense of coldness in fne head,

of fatigue or prostration of strength, coldness of

the extremities, and of susceptibility of the nervous

system. Sleep is often sound, heavy, or snoring

;

occasi-onally it is disturbed or restless, and attended '
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by dreams, or by convulsive movements. The
spirits are depressed, or almost hypocondriacal. The
pulse IS languid, weak", or small, occasionally ac
ceierated. The bowels are torpid,. and the biliary
secretion deficient or morbid. The urine is loaded,
and deposites a copious sediment.

§ HEADACHE FROM PLETHORA AND INCREASED VAS-
CULAR DETERMINATION OR ACTION.

The predisposing causes of this "variety are,
the earher and middle periods of life, the male sex
plethoric habits of body, sanguineous and irritable
temperaments, full living, indolence, indulgence in
bed, neglect of regular exercise in the open air,
and mental exenion.-The exciting causes are
all the circumstances which either increase the
vascular plethora resulting from the predisposing
causes, or determine an increased flow of blood
towards the head, especially neglect of accustomed
depletions

;
the suppression of discharges and

eruptions, particularly of epistaxis, the catamenia,
and hemorrhoids

; exposure to the sun : intemper!ancem eatmg or drinking, premature or inordin-
ate mental culture, and exercise of the intellectual
powers; every kind of mental excitement: fits ofpassion; the supine posture, with the head low •

wearing strait corsets; too long hair, or the re'moval of it; overheated or overiowd;d rooms
assemblies; prolonged or unaccustomed contin-
ence, and the causes usually occasioning inflam-mat.on of the brain or of its membranes, or dete^mination of blood to these parts.

d;nTI'%K^'"^''""^ i"/'"' ^^"^ty sufficiently in-dicate the cause of the headache
; but they differ
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very much in dificrent habits, temperaments, and
ages.—In young persons the pulse is strong, or
full, somewhat accelerated the head is hot, the
countenance flushed, the eyes more. or less suflTused

and heavy; and the pain is rending, severe, some-
times pulsating or throbbing, occasionally with a
beating noise in the ears, and felt chiefly in the fore-

head and temples. The bowels are costive ; and
the .patient, is depressed, heavy, apd indisposed to

exertion.—In delicate or young* pei-sons, whose
mental faculties have been prematurely exercised,
or exerted to the neglect of the physical powers,
the slightest exci'tement and the ijiost trifling cause*
will produce headache, with coldness of the extre-

mities, and great susceptibilily of the nervous sys^

tpm, especially of females; The principal flux of
the circulation takes place to the head, and the

functions of other pafts are performed imperfectly.

—In persons of the . middle age, or beyond it,

and especially in those who have lived fully or in-

temperately,- the headache is heavy, rending, -or

throbbing ; often general, or referred chiefly to the

occiput ; .attended with increased heat of the. scalp,

with distention of the veins about the temples, with

fulness or redness of the eyes, and sometimes also

of the whole countenance. Tiie face is occasion-

ally bloated, and its expression heavy ; the pulse is

full, strong, and oppressed, or slower than the

ustial standard; the bowels are torpid, the liver

inactive, and . the urine high-colored pr loaded.

Sleep is heavy, but often disturbed. In some cases,

however, with all, or nearly all these symptoms,
the patient is excited or restless, is watcliful, or

sleeps but little, or is jrritnble, and the pulse is

slightly accelerated, the' excretions being scanty.
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In the first and second classes of persons, this form
of headache not infrequently precedes the inflam
mation of the brain and membranes, or efliision
from the latter: in the third class, it more fre-
quently ushers in apoplexy or. palsy.

§ DYSPEPTIC AND BILIOUS HEADACHES.

This variety of headache is very ne&rlv al-
lied to the nervous and congestive, and it has been
confounded with these in the description of it givenby Dr. Warren. From the circumstance of sick"ness or vomung being a frequent symptom, theterm ^^ci headache has been commonly applied to it

unl T ^^'"P^^™ dependsupon the bram, and that many cases which havebeen viewed as merely instances of sick headachehave actually been cases in which the affection ofUie brain has been attended both by sickness and byheadache. This form of disorder frequently affects

without food, or who have committed even slighterrors of diet, and whose bowels are habitually
sluggish. It may occur, as Dr. Burder remaSwithout any obvious susceptibility of the b^r
in persons who can bear close application to studyw hout inconvenience as respects the head, and ye^who are liable to headache tifter taking certafnarucles of food, or mingling them in too^great vl

%speptic headache, particularly when at^tended by nausea or vomiling, is observed chieflym persons subject to mental o? cerebral excitemem

-pa n^nlTV'^.
gastric disorder, as wdT'^ theipain .in the head, are only effects of that excite-
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ment. In these-, the stomach is either irritable or
weak, or even both, and unfit to perform its func-
lions, as well a.s very liable to beconrie forther dis-

ordered b.y slight cause!?. Stomach headache gen-
erally .affects the forehead or' one temple, particu-

•larly the left ; but -it often extends over most of the

head. When the left temple is chiefly affected,

tenderness of the left eye is frequently, also, felt.

The pain is dull, heavy, or oppressive, or acute,

sharp, or darting. The mental faculties are some-
what weakened, and exertion of the mind is irk-

sdme. Tenderness of the scalp is seldom present,

unless in a slight degree, or in "connexion with
rheumatism'.

, This -variety of. headache usually

commences when the patient first wakes. It is then
oppressive, heavy, or diffused-. -Nausea often, super-

venes, and sornetimes vomiting. When the pain is

slight; it generally subsides after breakfast ; but if

retching occurs, it continues longer, or until offend-

ing matters are thrown off, and then becomes more
limited or concentrated. The remains of an un-

digestecl meal, or merely an insipid fluid, inixed

with frothy mucus, is at first ejected. But if the

vomiting continue, bile is frequently drseharged. -In

some instances, an acid or acrid, fluids or greenish

bile, is vomited, when pain and all the symptoins

disappear; If the attack be not arrest-ed by- suit-

able means, or by the spontaneous vomiting, the

pain often increases as the day adv.aiices, until

stimulating food or beverages taken into the stom-

ach, or sleep, allay it ; but it. may return the fol-

lowing day. Dyspeptic headache, however, may
tAke place much more slightly and transiently, or

it may assume a more chronic or continued form.

It may follow a principal me^il,- and cease in two
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or three hours;- or it mdy not occur until several
hours after a meah The pulse is languid or feeble
seldom accelerated. ' The tongue is white, loaded'
particularly towards the root; and its ed^es are
Slightly red, and often indented by the teeth The
bo^yels are usually costive. Yision is frequenth
indistinct; and coldness or slight numbness of Ihe
fingers is sometimes complained of.

It has been supposed • by Dr. Warren and Dr
i^ans that, when the headache does not occur until
several hours after a meal, and particularly when
uneasiness or a sense of distention is felt in the
situation of the duodenum, it depends, upon irrita!Hon of this viscus. The circumstance of an emetLoften failing to afford relief in such cases,Tr oevacuate anything material from the stomach whilea dose of rhubarb and magnesia, or of any other
purgative, generally removes both" the headache

has be:n"""r";" '''' d^odenut

fhe aToi "''"^r"'? 'I P^r^ °^ dependance ofthe affection of the head upon disorder of this

Hr1-^-^^'/^°"i.^"^^*^°"'"g^he existence of functional disorder of the duodenum in- these cases theor>gm of the headache in that disorder does notnecessarily follow. Both affections, most probablydepend upon the same pathological states; and i(is moreover, extremely likely that the derangemenof the duodenum extends more or less to bith tb«
^stomach. and liver. The symptom which Jewnters just referred to consider characSc of•headache proceeding from disorder of the-dSner

ZZf. ^^^"'-'---Particularly chilUnes's'of
ti.e body

;
coldness and dampness of the hands andffect; severe pain of the head, with a seLe of cold-ess and tightness of the sc^Ip

; slight giddinest
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with weight, distention, and stiffness of the eye-
balls, and the appearance of brilliant ocular spec-
tra j and sometimes tingling and numbness of the
fingers and hands—arise as much from disorder of
the stomach or liver, or both, as from derangement
of the duodenum and upper parts of the intestines.
More dependance may, perhaps, be placed qpon
flatulency and the sensation of dryness and inac-
tivity of the bowels noticed ,by Dr. Paris, and upon
the presence of nausea without vomiting ; .but it is

.•most probable that the altered sensibility referred to

the head, equally with the symptoms just mentioned,
depends primarily upon the state of organic ner-
vous influence.

Biliary derangement is generally connected
with more or less disorder of the stomach and
bowels ; the affection of the one may have extended
to the other, or all may have been simultaneously
disturbed by causes affecting the nervous or the
vascular systems. In either case, the disturbance
is not infrequently, also, extended to the head, and
partly manifested by pain in this situation, par-
ticularly in the forehead, eyebrows, and orbits.

—

The headache may proceed from an interrupted

discharge of bile into the duodenum, and a conse-

quent accumulation of it in- the gall-bladder ot

hepatic ducts; the morbid impression thereby made
upon the organic nervous system affecting the head,

and often, also, other remote parts. When the

headache arises from this state of disorder, vascu-
lar action is generally weak, languid, or depressed,

the tongue loaded or white, the skin harsh or un-

healthy in its hue, and the functions of digestion

and faecation impaired. In these cases, flatulence,

coldness of the extremities, and a sense of smarj:
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ing in th^eyes and eyelids, or pain in the eyeballs,
are often, also, complained of.

In some instances, headache proceeds from an
exuberant secretion of bile, or from the irruption
of morbid bile into the duodenum

; but, in most of
these, there are increased vascular action and heat
of skin, with nausea and bilious vomitings. The
face is flushed, the eyes suffused, and the pain is
throbbing or rending. The evacuation of bile often
gives relief, but the retchings sometimes keep up
the secretion, or promote the discharge of it ; and
the digestive mucous surface, and the nerves sup-
plying it, being thereby irritated, vascular action
becomes excited, and the sensibility even of remote
parts more or less altered : pains of the head, loins.
;ind limbs are thus induced.
The Causes of dyspeptic and bilious head

ache have a very intimate relation to the predispo-
•sition or susceptibility of the nervous systems and
digestive organs to excitation or irritation.—Such
susceptibility very often exists in a high degree in
persons of sedentary and studious habits. Intense
application of the mind, the anxieties of parents,
the eager pursuit of business or of gain, the spe-
culations of merchants, the gambling transactions
of the stock-markets and of club-rooms, &c., keep
the mmd m an almost constant state of excitement
letermine an augmented flow of blood to the brain'
and thereby increase the irritability of the stomach
and predispose both organs to be disordered by the
slighter causes to which the latter is so much ex-
posed. As vital power becomes weakenedi the
su.sceptibility of the cerebro-spinal nervous system
IS increased, and the sensibility of it more readily
disturbed. Tne digestive and assimilative func-
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tions are also weakened, and more prone to dis-

order, which not infrequently affects the brain, espe-

cially when its circulation has been excited, or

kept in an almost constant state of erethism, by
the circumstances just adverted to. Dyspeptic
headache is most common in the young or middle-

aged. The bilious variety is most prevalent during
summer and autumn.
The exciting causes are, errors in diet, espe-

cially too great a variety or quantity of food ; in-

digestible, acrid, cloying, rich, or heavy articles;

too long fasting ; the excessive use of diluents or

of stimulating or intoxicating beverages, particu-

larly of spirituous liquors ; costiveness or consti-

pation, and the irritation of morbid secretions and

fgecal matters retained in the bowels. In young
pei-sons, especially, headache and increased deter-

mination of blood to the head are frequent conse-

quences of costiveness, of collections of sofdes o

of faecal matters in the digestive canal, and of i

testinal worms.

§ HEADACHE FROM ORGANIC CHANGES.

In the early stages, this form of headache can

hardly be distinguished from the other varieties

;

indeed, organic change not infrequently originates

in some one of the pathological states of which

headache is an occasional attendant. But, while

in all these varieties the -pain is only sometimes

present, or is, at least, entirely absent for consider-

able periods, that produced by organic lesion is

nearly constant or continued, or merely remits,

without altogether disappearing. The alterations

which are attended by headaclio are numerous ;
but
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the most common are tumors of various kinds,
hydciuds, exostosis from .the inner surface of thd
cranium, ossific formations, softening of the sub-
stance of the brain, suppuration, adhesions of the
memoranes; tubercular,' canceros, fungos, and

:
malignant productions, &c. Besides these, aneu-
nsmal or ossified arteries, varicose or inflamed
veins, obstructions in the sinuses and veins • corl-

> cretions, albuminos exudations, or purulent matters
:
in these vessels (Lieutaud, Borsieri)

; enlargement
of the pineal or pituitary glands, serous effusion,
i&c, nave been observed.

The pain caused by any of these lesions is gen-
erally fixed, often referred to the same spot, ?on.
:tinued, and deep-seated. It is independent of the
otiier causes of headache, although aggravated by
ihem by merital application, by stooping, and by
;st,mulants. Dr. Burder justly remarks that cheei^
tul conversation that would chase away, or a least
^suspend the feeling of ordinary headache, often be-'
i^omes insupportable in this variety. When the
I Jisease is farther advanced, even a slight motion of
I he head, or rolling it, often gives rise to extreme
.uttering, and sometimes to vomiting. The affec
^lon of the stomach, dependant upon the cephalic
esion, frequently occurs without any obvious iause.
.r independent y of apparent disorder of the stom!

hp if!'
°' error in diet; and the pain ofhe head remains when the sickness ceases. AI-nough the pam is generally constant, yet remis-

I'lons arc sometimes felt, or even short intermissions
^specially early in the di.sease. This is even the

rconsil nr r" ^'^'-^i'^omatous,

L.T t / ^""^'"^ the pain isusually then lancinating, stounding, or darting, and
*
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referred to a particular spot. In the advanced
stage of organic headache, spasmodic contractions

of the limbs, vertigo, convulsions, paralysis, or

idiotism frequently supervene. When the lesion is

of a malignant or- contaminating nature, the sur-

face generally assumes a pale straw-colored hue,

or is obviously cachectic. Neuralgic pains in the

face, or in more remote parts, darting pains in tho

limbs, are also occasionally present in this variety.

§ HEADACHE FROM DISEASE OF THE PERIOSTEUM

AND CRANIAL BONES.

This variety is not often met with. Cases of it

have been recorded by Mr. Crampton, Sir E. Home,
Dr. Abercrombie, and others ; but the bdst des-

cription of it is given by Dr. Burder.—Affec-

tion of the periosteum is usually caused by exposure

to cold, to currents of air, to humidity, and viscis-

situdes of temperature and weather. The pain is

tensive, remitting, and increased by pressure, and

by the action of the temporal or oifcipito-frontalis

muscles. There are sometimes fever, and excited

action of the vessels of the head, with increase of

the heat of the scalp. A constrictive pain is caused

or aggravated by going into a cold room, or by re-

moving the usual covering from the head. Dr.

Burder observes that this variety of headache

occurs only in those who have suffered from con-

tinned cerebral excitement ; and that it is com-

monly dependant upon a highly susceptible, or pre-

ternaturally vascular condition of the brain or its

.membranes, such as is often induced by long-con-

tinued study, by mental irritation, or by gastric or

hepatic disorder connected with debility or c\-
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haustion. If a person whose nervous or vital

powers are thus impaired, and whose brain and
membranes are rendered susceptible and vascular,

is exposed to the exciting causes just mentioned,

periosteal cephalalgia of great severity or obstinacy

is often produced, the external affection, with the

consequent irritation and want of sleep, aggravating
the morbid condition of the braia and membranes.
The cases which I have seen have been chiefly in

persons of the scrofulos diathesis.

Cases of fixed pain of the head, and tender-

ness of a portion of the scalp, with thickening or
swelling of the integuments, have been observed by
the writers just mentioned, and by Mr. Pearson and
Sir C. B. Brodie. I have seen instances of this

atlection originate in oLiUs : one of these was in a

medical friend, who consulted also Dr. J. Johnson
and Sir C. B. Brodie. The external disorder fol-

lowed the use of the cold douche or shower-bathj
recommended for the removal of increased vascular
action and heat of the scalp indicative of cerebral
excitement. Division of the pericranium in these

cases has generally shown thickening of the pe-

riosteum, and even disease of the bone in a few'
instances.

When headache is owing to a diseased state of
the bones, there are constant pain and tenderness of
a particular spot. Some of these cases originate in

syphilitic or mercurial cachexia. Others proceed
from inflammation of the ear, and are connected
with chronic discharges from this organ, or consist
of caries of a portion of the petrous bone, or of the
mastoid process. In the cases of this kind which
[ have seen, there was partial paralysis of the face,

with excessive swelling around the ear, especially
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below it, and extending even to the eye. I attended
one of tliese cases with Mr. Barnwell, and another
was seen by Sir C. Bell and myself, and is noticed

in his work on the nervous system. Similar in-

stances are recorded, also, by J. Frank and others.

§ RHEUJIATIC AND ARTHRITIC HEADACHE.

Rheumatic Headaclie is usually caused by
exposure to cold, or to cold and -humidity, or to

currents of air
;
by uncovering the head when per-

spiring
;

by sleeping on a damp pillow
;

by the

passage of air through a carriage window
;

by
sudden vicissitudes of temperature or of weather,
especially by easterly or northerly winds. But a

predisposition arising out of the rheumatic diathesis,

or of disorder of the digestive organs—particu-

larly torpor of the liver, accumulations of bile in
" the bile passages, and collections of sordes in the

intestinal canal—is often necessary to the produf
tion of this affection of the head.

Rheumatic headache is often preceded by a sense

of coldness over the head and face, especially on
one side. It is seated,chiefly in the aponeurosis of

the oecipito-frontalis and temporal muscles; but it

is not always confined to this structure, it being

sometimes associated with increased vascular deter-

mination to the membranes of the brain. The
pain is severe, heavy, distracting, or aching, and
in its uncomplicated state is attended by a sense of

coldness, by great tenderness of the scalp, by
rheumatic pains extending down the neck, or in one

aide of the neck, or in one shoulder, 6r in the face

;

•Bometimes by copious perspirations, and more rarely

iby rheumatic inflammation of one or both eyes. Il
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l3 generally aggravated in. the evening, and alle-

viated in the morning, and by warmth. There is

no increase of the temperature of the scalp, or

augmented action of the arteries of the head, un-

less the affection be complicated with excited vas-

cular action in the internal membranes. If it be

tlius complicated, these symptoms are also present

;

and, as Dr. Elliotson justly observes, there are

likewise giddiness, drowsiness, and internal .throb-

bint^s. This associated disorder is seldom ame-

liorated by warmth, and the face is often flushed,

tiie eyes injected, and the vessels loaded.

Arthritic Headache is met with in persons

who are subject to the irregular forms of gout;

and, in those who have an hereditary or an ac-

quired predisposition to this malady, it may be the

first manifestation of the gouty affection. Of this

I have seen more than one instance, both in males

and in females about the change of life. It is not

an unusual form of misplaced or of retrocedent

gout, in persons who have had the disease in its

more regular forms, but who neglect the air, exer-

cise, and regimen necessary to the development of

a regular paroxysm ; and it is often a dangerous

affection. The pain is severe, and attended by a

sense of fulness and of heat or burning in the

head
;
by remarkable tenderness, and by increased

heat of the scalp
;
by giddiness, dimness of sight,

and fear of approaching insensibility, especially

upon stooping
;
by sounds in the ears, great acute-

ness of hearing, and intolerance of noises
;

by

flushes of heat in the face
;
by irritability of tem-

per and restlessness ; and by confusion of thought

and loss of memory. There are also flatulence and

disordered digestion; costiveness ; a morbid state
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of the stools, and of the biliary secretion; and
scanty, high-colored urine, which deposites a co-
pious reddish sediment. The tongue is generally
loaded, and its papillae excited ; and the pulse is
either natural, as to frequency, and full, or accel-
erated and hard, or oppressed. If this affection is
not removed, it may pass into effusion, with coma-
tose or apoplectic symptoms. ,

§ INTERMITTENT HEADACHE.

Cephalalgia Periodica, Auctorum

—

Febri^ Inter-
mitlens Cap/ialica larvala, J. Frank—usually pre-
sents the same characters as the functional vari-
eties already described, especially the nervous and
dyspeptic, and differs from them only in respect of
periodicity. But it may be not merely functional

;

for the pain caused by chronic inflammation of the
membranes, or even by organic lesion within the
cranium, .may assume, at their early stages, an in.
termittent type. A strict investigation of the causes,
and of the states of the various functions, is there-
fore requisite to a knowledge of the nature of the
affeclion. Wl^en the headache proceeds from te-r-

resti-ial exhalations, or from cold, raw, easterly or
northerly winds, and attacks persons who have
been affected with agues or remittent fevers, it

generally returns daily, either in the morning or
about noon

; but it may observe a tertian or quar-
tan form. It is often limited to a particular part of
the head—frequently to the forehead, or to one
brow, or to the brow and orbit

—

brow-ague. It is

sometimes seated in one half of the iicud. Thft
pain is occasionally so severe and so limited in ex-
tent as closely to resemble neuralgia. Indeed, in-
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termittent headache and neuralgic affections almost

insensibly pass into each other, the paroxysms of

the latter being, however, much more intense and

of shorter duration than those of the latter ; and

they both frequently proceed from the same predis-

posing and exciting causes, namely, disorder of the

stomach, towels, and biliary organs, and exposure

to malaria, or to cold damp winds, &c.

§ HYSTERICAL AND SYMPATHETIC HEADACHE.

The pain in the head is one of the numerous

forms in which hysteria manifests itself. It is

generally limited to a small space, or to a single

spot ; and is often described as resembling a wedge

or nail driven into the cranium or pressing upon

the brain

—

Clavus, ^c. It is commonly sympa-

thetic of irritation of the uterine organs, and asso-

ciated with irregularity of the uterine discharge
;

with painful, scanty, or excessive menstruation, or

with leucorrhoea ; and with flatulent borborygmi, or

with the globus hystericus. I have seen it also

connected with worms in the intestines, with the

irritation of calculi in the kidneys, and with ten-

derness and other indications of inflammatory irri-

tation of parts of the spinal chord and membranes.
Indeed, affections of the spine seldom exist without

pain in the head, in some one of its forms, being

occasionally felt.

§ HYPOCHONDRIACAL HEADACHE.

Pain of the head is often one of the most dis-

iressin; .symptoms of which hypochondriacal and
melancholic persons complain, and is exaggerated
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by them into the most intense suffering that can ho
imagined

; and yet, when their attention is directed
to other objects of interest, or when they are other-
wise excited, this part of their miseries seems alto-
gether forgotten, or for the time removed. Their
minds brood upon the cause and consequences of
the pains referred to this situation, until they firmly
believe the very worst results. A patienl, somQ
time since, called upon me to know whether or not
I considered the pain to depend upon organic
change; and although my opinion was that this
was not the source of the affection, yet several
visits were afterward made to me with the samo
object. Another more recently came under my
care, with_ the firm belief that the headaclie would
terminate in insanity or idiotism. Such cases are,
however, not rare

; and although the fears, Avhich
subsequently become the firm convictions of the
patient, are fulfilled in some instances, or even im-
pel them to suicide in others, yet recovery is not
infrequently effected by judicious treatment and
management. The source and character of the
pain in such cases are ascertained with difficulty,
as the patients' accounts are often exaggerated, but
are most frequently dependant, as far as I have
observed, upon the state of the nervous sj^stem, in
connexion with chronic disorder of the difrestive
canal and biliary organs. The organic nervous
energy is manifestly impaired, and all the functions
which chiefly depend upon it. But I have .seen
cases furnishing evidence of congestion, or of
chronic inflammatory action of the "brain or of its

membranes, and have found a treatment based on
this view more oV less beneficial.
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§ OF HEMICRANIA, AND PARTIAL AND NEURALGIC
HEADACHES.

These can scarcely be considered as distinct

varieties of headache, inasmuch as the pains pro-

ceeding from the pathological states which have
been passed in review are very frequently limited

in extent, op confined to one side of the head, or

affect it chiefly. This is especially the case with
the dyspeptic, the bilious, the organic, the nervous,
the rheumatic, the intermittent, and the hysterical
varieties ; and it is still more so in respect of that,

upon which a few observations remain to be made—the neuralgic.—This variety is characterized
principally by the intensity of the pain, which is

confined to a single spot, or extends in the course of
a single nerve. The pain comes on in violent

paroxysms, is of short duration, and is followed by
distinct, and often by considerable intermissions.
There is generally increased sensibility or tender-
ness of the scalp around the seat of suffering, and
the digestive organs often betray disorder. The
nervous system is susceptible ^nd weakened. The
pulse is seldom materially disturbed.' This is only
one of the numerous situations in which Neuralgic
Affections manifest themselves.

Partial or limited Headache is often excited
by local causes of irritation. Very severe pain in
the situation of the frontal sinuses has been expe-
rienced, owing to the ova of insects having passed
by the nostrils to this part. Ploucquet gi"ves nu-
merous references to cases where the larvce of in-
sects had occasioned intense pain. A servant in
my own family suffered from this cause, the larva
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being discharged upon a violent fit of snef-zing.

Caries, or disease of the fangs of the teeth, is often

the cause of partial headache, the pain being some-

times confined to a single spot on the same side of

the head as that in which the cause of irritation is

seated.

§ DIAGNOSIS-

There is no class of affections which requires

greater discrimination than this ; and there is, per-

haps, none which is esteemed more lightly by prac-

titioners, or more empirically treated, the digestive

organs being considered much too generally as the

source of disorder. I believe that a careful inves-

ligation of the cases, and close observation of the

juvantia and laedentia, will show that a greater

number of them depend upon chronic inflammation

of the brain, or of its membranes, than is commonly

supposed. The diagnostic symptoms of each va-

riety have been enumerated in the description of

it, but the following summary may be given at this

place : Nervous headache is distinguished by

absence of constitutional disorder, by susceptibility

of the nervous system, by the feeling of constric-

tion, and the limited extent of the pain, by the

natural temperature of the head, &c.—Tht

congestive is characterized by the numb, dull, or

heavy, oppressive, and deep-seated pain; by lan-

guor of the circulation
;
by pallor or heaviness of

the countenance
;

by dizziness, drowsiness, and

want of animation
;

by the coolness of the scalp,

and sometimes by fulness of the eyes and a bloated

Btate of the fiice.

—

Plethoric and injlammatory

leadache is manifested by the general, severe, rend-
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ing and throbbing pain; by nausea or vomiting-
by fulness of the vessels, or flushing of the face
and eyes

; by the full, hard, or oppressed pulse •

m6 by the increased temperature of the head.—
ihe dyspeptic and hilmis is evinced by dull
aching, or racking, or shooting pains, which movefrom one part to another, and are often attended by

.
soreness of the scalp, by disorder of the digestive
organs, and flatulence; by a loaded tongul, foul

^ ^'""'^ °^ *he secretions, espe-

bv in^te
^"''^"^^^^ distinguishedby internal acute pam, which becomes more andmore constant or prolonged

; by sudden retchings;
-by a quick, irritable, or irregular pulse; by thepam darting or shooting from one situa'tion^; bytenderness or soreness on pressure beinr; felt particularly when the bones are affected ;^by altera
^.|ons in the sensibility and motions of a limb or"

r actions' 2^ symptomatic pains, spasmodic con.

tX and aMUc head-

II JZ^ aH ^^'^"f
from the diathesis ofhe patient, and from the caules and characters nf

.hese affections. The rheumatic is gene aUy co/acted with rheumatism of an adjoining part.^ The":rthntic presents symptoms thit cannot be mis!iken, especially when viewed in connexion S
Z The description of the end of the other forms of headachef has been sd
^

lly given, that nothing farther re pecting theijlagnosis IS requisite. ^ ^ '

§ PROGNOSIS.

eeVerTouf'th??
"""^^^ anticipated of cases ofnervous, the dyspeptic, the bilious, the rheu- •
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matic, the aguish, and the hysterical headache. A
guarded opinion should be given respecting the in-

flammatory, the arthritic, and the rheumatic when
associated with increased vascular action in the

internal membranes. When headache is accom-

panied with vomiting, without obvious disorder of

the stomacji having preceded the attack, an inflam-

matory affection of the brain should be suspected,

and a prognosis conformable with this view ought

to be given. A still more unfavorable opinion

should be entertained if the locomotive powers, if

the memory, if the senses, or if utterance or ar-

ticulation become impaired. If there be sufficient

evidence of disease of the brain, or of its mem-
branes, great danger exists, although a fatal ter-

mination may be long delayed, or even deferred for

some years, as in cases of palsy. If the pericra-

nium be affected, and especially if the bones of the

cranium be diseased, a very guarded, if not a very

unfavorable, prognosis is necessary.

§ TREATMENT.

It is evident that the indications for the cure of

headaches should be inferred from the nature of

each ; that remedies ought to be directed to their

pathological conditions and relations, ascertained by

a close examination of the .states of the organic

and locomotive functions, of the sense.-?, and of the

mental manifestations. And, although what has

been advanced above may aid the inexperienced,

or furnish useful suggestions to many, yet the suc-

cessful administration of remedies in these affec-

tions will entirely depend upon accuracy of obser-

vation, and upon pathological and therapeutical
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knowledge previously ncqnired.—Nervous head-
ache, proceeding from depression or exhaustion,
obviously requires the nervous energies to be re-
stored by tonics and stimulants. These medicines
however, should be administered with due caution
«t first

; as the more active of them, or too large
rtoses, may excite fever, or even occasion vascular
determination to the head. They ought not to be
given or continued

, long, until fcecal accumulations
have been removed by mild or stomachic purea-
tives which should afterward be prescribed ocSa-
,?ionaIly, in conjunction with deobstruents, in order
o preserve the excreting functions in a state of
hea thy activity While the head ought not to be
Jtept too warm, the impression of cold must be pre.
vented, at least until the organic functions have
acquired their usual tone. In moSt instances, the
milder tonics may be given, with the alkaline car.
W)nates, or the aromatic spirit of ammonia, and
with carminatives. The diet should be ligh and
tiourish.ng, the occasional causes avoided, andgen le exercise in the open air daily taken. In
s ight cases, these means, and a due regulation ofthe digestive functions, vvill remove the disorder

;

resorted to/=
''

""'^'^'^

Congestive Headache should be treated ac-

•^am^i SJ^v^'oSos^slvi' ff-'=t half a
must be .lividedVnto nfT."''''

" ^ -"ass
; which

rirsl,a»d rci.eatodjf „eceV/arv ti7 °f„"'^'^ ">ken at
fails, try thi followln ^'

^^^^^ ^"""^ '^O""- Or if this

Mucilage of Gum Aralfic s jflic e, 'to wnHrthrvW.n' ''"'f
" '^""^

'

•which must be divided into TwenllZr Pm, of , 'i'*"
^

'Uiree may be taken twice or threl Umes a day
"
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cording to the age, habit of body, and constitutional

power of the patient, and to the local as well as

general state of the circulation. It should not be

overlooked that vascular action in the brain, owing

either to impaired vital power of the capillaricH,

and of the organ generally, or to impeded return of

blood by the veins and sinuses, is insufficient for

the due performance of the several functions of this

part of the frame.—In delicate or irrilable per-

sons, stomachic or mild purgatives
;

tepid or cold

sponging the head with fluids containing aromatic

and fragrant substances, as lavender or Cologne

water
;

derivatives, especially warm or stimulating

pediluvia ; the internal exhibition of camphor, am-

monia, valerian, gentle tonics, &c.
;

light diet, and

moderate exercise in the open air, will prove most

serviceable. Local blood-letting will seldom be

required, even in small quantity ; blisters behii^

the ears will be productive of benefit in some

cases; and the effusion of tepid water on the head

in others. As the patient's strength improves, cold

sponging the head, or the shower bath, and friction

of the scalp, will be useful in preventing a return

of the affection. Where there is much irritability,

•the combination of hyoscyamus, or of small doses

of the powder or extract of belladonna, with the

medicines just named, and strict attention to diet,

air, and exercise, will generally be found of advan-

tage.

When this form of headache affects persons

whose vital powers have been exhausted by dissi-

pation and unrestrained indulgences, or those of a

leucophlegmatic habit of body, the treatment should

be still more restorative, tonic, or stimulant than the

foregoing. Even local depletions will be injurious,
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and the cola affusion on the head will be of little
«iervice unless the affection has followed the use of
narcotics, or when the head is hot. Cordial stem-
achic aperients, warm spiced Avine, or coffee ; the
preparations of ammonia, or of camphor, or of
valerian, or of arnica, &c.

; stimulating pediluvia

;

and blisters behind the ears, or on the" temples, or
oven on the head, in extreme cases, are amono- the
most appropriate remedies in cases of this kind.
Alter these have relieved the more distressing
symptoms, the complete removal of the disorder,
and the prevention of a return of it, may be at-
tempted by promoting the digestive, the assimilatintr,
nnd the excreting functions; by the use of tonics,
ot the preparations of bark or of iron; and by

•niild chalybeate and aerated mineral waters,
.(buch as Recipes will be found for in this book.)
but, before these are prescribed, the secretions aTid

*txcretions should be freely evacuated, and their
morbid states corrected, by alteratives and mild
purgatives; and, during the course of restorative
medicines, these should be frequently resorted to.

VVhen congestive headache occurs in the pie-
t.ioric, the indolent, and well fed; in persons about
or past middle age, or who have experienced oh.
?tructions of the liver, or of any accustomed evac!
lalion, the treatment should be very different from
the above. General or local blood-letting, the affu-
sion of cod water on the head, brisk cathartics,
and derivation to the extremities by warm and stim-
ulating pedi uvia or manuluvia (hand and footba hs), are chiefly to be depended upon. But thesewin fail of being permanently useful, unless thed et of the patient be restricted, and regular exer-
cise be taken m the open air. The seditions and
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excretions ought, also, to be freely and regularly

promoted. A daily recourse to the shower bath

will prove of great service.

When this form of headache proceeds from

prolonged or intense mental application or exertion,

not only should the above means be adopted, ac-

cording to the age, strength, habit of body, and

modes of living of the patient, but entire relaxation

of the mind, change of air, travelling, the amuse-

ments of watering-places, sea voyaging, early

hours, ligM reading, and horse exercise should be

enjoyed, as circumstances may permit. At the

same time, the mineral waters most suited to the

peculiarities of .the case may be taken, especially

those that are deobstruent, aperient, and gently

tonic
;

and, while the functions of digestion and

assimilation are promoted by restoratives, and by
breating an open, dry air, the secreting and excre-

ting actions of the abdominal viscera should receive

strict attention.

Plethoric and Inflammatory Headache requires

the adoption of the means just enumerated, but in

a much more active manner. The regimen ought

to be strictly anti-phlcgistic, and permanent deriva-

tion or counter-irritation established by means of

issues or setons in the nape of the neck, or of the

tartar emetic ointment, or of croton oil, applied in

this situation and in its vicinity. The bowels

ought, also, to be copiously and frequently acted

upon. When this form of headache follows the

disappearance of accustomed discharges or erup-

tions, or of hasnwrrhages, this treatment should bo

most strictly enforced, and the use of external as

well as internal derivatives strenuously persisted in.

Dyspeptic and Bilious Headaches. — I may
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State in this place, that when theformer is attended
by nausea, and when it is clearly ascertained that
the sickness does not proceed from inflammatory
action within the cranium, an ipecacuanh^emefoc,
vomiting being promoted by drinking chamomile
tea or warm water, will generally give .^lief. After
the stomach is evacuated, and the nausea is gone a
mild purgative, as the compound rhubarb pill • or
the sulphate of magnesia, with carbonate of mag-
nesia and a carminative spirit or tincture in an
aromatic water; or rhubarb, with magnesia or an
alkalme carbonate, and any aromatic or carmina-
tive medicine, will give farther relief by chano-incr
the state of the secretions in the stomach and upper
part of the intestines, and by promoting the excre-
ting functions of the latter and of the large bowels.
It nausea be not present, these purgatives should
be given forthwith, and repeated until the bowels
are freely evacuated. Suitable light diet, exercise
in the open air, and an occasional recourse to these
or similar aperients will prevent a return of the
affection. I have found the following most ser-
viceable, when given with this intention, in moder-
ate doses In larger doses, they will also remove
the complaint.*

: ground and mixed 'Wether ^irf f ^ ho tliorongl.ly

Of rhe-e. one or two mfy be take/ wT1°1'°'" PUll
Or the following : ^ J " "^^""^^ dinuor, or at beU-lime

^Se^f„aSe"ouLIfS" CarSe"of^'da''r''°r''
'"'"^'^^

^of Jalap, one-and-a half d^am, rrtncturfof 'srH. '^^^ j.Tincture
ITincture of Cardamoms of onA, Vhll \, """^ Comiioiind
iUl well together Of thi/mixt re ?rom';t^ "'T ^^'^ '^^"^
:may be ta&n at bed-timeror a^tThingTn iTe motirs"^'

^'"""^
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When bilious headache seems to depend upon
ihe congestion or accumulation of bile in tlie bil-

iary passages, then chologogues, particulai-ly cal-

omel qf blue pill, should be given, and followed,

after a few hours, by a stomachic purgative, which
should be repeated until a full effect is produced.
In these cases, it will often be necessary to repeat

the mercurial, as well as the purgative, oftener

than once ; the infusion of senna, or equal parts of

it and of a tonic infusion, being given with an al-

kaline carbonate, or with a neutral salt and the ex-

tract of taraxacum, or the bitartrate of potash in

lai-ge doses, with the confection of senna and this

extract. When the headache seems to proceed
from' an exuberance of acrid bile, then demulcents,

with cooling aperients, or with alkaline carbonates,

saline medicines in a state of effervescence, and
warm mucilaginous diluents, are generally useful.

In cases of this kind, it is necessary to dilute the

acrid secretions, to evacuate them from the bowels,

and to protect the digestive mucous surface from

their irritating operation. When tlie acridity of

the bile is the consequence merely of its retention

and accumulation in the biliary apparatus, then-

these means will be sufficient to remove disorder

;

but when it depends upon the exuberance in the

blood of the elements whence bile is formed, or

upon a morbid action in the liver, a vegetable or

farinaceous diet, bland fluids, the alkaline carbon-

ates and refrigerants in camphor mixture, regular

exercise, especially of the muscles of the upper

extremities and of the trunk, are then required. If

the action of the liver is not improved by these

means, recourse should be had to mercurial altera-

tives or aperients ; and if it be connected with vas«
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cular excitement of, or determination to the or^ran
local depletions, anlimonial preparations, diapho-
retics and diuretics, external derivatives, and the
antiphlogistic regimen, should be prescribed. In
every case, faecal accumulations and morbid secre-
tions should be -egularly evacuated by the means
already advised.

Organic or Cerebral HeadacJie.—When the
patient complains of increased pain in the head on
moving It, of spasms or pains in the limbs, or of
impaired sensibility of motior> of them, of sickness,
and of any of the characteristic symptoms of this
variety, depletions, general or local, according tohe peculiarities of the case

; deobstruent puW
tives, internal and external derivatives, blisters ap-
plied on the nape or behind the ears, and kept lon-r
discharging, setons, or issues, low diet, mental and
bodily repose, and local or general refrigerants, or
diaphoretics, as circumstances indicate, then con-
stitute the principal means of affording relief. After
these have removed vascular excitement, smalldoses of the bichloride of mercury, or of the iodideof mercury, or of the iodide of potassium, or ofthe loduretted solution of the iodide of potassium,
or of the arsenical solution, may be prescribed, and.contmued until the effects are ascertained: but'externa, derivation should be also persisted in
Fencranicd Headache.—When the aflfection

proceeds from disease of the pericranium or of thecranial bones, the treatment is essentially the same
as that just advised

; but it may be modified to r^eet
various peculiarities and changes. If the affection
:s syphilitic, the bichloride of mercury, or theodide of mercury, or the other preparations ofodine above mentioned, may be employed. If the
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periosteum or the bone be diseased, an incision

should be made down to the affected part, and a

free discharge afterward maintained, as success-

fiilh'^ practised by Mr. Pearson and Sir B. C
Brodie. If this affection have proceeded from in-

flammation of the ear, the discharge from the external

meatus of the or"-an should be allowed a free e^rees.

Rheumatic and Arthritic Headaches should be

treated with strict reference to the diathesis or con-

stitutional disorder.—If rheumatic headache is

not associated with ^inflammatory action of the

membranes, the head should be kept warm, and the

secretions and excretions freely promoted and evac-

uated. Alter biliary and fsecal accumulations

have been carried off, camphor, ammonia, and co\-

chicum may be given in conjunction ; or one or

more of these may be taken, with bark or any other

tonic, or with magnesia, or with the subcarbonate

of soda or potash, especially when the urine de-

posites a copious sediment or is acid. If severe

symptomatic fever or signs of inflammatory action

in the cerebral membranes accompany the rheum-

atic affection of the head, local depletions, anti-

monials, active cathartics, and derivatives, should

be prescribed, and colchicum freely exhibited. But

when these symptoms are absent, the following

medicines will generally give relief, a full dose of

calomel, or of blue pill with James's powder, or

some antimonial, having been taken at bed-time,

and a stomachic purgative the following morning,

Rnd repeated according to circumstances.*

» ]i. Camphor, Sulphate of Quinine, and Towdered Colchium Eoo\
eighteen grains each ; Extract of Hyoscyamus, half a dram ; Con
serve of Hoses, suflicient to work it up into Twenty-four Pills, ol

which two may be taken two or three times a-day.
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Arlhrilic headache sometimes requires local

depletions from the nape of the neck and from

behind the ears, especially in plethoric or robust

persons • but a great quantity of blood should not

be taken away. The lower extremities ought to be

put in warm water containing flour of mustard and

salt ; and if the headache is not very much re-

lieved by these means, mustard poultices may be

applied to the feet. Colchicum should also be pre-

scribed, with aperient or purgative medicines, and

with magnesia, or the alkaline carbonates. In these

cases, the colchicum, when given in small or suit-

able doses, and continued for some time, in order to

ensure its action on the liver and on the kidneys,

seems to favor the elimination of the superabundant

urea from the blood ; a great excess of this sub-

stance in the circulation being generally connected

with the production of the gouty affection, in all its

modes of manifestation. As urea is the sum br

ultimate product of assimilation, or results from a

combination of the effcete elements of human or-

ganization, and as it is liable to accumulate in the

blood when the functions of excretion are impaired,

owing to weakened organic nervous power, so it is

not improbable that, when it is thus superabundant,

it becomes an excitant not only of morbid or

altered sensibility, but also of increased vascular

action, and of local determination—that, in short, it

is the materi.es morbi of the ancients, and one of

the forms\vhich effcEte and excrementitious ele-

ments in the blood assume ; and that it constitutes

a part of. the morbid condition of which I have

shown gout to be the chief manifestatfon. This

view is supported by the experiments of Prout,

Chelius, and others, showing the superabundance
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of urea, and its combinations in the urine, when
the actions of the kidneys are freely exorted,

towards the decline of the gouty attack.

It is unnecessary to enter into the treatment

of the other symptomatic varieties of headache, in-

asmuch as the means of cure for them are essen

tially the same as are fully stated in the articles on

those diseases of which headache is a frequera

symptom.—When the pain is interfnittent, incfe-

pendent of organic lesion, and one of the forms

which masked ague assumes, then a full dose of

calomel with James's powder, or of any other mer-

curial alterative, at bed-time, a brisk cathartifc

draught early the following morning, and, after tht

operation of these, the sulphate of quinine with

camphor, or the preparations of bark and serpen-

taria, will remove the affection.—If the headache

be hysterical, the means already advised for ner-

oous headache will generally remedy it. If, how-

ever, the pain be symptomatic of disorder of the

uterine or of the urinary functions, the means of

cure must be directed to the restoration of these

functions to the healthy state, and to tlie removal

of vascular plethora by evacuations and derivatives,

especially when the affection depends upon this

state of the circulation, or arises from suppressed

or diminished secretion or excretion.—The head-

ache attending hypochondriacal affections is fre-

quently relieved by the means advised for dyspeptic

and bilious headaches.

—

Local or neuralgic head-

aches require the removal of the cause of irrita-

tion, when it can be accomplished, and generally

the means already advised for the nervous and con-

gestive varieties ; sometimes a constant and ener-

getic action to be exerted upon the intestinal canal
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frequently the exhibition of tonics, stimulants, and

narcotics, or anodynes
;
occasionally external irri-

tants or vesicatories, as moxas, croton oil applied

to the surface, the tartar emetic ointment, issues,

blisters, (Sec. ; in some instances the application of

narcotics, as veratria, dsc, to the part affected, or

of the acetate of morphia to the skin denuded of

its cuticle.

Granville's lotion, applied to the temples, or the

scalp itself, is one of the best applications we have
ever employed for the relief of headache, especially

of the nervous kind, or that connected with an

ansemic state of the system, as in chlorotic females.

In nervous headache from exhaustion, as well aa

general anaemia, the extract of aconite, in do'ses of

from a half to a grain, every two or three hours,

will often prove very useful.
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ON SOLITARY VICES, AND OTHER
ABUSES.

It is seldom the case that this subject is broached

to females in any form, but every person at all

acquainted with it will admit that it ought to be so,

and perhaps more especially to them than to othei

persons.

It is not only necessary on account of females

themselves being often the victims of these vices,

hut also because, as Mothers, they of necessity ex-

ercise a supervision over the conduct of their chil-

dren of holh sexes, and they therefore ought to be

acquainted with every matter of importance to their

welfare.

I am convinced that much of the evil we see

arising from this cause, in children, would be pre-

vented if Mothers were better informed about it,

and had their attention properly awakened.

Some persons suppose that solitary abuse is alto-

gether confined to Males ; but this is a great mis-

take. It is doubtless most frequent with them, and

in general affects them most injuriously ; but it is

useless to deny that it is extremely prevalent even

with the other sex, and likewise leads in them to

the most serious consequences.

The nature of my professional experience neces-

sarily brings me more in contact with peculiar

cases of this kind than most other Medical Men,

and I feel it my duty to refer to this subject in the

most emphatic manner, more especially as it has

hitherto been so culpably overlooked.
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In no other place could it be so appropriately

.treated upon as in a work of this kind, intended for

the special instruction and warning of females ; and
after the information already given, they will clearly

understand the remarks and statements it may be
necessary to piake.

From various causes, many of which have been
alluded to in our previous articles, and others which
will be as we proceed, the sexual instinct, or desire,

is often awakened at too early a period, or excited
to a most immoderate degree. Sometimes, even in

mere children it is strongly developed, so as to lead
to unnatural practices at the most tender age, and
at other times it becomes so ungovernably intense
that everything is forgotten or disregarded in the
blind craving for its indulgence.

In our boarding schools for young females, it is

well known to Medical Men that these vices are
fearfully common, though from their nature they
are seldom alluded to. The Physician contents
himself with treating the effects, but never alludes
to the cause f I have known cases where every
pupil in such establishments has been led astray in
this manner, and to the most alarming detriment of
their health.

From vicious association, or some other cause,
one among the number learns the habit and teaches
the others, till all become contaminated, and usually
without suspecting either any great impropriety or
any injurious result.

I know that many of the most pure-minded and
virtuous young females have been thus led astray,
and when made aware, either by proper instruction
or by dear-bought experience, that they have been
doing wrong, they often experience the most poig-
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nant remorse.—It is their fault, however, in only a

slight degree, for nnost of them are kept so entirely

ignorant of all they ought to know respecting them-

selves, that the wonder would be if they kept in the

right path.—Parents have much to blame them-
selves for in connection with this subject, particu-

larly Mothers ; and I trust these few remarks will

awaken their attention to a matter of such momen-
tous importance.

Some time ago, I made an allusion to this subject
in one of my Lectures to females, and was sur-

prised at the number who afterwards spoke to me
corroborating my statements.—Many aged persons,

and Mothers of experience, voluntarily testified to

the truth and value of what I had said, and urged
me to press this matter still more than I had done.

One venerable Lady, particularly, confessed to

me that when she went to a boarding school, in her
young days, these vices were so prevalent, and the

effects upon the health of the scholars were so

alarming, that it was thought some epidemic disease

must prevail, and they all went home.
Another Lady informed me, with the greatest

agony of feeling, that her daughter came home
from school to die from these practices, and con-

fessed it to her parent on her death-bed.

I have also received numbers of Letters, from
females of all ages, making similar confessions,

ind asking what they must do to recover from the

etfects of their thoughtless practices.—Among
them, I select the following one, as the writer is

now no more, and I know that no one can even

suspect who she was, nor indeed would any of her

numerous friends and admirers believe the possi-

bility of her ever having been the victim she was

:
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Dear Friend,—
It is with feelings of deep shame and remorse

hat I sit down to make this confession ; but in the

hope, that it may save others from the abyss into

wiiich I have fallen, and also be the means of some
little good to my own unworthy self, I feel that I

ought not to f^il in doing so.— You, I know, can
both sympathise with and excuse me—perhaps more
so than I deserve; and I will, therefore, unburden
my mind of a terrible weight which has now lain

heavily upon it for years.

I am now advanced in life, being fifty-one years
of age, and the mother of two children—one, alas

!

a sufferer from his mother's folly while she was
yet a child.

I was first taught the nature of sexual feelings,

and how to excite them, by a servant girl, when
only eleven years of' age ; and being naturally of a
warm and excitable temperament, the gratification

was very great, and was frequently indulged in.

I had not the slightest idea, when first commencing
this disgusting practice, that it was wicked or hurt-
ful, nor did I even suspect so till my health began
to fail. Fortunately, an old Medical book fell in

my way, which spoke upon these matters, and that
first opened my eyes to the sin of my conduct.

—

Oh ! that such books as yours had then been writ-
ten, and that one had fallen in my way

j
years of

suffering and mental anguish might have been
spared me, and my dear child would not have been
a living memento of his Mother's folly.

The symptoms which I first began to experience,
when about fourteen or fifteen years of age, and
which increased as I advfinced in life, were of the
most distressing character. Extreme languor and
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weakness, with a disinclination to either bodily or
mental exertion, accompanied by a miserable low-
ness of spirits that nothing alleviated, were my
constant attendants. I hated myself—I could not
enjoy life—and I feared death. My head was
always heavy and full, and my eyes often red as if

with constant weeping, while my judgment became
gradually weaker, and my memory failed, till I

could neither decide what to do in future, nor re-

member what I had done.—Fortunately, I was so
circumstanced that others took care of me, or I

know not what I should have done.
My Physicians attributed" my sinking health to Dys-

pepsia, to the change of life, and various other cans-
es, and prescribed medicines and change of air, but
not one seemed to suspect the real cause of the evil.

For years I struggled on in this way, striving

against the demon of strong desire with all the

strength I had, but only to fall at last. Each act

of gratification seemed to become more urgent than
the former, and also to prostrate me, both bodily

and mentally, still lower than before. At last I

became utterly prostrated, and lay for many weeks
at the point of death, from mere weakness and ex-

haustion. Providentially this was the means of my
salvation. The bodily exhaustion seemed to weaken
my morbid excitability, and my fear that I really

should die gave me new courage, so that with re-

turning strength I broke the shackles which had
hitherto bound me, and became free. From that

time I never once debased myself with the degrad-

ing practice again, and my health and appearance
BO improved, that my friends could scarcely believe

it was me lliey saw.

I, however, still suffered from a shattered Ner-

J
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vous System, and though well, compared witli wha»
I had been, felt that, more or less, the consequences
of my fault would follow me to the grave. At
times I would be attacked with fits of melancholy
and extreme depression of spirits, without any ap-
parent cause, and would become so wretched that
death would have been a relief. My old weakness
of the limbs would also come on occasionally, and
my mind, I feel convinced, had not its natural
power.

At twenty-two years of age I was married, and
lived happily Avith my husband for twenty-one
years, having during that time three children, of
whom one died. The youngest of those living,
from his birth, exhibited the «ame unfortunate ten-
dency of the nervous system as his Mother, and,
with horror I confess it, was evidently born with a
disposition to the same evil habits. Oh I the hours
of watching and intense mental agony I endured
while rearing up that dear cliild, and oh ! the bittfer

accusations my 6wn heart brougiit up against me,
for I could not doubt that his moral infirmity was
inherited from myself
As soon as he could understand, I hesitated not to

• speak to him openly and candidly about it, and by
gaining his confidence and love, was enabled to
save him fl-om certain destruction, though not alto-
gether from suffering.

For myself, I still suffer, though none suspect the
> cause, and I daily see, among my dear youn-r
t friends, many bright buds of promise witherin.^
-away, as I did, and no one dreaming why.

"

Wherever I can I speak on this matter, in sucii
(cases

;
but the ignorance of parents is so groat, it

us not always possible to do so with advantage. I
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have the satisfaction, however, of knowing lha

many have been saved by my efforts in this way,

and thus my own fall has perhaps been the means
of keeping others in the path.

Oh, with what delight I first heard your Lec-

tures, and read your books !—At last, said I, a

better day has dawned, and females will no longer

be compelled to suffer and die from mere igno-

rance.—May you be spared to complete your work,

and may the satisfaction of feeling that you do

good, ever attend you.

Most truly yours,

rhis Letter is but one out of a large number
equally interesting and instructive, but from the

crivate nature of most of them, and also because

the writers are still living, I do hot deem their pub-

lication to be proper.

The symptoms arising from solitary vice are

well sketched in the above Letter, though they are

often much more severe, and many are experienced

which are not there mentioned.

The Hospital, the Lunatic Asylum, and the Grave

would tell fearful tales respecting this vice, if their

records were truly written.

In one of my former works I referred to this

subject, and as many of my present readers prob-

ably have not read those remarks, I will here,

quote them. They were intended more especially

for the other sex, but are strictly applicable to both,

and will be found extremely valuable io parents.

The immediate effects of this vice are, great

lassitude and depression of spirits. This is fol-

lowed, after a time, by other symptoms, many of
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which are never suspected to arise from this cause.
Most generally the memory soon begins to fail, and

' the mind cannot be directed to one thing for any
length of time, but wanders continually ; some-
times it even becomes unsettled altogether, and
complete fatuity results. The senses are very apt

•to fail, particularly the eyes, which become affected
in various ways, from mere weakness to every
degree of inflammation, and even blindness. The

: hearing will often become affected, and the head
will be subject to a distressing fulness, with diz-
iziness, noises, and soreness all over. The indivi-
:dual becomes excessively nervous, full of appre-
ihension, irritable, and wretched. He dislikes
^society, from mere incapability of exertion, be-
comes at last melancholy, or mad, and often ter-
minates his existence by suicide. The different
organs become more or less deranged, and perform
their functions imperfectly: this is particularly
the case with the digestive apparatus, the kidneys,
sand bladder. In males, the genital organs them-
:5elves begin to fail

;
they shrink away, the grati-

ification becomes less, and finally complete im-
potence and aversion follows.

All these symptoms are, it is true, seldom found
rn one person, but more or less they characterize
)very case. Some persons will begin to experience
hem very soon, while others will not for a long
ime. It is but rare, however, that any one who
.ibuses himself will miss them altogether.

I do not hesitate to say that a very large portion
i>f the human race are guilty of this excess, prob-
ibly the great majority, and that a great portion
>f the evils and suffering which afflict society are
nfoduced by it. Indeed, I believe that licentious-
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ness, in one form or other, is the cause of nearly

all the disease, both of body and mind, which

exists ! In fact, I have sometimes almost thought

it Avas ihe sole cause, for I know of no single disease

but what it will either cause directly, or indirectly

lead to

!

Solitary vice, however, is much more prevalent

than any other form of licentiousness, and much
worse in its effects. Dreadful as are the conse-

quences of excess, in the natural way, they are

but trivial compared with those which follow from

solitary vice ; nor do I think they can, under any

circumstances, equal them.

Most persons are aware that this practice pre-

vails, and that it is injurious, but it is only those

who have long been familiar with it, as a subject of

practice and study, that can be aware of its great

extent and fearful effects. The truth, in fact, can

scarcely be believed by those not familiar with it.

My own opportunities for acquiring information

have been very great, so as to make me acquainted

with this terrible evil in every particular, and I do

not hesitate to say that it is the master evil of the

aresent day ! I am firmly convinced that it leads

to more disease, of body and mind—more suffer-

ing, and premature decay, than all other causes put

together ! Here I make no reservation, nor do I

exaggerate, but, on the contrary, I feel convinced

that my statement is under rather than over the

truth.

This vice is almost universal, the exceptions to it

being very rare, particularly in the rising genera-

tion. I believe it may be safely asserted that

ninetif-nine out of every hundred are addicted to it !

And such are the circumstances in which young
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people are now placed, that, instead of its decreas-
ing, it is every day becoming more confirmed and
extended.

1 have reason to suppose that it is as general in

the one sex as the other. If there be any differ-

ence, it is possible that females practice it most;
but simply because they less frequently have
natural indulgence in their power.

It is often commenced in extreme youth—nay,
even in childhood. I have known instances of ohil-

dren not more than eight years of age, and even
younger, being addicted to it. In most of these
cases no such thing was suspected, and the pooi
victims were fast hurrying to an untimely grave.
Even when told, their guardians could scarcely
believe the statement, till their own observation
convinced them it was true. They were then ex-

I tremely anxious to have the evil removed, which,
fortunately, was in most cases accomplished. It is

not merely an error of youth, however, but be-
comes a confirmed and growing habit, to which the

• individual is a victim all his days. I have known
: middle aged, and even old persons, who had never
ibeen able to emancipate themselves from it.

The object of this practice is, to excite, by arti-

•ficial means, the sexual feeling. This is accom-
plished by friction, of the most sensitive parts of
the genitals, usually with the hand, but often by
other means; assisted by a highly excited state of
the in)agination.

With regard to the commencement of this prac-
..>ice, some persons have supposed that it must al-

• ways be learned from another, or at least that some '

iintimation must be had of its nature before ir#
i begun. This, however, I know is not always
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necessary. From various causes, most of which
we have stated in a former part of this work, the

genital organs become precociously developed, and

highly sensitive. This produces slight irritation

and uneasiness, to relieve which the hand is directed

to them ; the friction of which produces a new and
pleasant sensation before unknown. When once

this has been experienced, the desire to create it

again becomes irresistible, and with each new in-

dulgence the habit strengthens and becomes more
confirmed. In most cases the individual is com-

pletely ignorant of the nature of this new indul-

gence, and knows nothing of its probable conse-

quences. This knowledge, if given in time, would
often destroy the habit, but it is seldom given till

too late to be of service
;

indeed, in most cases, the

victim has to find it out by dear-bought experience.

Nevertheless, this practice is most generally ac-

quired from others, and for this reason prevails in

nearly all institutions vvhepe young persons are con-

gregated
J
nor can this be prevented under present

arrangements. Many conductors of these estab-

lishments are unacquainted with the existence of

the evil ; others use every means they can devise

to prevent or suppress it
;
though often without suc-

cess. From the nature of the practice it cannot be

prevented, when there is a disposition to it, unless

the offender is kept under constant surveillance !

In my public lectures I have always made this a

special topic, speaking the truth upon it without

reserve, but in charity, and with a sincere desire to

do good. This had made me the confidant of hun-

<lreds, who would never have disclosed their fail-

ings to any one else, and has enabled me to gather

more facts bearing on the subject than, perhaps,
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ever came in the way of any one individnal before
ll IS neither useful nor just, however, to expbse the
weakness of human nature, more than is necessary
for their correction: I shall, therefore, only make
use of the information I have thus acquired in a
general way, and for that purpose.
When in New York City, in the fall of 1844 Iwas accosted, after my lecture on this subject, by

an old gentleman, who desired to speak with me in
private. When Ave were alone, he said to me •

Doctor, you are the first person I ever heard
speak plainly on this evil practice, and as I am.
unfortunately, aware, by sad experience, of the
truth of your assertions, I felt much interested in
your discourse, and resolved, if you thought fit, to

> communicate the details of a case with which 1am but too familiar." I thanked him for his con-
Ifidence and he ga^e me the following particulars.He had a son a fine healthy, lively child, aged
.eleven years old, whom he sent to a celebrated
.academy for young gentlemen, in the suburbs of a
^neighboring city. For the first six months he con-
itmued to receive the most flattering accounts of his^son s progress, and was highly pleased with him•when he returned home at the%acation. In a«hort time after he was surprised and grieved tonear that his health was failing, and thlt Tie wasmuch more backward than formerly. Medical ad^ice was sought immediately, and the assurance'

^d fZfV^' ''T "uf
'^^"^ the matter!

vi nhiM t
7"^"^-

^'u^^^^y
^""y ^" * «hort time

I he child kept on m this manner for twelve monthsonger, gradually becoming worse, until at last he

J-ition at this time as most distressing. He wai»
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thin as a skeleton, weak in body and mind, and

comple*tely sunk in a deep despondency, from which

nothing seemed permanently to rouse him. At

last he took to his bed, and died before he was

thirteen. One night, however, while he was sick,

the father was sitting *up with him, and, being

weary, leaned back in his chair, with his eye's

closed, as if asleep. While in this state, some

motion of his son partially roused him, and through

his half-open eyes, he saw him in a situation which

left no doubt that he was practising Masturbation.

The feelings of the father can better be conceived

than described. Being a man of information, he

partly knew the consequences of this vice, and im-

mediately the idea rushed upon him that this was

the cause of his son's sickness, and he at once re-

solved to discover if his suspicions were true. In

the morning after, he began to talk with his child

about his school-fellows, asking him as to their

practices in'play, &c. ; and at last fixing his eyes

upon him, he asked him if any ever practised this

habit before him? The child burst into tears, and

laid his head in his bosom. By a little gentle

management he led him to confess that he had been

•addicted to this vice ever since he went to school,

•having^ been taught it by a playmate. Sometimes

Sie practised it three or four times in a day. He

:also assured his father that there was not one he

knew in the school but what did the same, it being

considered a meritorious thing, and one which

every boy should aim at. The poor fellow liad

become partly aware, himself, that it was causing

his misery, and wished he had not done it; but it

had become so much a part of hi^ nature, he could

not refrain. The father felt as if a thunderbolt
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had broken upon him. Here was his only child

stricken before his eyes, and nobody suspecting the

cause till it was too late. Said he to me—" I hope
my sad experience may enlighten some one else in

time."

A short time after, while lecturing at the city

where his son was sent, I was introduced to the

principal of the very school, whom he had already
mentioned to me by name. Finding him a man of
intelligence, I commenced talking on the subject of
solitary vice, and observe^d that he appeared much
interested. As confidence became established, he
at last confessed, that the prevalence of this prac-
tice, among his pupils, was a constant annoyance
to him.

" I know," said he, " that my establishment is

only like others, for I do not think there is one in
which it does not prevail more or less ; but as I

know how baneful it is, 1 am deeply concerned
about it. I find it impossible to prevent it altogether,
do what I will. All our scholars sleep separate,
and we keep a constant eye upon them, but still I

know the evil exists
j

and, by some accident or
other, each new comer becomes tainted with it. I

am firmly convinced that there is no institution

where young people are brought together but in

which the practice may be found ; and I have no
faith in any means of preventing it but such as you
propose."

Numerous, indeed, are the melancholy instances \

of this kind daily to be met with. Many a youth,
robust with health, and with every indication of the
highest talents, jis sent by his parents to some sem-
inary to complete his education, and returns after a
lime, debilitated in mind and body, and without

II
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either hope, energy, or capability. They mourn
over his nun, but never dream of what caused it

;

and even if told, could not, in many cases, under!
stand how it had been brought about. I have a case
of this kind in my mind now. It is that of a
young man who had made the highest attainments,
and who gave promise of being one day amon^ the
first and greatest in the land. His friends lo°oked
upon him with pride and confidence, and gloried in
the prospect of his future exhaltation. But, alas !

a blight came over their hopes ; he began to fade^
his mind became imbecile, and at last he sunk far
below the ordinary standard, without even the desire
to rise. He was pointed out to me by a relative,
who also told me that it was the practice of solitary
vice, learnt at college, which had made him the
melancholy wreck he was.

On another occasion, an old man spoke to me
after my lecture, and told me that he had a son
who had long been in a desperate condition, whose
cause of complaint he had never been able to as-
certain. " But," said he, " from what you say of
the effects of this practice, I think that must be it

;

I will, however, ascertain if possible immediately.''
The next week I saw him again, and he told me
that he had asked the medical man, who had hit>

son in charge, whether he thought such was the
case ? and he immediately replied, " Yes ! now you
have asked me, I can tell you; it is that practice,
and nothing else, which has brought your son to

his present pitiable condition. I "did not like to

mention it to you before, for fear you might be, like
many othe vs, merely offended with me for speaking
the truth ; hut since you ask, I presume you desire
to know." The young man was then so weak, he
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could scarcely stand, and so much affected in his
mind, that a person was kept with him continually,
to prevent him committing suicide. I saw the
father a little lime after again, and he told me, with
tears in his eyes, that his son had died in the mean
time. " Had it not been for you," said he, " I
should never have known what killed him. I have
now another child much younger, who might have
died in the same way ; but novv I know the evil, I

ta-ust I shall be able to prevent it."

Another case, somewhat similar, came under my
notice, of a little girl, who had been taught the
practice by a female servant with whom she slept.
The mother fortunately discovered it, before the
evil was gone too far, and by a proper course
of moral and medical treatment, it was soon
suppressed altogether, and she perfectly re-
covered.

In one instance, I knew a boarding school, where
fourteen young females resided, which had to be
entirely broken up, on account of this practice.
One after another fell sick, and all eventually were
eent home; previous to which, the principal ascer-
tained, from the confession of one among them,
that for a length of time they had all been addicted
to this vice. Nine out of these fourteen died ia'
less than five years after!

I am every day receiving written or verbal con-
fessions, of persons who have suffered from this
practice. They are all much of the same char-
acter, so that one will suffice to give an idea of the
whole. The following letter is very explicit, and'
full in its statements : I therefore select it from
among my collection

:
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Dear Sir,—
In the course of your lecture last evening, at

which I was present, you spoke upon the subject of
Masturbation, and requested any . of your audience,
who thought fit, to ask you for any further informa-
tion they might desire, either verbally or by
writing. I am myself a sufferer from the effects

of this practice even now, though over thirty years
of age ; and I wish to know whether any relief can
be obtained. To enable you better to decide, I

will make a full confession of my past conduct,
and present condition.

I was first taught this practice when at school,
being then about fourteen. At first I did not resort

to it much, but when about sixteen I used to mas-
turbate often, as much as three or four times a day,
till I became so weak and unwell, that I had not
power to do it so frequently. I still, however, kept
on at intervals, till I was twenty-two or three, but
at that time my sexual power, which had been
gradually weakening, seemed to die away alto-

gether, and I had no longer either desire or capa-
bility. During all this time I had never carnally
known a woman. When about twenty-eight my
friends wished me to marry, and I, too, was desi-

rous of doing so, being tenderly attached to an
amiable female, whom I had known from child-

hood, who also reciprocated my affection. But
then came the reflection—was I fit for marriage 1

This troubled me much, and I knew not what to

do. At last I confided my trouble, in part, to an

acquaintance, * * * ±

• * * ^: * * *

* and found, to my shame and mortification,

that I was perfectly powerless and impotent ! My
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^fief and chagrin were unbounded ; I was com-
pelled, by means of one excuse or other, to put off
the marriage, hoping in the mean time to procure
some assistance. I tried various Cordials and
Tinctures which I saw advertised, but none did me
any good, and I was ashamed of speaking to any
Physician. I am now about thirty-one, no better
and in sad perplexity what to do. I cannot bring
noy mind to abandon the woman I love, without
giving a sufficient reason, and yet the only suffi-
cient one, that is the true one, I dare not give.

Is there any hope for me ? If so, tell me what
to do immediately.
The effects .produced upon me by the practice

were these. At first I merely felt disinclined to
much exertion, either of body or mind ; but this
gradually became worse, till at last it required
great effort to rouse myself sufficiently to proceed
with my daily avocations. My strength failed, and
I became very weak. My head was all along
heavy and dizzy

; my eyes weak, and as if a cob-
web were before them, obstructing the view. I
had pain, particularly in the small of the back,
which appeared as if it would give way. My
digestion became much impaired, and I suffered
extremely from dyspepsia. Flying pains occurred
at intervals all over my body, often at night, pre-
venting my sleep. I was also subject to excitement
while asleep, sometimes accompanied with losses
though not always ; when such was the case
1 was always worse next morning. My memory
was very bad, and I could scarcely brinrr myself
10 think, two minutes together, on the same sub-
ject. I was very irritable, and so wretchedly low
spirited, that I was frequently on the point of' com-
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mitting suicide. In fact I was so miserable that

life was a burden. After I became completely
impotent, I seemed to recover a little, though still

very uncomfortable. I am at present a little

stronger, but most of my symptoms appear at times.
|

I still suffer from the heaviness in my head, and i

the cloudiness in my eyes, which sometimes seem '

full of black specks, floating in them. My memory
|

is no better, nor am I any more capable of mental
|

effort. My digestion is better. * *
i

* * * * * * * ';

* * My spirits are very low, and my
present condition makes them worse. My genital

organs appear as large as in other persons, and no
one would suspect, from their appearance, that 1 :

was impotent. I have not had any signs of semen
existing for the last twelve months, and when it did \

appear, which was in consequence of an exciting \

dream, it was in small quantity, and very thin. *
f

:

• * * * * * * ;******;
Now tell me candidly, doctor, do you think that

;

any course of treatment can be depended upon,
j

with any reasonable prospect of success, for doing

me good, and recovering my lost power ?

An early answer will oblige, yours, &c.,

This letter gives a faithful picture of most of

those cases which coiVie under ray notice. Some

'

are much worse, it is true, and others not quite so

bad. Tiie effects produced depend upon il)e ex-

tent of the practice, the constitution of the indivi-

dual, his mode of life, and other circumstances*,
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The most general symptoms are, such as those
described under the head of excessive indulgence,
and in the cases we have just narrated. Perhaps
the nnost general results, at first, are, loss of mem-
ory, inability to apply. the mind to any one object,
low spirits, and irritability

; accompanied by heavi-
ness and dizziness of the head, and cloudiness or
inflammation of the eyes, with more or less derange-
ment of the stomach, kidneys, and bladder. After-
wards the system becomes more extensively affected,
and many other effects are produced

;
particularly

loss of sexual desire, and impotence or sterility.
This often prevents men from marrying, or makes
them and their partners wretched for life, if they
do. Insanity often results from it—indeed, I be-
lieve more frequently from this cause than from
any other. Our Lunatic Asylums often present us
with lamentable instances of this kind. The ter-
mination is usually an untimely death, either by
premature decay, or hasty suicide.
The reason why Masturbation is more injurious

than excessive indulgence is, because it is accom-
plished solely by an intensely excited imagination,
without any natural and appropriate associations,
either physical or moral. This completely drains
all nervous energy, and leaves the individual in a
state of complete exhaustion. It can also be prac-
tised so readily

;
and, from its not appeasing the

desire, is so often repeated.
Females do not always appear to suffer so much

from it at first as males, probably because no sem-
inal discharge takes place. It will eventually,
however, produce the same effects in them, as well
as some others peculiar to them alone. It is very
•pt to make the skin sallow, the eyes hollow and
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dark underneath, and sonaetimes to produce erup.

tions on the skin. When instruments are used, ii

also destroys the hymen, and brings the organs to

the same state and appearance as after marriage.

It has not unfrequently happened that young wo-

men have been accused, by their husbands, of un-

chastity on this account ; and certainly, in a moral

point of view, the charge might be considered aa

well founded— * * * *

4c :)! :)c * * *

It may appear strange to some, why it is that

medical men are not aware of this evil, or, if they

are aware of it, why they do not more frequently

inform parents of its existence. Medical men,

generally, are aware of the great extent of this

practice, and also of its effects ;
but, from the ig-

norance and prejudice which prevails, they dare

not say what they know. A Physician once re-

marked to me, after one of my lectures, that he

had numerous instances in his practice similar to

those I had described ;
" but," said he, " I scarcely

ever dare speak to the parents about it, even when

I am certain, much less when I only suspect. There

are few but what would either feel, or affect to feel,
[

insulted at the very suspicion of such a thing in

their children, and if I were to mention my
thoughts, I should probably give offence, and be

discharged for my pains." This I know to be the

case, having often met with similar treatment ray-
:

self. The fact is, before we can reform ti)e chil-

dren, we must enlighten the parents ! They will

then act with us, and much may be accomplished.

With regard to the means to be employed in re-
;

moving the effects of Masturbation, and the pros-
|

pect of their succeeding, little can be sai i, since !
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they must vary in every individual case. The
first requisite, however, in every instance, ib tha

total abandonment of the practice ! Without this

be done, nothing else will be of much service. It

is but seldom, however, that any individual can

emancipate himself from this vile habit, let him

be ever so well aware of its effects. I have had

persons confess to me, that they were utterly un-

able to abandon it, though fully aware that it was
ruining them, body and mind. Indeed I do not

know of a single instance where a person deliber-

ately left it off, unless they had become impotent,

or procured natural gratification ; but in most cases

it soon unfits them for proper indulgence. In some

cases, particularly in young persons, the tendency

to it may be much decreased by a little medical

treatment, attention to diet, regimen, &c. The fear

of the consequences, when these are properly

placed before them, may operate a little and still

more the feai* of detection ! Let them know, that

it produces a certain effect upon their appearance,

which, to a practised eye, points them out as cer-

tainly as if they had it written on their foreheads !

So that in spite of the secrecy with which they

practice the habit, it still betrays them. I do not

expect, however, that much can be done in the way
of curing the evil when it is established ; the only

practicable plan of removing it is, to enlighten

young people in time, as I have before stated, and

80 prevent it from being begun ! Till this plan

be adopted, but little good will be done.

The symptoms here given are precisely such as

are ordinarily seen in cases of self-abuse, but there

are many others, arising secondarily, which have

only been recently ascribed, to this cause. Idiocy
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and insanity, for instance, and that general failing
of all the physical and mental powers, affecting
both the individual and his offspring, which leads
eventually to the extinction of his family and name.
It is only of late that proper attention has been di-

reeled to these terrible evils, and that they have been ;

thought to be at all under our control. Formerly
\

they were looked upon as mysterious dispensations
of providence, much to be deplored, but only to be
met with patience and resignation. Many eminent
writers of the present age have distinctly recog-
nised the influence of self-abuse, in the production
of idiocy, insanity, and constitutional degeneracy,
and have especially urged the necessity of attending
to it when treating those evils. Among other recog-
nitions of this kind, I have been particularly struck
ivith one, a legislative document, in which there is

more wholesome truth told, and more sound reason-
ing advanced, than in almost all the medical treatises

on the subject put together. It is a Report on the
subject of Idiocy, presented to the Massachusetts
Senate, by Dr. S. G. Howe, in February, 1848, in

compliance with a former resolution of that body
directing such a report to be made.—I am only
surprised that such a document so valuable should
be so little known, and that the Hon. Senators
should not have seen that their duty was to give it

as wide a circulation as
_

possible. The influence

of such a document, /roffi such a source, must have
been very great, and no doubt would accomplish
more good, in the way of prevention, than all their

asylums and medical treatment could do in the way
of cure.—In time this and similar Reports will be

eagerly sought for, and their great value, to the

public at large, will be universally admitted. I
|
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shall quote from the Report here for the double pur-
pose of corroborating by it my own statements, and
also of making it more generally known.

In speaking upon the necessity that exists for

boldlj approaching this subject, notwithstanding the
prejudice that many persons feel against doing so,

Dr. H. makes the following forcible and sensible
remarks :

—

" There is another vice, a monster so hideous in
mien, so disgusting in feature, altogether so beastly
and loathsome, that, in very shame and cowardice, it

hides Its head by day, and vampyre-like, sucks the
very life-blood from its victims by night ; and it

may perhaps commit more direct ravages upon the
strength and reason of those victims than even in
temperance ; and that vice is

' SELF-ABUSE.

' One would fain be spared the sickening task of
dealing with this disgusting subject

; but, as he who
would exterminate the wild beasts that ravage his
fields, must not fear to enter their dark and noisome
dens, and drag them out of their lair ; so he, who
would rid humanity of a pest, must not shrink from
dragging it from its hiding-places, to perish in the
light of day. If men deified him who delivered
Lerna from its hydra, and canonized him who rid
Ireland of its serpents, what should they do for one
who could extirpate this monster-vice ? What is
the ravage of fields, the slaughter of flocks, or even
the poison of serpents, compared with that pollution
of body and soul, that utter extinction of reason,
and that degradation of beings, made in God's
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image, to a condition which it would be an insult to

the aninnals to call beastly, and which is so often

the consequence of excessive indulgence in this

vice ?

" It cannot be that 8uch loathsome wrecks of hu-
manity as men and women reduced to drivelling

idiocy by this cause, should be permitted to float

upon the tide of life, without some useful purpose:
and the only one we can conceive, is that of awful
beacons to make others avoid,—as they would es-

chew moral pollution and death,—the course which
leads to such ruin.

" This may seem to be extravagant language, but

there can be no exaggeration, for there can be no
adequate description even, of the horrible condition

to which men and women are reduced by this prac-

tice. There are, among those enumerated in this

Report, some who not long ago were considered

young gentlemen and ladies, but who are now
moping idiots, idiots of the lowest kind ; lost to all

reason,—to all moral sense,—to all shame ; idiots

who have but one thought, one wish, one passion,

—

and that is, the further indulgence in the habit

which has loosed the silver cord even in their early

youth, which has already wasted, and, as it were,

dissolved the fibrous part of their bodies, and utterly

extinguished their minds.
" In such extreme cases, there is nothing left to

appeal lo, absolutely less than there is in the dogs

and horses,—for they may be acted upon by fear

of punishment ; but these poor creatures are beyond

all fear and all hope, and they cumber the earth

a-while, living masses of corruption.
" If only such lost and helpless wretches existed,

it would be a duty to co-er them charitably with
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the veil of concealment, and hide them from the
public eye, as things too hideous to be seen : but,
alas

!
they are only the most, unfortunate members

of a large class. They have sunk down into the
abyss towards which thousands are tending. The
vice which has shorn these poor creatures of the
fairest attributes of humanity is acting upon others,
in a less degree indeed, but still most injuriously;
enervating the body, weakening the mind, and pol-
luting the soul.

" A knowledge of the extent to which this vice
prevails, would astonish and shock many. It is in-
deed a pestilence which walketh in darkness, be-
cause, while it saps and weakens all the higher
qualities of the mind, it so strengthens low cunnino-
and deceit, that the victim goes on in his habit un*^
suspected, until he is arrested by some one whose
practised eye reads his sin in the very means which
he takes to conce&l it—or until all sense of shame
is forever lost in the night of idiocy, with which his
day so early closes.

" Many a child who confides every thing else to
a loving parent, conceals this practice in its inner-
most heart. The sons or daughters who dutifully,
conscientiously, and religiously confess themselves
to father, mother, or priest, on every other subject,
never allude to this. Nay, they strive to cheat and
deceive by false appearances

;
for, as against this

darling sin,—-duty, conscience, and religion, are all
nothing. They even think to cheat God, or cheat
memselves into the belief that He who is of purer
eyes than to behold iniquity can still regard their
sin with favor.

" Many a fond parent looks with wondering anxi-
ety upon the puny frame, the feeble purpcee, the
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fitful humors of a dear child, and, after trying all

other remedies to restore him to \igor of body and
vigor of mind, goes journeying about from place to

place, hoping to leave the offending cause behind,

while the victim hugs the disgusting serpent closely

to his bosom, and conceals it carefully in his vest-

ment.
" The evils which this sinful habit works in a

direct and positive manner, are not so appreciable,

perhaps, as that which it effects in an indirect and
negative way. For one victim which it leads down
to the depths of idiocy, there are scores and hundreds
whom it makes shamefaced, languid, irresolute, and
inefficient for any high purpose of life. In this

way, the evil to individuals and to the community
is very great.

" It behooves every parent, especially those whose
children (of either sex) are obliged to board and

sleep M'ith other children, whether in boarding-

schools, boarding-houses, or elsewhere, to have a

constant and watchful eye over them with a view to

this insidious and pernicious habit. The symptoms
of it are easily learned, an(l, if once seen, should

be immediately noticed.

" Nothing is inore false than the common doctrine

of delicacy and reserve in the treatment of this habit.

AH hints, all indirect advice, all attempts to cure it

by creating diversions, will generally do nothing

but increase the cunning with which it is concealed.

The way is, to throw aside all reserve ; to charge

the offence directly home ; to show up its disgust-

ing nature and hideous consequences in glowing

colors ; to apply the cautery seething hot, and press

it into the very quick, unsparingly and unceasingly.

" Much gool has been done, of late years, by the
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publication of cheap books upon this subject. They
should be put into the hands of all youth suspected
of the vice. They should be forced to attend to

the subject. There should be no squeamishnesa
about it.

" There need be no fear of weakening virtue by
letting it look upon such hideous deformity as this

vice presents. Virtue is not salt or sugar to be
softened by such exposure ; but the crystal or dia-
mond that repels all foulness from its surface. Ac-
quaintance with such a vice as this,—such acquaint,
ance, that is, as is gained by having it held up
before the eyes in all its ugliness, can only serve to

make it detested and avoided.
" Were this the place to show the utter fallacy

of tlie notion that harm is done by talking or writing
to the young about this vice, it could probably be
done by argument, certainly by the relation of
pretty extensive experience. This experience has
shown that, in ninety-nine cases in a hundred, the
existence of the vice was known to the young, but
not known in its true deformity ; and tiiat, in the
hundredth, the repulsive character in which it was
first presented, made it certain that no forther ac-
quaintance with it would be sought."

This is speaking to the point, and Dr. Howe
never rendered more important service to suffering
humanity than when he laid down these uiomen-
to us truths.

In another part of the Report the effects of igno-
rance arc made terribly apparent, not only upon the
unfortunate victim, but also upon society at large,,

and it is plainly shown what danger every one runs
while that ignorance exists.
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" In ^,rnc families which are oeg^raded by
drunkenness and vice, there is a degree of com.
bined ignorance and di^pravity, which disgraces
humanity. It is not woi derful that feeble-minded
children are born in sucl. families; or, being born,
that many of them become idiotic. Out of this

class domestics are sometimes taken by those in

better circumstances, and they make their employ-
ers feel the consequences of suffering ignorance
and vice to exist in the community. There are

cases recorded in the appendix, where servant-

women, who had the charge of little girls, deliber-

ately taught them habits of self-abuse, in \)rder

that they might exhaust themselves, and go to sleep

quietly ! Tiiis has happened in private houses as

well as in the almshouses ; and such little girls

have become idiotic !

" The mind instinctively recoils from giving cre-

dit to such atrocious guilt
; nevertheless, it is there

with all its hideous consequences ; and no hiding

of our eyes, no wearing of rose-colored spectacles,

—nothing but looking at it in its native deformity,

will ever enable men to cure it. There is no cor-

don sanilaire for vice ; we cannot put it into quar-

antine, nor shut it up in a hospital; if we allow its

existence in our neighborhood, it poisons the very
uir which our children breathe."

These remarks apply also to our public schools,

in most of which this vice prevails to an alarming
extent, and sometimes in the most open manner. J

have been myself amazed at the revelations made
to me on this subject, both by teachers and pupils,

and clearly enough has it been proved, to my satis-

faction, how that shunning 4f the subject, which
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many so systematically practice, leads directly to

the production and continuance of the vice.

In some few cases, masturbation is learned acci-

dentally, or a knowledge of it arises spontaneously,
but in a vast majority of instances it is taught, and
hence the great importance of preventing, if pos-
sible, those who are addicted to it from contaminating
those who are innocent. Dr. Howe remarks :

"There is one remarkable and''valuable fact to

be learned respecting this vice, from observation of
idiots, and that is, that some of them, though they
have no idea of right and wrong, no sense of shame,
and no moral restraint, are nevertheless entirely
free from it. They could never have been in the
practice of it, else they would never have aban-
doned it.

" From this may be inferred, that it is a pest gen-
erally engendered by too intimate association of
persons of the same sex ; that it is handed from
one to another like contagion ; and that those who
are not exposed to the contagion, are not likely to
contract the dreadful habit of it. Hence we see,
that not only propriety and decency, but motives of
prudence, require us to train up all children to
habits of modesty and reserve. Children, as they
approach adolescence, should never be permitted to
sleep together. Indeed, the rule should be,—not
with a view only to preventing this vice, but in
view of many other considerations,—that, after the
infant has left its mother's arms, and become a
child, it should ever after sleep in a bed by itself.
The older children grow, and the nearer they ap.
proach to youth, the more important does this be-
come. Boys even should be taught to shrink sen-
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sibly from any unnecessary exposure of person
before each other

;
they should be trained to habits

of delicacy and self-respect; and the capacity

which nature has given to all for becoming truly

modest and refined, should be, cultivated to the

utmost. Habits of self-respect, delicacy, and re-

fimnnent, with regard to the person, are powerful

adjuncts to moral virtues
;
they need not be confined

to the wealthy and favored classes
;
they cost no-

thing : on the contrary, they are the seeds which
may be had without price, but which ripen into

fruits of enjoyment that no money can buy."

In the present state of society it is almost impos-

sible, unfortunately, to prevent children from being

taught this vice, either practically or by verbal

instruction, and it is, therefore, necessary to guard

them against it by timely information and warning.

Even if he be strictly kept from vicious associates

the child may learn the habit himself, and may sink

and die from it while the parent is glorifying him-

self on the success of his precautions.

In the article on Insanity in Copeland's Dic-

tionary of Practical Medicine, the autlior, in point-

ing out the various causes of that terrible affliction,

speaks in the following terms respecting self-abuse :

" Many, however^ of those causes^ which thus

affect nervous energy, favor congestion on the brain,

and occasion disease of other vital organs^ tending

to disorder the functions of the brain sympatheti-

cally. Of these, the most inflaenlial are mastur.

bation and libertinism, or sexual excesses, sensual-

ity in all its forms, and inordinate indulgence in the

use of into.\icatiiig substances and stimulants. The
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baneful influence of the first of these causes is

very much greater, in both sexes, than is usually
aupposed

; and is, I believe, a growing evil, with
the diffusion of luxury, of precocious knowledge,
and of the vices of civilization. It is even more
prevalent in the female than in the male sex ; and
in the former it usually occasions various disorders
connected with the sexual organs—as leucorrhcea,
displacement of the uterus

;
difficult, or disordered,

or suppressed, or profuse menstruation
; both regu-

lar and irregular hysteria, catalepsy, ecstasis, ver-
tigo, various states of disordered sensibility, &c.,
before it gives rise to mental disorder. In both
sexes, epilepsy often precedes insanity from this
cause

;
and either it or general paralysis often com-

plicates the advanced progress of the mental disor-
der, when thus occasioned. Melancholia, the
several grades of dementia, especially imbecility
and monomania, are the more frequent forms of de-
rangement proceeding from a vice which not only
prostrates the physical powers, but also impairs the
intellects, debases the moral affections, and alto-
gether degrades the individual in the scale of social
existence, even when manifest insanity does not
arise from it."

Some persons think that masturbation produces
only the same effects as natural excess, and in no
greater degree, but this is a great mistake. There
IS the same exhaustion of the semen in both cases,
but m self-abuse it is not accompanied by those
natural associations that bring it about in a pleasing
manner, and leave afterwards a feeling of salisfac-
tion. On the contrary, it is induced almost wholly
by a powerful exertion of the imagination alone,
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aided by manual means that are felt to be inappro

priate, so that the act itself is but a very imperfect

gratification, and the feelings that follow it are

rather those of disgust and remorse than of plea-

surable recollection. The facility with which the

habit can be indulged also leads to its frequent

repetition, and as the concurrence of a second party

is not necessary, there is nothing to prevent its

growing and becoming fully confirmed. In fact

the individual becomes a slave to a vice that he

himself despises, and which he feels is destroying

him. The mental tortures of remorse, fear, and

self-condemnation are then added to bodily exhaus-

tion, and we need not wonder at the fearful havoc

they produce. The licentious debauchee will often

look back with a species of pride and vain-glory

upon his numerous indulgences, even when he feels

they are killing him, and he may even feel over

again, by recollection, some of his former pleasures,

but for the victim of masturbation there is not even

this small sclaoe. His pleasure is but incomplete

at best, and clouded by dissatisfaction, while the

recollection of it only excites disgust and fearful

apprehensions.

In fact the evil effects of excessive natural in-

dulgence, particularly the mental ones, bear no

comparison, for severity, with those of self-abuse,

nor are they nearly so numerous and varied. Na-

tural indulgence, it must also be recollected, cannot

be practised so frequently as masturbation, and

consequently it can never cause such extensive

mischief. It is but seldom that natural excesses

cause insanity or idiocy, except secondarily in the

offspring ; but solitary vice frequently docs so, both

in the individual and in his children.
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In the Massachusetts Report it is stated that 191
of the idiots examined were known to have prac-
tised masturbation, and in 19 of them the habit was
even countenanced by the parents or nurses !-—116
of this number were males, and 75 females.—In
420 who were born idiots, 102 were addicted to

masturbation, and in 10 cases the idiocy of the
children was " manifestly attributable io self-abuse
in the parents ! " These ten known cases, it should
also be recollected, justify the conclusion that there
are really many more, though not ascertained, and
make it clear that much of the idiocy found among
child ren, both mental and moral, is owing to sexual
vice in the parents ! What a fearful fact is this to

contemplate, and how important that it should be
duly weighed, both by the moral reformer and
legislator.

In the Annual Reports of the Massachusetts State
Lunatic Asylum, are also some valuable statistics,

showing the connection between masturbation and
insanity. In the Twelfth of these Reports, I find
that the number of cases existing in the Institute
caused by self-abuse is set down at One Hundred
and Thirty-nine, and yet great pleasure is expressed
that the vice has ''fewer victims than formerly."
The decrease in the number is attributed, and
justly, too, I have no doubt, if there be a decrease,
to " the information that has been diffused on the
subject, and the warnings that have reached the
young through the various channels of intelligence
that have been opened on this hitherto obscure
subject."

In the Thirteenth Report, One Hundred and
Forty.five cases are set down as caused by mas-
turbation, and some very forcible remarks are
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made on the subject, which I think it will be use-

ful to copy

;

" The causes of insanity may be divided into

voluntary and involuntary. Of the former, the prin-

cipal are intemperance and the secret vice ; other

causes may be of this class, such as hazardous

speculation, many religious vagaries, imprudent

exposures, and irregularities. None are so prom-

inent as the two first named, and none so fully

stain the character with guilt, which even the oc-

currence of hopeless disease can hardly wipe away

.

Intemperance disorders the senses, and induces

ap^lexy, epilepsy, and palsy. The cases fron.

this cause are about as favorable for recovery as

the majority of others, but are most sure to returr

if the habit of intemperance recurs. The secret

vice produces the very worst form of insanity,

because it is so difficult to avoid the continuance of

the cause, and because the energies of the system

are more prostrated by it than by almost any other

cause. Such patients become degraded animab

so entirely abandoned to the habit, that hopeless

dementia and drivelling idiocy generally follow.

A few can be influenced to abandon the practice

and a few others can be cured in spite of it ; but in

almost all cases the disease will become worse, and

these dreadful consequences will ensue.
" The secret vice, though doubtless a frequent

cause of insanity, and of other severe and fatal

diseasesyar more than is generally supposed, is most

'

operative in preventing recovery from insanity,

arising from this and other causes. It is extensively

and alarmingly the result of an active propensity ex-

cited hy disease and unrestrained by reason, moral
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influences or self-respect. Many cases of a favor-
able character progress towards recovery till this
practice is connmenced—then the patient becomes
listless, is inclined to lie down or sit in a bent posi-
tion, walks moderately, looks feeble and feels weak
and miserable. His mind loses its energies, its

scope is circumscribed more and more, till this
beastly indulgence occupies all his thoughts, and
the remnant of all the physical powers are'?!oncen-
Irated to this single effort of gross and debased ani-
mal nature. Thus the grovelling sensualist lives
often a long life a degraded sufferer, without a
manly thought or a moral feeling worthy of his
nature or his destiny, and finally leaves the world
without the regret of his friends, a useless, bur-
thensome, loathsome object of abhorrence and dis-
gust."

In the two Reports, under the head of " Re/utim
of Cause to Recovery," I find two hundred mid
seventy-one males enumerated, and Lweniy-one
females, from masturbation and its effects

; and of
this number one hundred and n/neiy.seven males and
twenty-seven females were incurable f—Only two
of the females, it will be observed, being curable.

The latter portion of these remarks is copied
from my work for Gentlemen, and there is much
more, to the same purpose, in that work, which
every Father and Youiig Man should read. The
Marriage Guide also refers to this and other
kmdred matters, and should be read by all.
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The following short Extracts from the Marriage
Guide are made because they contain some valuable

physiological discoveries, made since the Diseases

of Woman was. written, and which it is desirable

all females should be familiar with. They will

also give an idea of the nature of that work.

It was thought advisable to enlarge the Diseases

of Woman, so that it might contain these extracts,

because they better explain many things treated of
in that work, and because many who possess the

Diseases may not have the Guide. They are*

therefore, printed with the present work, for the
benefit of those who may not have both, and also

because they can be here conveniently referred to.
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l/jiSCRIPTION OF THE INTERNAL GEN.
ERATIVE ORGANS OF THE

HUMAN FEMALE.

The internal Organs consist of the Ovaries, the
Fa lopian Tubes, , the Womb and its Ligaments
and the Vaccina.

§ THE OVARIES.

These are two bodies placed one on each side of
the Pelvis, immediately within the lower edge of
the hip-bone, and just underneath the external
walls. They are about the size of the male Tes-
ticle, and m shape resemble an almond nut. Their
color is pale red, and they are covered over with
little protuberances and indentations. In early life
they are quite small, but, about the age of puberty
they begin to enlarge, and exert a most powerful
influence over the systeni generally, as shown in
the article on Menstruation.

Before the real nature of the Ovaries was known
they were frequently called the Fema.-'. Testes, from
a mistaken notion that they were glandular, and
lormed something analagous to the Male Semen.
Cut this idea IS now exploded, and their true func-
tions are known. The part they play in the grand
process of Reproduction, is to produce the germs
called, scientifically, the Ova, or, commonly, the
^ggs, as explained in the article on Reproduction
fn general, and from which all living beings ori.
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gijiate, the liufnan being equally wiili olliers. ThU
is why they are called Ovaries, or egg vessrJs.

On cutting open one of these Organs, it is found

to contain about twenty or thirty little vesicles, of

cells, about the size of a small pea, called the

Graafian Vesicles. These are filled wiih a whitish

fluid, in the midst of which is seen an egg, or ovum,

about the size of the point of a pin, or barely dis-

cernible with the naked eye. Usually there are

from twenty to thirty of these vesicles, containing

' eggs visible at once ; but there are many others,

that are rudimentary, and which are only seen as

they develop. The actual number it is, of course,

impossible to know, but, in all probability, there

are many more than are usually suspected, and

there is good reason for su^iposing that none are

formed in adult life, but that the germs of all are

contained in the Ovaries from the very first forma-

tion of those organs. Neither the Vesicles nor the

included eggs are all equally matured when we see

them, but some are more perfect than the others,

and one usually much more so than all the rest. In

fact, they ripen or develop in succession, one after

another, commencing at the age of puberty, and

continuing to do so till the lurn of life, when all

have been developed. As soon as each one is fully

ripened, it is expelled from the Ovary, and lodged

in the Womh, where -it remains a short lime, and

if impregnation is not effected, it is thrown out of

the body and lost, but if impregnation ensues, it

remains, and develops into the new being.

This 'development of the egg, therefore, takes

place independently of sexual excitement or con-

nexion, and occurs in all females alike, after ihe age

of puberty, both married and virgin. I^ut the egg,
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i nust be remembered, is imperfect by itself or not
ck/able of further development alone. It is only
(me of the two generative principles, the othef, the
male Semen, being necessary to vivify it, before the
development of the new being can commence. The
female, therefore, forms the egg, independent of the
Male, as he does the Semen, independent of the fe-

male, but both united together, are needed to form
llie new being.

This periodical development of the egg is pre-
cisely the same as is seen in all other beings, in
some form or other. Thus female birds will com-
mence to lay their eggs, and continue to do so,

without ever having had any communication with
the male whatever, but the eggs so produced, not
being impregnated by the male principle, are
infecund, and cannot be hatched. It is the same
with all the Mammalia likewise, although there are
great dilferences, as to the frequency of the develop-
ment, and in some of the minor phenomena attend-
ing it. Thus, for instance, in the Lion and Ele-
phant, only one egg is ripened in two or three
years, while in most horned cattle, one or more are
ripened every year, and in the Rabbit, quite a large
number are ripened several limes a year. Each
animal, therefore, has its appropriate period, and it

is, of course, only at that particular time that it can
conceive, because there can be no impregnation
only when the egg is fully developed, and passed
into the Womb. If no connexion occurs with the
other sex at that time, or, in othe:- words, not till

after the ripened egg has left the body, there can
be no conception till another period returns again.
Nature, however, has so .arranged, in the low-er an-
imals. that connexion is desired only at that time, and
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then very strongly. In them, tlie maturation of

the egg, and its passage into the Womb, is alwaya
attended witli great irritation and inflammation of

the whole generative apparatus, which causes the

peculiar excitement we term sexual, or amorous,

and makes them desire association with the other

sex. This is what is called the Rut, or Heat, or,

scientifically, the CEstrum, and, it is well known,

that the males and females of the lower animals

have no inclination whatever for each other, except

» at those times, and if connexion were to occur be-

tween them at any oiher period, no conception could

ensue, because there would be no egg ripened and
j

ready to receive the Semen. In the human being

we see precisely the same phenomena, with slight

variation. Thus the development of the egg in
j

the human female is monllily, one coming to per-

fection, as a general rule, every twenty-eight days,
[

and continuing to do so regularly, from puberty till
|

the turn of life. This is why conception is not con-
j

fined, in our species, to any particular part of the

year, as it is in many others, but can occur much
j

more frequently. Even in the human female, iiow-
j

ever, the same as in every other, there is a time

—

a certain part of each mouth—when she cannot
j

conceive, and that is after one ripened egg has left
j

the Womb, and before the other has reached i"L
j

This will, however, be more fully explained in the
\

article on Concsption.

The monthly ripening of the egg in the human
female is attended with similar phenomena to the

annual ripening in others, only slightly difforont iu

their manifestation. Thus, in the lower animals at

the time of heat, we hav^ inflammation, and strong

sexual excitement, with a discharge from the parts.
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of a thin, almost colorless fluid, of a peculiar odor.
In the human female also, at the time of the monthly
ripening, they have considerable inflammation, with
a copious discharge of blood and mucus, termed the
Menstrual or jnonthly flow, more fully explained in
another article. The sexual desire, however, is
not generally confined to that particular time, in
our species, though it is frequently much the
strongest then, and is always most readily induced.
The manner in which the egg is expelled is very

curious, and when understood, it explains many of
the attendant phenomena. If we examine the
Ovary, at about three weeks previous to one of the
monthly periods, none of the Graafian Vesicles, or
their contained Ova, appear very different from the
others, but, in about a week later, one of them is
seen to be somewhat enlarged, and is more promi-
nent upon the surface. This enlargement continues
to be more manifest as the period is approached,
till it assumes the form of a pustule, or pimple,
with a prominent point in the centre, indicating
that it is ready to burst

;
and, eventually, it does

burst, and the little egg escapes through the torn
opening. This is called ovulatmi, or the laying of
the egg, and is analogous to the expulsion of the
egg from the body in the bird, but in the human
bemg, it is then passed into the Womb, to remain
there for a time.

The manner in which the egg is transmitted to
the Womb, is very curious, and can be understood
hilly only by referring to a view of the parts.
Each of the two Ovaries are connected with the
Womb by a short, firm cord, or ligament, down
which there is a passage. Immediately above each
Ovary is an Organ, called '« The Fallopian Tube,"
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which is much longer than the ovarian ligament,

and is in shape like a Trumpet, the large end,

which is loose, being close by the Ovaries, wliile

the other end is connected with the Womb. The

open end of this Tube, by the Ovary, is as large

as a half dime, and is divided into a number of little

fin<fer-like prolongations, called its Frirabrioe. From

this wide opening a small passage extends, down

the interior of the Tube, into the Womb, between

which and the Ovary, a communication is thus es-

tablished.

At the time when the egg is expelled from th

Vesicle, in the manner already explained, the opei

end of the Tube is directed over that part of the

Ovary where it lies, and the finger-like ends, oi

fimbrise, cling round the egg, and pick it up. B)

these means, it is taken into the commencement of"

the Tube, which then contracts behind it, and thus

by continued successive contractions, it is passec

onwards, till it reaches the Womb.
The egg usually escapes from the Ovary juj

about the time when the flow ceases, though, ocea

sionally, not till two or three days after, and it .i

then from two to six days in passing down the Tube

It never, therefore, reaches the Womb till the f\o\

is fully over, and most frequently it does so aboi

the second day after, but sometimes not till th

fourth or fifth day. When it reaches the Woml

it is prevented from passing immediately out, by

peculiar thin membrane, or skin, called the Dec

dua, which is formed during the latter part of th

flow, and which lines the whole interior cavitj

As the egg passes out of the Uterine end of th

Tube, it pushes on this thin membrane, and make

a kind of nest, or depression, in which it lie*
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While this membrane remains, therefore, the egg is
necessarily retained in the Womb, and can be im-
pregnated

; but in a certain period, varying in dif-
ferent persons, the membrane looses, and passes out
of the body, taking the egg along with it, after
which, of course, there can be no conception, till
another period comes round, because there is no
ripe egg in the Womb to be impregnated. From
which, It follows, as before remarked, that {Jtere is
only a pari of each month in which Conception is
possible, and that will be stated farther on, in the
article on Conception. If impregnation occurs, the
egg instead of being expelled, attaches itself to the
walls of the Womb, and remains, to develop into
the new being, while the decidua forms one of the
rcBtai Membranes, or envelopes.

In every female, therefore, married or virgin, an
egg IS formed and thrown off every month, unless
conception takes place, and then a new being is
produced. Duriflg Pregnancy and Nursing, how-
ever, the ripening of the ova is usually suspended,
for reasons given in the article on Menstruation;
and at the change of life, it ceases entirely, because
all have been developed.
As a general rule, only one Vesicle is broken

each month, but, occasionally, there are two or
more, in which case, if all these ova are impregw
nated there may be twins, or triplets,* as the case
may be. Probably, also, the Ovaries act alternate,
ly, generally, one one month, and the other the
next

;
but this is not always the case, for one will

Mmetimes lie dormant for a length of Ume, or even
be destroyed altogether, and yet the other will act

;

perfectly regularly alone. Each Vesicle usually
contains but one Ovum, though sometimes two are
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«een within, and even more. Twins, therefore, or
other numbers may result either from several Ve.
8icles bursting, with an Ovum in eacii, or from one
Vesicle containing several Ova. Probably, in
those remarkable instances where we have four or
five at a birth, both these unusual occurrences
take place. In the lower animals, as many Vesi-
cles burst as they have young, unless some of the
Vesicles contain more than one Ovum, which is
sometimes the case, and then the number of the
young is greater.

The Ovaries are among the very first Organs
lormed, the, rudiments of them being found in the
bodies of httle girls, two" or three years old, and
distinct traces are to be seen even before birth.
1 hey are also plainly distinguishable in the mi-
nutest beings—in the Infusoria, for instance, though
they require to be magnified thousands of times
before they become visible. In fact, in many of
the smaller animals, the Ovary is larger than all
the rest of the body, at particular times. The
body of the Queen Bee, for instance, is much en-
larged when filled with ripe eggs, and in some fe-
male Ants, the Ovary attains such an enormous
size, that the head and trunk are almost lost sight
of. The number of eggs found in the Ovaries of
8ome beings,^ is almost incredible. Thus, in a fe-

male Sturgeon, there has been counted Ten Millions,
*nd in all probability, manj species form even more
than this number. In most insects the depositing
of the ^g is the last act they perform ; it is not

,

done till they attain the perfect stage, and then,
when the reproduction of their you.ng is provided

k r!'^^ perfect bein "'s, however,
ihe Ovulation is repeated many times.
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The immediate cause of the expulsion of the
egg from the Ovary is very curious, and shows
that there is a peculiar vital action in these parta
which accumulates its force at periodic intervals.
On examining the Graafian Vesicles, they ar«
found to be surrounded by several distinct merr.
branes, or layers, between the two inner ones of
which the egg is placed, at the bottom of the Vesi-
cle ; the innermost of all the membranes contain
ing the whitish fluid, formerly mentioned. The
outer membrane of the two inner ones is traversed
by a number of minute blood-vessels, which ordi-
narily are barely seen, but, about three weeks be-
fore each period, some of them are seen to be much
enlarged, and engorged with blood. This engorge-
ment continues to increase, till, eventually, some of
the blood-vessels break, and the blood is thus exud-
ed between the two membranes, and, of course,
under the egg, which is lifted up by it, and as the
effusion of blood continues, and the quantity in-
creases, it is eventually forced up to the top of the
Vesicle, against which it presses. The white fluid
is, in the meantime, all absorlied, and its place oc-
cupied by the effused blood, which, by its constant
increase, causes the enlargement of the Vesicle,
and its ultimate rupture, when the egg escapes.
This secretion of blood in the interior of the Graa-
fian Vesicle, is precisely analogous to the secretion
of the Menstrual fluid in the Womb, which it al-
ways precedes, and probably originates.

On examining the Ovary just when the egg |S'

expelled, which is usually about the cessation of
the flow, there will be found, somewhere on the sur.
face of it, a small space, much inflamed, in the
centre of which will be seen a minute rent, or torn
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plgce. This is the spot where the Vesicle hat>

broken open, and the egg escaped. Sometimes,

when the dissection occurs at the proper moment,

the egg may be seen between the lips of the rent,

•or may be found on the surface of the Ovary ; it is

then just large enough to be visible, and appears

like a minute globe of bluish-colored starch. The

Vesicle itself, about the size of a small pea, may
be readily opened, by enlarging the rent, and will

be found filled with dark-colored blood, with the

walls sometimes shrunken together. Occasionally,

a portion of the blood, in the form of a dark clot,

passes out with the egg, and both may be found to-

gether. This may be as readily seen in any of the

lower animals as in the human being, about the

commencement of the Rut or Heat
;

especially in

Rabbits, or Pigs, and, better still, in larger animals.

After the expulsion of the egg, the empty Vesi-

•cle gradually shrinks up, by the contraction of its

walls, and eventually appears like a mere scar, of

a yellowish-brown color. This scar is called the

Corpus Luteuni, or yellow body, and it was forrnerh

thought to result only from Conception. Until re-

cently, every anatomist regarded the presence of a

Corpus Luteum on the Ovary as a psoof of pre-

vious Conception. It was known that they were

I produced by the expulsion of an egg, but it waa

thought—as it is now, by many persons—that tha .

^egg was expelled only when it was impregnated,
^

and that, consequently, the Corpus Luteum was a

proof of Conception. It is now known, however, !

that the eggs are formed just the same when there

is no conception, as when there is, and that con- ,

sequently the Corpus Luteum is only an indica-

tion of oi'dinary ovulation, and is not necessarily
;
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eonnected with impregnation. This mistake, how
3ver, was universal, and has had its influence in

Medical Jurisprudence. In examining the bodies

Df females, for instance, in connection with certain

crimiual trials, if any of these Scars were found

on the Ovaries, it was at once decided that Concep-

tion must have taken place, sometime or other, and

such testimony might have a most important bearing

on the case. Suppose there should be a chargef of

seduction, it might be important to the defendant, to

prove that the female had not been virtuous, and if

medical men testified, from these signs, that she

had formerly conceived, that object would be ac-

complished. In fact, many such cases are on. re-

cord, and, no doubt, many young women have thus

had their characters unjustly aspersed, after death,

and many guilty persons have escaped punishment
in consequence of this error. This fact may be

important for Lawyers to bear in mind, as well as

Medical Men, more especially as they will find no

reference to it in the works on Medical Jurispru-

dence in ordinary use. Haller, the celebrated an-

atomist, used to dissect animals extensively, and, on

asking the dealers to bring him Heifers, frequently

accused them of deceiving him, because he some-
limes found Corpora Lutea upon their Ovaries. No
matter how strongly the men affirmed that the ani>

mai had never known the male, so firmly was he

convinced of the truth of his notion, that all they

could say was disbelieved. In 1808, a Miss An-
gus died in Liverpool, under circumstances that

excited suspicions against her muster, and an ex-

amination of her body being deemed requisite, the

Ovaries were seen by many of the most celebrated

anatomists in England, the greater part of whom
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decided lliat she had been a mollier, because a per-

feet Corpus Luteum was found. Some anatomists

even now, who are not practically acquainted with

these subjects, conceive that, though a Scar ma)' be

found at each month, yet, that the one formed at

Conception, is larger and somewl'iat different ; tut

this is altogether erroneous, there being i-o differ-

ence whatever in them, let them be formed when
they may.
From what has been stated, it follows that a Cor-

pus Luteum is formed every month, and it might

be supposed, therefore, that there would always be

just as many as the individual had had Menstrua-

tions. This, however, is not the case, because they

gradually fade away and disappear, so that only

three or four are seen at most, and frequently only

one. I have seen traces of a larger number under

the microscope, however, and, possibly, in some

persons, they endure longer than in others. As the

turn of life is approached, they become more last-

ing, probably from the weakened power of the Ova-

ries to absorb them
;
and, after the change lias fully

taken place, the whole surface of the Organ is often

covered by them, and in many old persons, the

Ovary is one mass of wrinkles, and shrunken very

much in size ; in fact, it sometimes almost totally

disappears. The old physiologists, who thought that a

Corpus Luteum was formed only when a concep-

tion occurred, used to say, that by counting the

number of these scars, they could tell how many
children a female had borne. The fallacy of this,

however, will be apparent, after the above explana-

tion, and, indeed, many of the physiologists had

begun to suspect it was not correct themselves, from

the fact, that sometimos four or five Corpora Lutes.
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would be found in the Ovaries of a young persoa
of fifteen or sixteen.

In most instances the Ova go on developing re-

gularly, those on the surface coming forward first,

and those in the centre working .their way out-

wards, to succed them till all have been ripened,

and then the Ovaries shrink up and waste away.
But, sometimes, one or more of the Vesicles and
Ova will either be buried so deeply, or be so very
rudimentary, that they do not attain nearly their

full development at the turn of life, and are^ conse-

quently, left in the Ovary in an imperfect state. In
6uch cases, if the Organ remains healthy, these de-

layed Ova may develop many years after, and
may even be impregnated. This accounts for those
curious instances of old females sometimes Men-
struating a second time, at sixty or seventy years of
age, and also of some of therh bearing children
when very old, as I knew, one at sixty-two. In such
cases, there have simply been one or more of the
eggs left imperfect, at the turn of life, and after-

wards developed.

In some persons the Ovaries are organically
weak, and in others they are diseased, so that they
either cannot develop the eggs at all, or else they
do so imperfectly. Such persons are always irre-

gular in their Menstrual periods, and disposed to

flooding, from the debilitated state of the Organs.
If the Ova are not formed at all, they are also
barren, of course, and even if they are merely
imperfect. Conception is not likely to occur, be-
cause the germ is deficient in vitality. It has been
conjectured farther, that deformity in the child may
also arise from imperfect ova, there being merely^
vital force enough to allow of impregnation taking/
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place, but not sufficient to ensure a perfect devel-

opment afterwards. I once had a patient who had

borne five children, all deformed or imperfect, as 1

surmised, from diseased and weakened Ovaries,

who had two others subsequently, quite perfect,

after proper means had been used to stimulate and

strengthen those Organs, and to regulate their ao-

tion. Those who have ever observed what imper-

fect plants are usually produced from diseased and

imperfect seed, will readily understand the philoso-

phy of this, and will see the necessity of a healthy

condition of the Ovaries, to ensure both Concep-

tion and perfect offspring.

It must not be supposed, however, that the state

of the Ova alone influences ' the quality of the off-

spring, or affects the liability to Conception, it being

equally important that tlie male Organs, and the

male principle, too, 'should be perfect, as will be

shown farther on. The ripening of the egg in the

XDvary is, in many respects, analogous to the ripen-

ing of a fruit upon a tree. It remains in the Vesi-

cle till it has attained a certain size, and exhausted

all the nutriment provided, and then leaves it, or is

cast off, like a foreign body. This is the reason why
eggs cannot be impregnated if they are taken from

the Ovary, because they are not perfect till tliey

leave it spontaneously, but when found in the Ute-

rus and Fallopian Tubes, they may be impreg-

nated.

Although, as before explained, neither the female

egg,nor tiie male Semen can develop into a new

human being alone, yet, under certain peculiar cir-

cumstances, the egg will occasionally develop into

a partial and imperfect likeness of a ciiild itself,

without any impregnation. What the conditions
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are upon which this unusual power depends, are

unknown, but such occurrences have, undoubted!)'-,

been observed. Possibly, the "power of the Ovaiy
may be much exalted iuring a state of injlamma-

tion, as the power of other organs frequently is.

Thus, for instance, in many cases of inflamed eye,

the power of vision is so preternatu rally increased,

that the patient can see in the dark, or, rather, in

what is darkness to healthy eyes. In what is com-
monly termed darkness, there are always some few
rays of light, and the diseased eye can see with

those few, though it is blinded by a full light. In

the same manner, though the healthy Ovary can
only develop the germ into the Ovum or egg, yet,

when inflamed, it may be capable of partially de-

veloping it into an organized being. The celebrated

Hufeland gives us a remarkable instance of this

kind, in which there was found in a girl of thirteen

years, the rudiments of an imperfect foetus very
distinct, contained in a sac in one of the Ovaries,

which was diseased. Some few such cases I have
also noticed myself, and it is not at all unusual, un-

der such circumstances, to find detached bones, hair,

teeth, and single limbs, as if the Ovary had not

power enough to organize them together, though
it could originate them individually. These oc-

cur in undoubted virgins—even in children, and the

fact is both interesting and important. There are

many circumstances under which such diseased

growths might be found, that would seriously affect

the individual's reputation, and originate most un-
just suspicions.

This shows one use of sexual excitement. It is

true that this peculiar sensation is not necessary
neithr-r-to the formation of the Ova, nor to Concep-
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tion, but it is also equally true, that it may often

conduce to both. There is no question but what Am-
ative enjoyment stimulates the Ovaries very much,
and in many cold and torpid systems, nothing else

succeeds so well in doing so, which is the reason

why mari'iage is often recommended for young fe-

males wlio are irregular or deficient. On the other

hand, there are others whose ardor it is necessary

to moderate, because their over-indulgence excites

the Ovaries too much, and they form the Ova too

often. I have often found that producing th^ sex-

nal feeling in females who had their periods too

seldom, and who were cold in their temperaments,

led immediately to a more frequent and regular

Menstruation, although medical treatment had ut-

terly failed in doing so. In like manner, I -have

known Conception to result from the same change,

after every other means, had been resorted to in

vain. Blumenbach tells us, as a singular confir-

matibn of this principle, thai he has seen some
kinds of Birds practice a species of Masturbation,

or excite themselves with their bills, and that im-

mediately afterwards they always laid an egg, even

though there was only a half-formed one in the

body to be expelled.

The condition in which beings live has a great

influence over the action of the Ovaries, so as to

completely change it in many respects. Thus for

instance, the Wild Turkey lays but one lot of

eggs in the year, and, probably, most other species

of fowls do the same in a state of nature, but when
domesticated, regularly and well fed, and sheltered,

they will lay many more ; sometimes even they

will continue to do .so almost constantly. This is

owing to the influence of rich and plentiful food,
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with the absence of privation and exposure, which

allows more nutriment, and more vital power to be

expended upon the Ovaries. It is probable that all

Cattle, when wild, have their (Esinim, or heat, at

some particular season of the year, but whenever

they are domesticated, it occurs in them irregularly

and more frequently.

Amons: human beings, however, the manners and

customs of society have more influence perhaps

than any other causes, because the sexual instinct

in them can be awakened and exalted through the

medium of the imagination, and because the action

of the Ovaries is so frequent as to keep the whole

system more or less constantly under their influ-

ence. In the human being, Love is a compound
feeling, embracing a variety of propensities and

desires, domestic and social, liesides the animal pro-

pensity, so that it is awakened in very many differ-

ent •ways, while in tlie Animal it is only called

forth by one impulse. In the article on Menstrua-

tion, the effects of social condition are made apparent,

and the early amative manifestations of young per-

sons, in all places, when their intercourse is unre-

stricted, also affords abundant proof.

Too high feeding often impairs the Generative

power by unnaturally stimulating the formation of

fat, owing to which, the functions of the Ovaries,

in common with those of many other organs, aro

then in a great measure suspended, because all vi-

tal power is concentrated on the one absorbing pro-

cess of Nutrition. On the other hand, a meagro
and poor diet is also apt to impair the vigor of the sex-

ual organs, or if it does not do so. the other organs

suffer, because there is not nutrition enough to

maintain then! all in full action. Ip the human
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being, however, as already remarked, there are

so many other causes operating upon the sexual

system, that the physical condition is not of such

paramount importance as its is in the lower ani-

mals. Thus we often see whole classes of people,

who live in the most wretched manner, dnd are

half ^starved, who, nevertheless, are remarkably

prolific, and much disposed to amative indulgence.

In all these cases, however, it will be found that

the intercourse of the sexes is entirely unrestrain-

ed, there being no considerations of prudence, no

calculation of means or consequences, but a per-

fect abandonment to the mere sexual impulse. Con-

sequently, marriages occur early, and there is no

motive whatever for restraint afterwards. In these

people, however, the Virile power does not endure

so long as in those who are better circumstanced,

and its exercise being one of the few indulgences

left them, they are apt to abuse it. •

At .the present time, we know of many means by

which the power of the Ovaries can be either in-

creased or decreased, as may bei most advisable,

and by which also the egg itself can be made more

perfect. Some of these are described in my work

on The Diseases of Wo7nan, and others will be,

eventually, further on.

§ THE FALLOPIAN TUBES.

-The Fallopian Tubes, as already explained, form

the only meahs of communication between the

Ovaries and the Womb, and it is into them that the

ripe eggs are passed when they leave the Ovary.

The structure of these Organs is very peculiar,

and they are of great importance to heallh, besides
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being essential to generation. On dissecting them,

the interior passage is found to be covered with a

number of Cilia, or hair-like threads, which are

directed towards the Womb. These Cilia are in

perpetual motion, like small worms, drawing them-

selves up and then elongating, and the Tube itself-

is also constantly contracting, in successive waves,

from the Ovarian end to the Uterine end. The re-

sult of these combined motions is, that^ so long as

they continue, any object, of proportionate size, can

enter at the Ovarian end of the Tube, and be con-

veyed dmon to the Womb, but nothing can enter at

the Uterine end, nor be conveyed u-p to the Ovary.

The Ovarian end of the Tube is also expanded, so

as to embrace or cover any object, and is provided

with Fimbriae, or fingers, to grasp, but nothing of

the kind exists at the Uterine end. It is evident,

therfore, that, except under peculiar and unusual

circumstances, to be explained further on, nothing

can pass from the Womb to the Ovary, but only in

the opposite direction. The great use of the Tubes
is, undoubtedly, to transmit the ripe eggs to the

Womb, after they are ejected from the Ovary
;

but, besides this use, they also serve another pur-

pose, of great consequence to female health. The
continual excitement to which the Ovaries are sub-

ject, causes them to be always secreting various

fluids and other substances, which, if not expelled

from the body, are apt to cause many evils. Now,
the only mode of escape for these secretions is

down the Fallopian Tubes, which are consequently
perpetually embracing the Ovaries, by their ex-

panded terminations, to allow of this escape taking

place. A large portion of those discharges there-

fore, occurring at ordinary times, from the Vagina,
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are really the secretions of the Ovaries, transmit-

ted down the Tubes into the Womb, and thence to

the lower passage. If the Tubes are obstructed, or

paralyzed, as is sometimes the case, this transmis-

sion cannot take place, and the Ovarian secretions

are retained. Wheic this occurs, they either cause

continued irritation, by their contact with the in-

terior surfaces, or acute inflammation, by being

absorbed. And in this way often arises Inflamma-

tion of the Ovaries, Dropsy of the Ovaries, Tumors

and Abscesses.

There are many causes that tend to weaken the

action of the Fallopian Tubes, and which, therefore,

dispose to the above diseases, and also lessen the

lialiility to Conception. In some persons they are al-

most totally torpid, from want of sexual feeling, the

production of which puts them in vivid motion almost

invariably. It follows, therefore, that this peculiar

excitement—which many uninformed persons aflTect

to despise and totally condemn—is really, in many

instances, a preventive of disease, and its
^

expe-

rience becomes essential to the preservation of

health. On the other hand, excessive amorous in-

dulgence will so weaken the Tubes, by the inces-

sant excitement to which it subjects them, that they

will almost lose their power of contraction, and

then the individual will be liable both to disease and

sterility. This is, in fact, the chief reason why

Prostitutes do not conceive so frequently as married

females ; the continued and excessive excitement

which they experience, causes a paralysis of the

Tubes.
In several instances, proof has been obtamed that,

at the moment when the egg passes from the Vesi-

cle, tlie Tube erects, and its fimbria cfrasp round
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llie Ovary, so as to include the Ovum within the

open end. It is probable also that, at the same time,

the body of the Uterus expands, while its mouth

closes, owing to the excitement experienced, and

thus there is a powerful suction, by which the egg

is drawn into the first part of the opening. In

some females the motion and erection of the Tubes

can be distinctly felt, and it is occasionally so en-

ergetic, that it may be seen externally. It is al-

ways very readily excited, by external treatment,

and is often all that is required to remove many dis-

eases, in their incipient stages.

A perfect Paralysis of the Tubes, or closure of

the passages down them, of course, necessarily

causes sterility, because the egg cannot reach the

Womb. This fact is sometimes of practical value

in preventing breeding in female animals. Instead

of Spaying, or removing the Ovaries, which is the

common operation, a ligature is tied round each

Tube, which, by closing its passage, and prevent-

ing the passage of the egg, effectually prevents any

future conception also. In some females the action

of the Tubes is very slow, and- the egg becomes

decayed and spoiled before they convey it to the

Womb, The Sterility arising from this cause may
always be cured by quickening the action of the

Tubes. In ordinary cases, the egg is conveyed

down them in about two days, and it first passe«

.into them immediately it is expelled from the Ovary,

which is just about the cessation of the flow. The
egg, therefore, reaches the Womb, as a general

rule, about the second day after Menstruation is

over, and then commences the, liability of Concep-

tion. It may, however, pass down in one day, or

loss, and may be as long as five or six days. It is
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probable that sexual excitement, just at the termina
|

tion of the flow, hastens the passage of the egg, and (

thus makes conception so much earlier.
_

It is probable that many cases of Hydatids, and

other living bodies, and also Polypi, are caused by

eggs being retained, through the inaction of the

Tubes. This retention first causes Inflammation of

the Ovaries, and then the inflammation causes the

Ova to imperfectly develop, as already explained.

At the present time, barrenness from want of

passage in the Fallopian Tubes, can be cured, an
j

operation being performed, by which they are open- I

ed. This consists in passing a silver tube, properly

made, into the Womb, till the end of it touches the
\

opening of the Fallopian Tube, and then a very ]

small probe is thrust out of it, and pushed along the

passage, so as to open it, or remove any obstruc-

tious ; with proper instruments, and using due care,

this apparently difficult operation becomes quite

feasible, and its results are often as acceptable as

they were unexpected. I have known barreunesss,

of many years' standing, cured by this practice

—

Conception occurring in a few weeks after.

Tlie usual length of the Tube is about three

inches, but I have seen them four, and even five

inches. Sometimes they are too short, and cannot

reach the Ovary, which is, of course, another cause

vf sterility, and an incurable one.

§ THE WOMB.

The Dterua, or Womb, called also the Matrix,

was formerly t.iought to be the most essential of the

Generative Organs, but is now known to be merely

« receptacle, in which the ripe egg is placed for a
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Iiort time after its ejeotibn from the Ovaiy, and in
v. liich it develops into the new being if Conception
occurs. Tliere is no Uterus, tiierefore, in tliose ani-

m:i!s that do not bring forth their young alive, the egg
ill them being expelled and developed externally.

The situation of this Organ in the body will be
readily understood by the explanations already
given. It is placed midway between the lower
edges of the two hip-bones, and its upper part lies

iniinediately upon the Bladder, which is in front of
it, while behind it is the Rectum, or lower part of
the large Intestine. The Womb does not extend
downwards but about two inches, or little more, and
immediately below, connected with it externally, is

Uie pipe or tube called the Vagina, which leads up
to the Womb, and opens externally at the Vulva,
between the Labia. When viewed externally, the
Womb and Vagina seem to form but one Organ, but
internally, the distinction between them is easily
seen.

The form of the Womb is nearly that of a Pear,
the larger end being at the top. It is not round but
flattened, being widest across the body from side to

bide, and it is slightly curved, or bent, the con.
cave part being towards the back bone. The lower
part of it, called the Necic, hangs down into the Va-
gina, the walls of which are attached to the exter-
ior of the Womb, some distance above. At each
one of the upper corners of the Womb is one of
the Fallopian Tubes, and the Ovary underneath,
:'''.e Tubes being about three or four inches in length,
i:id the ovarian ligament about two or three inches.
Underneath these, some little distance down the sides
of the Womb >lhere are also attached two round
uords, one on each side, very firir and strong, which
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are called the Round Cords, or Ligaments of the

Womb. These are about five inches long, curved

round, and by their other ends firmly attached to

the pubic or front bone. These act like stays, and

keep the Womb in the centre of the body, on the

rounded top of the bladder. Without them it would

be constantly liable to displacement, but as each of

the ligaments acts with equal force, and in an oppo-

site direction to the other, they necessarily^main-

tain the Organ in the centi-e. Besides the round

Ligaments there are also the Broad Ligaments,

which consist of two broad sheets of strong mem-
brane, one on each side, which extend from the top

of the Womb, nearly the whole length down, en-

closing the round ligament, Tubes, and ovaritin

liga^ments in their substance. These grow fast to

the sides of the Pelvis, and assist in maintaining

the uterus, the Ovaries and Tubes, in their proper

situations. There are also two ligaments that con-

nect the Womb with the bladder in front, called the

anterior ligaments ; and two others which connect

it with the Rectum behind, called posterior liga-

ments. All these, however, do but little towards

actually supporting the womb, which is reaUy kept

in its place more by the firmness and density of its

own substance, and that of the Vagina below, and

by the tension of the muscles in the Perineum than

by any thing else. When these parts become weak

from debility or disease, the ligaments stretch, the

Perineal Muscles relax, and the walls of the Womb
and Vagina soften till all fall down together, and

then we have Prolapsus Uleri, or Falling of the

Womb, the causes, symptoms, and treatment of

which are fully given in my book on " The Diseases

of Woman."
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The length of the Uterus is about two inches and

a half, its breadth at the top about one inch and a

naif, and at the lower end a little less than an inch
;

its thickness also, through the flat way, is a little

^ess than one inch. The walls being very thick

the interior cavity is necessarily small, and it is

different in form to the exterior. In the upper part,

the cavity is shaped like a Triangle, the Fallopian

Tubes entering afthe two upper angles; in the

lower part it is continued downwards like a Tube,

which swells out considerably a little more than

half way down, and at its termination opens by

what is called the Qs TinccE, Os Uteri, or mouth

of the Womb, into the Vagina. This opening, or

mouth of the Womb, is like a cleft, placed cross-

wise, on the prominent Neck of tiie Womb, and is

readily felt at the top of the Vagina in manual ex-

aminations. The two lips formed, by this cleft are

perfectly smootli and round in those that have not

borne children, but are apt to be torn and covered

with scars in those who have. The anterior lip, or

the one in front, is considerably thicker than the

other, so that the cleft, which is about a quarter of

an inch long, is not quite in the centre. In Vir-

gins the internal cavity is very small, the walls

nearly touching each other, and the Mouth of

the Womb, or cleft, is so narrow and its lips so

firmly closed, that it can scarcely be ascertained.

In young persons in fact the neck feels precisely

like the end of the nose, the Os Tincse merely giv-

ing the impression of a slight hollow between the

lip.s. In those that have borne children the walls

of the Womb separate farther asunder, so that the

cavity increases in size, and the Os, or Mouth, also

enlarges and remains more or less open, so that the
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cleft is plainly felt. In speaking of the whole Or.
g^n it is usually divided into three parts, namely,
that above the Fallopian Tubes, called the Fundus,
that between the fundus and the Neck, called the
Bodp, and that which projects into the Vagina,
which is called the Neck.—The Neck projects into
the lower passage somewhat less than a quarter of
an inch, and is plainly felt at the upper part, like a
small firm tumor, across which' is the cleft or Os
TincsB.

In Virgins the Womb is more straight than in

those who have borne children, and it is also higher
up in the body, and the neck is considerably thicker.
In some persons, however, the Womb is naturally
much lower than it is in others, and also smaller,
and all are not so much altered by child bearing,
even when they have had several.

The substance, of the Uterus appears to be mus-
cular, and it is capable, in its contractions, of exert-
ing most tremendous force. The increase in size

which it undergoes, at the different periods of ges-
tation, are most extraordinary, and its after contrac-
tion to its original dimensions are still more so.

Thus at the full period of nine months it will mea-
sure over a foot in diameter, each way, in some
cases, and yet in a few days after delivery will re-

turn to its original dimensions. In my work " The
Matron's Manual of Midwifery," all these changes
are fully represented, by Plates, and instructions

are given by which the period of pregnancy may
be ascertained by them.

Arteries, Veins and Nerves are plentifully sup-

plied to the Womb, so that it is abundantly nutri-

fied, and highly sensitive." Indeed there is no other

Organ in the body, except the Ovaries, that has
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such extensive .sympathies, or that is capable of

such rapid growth. The Womb, however, is alto-

gether dependent upon the Ovaries both for its de-

velopment and its functional ability. If there be

no Ovaries the Womb will be found merely rudi-

mentary, and if the Ovarian actions cease those of
the Womb cease also. The Neck of the Womb,
which hangs down into the Vagina, is usually the

most sensitive part of it, and is, in many persons, the

principal seat of sexual feeling, even more so than
the Clitoris. In fact I believe that sexual excite-

ment is never known in its full intensity excepting
when it is experienced in the neck of the Womb, it

being always weak and partial when confined only
to the Clitoris and Nymphas. It is to this part

therefore that our treatment must frequently be di-

rected, when that peculiar condition becomes desir-

able.

When the Erotic excitement is intense in the fe-

male during connection, the Womb experiences a
species of erection and vibration, by which it be-

comes engorged with blood and is drawn with con-
siderable force and rapidity up and down the Va-
gina. This brings the neck into contact with the
Glans of the Male Organ, which is also the most
sensitive part, and their mutual pressure hastens the
Orgasm in both. This fact has never been men-
tioned by any previous writer on Physiology, and
it is one of considerable medical and moral import-
ance. The idea which some persons entertain that

the Male Organ enters the Womb is both erroneous
and absurd, as a consideration of its structure will
show neither is it true, as others think, that always
when conception ensues the Semen is thrown i7ito the
Womb, It is true that during a perfect Orgasm,
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such as referred to above, the Os Tincce opens when
the Womb descends to meet the Male Organ, and if

the -Semen is emitted at that time also it will pasa

directly into the mouth. This is the reason why
conception is more likely when the Orgasm is mu- '

tual and simultaneous, but still it is not absolutely

necessary in either.

Sometimes the Womb is very small and imper-

fect, so that the egg is not retained, and barrenness

of course results, and occasionally it is absent alio-

getlier. A remarakble case of this kind is given in my
Diseases of Woman, in which a young person who
had never Menstruated, was married, and it was
afterwards discovered that she had no Womb, though

in every other respect quite perfect. This small-

ness and imperfection of the Womb is very likely
]

to be found in those who were iate in Menstruating,
j

or who have been irregular.

In many Quadrupeds the Womb is forked, or like

two horns, and it has been found double in the hu-

man being, in some very I'are cases.

The form of the Uterus varies much in different

beings, so much, in fact, that it scarcely appeare to

be the same Otgan. It is sometimes round, oval,

and even triangular, and not unfrequently divides

into two horns, as in the Cow, Pig, Horse, and

Whale, in which 've also find the Fallopian Tubes
very long and contorted. In most of the Garni,

vorous Animals, and in the Rodentia, as the Rat
:

and Squirrel, the Uterus is very short, and divides
{

at the lower end - into two parts, communicating

with two sh(;rL and straight tubes. In the greater

part of the Rodentia, in fact, as in the Hare and

Mouse, the Womb is really double, there being a

separate one in connection with each Fallopian Tube,
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and consequently two Mouths, both of wini.h oai\

be distinctly seen in the Vagina. In the Marsupial

A.nimals, as the Opossum and Kangaroo, there is no

Uterus, properly speaking, but the end of each Fal-

lopian Tube, when it opens into the Vagina, is ex-

panded, and made to answer the purpose of one.

In these imperfect wombs, the young are retained

but a short time, and are then expelled, and placer

in the pouch outside, as before explained, in whic.i

they are gradually perfected. The Vagiria, als'>,

is double in these animals, one pommunicating wiJi

each Tube. Occasionally the Vagina is partly

closed, previous to connexion, by a species of H_\^-

men, as in the Mare, the Cow, and Ape, but it is

never so perfect as in the human female.

In very rare cases, the Womb has been foimd

double in the human being, each Organ being dis-

tinct and separate from the other, and opening ty a

separate mouth into the Vagina. In such cases, one

Womb is connected with the right Ovary only, and

the other with the left, so that Conception can oc-

cur in one and not in the other at the same time,

though it may do so afterwards, and cause a super-

fcetation, or Conception in a person already pregnant.

More frequently the Womb is simply divided by a

partition inside, and is not properly double, though,

possibly, superfcBtation might take place even then.

§ THE VAGINA.

The Vagina is the passage leading from below

jpwards to the Womb. At its lower extremity is

the Vulva, or external Mouth, between the lips, and

at the top of it is the Neck of the Womb. Tho
Vagina is like a pipe or tube, with very tm.,
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thick walls, capable of dilating or contractinrr to a
very considerable extent. The length of it i?from
four to six inches, though I have seen it as long as
eight inches, and as short as three. Tlie diameter
varies from an inch and a half, to two inches and
a half. It is not straight, but curved, the hollow
part of the curve being in front, next to the bladder,
while the convex part is next to the rectum, or
large intestine.

The diameter of the canal of the Vagina is not
uniform in its whole length, it being some little

narrower in the middle than at either end. It is

lined with a Mucous Membrane throughout, like the
Uterus, and in virgins is not smooth, but is marked
with a number of rvgcB, or folds, which gradually
disappear after connection, and especially after de-
livery. Under the Mucous cOat is another thick one
of CelluU'ir Membrane, and under that again is an-
other coat, called the Corpus Spongiosum Vagince.
This is a. true erectile tissue, like the Corpus Spon-
giosum -of the Male Organ, and capable, like
it, of becoming congested with blood durincr ex-
citement, and of erecting and contracting. It is

this power that enables the Vagina to draw down
the Womb during the Orgasm, as explained in the
previous article, and it also makes it compress the
Male Organ at the same time, by thickening the
walls, and contracting the passage, and 'thus in-

creasing the pressure and excitement in both. The
principal portion of this erectile ti.ssue is, however,
confined to the lower part of the Vagina, though it

exists more or less in its whole length. And it is a
knowledge of this fact that enables us to use many
internal instruments advantageously, for the cure
of falling of the V/omb. When the instrument is
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once introduced, the contraction of the lower part

oi' ihc passage which is acted upon by the presence

of the foreign body, prevents its being expelled. In

sonic females the erectile tissue is much developed

at tiie narrow part of the Vagina, about half-way

up to itie Wonib, and it will contract so forcibly

there, from any excitement, that a passage can
scarcely be effected beyond. Tiiose who have the

erectile tissue imperfectly developed, are always
liable to a lax Vagina, which leads to falling of the

Womb, and also to rupture of the bladder and rec-

tum through its walls. In all such cases, if the

erectile tissue is made to act, by the excitement
natural to the parts, the relaxation is much relieved,

an<l a step is made towards permanent improvement.
At the mouth of the Vagina is a strong circular

muscle, like that which closes the mouth and eyes.

It is called the Sphincter, or Constrictor Vagince, and
when ^t acts properly, the mouth of the Vagina is

kept nearly closed by it. This Muscle is of great
importance in maintaining the parts above, by
drawing the lower walls of the Vagina together, and
making them more firm. It also co-operates along
with the Erectile Tissue, in increasing the pressure
during coition. In some females it acts so power-
fully as to close the passage completely, and, so
strongly, that an entrance can scarcely be obtained.
This is often the case in those who have an irritable

Clitoris, or Nymphse, and every act is as difficult

with them as the first, though not painful. When
this Constriction of the Sphincter is conjoined with
great engorgement of the Erectile Tissue, the difli.

culty is of course still greater, but in all such cases,
the intensity of the Orgasm is also proportionably
increased.
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The relaxation of tlie Sphincter Muscle, which is

very common, is a serious evil, as it disposes all

the parts above to displacement, and much impairs

the sensibility of the parts. The lower part of the

Erectile Tissue, round the base of the Nymphse,

exhibits a curious net-work of Veins, called the

Plexus Reliformis, which during excitement are

singularly enlarged. They are apt sometimes to

become obstructed, and swell, causing varicose

veins, and enlargement of the lips.

The Hymen, which partly closes the mouth of the

Vagina in Virgins, has already been explained.

The opening in it is usually crescent-shaped, and is

thought to have originated the symbol of Diana, the

Goddess of Chastityi which was a half moon, ox

crescent.

Immediately within the Vagina, on each side^ are

certain little openings called the Glands of Duver-

ney. These secrete a thickish griy-colored fluid,

of a peculiar odor, which is often discharged in

great quantities during connection, and was formerly

thought, by uninformed persons, to be a kind of Se-

men. The situation of these Glands causes them

to be compressed by the Constrictor Muscle, which

is the reason why they discharge most during the

strongest excitement. In some persons the quantity

of fluid lost amounts to several ounces.

In addition to the Glands of Duverney, there arc

also a number of Mucous Follicles, both in the Va-

gina and on the inner surface of the lips, which

also discharge freely under similar circumstances.

The Vagina, like the other parts, is liable to va-

rious malformations. Thus in sorne it is too small,

and in others it is closed by the inner walls or e.x-

ternal lips growing together. In others, again, it is
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unnaturally large, so tfiat the Womb continually

falls down to the lower part of it. Many of those

cases in which the Vagina is closed, are not dis-

covered till marriage, and then great distress and

suffering result. ^Many such instances are given in

my book on the Diseases of Woman, and also the

means of remedying the defect, which can be often

done without medical assistance. When the canal

is too short, great distress may often ensue in mar-

riage, unless certain precautions are observed.

Most of these difficulties appear much worse than

they really are, it merely requiring time and skil-

ful appliances to remedy the worst of them, as the

cases in my book will show.

In rare cases, the Vagina has been found double,

like the Womb, sometimes with two Uteri, and at

others with only one. I once saw a case of this

kind myself, in which connexion could be effected

perfectly in either of the two passages, each having

a perfect external mouth and Sphincter Muscle of

its own, one being below the other.
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THE FEMALE EGG, OR OVUM

Having now described all the Organs of the fe-

male system, and shown how the egg is formed, we
will next proceed to describe its structure and

changes.
i

It has already been remarked that the egg of the

human female does not differ, in any essential parti-

cular, from that of any other being. On examining [\

with the microscope, it is found to be composea

principally of a mass of yellow grains, constituting

what is called the Vitellus, which is analogous to

the yolk of a bird's egg. Around this is a thin

layer of Albumen, or wiiite, and in the interior of

tne yellow grains is seen a small round, greenish-

oolored body, called the Germinal Vesicle. The
different parts are also held together, and separated

fr»om each other, by various enclosures or mem-
branes, and these several parts constitute the whole

Ovum. At its fullest development in the human
being, it is not larger than the point of a pin, so

that it can scarcely be seen with the naked eye,

and yet from this mere atom emerges a living liu.

man being. In the case of the bird, the young has to

develop away from, the mother's body, and the germ

has therefore.to be surrounded by a mass of nutri-

tive matter, to afford it the material for its develop-

ment, which is the reason why the bird's egg ap-

pears proportionately so large. In the human being,

on the contrary, the germ is, from the very momeiU
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of conception, attached to the mother's body, and

takes its nutriment from thence, so thai it does not

need any surrounding material.

The Germinal Vesicle is the same thing as the

white opique spot, or Cicalricula, that is seen on

surface of the egg of the bird, and which is er-

-neously supposed to be the' male principle. The

/esicle is placed first in the centre of the Vitellus.

but afterwards changes its position, as will be ex-

plained further on, and in its centre may be seen a

dark colored spot, called the Germinal Dot.

The yellow part, or Vitellus, is composed of little

round vesicles, or grains, which are hollow and

filled with still smaller bodies, called Granules.

The Membrane which covers each vesicle is also

granulaled, and thus we have first the round egg

itself, made up of little round vesicles, and each of

these made up again of still smaller bodies or gra-

nules, while the covering of each vesicle is also

granulated like the interior. There is in fact a

succession of vesicles, or spheres, one set included

within another, as far as we can observe.

The Germinal Vesicle, which is larger than the

Vitelline Vesicles, among which it is placed, is also

composed of granules, and is covered with a granu-

lated membrane. The granules in ;'/ie centre of it

being much condensed, or crushed together, so as to

be opaque, and tliusforrp the Germinal Dot.

The Vitellus, or Yellow, is the material from

which the new being is first formed, and it is found

in the egg of the Virgin precisely the same as in

tj;iat of a married person. In fact the perfect for-

mation of the vitellus constitutes the ripening of the

Ovum, which escapes from the Ovary immediately

it is formed. Many singular and interesting chan.
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ges take place in this substance, after the egg enters
the Tube, some of which throw great light on the
manner of the first commencement of the new being.
On examining the Vitelline Vesicles immediately
on the escape of the Ovum from the Ovary the en-
closed granules are seen to be in rapid motion,
round a number of different centres, and this motion
continues till the primary arrangement of the Ves-
icles is entirely broken up. They then re-arrange
themselves in a different order, and begin to form
the principal Vital Organs of the new being. Thia
however will be more fully explained further on.

Another remarkable change which takes place,

soon after the egg enters the Tube, is the escape of
the Germinal Vesicle. This is first placed, as be-

fore remarked, in the centre of the Yellow Vitellus,

where it is readily distinguishable by its greenish col-

pr, and by the darker dot in the centre. Just at the

time when the egg escaf>es, however, the Germinal
Vesicle mounts to the upper part of the Vitellus,

the Membrane surrounding which then tears open
and allows it to pass out. This leaves an open pas-
sage into the interior of the Ovum, which, it will be
seen further on, is essential to impregnation. The
Germinal Vesicle always escapes in this way im-
mediately, so that we can never, find it in the egg
except at the moment when that is leaving the

Ovary ; after that event we merely discover the

rent through which it passed. This is the reason

why many Microscopical observers never found the

Germinal Vesicle, because they only examined an
Ovum taken from the Tubes, or Uterus, and fro'm

all those it had, of course, escaped. The reader will

Bee from this what a singular analogy there is be-

tween this event and the Ovarian expulsion of the
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Orum. As soon as the Vitellus is fully formed the

egg is expelled from the Graafian Vesicle, and im-

mediately afterwards the Germinal Vesicle is ex-

pelled from the Vitellus in a similar way.

The Yellow Vesicles forming the Vitellus are

disposed so closely that they press upon one another,

which makes them not round, but many sided, like

the cells in a honey-comb. In the spaces between

the larger Vesicles smaller are seen, so that the

whole substance is very dense. This may be seen

very perfectly in the yolk of a bird's egg, when

boiled hard and broken across. The Vesicles, like

small round grains, can be readily distinguished

with an ordinary glass.

Sometimes one or more of the Vesicles will burst

while we are examining them, and the contained

granules will flow out. In such cases they always

pass in a steady current, and it takes some ten min-

utes or more before the Vesicle is completely emp-

tied.

To discover all these curious formations and

changes requires, of course, numerous and careful

observations, with the most perfect instruments,

which is the reason why they have not been made
before. They are,, however, of the greatest value,

and until we were acquainted with them many of

the most important generative processes could not

be explained.

There is good reason to suppose that the outline

of the future being always exists in the egg even
before it is impregnated, and indeed in the Ova of

«ome beings it can be distinctly seen. Thus Haller

plainly observed the form of the bird in the egg

of a hen, which had never been impregnated, and

fhe same thing has frequently been seen in the eggs
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of various Amphibious animals. Tlie bodily struc

ture, therefore,, probably exists in the egg from the

first, independent of impregnation, but the male
principle is necessary to give it life. This will ex-

plain those curious cases, formerly mentioned, in

which imperfect Foetuses have been found in Vir.

gins. These were simply the structures which na-

turally existed in the egg more than usually devel-

oped. They had grown like vegetables, but had no

Mfc.
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The above list contains, perhaps, the great mass

of the works I have referred to while preparing the

present book. There are, however, numerous others

which I forgot to note, and which were included

chiefly in the others. The different treatises on

Midwifery amount to so many, that the list of them

alone would be greater than the one I have given
;

but it is not necessary to specify them all, as many
dre but mere abstracts of the better works. I be-

lieve, however, that there is not one of any value

but what I have read and thoroughly considered, so

that my treatise might contain what is really useful

from the 'whole. The present account, I think, will
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show that I have spared no pains to properly ac-

complish my task, and that, when taken, in addition

to my own extensive observations, experiments, and

dissections, I am justified in putting forward my
work as the most complete ever yet published for

popular instruction.

In addition to regular treatises on Anatomy,
Physiology, Midwifery, and Diseases of the Gen-
erative Organs, I have also regularly consulted the

various articles on those subjects in the Reviews
and Medical Journals ; and these are so numerous,
and their contents so diversified, that the search

through them has been a work of immense labor of

itself. It is scarcely possible to enumerate all

these, but I will give a list of the principal ones,

both as a proof of the resources I have used, and as

a guide to the student who wishes to pursue the

study still further, and to keep up with the progress

of Physiological science.

List of the principal Reviews and Medical Jour-

nals which I have regularly read for several years

past, as they have appeared, in order to collect new
information :—Philosophical Transactions, London

;

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, London ; Lon-
don Medical Repository ; Transactions of the

Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh ; Edin-

burgh Medical and Surgical Journal ; London
Medical Review and Magazine ; British and For-

eign Medical Review
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Lancet, London ; Medical

Gazette, London ; Medical Times, London ; Med.
ical Journal, (Simmons) ; North of England Med.
and Surg. Journal ; London Medical and Physical
Journal ; Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal

;

Reports of St. Thomas' Hospital
;

Guy's Hospital

Reports ; Dublin Hospital Reports
;

Ranking'a
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Hal f-}'early Abstracts ; Braithwaite's Retrospect;

New-England Journal of Medicine and Surgery,

•&c. ; Boston Med. and Surg. Journal ; New. York
Journal of Medicine and Collateral Sciences, (and

eeveral other New-York journals since suspended)
;

Am. Journal of the Medical Sciences, Philadel-

phia ; Medical Examiner, Philadelphia
;
Maryland

Medical Recorder, Baltimore ; Southern Medical

and Surgical Journal, Georgia; New-Orleana

Med. Journal ; Western Journal of Medicine and

Associated Sciences, Louisville ; Western Lancet,

Lexington and Cincinatti ; St. Louis Medical and

Surgical Journal ; Illinois Medical and Surgical

-Journal ; British and American Journal of Medical

and Physical Sciences, Montreal ; Revieu Medi-

cale ; Dictionarie des Sciences Medicales ; and

several others of less note.

Several of these are suspended now, and others

have coalesced. Many of them have but little

general interest, and what they contain of particu-

lar importance is abstracted into the larger ones,

one or two of which will give a complete summary
•of Medical information from all sources. Every

Medical Man and Student should at least look over

as many of the Medical journals as he possibly can

afford to purchase ; but if his means and time be

'limited, it will be better for him to confine himself

to a few of the principal ones—such as the British

and Foreign Medical Review, Ranking's Half-

yearly Abstracts, and the London Lancet ; to which

the New-York Jour, of Medicine, &c., the Boston

Med. and Surg. Journal, and the Philadelphia Med.

Examiner, may be advant.ageously added. With

only the three first, however, he will be fully p»sied

wp in all new medical discoveries.
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moral and highly instructive. There is nothing connected w th

fcit'^et^lflly'''^' delilacy^^X l'^

In November, 1849, Dr. Holliok lectured in Pitlshtrgh Pa to

^7''f^r''f''^^''J'°^ termination of his last courfe WMpubh-cly thanked and requested to return.
(-ourse WM

then had to give a promise to return at an early period.

Jj^
January, 1850 after iwo crowded courses, the ladies of Lcui^,

V ' flattering vote of thanksrequested him to visit them again as early as his engagements would

• In St. Louis, Mo., February, 1850, he had crowded houses, both of
,

gentlemen, for three weeks, and pubUo resolutions, com-mending his lectures in the highest terms, were passed on several
occasions,

,

*^

On goin^ down the Mississippi River, February, IS50 he wa«ttnammously requested by the officers and passengers of the splendid
rteamer ^3«an««, to unpack his Models and lecture to them on tht
boat, which he did on three several days. At the conclusion, theaudience resolved itself into a meeting, Dr. Gibson of .Mississippi
being called to the chair, and Dr. Clark of St. Louis, elected Secre-
tary. A series of resolutions were then passed nnaniraously re-luming thanks for Ine lectures and commending them in the hiehett
terms. These resolutions, headed,

" Navel and ir.ltrestins scene on board a Mississippi sUavter,"

were pubUshed in the Picayune, New Orleans, the< inhabitants of
which place were strongly urged to attend when the lectures were
given in their city, ahd which they did not fail to do.

During his stay in the West and South, Dr. H. was everywhere
received in the most flattering manner, and his eflbrts to impart im-
portant physiological knowledgo/in a popular manner, were fuUy
appreciated. In every place the largest room that could be obtained
was crowded at each lecture, and the number of applicants for con-
tuUations was so groat that on several occasions Dr. II. was obliired
to iMMtpone the lectures in order to attend to them
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Dr H'a. strle oi lecturing is exceedingly plain, lucid and intelligl-

Me He relies on no trick or art of oratory—no effort to surprise or

startle—to obtain or lieep up tUe interest of his lectures. But thoj

are deeply interesting. They are listened to in silence and with

enchained attention—an attention that would feel annoyed at aajr

fictitious arts of the speaker. The reason of this is obvious. The

entirely novel character of the lectures, the deep and pervading in-

terest of the subjects discussed—subjects embracing all that is mys-

terious and of momentous importance in the matter of man's re-pro-

duction and existence in this world—give to the lectures a solid and

Inestimable value as well as enchaining freshness and interest.

We believe Dr. HoUick is the only man in the country who has de-

voted years of study to this important but too much neglected branch

of human knowledge, or rather of human ignorance ; and who is now
trying to extend the lights of wholesome understanding on the sub-

jects embraced, among the people.

In this matter, we recognise in Dr. H. a public benefactor, and we
owe it to the welfare of our fellows to commend him as such in thu

decided manner. We give utterance to no formal or paid for puff ia

this matter. Our readers know us to be incapable of such a prostitu-

tion of our columns. The large numbers of ladies and gentlemen

who have attended Dr. H.'s lectures know that we do but speak of

this subject as it merits.

—

St. Louis Intelligencer, Feb. 8, 1850.

We were most agreeably surprised and delighted. Highly as Dr.

H. came recommended, and thoroughly as were his lectures approved

by men of intelligence abroad, we had no idea before hearing him, of

the vast utility of his labors.

The subjects he discusses are of the highest importance to the

well-being of the human race, and an ignorance of them is daily pr^
ducing a degree of disea.se and death, the extent of which nothing but

the astounding disclosures of eternity will reveal.-^S/. jMuia Ej-a,

Fed. 1, 1850. '

He is certainly an admirable lecturer, being clear in voice, distinct

in expression, and having a very felicitous manner of imparting in-

.truction. We are persuaded his lectures must be productive of

great good.

—

Organ, St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. Hoi.uck—This distinguished lecturer had a crowded house at

the Apollo last evening and his delighted audience expressed their

approbation at the close of his discourse ^y loud applause.

Dr. n. is indeed a most entertaining and instructive lecturer. We
heard a medical gentleman say last evening, after listening to him,

that he would not fail to hear the whole series oven if he should have
to sell his coat to raise the means. The information, imparted by
Dr. H., must be truly invaluable to every one who possesses it.

—

Louisville Journal, Jan. 8, 1850.

Undoubtedly he ia the most eloquent, instructive and impressive
lecturer in the United Stater- upon physiology and health. The peo-

ple of Cincinnati were so delighted with him that they prevailed or
him to deliver four courses of lectures, and, when he was at leivglh.

obliged to leave them, they obtained from him a promise to retuoi.-'

UmuvilU Journal, Jan. b, 1 650.
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NOTICES OF DR. IIOLLICk's LECTURES.

Dr. Hjllick and PnysioLocy.—The second of a senea
of Lectures, by this geutlemau, on human physiologj-, aud
the all important truths connected with our physical constitu-

tion, was attended by a full house, in National Hall, last

evening. The time was well spent, and so appeared to think

the audience. On the delivery of the first of these Lecture?
on Tuesday evening, the speaker in a comprehensive and
well-digested exordium, placed him.self and the subject right*

with the public. His manner, language aud style, did the

first ; his sound logic, his argument, his candor and research,

accomplished the second. Apart from the iuterestiug aud ap-

posite details of the wonders of reproduction, the illustrations

of the immut oie wisdom of natuse, which teem in the animal

and vegetp e worlds—which.

• Glows ia each stem, and blossoms in each tree
;

Lives through all life, extends through all extent.

Spreads undivided, operates unspent."

Apart from all this, Dr. Rollick's Lecture was excellent as

a defence of truth, a vindication of the right of free and un-

shackled iuquiry, and as a convincing refutation of that silly,

but far too prevalent opinion that there are truths of v^'hich it

is better to remain in a state of ignorance. Had nothing else

been imparled in the forcible aud well defined e.xordinin of

Dr. Hnllick than this judicious demolition of that fallacious,

Billy, but injurious twaddle which would forbid research to

pass in advance of the old landmarks prescribed by custom,

ignorance, or a spurious morality—even that would well de-

serve the public patronag?. Truths, well set forth, will make
an impression, whether their investigation be fashional)li5 or

not. There is an affinity betweou the capacity lo learn, aud

the truths to be learned, which always results, wiieu a fitting

opportunity is presented, in a free inquiry, and tlie gentleman

who is briuging, iu a judioiou.s and elevated manner, a know-

ledge of those fundamental principles of our coporeul existence

which are abused because uuknown, will accomplish more

good than half a dozen teachers of higher pretonsions, and

lower ability. It was gratifying to observe the decorum—the

sense of respect for both speaker and subject, that was ob-

served throughout the evening, which evidently .^hows fliat

those who go there are actuated by higher motives than moro
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•euriosity
;
by desires more ennobling th^n a passing gratifica-

tion ; in a word, it was clear that those who composed Dr.

H.'s hearers, were men who know and dare to think, and w!io

will profit by these most useful discourses.— iVeio York Herald,

Aug. 7, 1844. .

-
V

The Origin of Life.—We attended Dr. Hollick's Lecture

at the Masonic Hall, on Monday evening, and if we wore to

s:iy we were delighted, we should bat feebly express the grati-

fication we experienced. It was, in fact, a whole series of

anatomical lectures crow.ded into one, and that one so divested

of technicalities, and rendered so concise, so intelligible to the

most illiterate mind, and witlial couched in such delicate aa

well as perspicuous language, that the most fastidious could

find no fault, nor tiie idlest curiosity go away uninformed.

The human figure—a French model, made, wo believe, of

papier mache—is beautifully constructed, and e^ery trifling

organ is not only an accurate counterpart of nature, but can

be taken apart, opened; examined, &.C., with an ease that

renders the study as perfect as an actual dissection, without

the des/igremens that attend a scrutiny of the real subject.

We advise all who love knowladge, and particularly a know-

ledge of their pliysical organization, to attend these lectures.

—

Phila. Spirit of the Times, Dec. 4, 1844.

Dr. HotLiCK heis just closed a course of Lectures on phy-

sical man, illustrating his remarks by most admirable wax
models. We had net the advantage of listening to the Lec-

tures, but we learn from some who were in attendance, thnt

the Lectures were highly instructive and pleasing ; and every-

thing was so accurately and deMcately developed and ex-

plained, as to insure a great amount of valuable information to

every class of listeners. Many ladies were present at a part

of the coarse. We see by oi;r paper, this morning, that the

members of the class have borne further testimony to Dr
Hollick's excellence as a lecturer.

—

U. S. Gazette, P/iila.

Dec. 14, 1844.

Dr. Hollick.—The ladies composing Dr. Hollick's class

have presen^.cd that able Lecturer with a beautiful writing

<leek, a gold pen, and all the appliances of such a u.seful piece

of FOR.NITUIIE. A resolution of thanks for past, and a request
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for future Lectures, was contained iu a very flattering and
gratifying letter from the ladies.— Z7. S. Gazette, PJiila.

March, 22, 1845.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—Last evening Dr. HoIIick
delivered another of hts Lectures on the " Oricrin of Life."
Th ese Lectures continue to attract much attentioji, and are
commended by all who hear them. During the pa-st week Dr
H. has given a private Lecture and exhibition of his models to

many of our prominent Senators and public men, all of whom
expressed themselves highly gratified, and desirous that another
class should be formed to accommodate their friends who had
not attended.

—

National Intelligencer, Jan. 30, 184G.

Du. Hollick's Second Lecture was delivered last Wednes-
day night at Concert Hall. The Lecture wa.s iveli attended
by many distinguished gentlemen, among whom were noticed
Ex-President Adams, several members of Congress, and emi-
nent medical practitioners. The Li3cturcr seei ied to make a
very favorable impression upon the audien>'6.

—

National
Intelligencer, Waa/dngton, D. C, Jan. 25, 1845.

Da. Hollick's Lectures o.\ Anatomy .\xd PnvsioLOGY.

—

We attended Dr. Hollick's introductory Lecture at Gilman's
Saloon, last evening, and we take pleasure iu expressing oui
gratification, and commending his Lectures to public attention.

We can assure our citizens that there is nothing improper, or

in the remotest degree indelicate in the exhibition of his

models, or in the manner in which the subject is treated

;

on th"? contrary, we are sure that the most fastidious will bo
delightb-l ""ith the per.';picuity of the Lecturer, and will ap-

prove and commend the Lectures and their objects. They
will serve to correct many erroneous impressions, and convey
juuch interesting and important iuformution with regard to the

unalomy and functions of the human body. We are certain

all who attend will never regret it.

—

Hartford Daily Journal,
July 17, 1844.

At a Meeting of the Class attendant upon Dr. Hollick's

Select Lectures on the Ph3siology and Philosophy of the
' Origin of Life'' in Plants and Animals, held at the Lecture

Woom of tho Museum, Wednesday evening, December 1,

1844, George G. West, Esq., was called to tho Chair, and

Samuel W. Black appointed Secretary.
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Resolved, That wo have listened with unfeigned pleasure
and interest to the Courso of Lectures delivered by Dr. Hol-
iick, and now brought to a close, and that we deem it an act

of justice to him and the community, to express our entire

confidence in his character, ability, and the manner of illus-

trating his subject, which, to use the words of a daily jqurnal,
" is couched in such delicate as well as pe'ispicuous language,
that the most fastidious could find no fault, nor the idlest

curiosity go away unimproved."
Resolced, That a committee of^three' be appointed to ten-

der to Dr. H. the thanks of the Class for his courtesy to the
inembers in affording them every facility for obtaining infor-

mation upon the subject of his Lectures, and that he be re-

quested to repeat the Course at the earliest period consistent
with his other engagements.

Published in all the Philadelphia daily papers of December
14, 1844, and signed by one hundred and forty of the most
respectable and influential inhabitants.

(See similar Resolutions, with over two hundred names at-
tached, in the Philadelphia daily papers of March 9, 1844

;

also of March 16 ; and ou several other occasions.)

From the Philadelphia Daily Papers, Feb. 21, 1845.

At a meeting of the Ladies composing Dr. Hollick's Class,
held on Wednesday afternoon, Febraary 19th, in the Lecture
Room of the Museum, the following resolutions were unani-
mously adopted, and ordered to be published in one or more of
the city papers :

Resolved, That we have listened with great pleasure and
interest to Dr. Hollick's Lectures, and are happy to add our
testimony to the many already recorded in behalf of such
Lectures : and regarding Dr. HoUick as a benefactor of his race,
and especially of our sex, we cordially wish for him abundant
success, and ample reward in the consciousness of doing good

Resolced, That we will exert ourselves to induce our fe-

male friend.s and acquaintances to avail themselves of the
great and rare privilege of obtaining the valuable instruction
unparted in these Lectures in so chaste and dignified a manner «

Signed on behalf of the meeting by
Susan Wood, President

Sarah Webb, Secretary.

D* With over 50 names attached thereto.
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(See also similar Resolutions, with numorous ncnies, on

Teb. 27, 1846, March 20, 1840, and on April 10, 184G, with

over llire.u Imndred names attached.')

Origin of Life.—Dr. HoUick will commence his Lectures

this eve-ning at Franklin Hall, which will well repay the atteud-

auce. His success iu this city, Philadelphia and Washington,

make it useless to say anything to induce people to go. Ha
models are very numerous and valuable, and cannot fail to

ffive his audience a clear idea of the subject with which he la

so well acquainted.—iV. Y. Express, April 22. *• • Ho

deserves all the praise which the press has heretofore be-

stowed upon him.—iV. Y. Express, April 24, 1845.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—By reference to an advertise-

ment in another column, it will be seen that a repetition of

these useful discourses commences this evening, to be con-

tinued during the week. V/e are happy to state that these

Lectures are creating very considerable interest and atte^utioH

among the intelligent portion of our citizens ;
and we doubt

not that much practical .benefit will result from their more

general dissemination. Dr. HoUick is a gentleman of no less

knowledcro in his profession than eloquence in his means of

imparting it, and he is certainly deserving of great credit and

eupport for bis exertions in a new field of such universal im-

portance. We commend these Lectures with the luHest

confidence to the attention of our citizens.—iV. Y. iiun, Aug. b.

Dr Hollick's Lectures.—The course of Lectures given

at National Hall, by Dr. Hollick, are worthy of attention

He is in possession of an artificial female figure, which is one

of the most admirable pieces of mechanism that we have seen

There was an impression that those lectures were oo d he^^^^^^^^

und technical, but we can assure our readers, after haMug

"tended them that they are not so, but h ghly

instructive. Dr. Hollick's manner
'«^«'^^f> Innnd seiT A

. ble, and his remarks contain a great deal of
^"""'i , ^

lady of hUrh reputation ia the world, who has made one of b.a

aflernoon''cla..s, informs us that she has been very much

eraJliod and improved by the knowledge comm.micated.-

\ y. Evening Post, April 29, 1344.
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A Gold Medal to Doctor Hollick.—The Ladios of Dr.

HoUick's class have presented him with a beautiful Gold Medul,

enclosed in a handsome morocco case. The front of the

Medal bears the followincr inscription :

" Presented to Frederick Hollick, M. D., by the T.adiea

who attended his Lectures on Pysiological Science, delivered

at Philadelphia, March, 1846, as an expression of their ap-

probation of the knowledge therein conveyed, and as a testi-

;jionial of personal regard."

On the reverse is the Sun, and reflected by the rays of the

lumiuury, a scroll containing the words
" To give light to them that sit in darkness."

Phila. SpinL of the THmes, March 28, 1B46

"letters from new YORK, NO. 11."

»«»*«» There have been several courses of Lec-

tures oa Anatomy, this winter, adapted to popular compre-

hension. I rejoice at this ; for it lias long been a cherished

'wish with me that a general knowledge of the structure of

our bodies, and the laws which govern it, should extend from

the scientific few into the common education of the people.

I know of nothing so well calculated to diminish vice and vul-

garity as universal and rational information on these subjects.

But the impure state of society has so perverted nature, and

blinded common sense, that intelligent women, though eagerly

studying the structure of the Earth, the attraction of the

Planets, and the reproduction of Plants, seem ashamed to

know anything of the structure of the human Body, and of

those Physiological facts most intimately connected with their

deepest and purest emotions, and the holiest experience of

their lives. I am often tempted to say, as Sir C. Grandison

did to the Priide—' Wottest thou not how much I'n-delicacy

there is in thy delicacy V
" The only Lectures I happened to attend were those of

Dr. Hollick, which interested and edified me much. They
were plain, familiar conversations, uttered and listened tc

with great modesty of language, and propriety of demeanor.

The Manikin, or Artificial Anatomy, by which he illivstrated

his subject, is a most wonderful machine invented by a

French Physician. It is made of papier mache, and repre-

sents the human body with admirable perfection, in the shape,

coloring, and arrangement,, even to the minuttest fibres. By
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the removal of wires it can be dissected completely, so as to

eiiow the locality uud functions of the various Organs, tlie iu-

terior oC the Heart, Lungs, &c.
'* (Jntii I exannned this curious piece of mechanism, I haJ

voiy faint and imperfect ideas of the miraculous machinery of

the liouso we live in. I found it highly suggestive of many
things to iny mind." « « » »

L. M. C.
[Extract from a Letter in the " Boston Courier" of

Monday, Juno 3d, 1844, by Mrs. L. M. Child.]

Scientific Lectures.—Dr.' Hollick is now delivering

courses of Lectures in this city, to large classes of ladies in the

afternoon and gentlemen in the evening, upon the Origin of

Life, or the reproductive system in man and the lower animate.

We have heard these Lectures ; and though our business ia

not to puff the Lecturer, who can best speak for himself, our

public duty is to offer a few remarks upon his subject, as a

theme for a promiscuous, or to speak more definitely, a non-

professional audience.

The smaller lights of the medical profession will say that

such Lectures should be confined to students in medicine with

the intention of practice. We say that the subject of such

Lectures ought to be understood by every human being, and

therefore that lectiwes upon it, in a proper spirit and manner,

are eminently useful. God has placed no interdict upon

knowledge. On the contrary, having endowed man with

reason, and having placed all things on earth within reason's

apprehension, he has made knowledge of all such things man's

duty.

Those who enter Dr. Hollick's Lecturp Room through mor-

bid curiosity, will be disappointed. However perverted may
have been their feelings or thoughts, they will bo awed into

respect for the works of God,

"And fonls who go to scoft; remain to pray."

We therefore auvise our readers to investigate the subject in

B reverend spirit, to cast to the winds the mystery which

iguoranco and impurity have thrown over it, and to approach

It with n determination to comprehend its uses and the evils

of its abuses : and we can safely promise that most, if not all,

will retire from the inquiry both wiser and belter.

—

Phila.

Public Ledger, jNuv. 25, 1845.
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Dr. HoixicK.—There seems to be a genera feeling of ap-

proval among those who have attended his courses, and

several modes have been adopted to express their full belief in
'

the ntility of the physiological information he imparts. The
ladies have presented a very elegant Gold Medal to the

Doctor, with a very flattering inscription. His card will be

found in another column.

—

North American, Phila. March
28, 1846.

The Physiological Lectures by Dr. Hollick, at tb«

Lecture Room of the Museum, continue to increase in interest

with the public. There is, as far as we learn, but one opinion

e.xpressed by those who have heard them—that of decided

and unqualified approbation, always joined to the wish that

the entire non-professional public would avail themselves of

their instructions.

To the reader who has given a moment of enlightened re-

flection to the object and importance of popular education

jpon a subject which interests, in so direct a manner, every

created being, it is needless to say a word as to the claim the

Lectures of Dr. Hollick justly lay to public attention and sup-

port. So fsir as the progress of general science, and the deter-

mination which the masses evince every day more and more,
to possess a knowledge of, is concerned, they challenge the

admiration of every one ; and regarded as one of the links in

the great chain of improvements for which the present day is

distinguished, standing, as it does, without a parallel in the

history of the world, they occupy no secondary position. No
branch of education can transcend their subject-matter in the

influence exerted over the minds and actions of men.
From what we hear of the elate of the medical art and

onatomical science in countries less favored than our own in

the blessings of free government and the bounties of nature, it

may be questioned whether the milHous who dwell under the
sway of despotic fulers are not fast reaching, if they have not
keady reached, a point of advancement equal or superior to

Iho inhabitants of our own in general physiological knowledge
This, of itself, should be enough to arouse them to realize the
necessity of proper physiological instruction.

—

N. Eagle,
Phila. Nov. 23, 1846.

The Origin op Life.—Dr. Hollick commenced giving hi«

eourse of lectures ou this interesting topic last evening at

24
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Anatomical Hall, corner of Broadway and Grand street, and

will continue it this and to-morrow evening in the same placD

He broke away the seal which a churlish profession had placed

on the book of nature, and exhibited to his auditors their

natural structure and anatomy in ^11 their beauty and perfec-

tion. How it has happened that a few men have been able to

keep the world so loug in the dark respecting the extremely

important and interesting subjects on which Dr. HoUick lec-

tures is to us a mystery. A new era has, however, dawned

upon the world, and truths of momentous interest to every

descendant of Adam can now be iijvestigated and compre-

hended by every one. The impediments placed by a few pre-

tenders in the way of the multitude acquiring knowledge, are

broken down, and the path to it made clear and unobstructed

This has been accomplished by Dr. Hbllick, who, unlike thf

inajorily of his medical brethren, thinks that nature has ni

secrets, but what all may know. The models which th

Doctor uses in illustjation of his Lectures, are fac similes o'

the different parts of the human system, and give as clcai

an insight into the wonderful works of nature as could be ob-

tained by attending the dissecting room. The second Lecture

of the course will be delivered this evening.

—

N. Y. Herald,

May 18, 1847.

From the Republican and Argus, Bait, March 31, 1847

[Communication.]

SCIENTIFIC LECTURES.

Messrs. Editors

:

—The most scientific lectures that can

claim the attention of man, are now being delivered in this

city, on the Physiology and Philosophy of the Origin of Life,

and its true means of enjoyment and prolongation. These

Lectures also convey a general knowledge of the structure of

our bodies and the laws which goveni them, and must, if at-

tended (as designed) by the mass of the pesple, prove an iu-

Burmountable obstacle to gross depravity and brutal debase-

ment of both body and mind. The people should bear m
mind that their inevitable tendency is to alleviate, or rathei

prevent the direst miseries that ever afflict humanity—to ren-

der many a home cheerful, virtuous and happy, that other-

wise might be cursed with vice, miser>' and incurable diseases—

that the trulhd of science, the beauty, the wonderful power,

the wisdom of the Creator of Man and of the Universe,
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presented alike to the rich and the poor, that the ig:iorant

liiultiludc, as well as the professional few, are tanght the laws

that never can he violated with impunity. With the lec-

turer's (Dr. Hollick's) past career, 1 know nothing—I only

know the pure, the salutary tendency of the Lectures I have

attended, and that the lecturer now professes to he actuated

by the purest, the noblest motives, aiming to do good—to dis-

seminate invaluable knowledge among the mass of society, the

tendency of which will prevent immorality, vice, crime and

death among the rising generation. Having heard some, who
never attend, ridicule these Lectures, I will simply add that

the Pulpit, the Bench, the Bar, and the sons of Esculapius,

have been represented and formed part of the large and atten-

tive audience, and I will venture to predict that no one has

left the Saloou without bemg both agreeably entertained and

profitably instructed.

A Baltimouean.

IT Dr. Hollick commences a ne^v course of Lectures on

the Parental Listinct, &c. at the corner of Broadway and

Grand street, this evening. We were fomierly prejudiced

against Dr. H., believing that his Lectures were calculated

rather to gratify a prurient curiosity than to impart useful

knowledge. The testimony of very many of his auditors,

however, including some of the purest and wisest among those

we know, has satisfied us that wo were mistaken, and we now
believe that mauy must he profited by his inculcations, while

none can find food therein for a vicious sensuality.

—

N. Y.

Tribune May 11, 1847.

Among other matters of public importance it should not

bo forgotten that Dr. Hollick commences his last course of

Lectures to-day. Those who wish to hear them, (and this of

course includes all who have not done so,) should therefore

avail themselves of this opportunity, the only one they are

likely to have for some time To say anything as to the value

and great interest of tlicso Lectures is unnecessary here, be-

cause thpy are so univerdally known and acknowledged.

Neither need wo refer to the beauty and life like perfection of

the models, or the urbunily, modesty, and superior scientific

uttaiuments of the lecturer, they all being equally well known.
The thousands of ladies and gentlemen who have attended the

Doctor's Lectures, and reconnneuded thoin so enthusiastically,
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are ample guarantee for all this. By-the-by, we see the
Doctor wears at his button-hole, with no little pride, th«
Bplendid gold modal the ladies presented him with, and which
we have no doubt he prizes most highly. Wo understand he
proceeds next week to New York, medals, models, and all.

—

Spinl of the Times and Keystone, Phila. Jlpnl 20, 1847.

Dr. Holliok's Lectures.—The third and last course of

Lectures by Dr. Hollick, will commence this evening in tho
Franklin .Saloon, corner of Baltimore and North streets. This
will positively bo the last course during his present visit to this

city. We cordially say to those who love a scientific treat not
to fail to attend. More instruction is contained in those

three Lectures, than can bo mastered by a twelve month's
reading.

—

Baltimore Clipper, March 30, 1847.

From the U. S. Gazette, Phila. Feb. 18, 1845.

Dr. Hollick.—The first of a course of three Lectures was
given by this gentleman last night, in the Lecture Room of
the Philadelphia Museum, and it is scarcely necessary to say,

was listened to by a large audience with tho deepest interest

The doctor not only reasons philosophically, but has the happy
faculty of imparting information in an easy and plain manner,
so that it may be comprehended by even those not at all con-
versant with medical science.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—A New Course.—It will be ob
served, by the advertisement in another column, that Dr.

Hollick has consented to repeat his course of Lectures on
Physiology and the Philosophy of the Origin of Life, and that

the first Lecture of the new course will be delivered this

evening at the Assembly Rooms.
Dr. H. is perfect master of the subject on which he treats,

and as ho conveys information of a deeply interesting and in-

structive character in a style at once clear and chaste, we
would advise all who desire to comprehend how " fearfully

and wonderfully we are made," to attend his course. The
models by which tho Lectures are illustrated are beautifully

constructed, and said to be singularly correct copies of nature

There are probably some persons who doubt tho propriety

of delivering public Lectures on this subject before a non-pro-
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fessional audience. To all such we would say that if they at-

tend the course of Dr. H., their apprchcusions on this point

will not only be dispersed, but they will find themselves grati-

fied aud instructed.

—

Baltimore Patriot, Jan. 13, 18-15.

Da. Rollick's Lectures.—This evening Dr. H. com-
mences another coiu^e of Lectures to gentlemen, the subject

of which is the Philosophy of Ro-prodnction. These Lecturer

have given so much satisfaction to those who have attended

them., that Dr. HoUick finds it impossible to bring them to a

close in consequence of the numerous solicitations for their re-

petition. The models by which this important branch of

human knowledge is illustrated, must be seen to be properly

appreciated. His advertisement will bo found in another
column.

—

K. Y. Evening Post, Sept. 3, 1844.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—Dr. Hollick will give another
series of Lectures, commencing on Monday evening, oa Phy-
siology, and the Origin of Life. Dr. Hollick treats the subject

well, and imparts valuable information, without confusing the
memory by the useless repetition of purely scientilic or techni-

cal terms. The first Lecture will be given on Monday even-
ing, in the Lecture Room of the Museum.— U. S. Gazette,
Phila., Dec. 7, 1844.

A Card.—At a meeting of the ladies (numbering 247) at-

tending Dr. Hollick's first course of Luctures, ending Feb.
27th, 1846, tho following resolutions were unanimously
adopted :

Resolved, That they desire him to accept their wairoeett

thanks for the important and interesting knowledge imparted
m tho same.

Resolced, That they express their ardent desire that be
will i)ersevero in his endeavors to communicate the scientific in-

fonnution of which ho is possessed, so highly calculated to
benefit the human race.

Resolced, That they use their utmost injluencc to aid him
in his laudable undertaking ; and also, that these proceedings
be published in two or more of tlw daily papers of this city.

Signed ou behalf of the meeting.

A W., President
E. W. M.. Secretary.

2A*
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MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.
Dr. Hollick's Publications and Lectures.—This gentle-

man is about to commence a series of his Lectures iu tliis city,

we understand. The first one will be given on Tuesday next,

before which time due notice will be given to the public of tho

part of the city where tliey will bo delivered. Tlie Doctor is

already well and filvorably known to our citizens, many of

whom derived much satisfaction and instruction from the Lec-
tures ho delivered last year. It would bo well, perhaps, foi

every man, woman and child to become acquainted with a.'.

least the general principles by which these, their earthly

tabernacles, are sustained iu life, health, and strength ; a.s

they could then with some degree of certainty seek to avoid

the various morbific agencies which are at present not coun-

teracted at all. Sound health is the greatest blessing which
can be bestowed on a person, and he who has it, can easily

preserve it by due attention to the laws of nature ; but when
once the various functions have become deranged, how difii-

oult is it to restore them to their healthy condition ! Dr.

Hollick's Lectures are well calculated to give the requisite

information, and we have no doubt he will have crowded

audiences. to listen to him. The little work of the Doctor's,

entitled " Neuropathy," &c., &,e., is a very interesting little

volume, containing a concise summary of all that is known up

to the present time regarding the application of electricity,

p-alvauism, and magnetism, in the cure of disease.

—

N. Y
Herald, May 10, 1847.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—We attended the Lecture of

Dr. Hollick last evening, and were highly gratified. Hi»

manner of delivery is good, chaste and elegant, and he took

particular pains to illustrate to his audience the great mystery

in Phsyiology, by drawing comparisons between the lowest

and highest grades of creation, proving thereby conclusivdy

that tho origin of life is the same in each.

We say to those who are fond of a rich intellectual treat,

go and hear Dr. Hollick, and our word for it, they will bo

amply paid for their trouble and expense.

—

Madisonian

Washington, D. C, Jan. 25, 1845.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures.—Invitation to Members of tne

legislature.—We have had the pleasure jf attending two of
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llio Lectures of Dr. HolUck, and do not liesitate to say thai

they were highly entertaiumg and instructive. The know-

ledge of the human system imparted by Dr. H. to his hearers,

in such as ought very properly to bo in the pospession of every

full-grown person ; and we are sure if the citizens of Rich-

mond generally were aware of this fact, they would fill the

Lecture room to overflowing.

We have been requested by Dr. H. to say that he will de-

liver another Lecture to-night, to which he respectfully invites

the members of the hegislatme.—Republican and Times,

Richmond, Va., March 3, 1847.

[For the Baltimore Clipper.]

Messrs. Editors .-—If I am not intruding too much, I should

like to address a few words to my fellow-citizens, through the

medium of your paper, respecting Dr. Hollick's Lectures, now

delivering in this city. From the novelty of the subject which

those Lectures treat upon, and from the fact that it has hitherto

been almost forbidden to non-professional persons, they are

apt to be regarded with distrust, or shunned as improper, by

those who would be delighted with them, did they know their

real character. From personal acquaintance with the Lec-

turer himself, and from having heard his Lectures, I can tes-

tify to the respectability and gentlemanly deportment of the

one, and the perfect propriety as well as great utility of the

other ; I therefore unhesitatingly recommend them both to my
fellow-citizens, and advise them to hear these discourses, feel-

ing assured that they will gain from them much valuable

information on a subject of deep importance, particularly to

parents.

Dr. H. has delivered these Lectures to highly respectable

audiences, both of ladies and gentlemen, in many of our chief

cities, as well as to private classes of eminent persons, all of

whom have testified their approbation in the warmest man-
ner He has received several public votes of thanks, numer-
ously signed, and many handsome presents. At his last

course in Philadelphia, attended by nearly three hundred
ladies, he was presented with a beautiful Gold Medal of

great value, with a most flattering inscription upon it, and ac-

companied by a request that ho would speedily rieturn. HiH
practice, particularly in Philadelphia, has boon vcrj' extensive,

and his means of acquiring information, on the peculiar sub-

ject of his Lectures, perhaps unequalled.
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Boing acquainted with these facts, and knowing the Doctor
to be a wonhy man, held in esteem by all who know him, I
iiave thought it my duty to state these things as a matter of
justice to one whom I consider a public benefactor, and for
general information. Respectfully, yours,
March 24, 1847. A. Citizen.

From the Philadelphia Daily Papers, March 20, 1845.

" The ladies who have composed Dr. Hollick's class, during
the present week, beg leave, on his departure from this city,
respectfully to present to him the cordial expression of their
high regard for his past services, and their appreciation of his
generosity, manifested toward many of his auditors, and on
behalf of those women of Philadelphia who have had Jhe plea-
sure and benefit of listening to him, they earnestly invite his
return to this city as soon as other engagements and duties
will permit him to do so

;
pledging themselves that, in the in-

terval of his absence, they will endeavor to excite, in the com-
munity, such an interest in the important subject of which he
treats, as will secure the attendance of a larger audience at

his future lectures. Signed for the class, by
E. H. B."

At a meeting of the ladies composing Dr. Hollick's class,

17th, 18th and 19th Dec, 1844, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted, and presented to Dr. Hollick.

Whereas, We are deeply convinced that the subjects treated
of in Dr. Hollick's Lectures to ladies are of immense impor-
tance, on account of their bearing on some of the dearest in-

terests of our sex, and whereas wo believe.that this knowledge
cannot be so well communicated in any other way, as by the
exhibition of models, accompanied by the explanations of a per-
son thoroughly acquainted with the subject, therefore,

Resolved, That we offer to Dr. Hollick the expression of our
heartfelt satisfaction with the manner in which he has treated

these subjects, and our earnest thanks for the benevolence
which lias prompted him to impart to non-professional audi-

ences, knowledge too generally regarded as belonging exclu-

sively to the lecturo-room of a medical university ; and thai

we cordially recommend to ladies who may have it iii lheL»

•lower to attend some future course, to avail themselves of

each an opportunity of benefiting themselves and their race.

M. G., Sec'nj. H. W. E., Pres.
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•KITING DESK AND GOLD FEN PRESENTED TO DK. U. BY OKI
OF Ills lADY CLASSES.

Dr. Hollick—Dear Sir : The members of

j'Our class, desrring the gratificatioa of offering

yon some testimonial of their personal regard,

and gratefiJ appreciation of the benefits which
you are conferring upon them and their sex

generally, respectfully request your acceptance
of the accompanying writing desk.

Wore it necessary, wo might repeat our as-

surances that your services to humanity will be,

by us, long and gratefully remembered. The
women of this generation have reason to rejoice

that, by your efforts, a new and extensive field

of information has been opened to them, whence
they may derive treasures of knowledge, of im-
mense importance to themselves and their pos-

terity, hitherto concealed within professional

enclosures.

Wishing you Iiealth and happiness, we beg
leave to subscribe ourselves,

Truly your Friends,

Signed on behalf of the class by,

M. G.

O. W. B.

Phila. March 20, 1845.
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B®" Every person, Male and Femak, should he sure

to read this carefully through, wit/mot fail,

BESCRIPTION OF DR. flOLLICK'S BOOKS.

These "works are intended to supply a want Tvliich lina

long been felt and acknowledged, and whicli has been daily

becoming more and more urgent.

It has often been observed that though there are many
excellent Books published, for popular use, upon general

Physiology, and upon ordinary medical treatment, yet

there are matters of the deepest importance to human
health and happiness upon which they do not treat at all,

or but very imperfectly. This is especially the case with

many derangements, of a delicate nature, in both sexes,

wliich are very common, and which cause an immense

amount of suffering and untimely decay.—Many kinds of

Female complaints and difficulties for instance, may be

mentioned, about which very little is popularly known,

and which Females natui-ally object to speak about, even

to their medical attendants. There are but few adult

females who have not ofie7i wished for information of this

kind, and perhaps suffered severely from want of it. Then

again how often married people require information, upon

Clatters of tlie deepest importance to them, but which they

know not where to seek.—And how frequently iXo parents,

of both sexes, experience the sad consequences of igno-

rance respecting their children 1 Many of these loved

ones, of the brightest promise, fade and die, or become

imbecile in mind, from causes which their parents know

notliing about till it is too late.—With regard to men
themselves, the same remarks also apply. Numbers of

them, especially men in business, labor under difficulties
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of tlio most serious and annoying character, but winch

tlioy carefully conceal. Others find their systems dcte-

riovated. and their powers decayed, without their being

able to tell why or to arrest the eyil.

In all these cases people naturally want to know Jor

t/i^m.xelvci, and they ought to do so.—In the early stages,

even of the worst, of the derangements alluded to, much

cnod can always be effected, by proper treatment, and not

unfreqneiitly even a perfect cure may be brought about,

hut when those derangements have been neglected, and

become confirmed, they too generally become utterly in-

curable. Medical science, perfect as it is, fails in curing

oftener than it succeeds, but people themselves could pre-

vriit most of their physical evils, if they had proper

hiioicledge in time.

Tliis knowledge, unfortunately, has hitherto been with-

held, and these matters have been made mere vulgar

mysteries, except to medical men, and even they have

known but little about them till lately.

In consequence of this general ignorance people have

neglected and disobeyed the laws of health, and of moral

propriety, and society has become tainted with disease

and depravity. No efforts hitherto made have corrected

these evils, because the causes that produce them still

remain in action and will do so till people generally know

more of themselves.

The most intelligent Philanthropists, and the most en-

lio-htened Clergymen also, in tlieir Pastoral capacity, have

often urged that men and women must both understand

themselves, and also their relations to each other, before

the physical and moral evils -which now prevail so exten-

sively can be removed.^ . / .. .

, T,
Tlie difficulty however has been as to how they should

be instructed, and who should be the instructors.—Medical

men were naturally looked to, because they were more

familiar with the physiological facts necessary to be

communicated. But unfortunately too many of them liad

been accustomed to look upon this knowledge as being their

properlxj, and they tliought, or pretended to think, that

no other persons had any right to it. Many others were

also aware that the present ignorance on these matters

produces most of the disease by which they live, and ee'dsh

interest alone led them to wish the continuance of that
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ignorance. Some there were, it is true, who were both
more liberal and less selfish, but these were generally
either so much occupied with other pursuits, or so littio

fitted to become popular instructors, that but little waa
done by them, and in consequence the mass of the people
as yet know little or nothing on these subjects.
At the present time however there is a growing demand

for more information, which must be attended to. People
begin to see that the old ignorance and mystery has done
no good, but on the contrary has produced innumerable
eyils that would otherwise have been unknown, and which
can be removed only by proper information. The fear of
knowledge, which prevailed in old times, is fast dyiiig
away, and instead of that a love of it is fast arising. The
truth is now becoming apparent, that the more human
beings know about themselves the better for them, and the
idea that any kind of knowledge can rightfully or bene-
ficially be made a monopoly of, by any persons, is scouted
on every hand.

Unfortunately this awakening of the public mind has
not been sufiiciently attended to by the educated portion
of the community. Satisfied with knowing themselves
they did not think it necessary to teach others who wished
to know, but left their appeals for instruction unheeded.
The consequence of this neglect has been that unprinci-
pled and ill informed people have proiFered information
to the public of a spurious and vicious character. The
numerous improper books that have been disseminated so
extensively of late years, on sexual matters, have origi-

nated in this way. The people took them because they
wanted information and could obtain it from no other
source. If there had been proper books, of a moral and
sciofitific character, containing useful and necessary in-

formation only, these improper works would never have
been patronized, or but to a limited extent.—Numbers of

people buy them who are disgusted with, and throw them
away, immediately they find out what they are,—but then
say they need information, and where fball we find it 7

It was considerations of this kind that induced Dr.
Hollick, at the solicitations of numerous well wishers of

their race, to write the present series of books. Having
for years devoted his almost exclusive attention, both pro-
tessionallv and experimentally, to the physielogy and
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rterangements of the Keproductive system, and having

become thoroughly acquainted with the wants and require-

ments of the mass of the people, ft-om his experience

among them as a Popular Lecturer, he determined to

undertake the task. Several years have however been

occupied in the production of these books from a determi-

nation to make them as near perfect as was possible.

Numerous experiments were instituted, and Dissections

practised, to clear up disputed points, and the notes of

hundreds of professional cases were carefully examined in

order to deduce the best advice as to treatment. All the

newest and most celebrated books on these subjects, both

French, German and English, were also carefully examin-

ed, and the actual state of our knowledge ascertained to

the latest moment. Owing to this care and labor these

books contain new discoveries of the most interesting and

valuable kind, that are not to be found in aiiy other works

in the English Language. Even to numbers of our

medical men, and in not a few of our medical institutions,

some of the most interesting of these facts are as yet un-

known, though some of them are so important as to ne-

cessitate a complete change both in our Medical Practice

and in our Physiological Teachings.
Besides taking this care however to ensure their scien-

tific accuracy, and practical utility, Dr. H. has most

carefully considered the manner of his books, so as to

adapt them for those they are intended for. On this point

he has bestowed great attention, and has obtained the

advice of professional men, teachers, ministers of the

Gospel, and others, so as to ascertain the best mode. His

object was to make his books perfectly unobjectionable,

even to the most refined delicacy,

—

strictly moral,—scien-

tific,—and practically useful/—In this he flatters himself

ho has succeeded, and the result of his labors is confidently

put forth to the world.

Dr. Hollick's Lectures on these inatters were the first

popular ones ever given in this country, and they have
everywhere been received with the warmest approbation,

which will be seen by the few notices at the end of this

Pamphlet, which are taken at random from a large mass
of the same kind. The books contain all the matter of the

Lectures, with additions and illustrations which could not

be introduced in them, and they are also identical in plan.
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and manner, so that the notices and recommendations of
the one may with perfect propriety be applied to tlie other.

The present books are therefore essentially differeiil

from any others of the kind ever yet published, being
scientific, enough for medical men, and yet so plain that
every one can easily understand tltein. They contain the

newest information upon every topic, and give practical
advice in all cases of disease and derangement. The beU
treatment is laid down, under all circumstances, and
recipes are given, of all kinds, in plain Enj^lish, so that

the medicines can be procured by patients themselves. In
addition to this they also give the best advice as to the
Preoenlion of Disease, and to tlie means of Preserviiif^

Health and Vigor.—Every adult person, Male or Femab

,

married or single, should read these books,—and judging
from the extraordinary demand for tliem already, there

will soon be but fevr who have not done so.—Hitherto they
have not been published uniform, nor has the supply
always been sufBcient for the demand, so that many liave

had to wait for months for them. In future, however, they

will always be kept on hand in sufficient quantity, all the

volumes being of the same size and quality.—The present

edition has been greatly improved, colored plates having
becu added to every work, besides other i/hislrations.—

No pains will be spared with them, and the Publisher
confidently believes that they will be found the handsom-
est, as they, certainly are the most curious, i7iteresti?ig,

and valuable works ever issued from the press.

It will be seon that there are four volumes, each separ-

ate and complete by itself. One for Females, on Female
Diseases and their treatment.—One for Men, on derange-

ments of the Male System.—One for Married People, on

those about to Marry,—and one on Midwifery. If any

one should purchase any of these works, thinking that

they were intended merely for the gratification of curi-

o.iity, or to please a depraved and vitiated sensuatify,

they would be disappointed with them.—But those who
wish for valuable and interesting informatioji,—such ad

all ought to possess,'—given in a perfectly unobjection-

able form, will find them just what they require.
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A.T a y.L-oAlns of the Class attendant upon Dr Ilollick's Seloct

,....tu>^3 on the^ Physiology and Philosophy
°^^'\^"^'lf'^"[^^^^^^

in 1-lants and Animals, held at the LeJturo °f "'^^J.'^'^^^i
Wednesday evening. December 1, 1844 George G %V est Esq., was

called to the Chair, and Samuel W. Black appointed Secretary.

solved -Thai we have listened with unfeigned pleasure a»4

inte est to the Courses of Lectures delivered hy Dr, Ho hck and ncnv

bmucht to a close, and that we deem it an act of justice to him and

the lommunity. to express our entire confidence in his character

abilitv. and the manner of illustrating his
^l^^^^'Xlfmv

word; of a daily journal, "is couched in such '^'1]° ^s eU as pc^^

spicuous language, that the most fastidious could find no fault, noi tua

idlest curiosity go away unimproved."

Published in all the Fliiladelphia daily papers of December 14, 1344.

and signed by one hundred andforty of the most respectable and ii.Uu

eutial inliabitants.

The only Lectures I happened to attend were those of Dr. Hollick.

which interested and edified me much. They were plain familiar

conversations, uttered and listened to with great modesty of language,

and propriety of demeanor.
, _ .

[Extract from a Letter in the "Boston Courier" of Monday, June

3d, 1844, by Mrs. L. M. Child.]

Hollick's Lecture to the Ladies, last Fnaav. was listened to

with' the greatest satisfaction, by an audience as large as 'he Hall

would contain ; in fact, two or three hundred ladies could not obtain

admission. The gentlemen's class was also as luUy attended as the

Doctor's arrangements allowed, and gave equal satisfaction. Every

thing is so arranged that all can see and hear without discomfort

;

and the subject is so clearly explained, and yet in so pleasing and

proper a manner, that all are interested and instructed without even

the most sensitive and refined delicacy being in the least oflended.

Bostmi Courier, Febi-uary 23, 1843.

From the New Vork Sunday Times.

Dr HoUick's great work, The Diseases of Woman, which \yin

be found advertised in another column, is truly a valuable i.roduction,

and well sustains the author's well-earned reputation. It is a com-

plete practical treatise on female diseases, scientific enough lor a

medical man, and yet so plain that every body can understand it, and

no delicately written that even the most fastidion.s cannot oliject to a

single pa-ssage. Much of the matter it contains is quite now in thu

coiinlry, even to medical men, and of the greatest intere.'Jt and import-

ance. The anatomical plates arc superb, and the whole book is excel-

lently got up. ]-",very adult female in Ibe land should read this book
;

ilie information it gives would jirevent an incalculalile amount of dis-

ease and suffering, if possessed in time ; or it will teach the best w»>
to onro it when unfortunately established.



ALSO, JUST PUBLISHED,

" A PopoLAR Treatise on 'Venereal Dis
EASES IN ALL THEIR FORMS," giving a full account
of their history and probable origin, their imme-
diate and constitutional effects, and their liere-

ditary influence, with full directions for their

treatment, and hints for \ky<i\x prevention, adapted

for every man^s oion m-ivate use !—Illustrated by
splendid COLORED PLATES, and with all the

Recipes in plain English^

This is one of the most curious and interesting

Books ever published, even to the general reader.

Few people are aware what an extraordinary in-

fluence these Diseases have had, and have now,
on the progress of the human race ! Few persons

know how important it is for all to understand

them, and very few, even among Medical men,

are aware how easily they can both be prevented,

and even annihilated from our race !

The recent French Discoveries, with the new
modes of treatment—the experiments in Innocu-

lotion—and the curious investigationn »s to the

Diseases^ by which many eminent men, in formei
(layi ha7e died, are deeply interf^sting and will

^tonish all.

Price One Dollar.

PUBLISHED BY T. W. STRONG,

98 NASSAU STREET, N. Y.

who will send it any where free, by Post, on re

ceiving the money and address.



This list emoraces tne whole of the works, which

may either be obtained singly or in the sets.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR EACH,

ALL WITH COLORED PLATES.

PUBLISHED BY

T. W. STRONG, 98 NASSAU-ST., N. Y.

AND

MAY BE HAD OF BOOKSELLERS GENERALLY.

They will also be sent hy Posl, Free, on re-

eciving the money and address.

TO THE TRADE.
f^"The Trade will find these works worthy of

their special atleiUion, as the demand for them is un-

precedented and increasing, and the allowance most

liberal. All wholesale purchasers will be provided

with these descriptive pamphlets free, and, on purcha-

sing • a certain number, with their imprmt upon

them.„^

AGENTS.
Agents are wanted to circulate these books, and

any "vounfr man, of good address iind character, will

findi't extremely profitable; quite a larn;i! income be-

ing obtained by many. Apply to the Publisher.

REMEMBER
these arc books that any one- can confidently recommend,

and which every one ought to read.

N. B.—The agent who leaves this will call again

with the Books.



THE

MALE GENERATIVE ORGANS,
m HEALTH AND DISEASE,

FI£<I>M IMFAl^CY TO Or,» AGE.
A coMPLKTK practical treatise on the Anatomy and Physiology of

the Male Generative System, with a full description of the causes, and
cure of all the diseases and derangements to which it is liable.

—

Adapted for every MaiCs own private use!
All the causes which lend to decay of the Generative system aro

fully explained, and the means pointed out by which its powers may.
be presorvcd to extreme old age I More especially is explained that

unseen, and usually unknown form of decay from which thousands
become diseased, insane, and die without ever suspeclinff what has
dealroypd ihem. Even medical men as yet know but little upon this

important matter, which it is of the first moment every man shonld
underslanii for himself. All the reeipes are given in English, and tho
Irealinent is made so plain that all can practise it.

This work is also fully Illustrated, both with Engravings and with
colored Plaies, and an introJuwory chapter gives an epitome of all

the new dL-JCOveriea respecting the Female system and Oenn-atim.
No other work ;it all like this was ever published. JVo man should be

without It, young or old.

««~9^«..

THE MARRIAGE GUIDE,
OR NATURAL HISTORY OF

<a-E!:KrE!n.^»37io3Sjr.

A private instructor for Slarried People, and those about to marry,
both male and female, in everything relating to the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Generative system, in both sexes, and the process
of Reproduction. Including a full description of everything that is

now known nsspectiiig the prevention and production of offspting, the
cause ol the ditl't-rcnco in sex,—Parental inlluence,—Natural adapta-
tion,—Physioloiiy of Marriage, &c., &c.
This is beyond all conipari.son the most extraordinary work on

Physiology ever published. There is nothin; whatever that mnTriei
people can either riquire or wtsh to know but what is fully explained,
and many inatiers aro inlroducod, of ttio most important and iuterestr

ing characier. lo which no allusion even cau be found in any other
work ill our liii)<!ua\'e. All the new discoveries, many of them never
bet'nre ni:ul« public, aro given in full, especially those relating lo con-

ception and sterility.
^

No married person, of either Sex. eKould be without this book. It

is utterly unlike-smy nthor ever publi-shed, and the matter il contains
can be lounil nowhere else. It cnntains numerous Engravings and
coHjrcd I'liite?'. (iesiinied especially fur this work.

i'l^ All Dr. Ilollick's liooks are One Dollar each, with colored
plates. Tlioy may l)i> oblaiiii'd from liooksellers generally, or will "be

•cut t'vvo, by Post, on receiving the money and addjess.



LECTURES IN 1852.

In the early part of this year Dr. H. lectared for four weeks,

with the most unboanded success, iu Philadelphia and for four

more in Baltimore, where his reception was enthusiastic, the

ladies filling the room, and passing on the last day a seriss of

highly flatt&ing and commendatory Resoltjtions, which were

published in the daily papers. The foUowing are a few of the

Editorials given at that time :—
[COMinjNICATED.J , , , ^ 4

Messrs. Editors: The most scientiflc and useful lectures ot

the present day, which should claim the attention of every one,

are now being delivered at Masonic Hall, by Dr. HoUiclc, on the

subject of Parental Physiology and Health. Ihe writer of this

heard his first course, delivered during the last week, and haying

been educated to the medical profession, is, perhaps, capable ot

iud-'inff of their usefulness. There is no doubt that the general

feelmn- ofthe medical faculty, and of an enlightened community,

towards itinerant lecturers, has been one of disapprobation and

apprehension of quackery, but in the present instance there la

certainly an exception.
^ tct i • ~* n«n»„« \

Dr Dunbar, (formerly Professor at the Washington GoUege,)

who attended Dr. H.'s last lecture, on Friday evening, was so

pleased with the manner and matter of the lecture that he came

out openly at the close of the lecture and stated, before the au-

dience had dippersed, that he had come there at the request of a

patient, prejudiced aeainst the lecturer, but on hearing him he

thought it his duty to"say that the lecture was perfectly fair, soi

eutific, calculated to do a vast amount of good, and that every

man, young or old, should hear, and would be benefitted there

by. His illustrations are complete and beautiful, and his expla-

nations couched in such delicate language that the most fastid-

ioos can find no fault. Those of your numerous readers who

may devote an hour to his remaining lectures will thank you foi

giving this publicity.—jBa?fiwor« American, March 2, 1852.

Dr. Holmck's Leotuues.—The distinction which Dr. Hollick

has acquired as a most intelligent, judicious and salutary lectu-

rer on the interesting and important subjects of human physiol-

ofy and health, renders any commentation from us quite unne-

cessary; yet, in view of the fact that the course which he has

lately delivered in this city, is, at the solicitation of many, to be

ropeatod on this and the next two days at Masonic Hall, we
would take occasion to assure all of their great value to every in-

dividual member of the human family. Jlany pf'the most prom-

inent of t!ie medical faculty in this city bear testimony to the

excellence of these lectures, as calculated to be highly useful, in

imparting, in the most unexceptionable manner, that knowledge

of hiiniaii physical structmo and tiio laws of health, the want ol

which n'lW occa^i:>ns so in;ich disa .tcrandsuirering.—L\iia«io/-e

i'ltn, Mzrcb. 1, Iti.Vi.



THE

DISEASES OF WOMAN,
Their causes ami cure familiarly explained, with practical hint*

for their prevention, and for the preservation of Foinale l.'ealtb, in-

t«ii<ied FOR EVERY FEMALE S OWN PRIVATE USE !—Illustrated with
colored plates, ami with numei'ous Engravings.

If all females possessed this book in time, there would be incalcu

lably less sufToriug and diseiise amongst them than is now seen.-

Everytliiiig relating to female health is treated upon, /rom infancy to

eld age, and the most valuable recipes are given, together with prac-

tical directions, in the plainest manner.—There is no known disoaae

to which females ai-e subject but what is here explained, and so that

all can understand.

Dr. Hollick has received piles of letters thauking him for writiiw

this book, and has been complimented, for it by many of his publir;

audiences of ladies.

IIJ^ JVo Female should be wilhont it, especially if Married.

THE MATRON'S
MANUAL OF MIDWIFERY,

AND THE

DISEASES OF WOMEN DTJEING PREGNANCY
AND

CHILD-BIRTH.
A coMi'LETE practical treatise upon the Jirl of Delivery, and upon

til the accidents and diseases that may occur dui lag these periods.

This woric is especially intended for the instruction of Females

themselves, and any one of ordinary intelligence, upon reading It

carefully through, will be able to render the requisite assistance in

cases of emergency.—The descri|)tion of all the various Positions and

Presentations is on an entirely new plan, and is made both simple

and intelligible.—The management of rrw born infants is also given

In full, and the use of Ether and ChU.^form durin); delivery is dis-

cussed.

This work contains over sixty enirravings, besides colored p'atrs,

Bhowing the various periods, and how to ascertain them—The dif-

ferent positions.—The progress of delivery, &c.

PKICJE OJVE nOIiliAK EACH.



This list embraces the whole of the works, which maf

either be obtained singly or in the set.—They are Pub

lished by

T. W. STRONG, 98 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.
And may be had of Booksellers generally.

^ They will also bo Bent by Post, >n receivino' cl"

n/tnev and Addrft«'«

TO THE TKADE.
The Trade will find these works worthy of their

tpecial attention, as the demand for them is unprecedent-

ed, and increasing, and the allowance most liberal. Al.

wholesale purchasers will be proyided with these descrip

tiTe pamphlets free, and, on purchasing a certain number

with their imprint upon them. ""^^

AGENTS.
Agents are wanted to circulate these books, and any

young man, of good address and character, will find it ex-

tremely profitable, quite a large income being obtained by

many.—Apply to the Publisher-

Remember, these are books that any one can confi-

dently recommend, and which every one ought to read

They should be circulated as extensively as possible, both

for their own utility, and also to supercede the trashy and

immoral works professing to be of the same kind, whioh

everywhere abound.



DR. HOLLICK'S BOOKS
OH

ANAT03IY AND PHYSIOLOGY,
FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS AND TCH

aCOME TEACHING.
These Books are the only complete ones of the kind ever published,

and they are suited both for ohildreu, of all n'^ef. and also for adults,
who may be uniiifcrraed on these matters. The two first being ar-
raui^ed in questions and answers, and everything illusiratrd by appro-
priale Piigr:iviugs that possibly can be, they are specially adapted to
use in Classes, precisely like School Oeograpldes, or they will serve
equally as well for the instruction of single pupils.

I.

Primary Lessons in Human ANAToiiy and Phybiolooy, for
the use of schools and lor home teaching. iO engravings, 25 cents.

ft.

The American Clabs-Book of Anatomy and Physiolooy. akd
their application to the preservation of he.illh, for the use of children
in schools and at home, or for the selt-instriiction of teachers and
adulis !,'enerHlly. Ai ranged in questions and answers, and illustrated
by NinBty Engraving's, with pmctical directions for easily pre-
paring objects fur illustrations, and for forming .InatomtKl .Vuamvu
without cost. (I'RicK 37j<fcts,) Now Ready.

3.

Anatomy and Physiolnn-y made popular and practically iLsefiil.

A CowPLKTE Popular System or Anatomy akh Physioloqt,
for the instruction of teachers, and of adults in eeneral. This work
covers the whole ground, and embraces everything rclaiins lo the
causes of disease, the preservation of health, and the prolonsalion of
life, &c. Illustrated with a profusion of beautiful engravings, and
giving all the latest information.

4:.

A Series of Laroe Colorkd Anatomical Plates, adaftid to
be used either in schools or for private study. These plotes wi;i he
the most complete, the cheapest, and in every way the best for these
purposes ever issued. They will be executed on an entirely new plan,
combining cheapness with efficiency and beauty. They will lie pub-
lished in stparate tections, or parts, each one iilustratin'i some par-
ticular department and can therefore be procured as far as desired.

Each work, however, comprises a system of Physiological instruo-
lion complete in itself, to a certain extent, without any reference to, or
dependence upon another, so that either one can be used alone, or
lliey mny be employed consecutively.
When it is practicable, it will be highly advantageous to the papil

lo go reirularly through the series, one after another, but it is not es-
sential for them lo do so.—They will be seul by post, Free, on receiv-
tng tlj.e money and address.



PUBLISHED MON.!"--]^-

Prlce onlTaS c^"t«

THE PEOPLE'S^MEoiCAf JOURNAL AND HOME DOCTOR.

EDITED BY DR. F. MOLUICK,

pafAic, Chniical oT Botantc. , be to make all the

of ihoir 'oliitive value them^-elvs.
v.iitor of all the Home

Also, others on the oriszn, aciion rnirt m< «
e ^' ^/anj Aow and

tors- Dog /,af,.n,and "J/.^'^^Y ."^"'^'f; \^aL of! This has

^.X^'a^J^S^i ?e.^ ^e-n'sfn\;^^e -at a .ass of

analys...! and their co.nposUion
»>'\t'Vo?rd^«

wir also be c instantly given, suitable for all aiseases, auvx

"'^'ho

"
''faro nnusually ,o. Each monthly number wm c^y co^

TUrre Gei»t«, and «ill contain stiteen priires ot ''^^ „X bo^
inland valnabl^ information, both to fam.hes

'"^^J^^^^^tina^
,idu-scver.U valuable and benntifnl J^'^frravtu^s io Wm^^^^

article, by Dr. Hollick him* If, or some reraark.d,lo caae^^^
^^^^^^^^^

and prinlinir will be of the best q"al'ty;,'"«l/*'« ho most inte-
cOMV.nient, so t ,at a yo.r's numbers will make

•'"VvUfon^ should
r«,ii.,(C an.r useful volumes ever boun< together. Eve>^y one sh M
pre-serv. them carefully. Each one will be

'^'"fyf.fj^^l^^ """l.

mimbor. c m always be obtained, and every one wdl also be copy

rurhl'd to prevent piracy. First number on July
.

Tl.e yearly subscription, only 'rwenly-Piv>< Cents, maj be sent In

rL.-,l stamps, or otherwise. One Three Cent Stamp will pay for

one number and postage. The postage for each Number is OJV£

CE vr. anywhere in the United Stales.
. »t v .»

Pul)li^he<l byT. W. STRONG, 98 Nassau Street, N. Y., to

whom all orders may be addressed. To be had, aI»o, of Bookaollera

nd News Dealers everywhere



DR, HOLLICK'S BOOKS
ON

ANAT03IY AND PHYSIOLOGY^
FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS A.SD 707.

HOME TEACHING.
These Books are the only complete ones of tlie kind ever published,

«nd they are suited both for children, of all a^e*. and also for adults,
who may be uiiinfcrmed on lliese matters. The two first being ar-
rauijed in questions and answers, and everything illusirati^d by appro-
priale eiipfriiviugs that ponsibly can be, they are specially adapted to
uaa in Classes, precisely like School Oeogrnphies, or they will serve
equally as well for the instruction of single pupUa.

1.

Primary Lissons in Hcman Anatomy and Phybiolooy, fob
the use of schools and lor home teaching. -19 engraviogf, 25 cents.

a.

Thb American Class-Book or Anatomy and Physiolooy. and
their application to the preservation of health, for the us« of children
in schools and at home, or for the sel(-instrnction of teachers and
adults ^'eneruUy. Airanged in questions and answers, and illustrated
by NinBty Engravings, with practical directions fm easily pre-
paring objects fur illustrations, and for forming Anatomttnl .Vuseinat
without cost, (prick 37Xcts. ) Now Ready.

3.

Anatomy and Plujsiolojry made popular and practically useful.

A CoMPLETK Popular System of Anatomy au"d Physiology,
for the instruction of teachers, and of adults in eeneral. This work
covers the whole ground, and embraces everything relating to the
causes of disease, the preservation of health, and the prolongation of
life, &c. Illustrated with a profusion of beautiful engravings, and
giving all the latest information.

4:.

A Series of Large Colored Anatomical Plates, adapted to
be used either in schools or for private study. These plates wi;i be
the most cumplrtc, the clmo-pnst, and in every way the b'.sl for these
purposes ever issued. They will ba e.\ecu1ed on an entirely new plan,
combining cheapness with efficiency and beauty. Tliey will be pub-
lished in separate tections, or parts, each one iilustraiin>..' some par-
ticular department and can therelore be procured as far as desired.

Each work, however, comprises a system of Phj-siolofrical in.=lruc-

lion complete in itself, to a certain extent, without any reference to, or
dependence upon another, so that either one can be used alone, or
they may be employed consecutively.
When it is practiciiblc. it will be highly advunlagenus to the pupil

to go reirularly through the series, one after another, but it is nut es-
sential fcH- them to do so.—They will be sent by post, Free, on receiv-
ing tlie money and add-rces.



PUBLISHED M9N.t_"i-—

-

Price onl^ as c*nt8 nryc^ai,^cen^

THE PE0PLE's"MEDicAr70URNAL AND HOME DOCTOR.

D,coiediothcpopuUr rr,.ln„n,ion of jvator^y. Pky.ioloffy, Med,
^

c.nc, and the Laws of Health.

EDITED BY DR. F. HOUUICK,
Lecturer on Pkysmo<rj, and A,akor of ike Marriage Guide, Ongrr

of f^ije, <ve.

''i;r'i.oi^;rrhe1r".t'':'bj";tof this .roumat, wm be to make all the

Rr enc"" on which the healins art is founded so plam, and to lay

down PW'^'>S of «very m"edical system, that people can judge

by the Editor, of all the Home

an^« . Medic" .Tounv.K especially the Fm.rA G.rma^

and a record will be kept, with appropriate explanations, of all the

mosl curiou-i and interesting cases.
tTritmKnl

Regular chapter, will be given in each m.mber on t^he t^^^^

find 7rrn""«i<7n of Dinease, 80 written that all can undeistana mem.

Th. oth^rs on the «r..fn, action and m..de of

kt own :;r„.p., with their common and scicnofie names,- A»» and

^hZJprescribe them. A full translation will be given of the Coc-

Tot- Z and mysterious marks so that any one can know

,ow to rra,l a prescripiiou, and tell what it is made of I Jh^ has

Ile^er IJen done before, and few persons cm ini»g"«jv^'" " °'

absurdity and imposition this mysfry and secrecy ... ^
All the principal Patent -^^'''i'"""*' """l

nl^^^^^^^

an-ilv-(rd and their composition slated. Numerous ^'''""Ole K«cipe#

. wi'l' Hlso be c -.isiantly given, suitable for all diseases, aud remarks

™t'e'" .t'ar'n-nu.tially lou, Each monthly number will cuily cost

TUree Gcrtts, and will contain sixteen pases »' mo« """est-

i„x «,..! valuable information, both to families "^n^,

tidu"^ several valuable and beautiful

arlicLM by Or. Mollick hlms-lf, or some remarkable case, ^'
f/'^"'

^n^priJin. will be of the beat quality, and the fo.-n and s^e mos^

co..v«nienl, so t ,at a yonr's numbers will make one of '^e most
"J'^

restb.if and naeful v^.lumes ever bound together. Every on(, should

pr«-mrv.. them carefully. Each one will be stereotyped 8° '^at back

numhor<c .n always be obtained, and every one wdl also be copy

ri>rhl-.d to prevent piracy. First number on July lat, ^<ioA.

Tliu yearly subscription, only Twenty-Five Crnt.?, may be sent in

PouJe Stamps, or otherwise. One Three Cent Stamp will pay for

one number and postage. The postage for each Number is OJV£

CK VT. anywhuro in the United Stales.
. „ „ .

Publi-hiid by T. W. STRONG, 98 Nassau Street, N. Y., to

whiim all ord -rs may be addressed. To be had, also, of Booksollara

and News Dealers everywhere.
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